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CHAPTER 1

CEKBBRAL PALSY A3 A MEDICAL PROBLEM

On the rapidly changing face of medicine, where many of the acute 
and previously often fatal diseases have recently come under control, 
the developmental disorders are now becoming increasingly an area of 
concern to the clinician and of interest to the research worker. The 
challenge of chronic physical or mental handicap is a manifold one, 
in that it presents not only medical aspects but has important 
psychological and social implications as well. Thus many disciplines 
find these conditions a fertile ground for the investigation of a great 
diversity of problems, and in the study of cerebral palsy in particular 
an opportunity is held out for contributions from a variety of professions.

Although Little (1862) first described the condition of cerebral 
palsy a hundred years ago, it is only in the last two decades that much 
work has been carried out in this area. This was in the first place 
devoted to a delineation of the problems the definition of the 
condition, classification of the disorders subsumed under the generic 
title of cerebral palsy, and determination of its Incidence in the 
population.

The term Congenital Spastic Paralysis was used initially to describe 
a rather loosely defined group of conditions having as a common 
characteristic some degree of locomotor impairment of neurological 
origin. Osler (1889) is generally given the credit of having first 
used the term ’’the Cerebral Palsies11, and the mass of clinical evidence 
that has accumulated since bis day has now resulted in a fair measure 
of agreement as to the definition to be attached to it. Of the two 
most widely used definitions, that by the American Academy of Cerebral 
Palsy holds that cerebral palsy is "any abnormal alteration of movement 
or motor function arising from defect, injury or disease of the nervous 
tissues contained in the cranial cavity". The other, by Tannet (1944)9
considers cerebral palsy to be a "motor defect present or appearing soon 
after birth and dependent on pathologio abnormalities in the brain".
Thus the two factors of brain damage and resulting motor defects are
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considered by all the essential characteristics of the syndrome.
The classification of conditions contained within the syndrom has 

given rise to a rather greater degree of confusion. There is general 
agreement with the decision by the American Academy of Cerebral Palsy 
to exclude palsy due to oerebral neoplasm and other progressive disorder, 
but various writers suoh as Ingram (1955), Woods (1957), and Illimrorth 
(1958) have each presented his own scheme for ordering the remaining 
conditions. Three types tend, however, to be recognised by all.
a) Spasticity, in which the pyramidal system is Involved and which 
manifests itself in "olaap-knife" rigidity of the muscles and in 
exaggerated reflexes. A sub-division according to the limbs involved 
defines paraplegia as spasticity affecting the lower limbs only,■tr-t'
hemiplegia as spasticity affecting both limbs on one side, and
quadriplegia as spasticity affecting all four limbs.
b) Athetosis, in which the lesion is sited in the extra-pyramidal 
system and which is characterised by slow writhing movements.
c) Ataxia, where the lesion is in the cerebellum and therefore shows 
Itself in disturbances of balance.
To these three classes Illingworth (1958) also adds Tremor and Rigidity. 
In addition a mixed type, containing features of more than one of the 
above types, is commonly found.

As far as incidence is concerned, a considerable number of studies 
in various countries all suggest that between one and two cases can be 
expected to occur for every 1.000 children of school age. The figure 
given by Asher and Schonell (1950) is 1 per 1,000, that by Ingram (1955)
2 to 2.5, that by Woods (1957) 1*9, and that by Henderson (1958) 2 per 
1,000 sohool aged children. The incidence of the various sub-divisions 
of cerebral palsy is rather more problematic, and though all writers 
conclude that tte. majority of cases fall into the spastic category, 
the diversity of opinion as regards the actual figures stated reflects 
a confused state of affairs. Illingworth (1958) summaries these studies 
in a useful table, from whioh it emerges that the reported incidence 

of spasticity found amongst the cerebral palsied varies from a figure as 
high as 89^ to a figure as low as 40$, and that athetosis was diagnosed
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by some In as many as 25$ and by others in as few as 2$. Difference
in diagnostic criteria and the prevalence of mixed oases are thought 
to explain these divergencies.

Despite the numerous reports which have concerned themselves WLth 
the effects of anoxia, premOurity, maternal abnormal
deliveries, end other such factors suspected of playing a part in the 
production of cerebral palsy, we know as yet little about the aetiology 
of this conation. Mraeoer, although physiotherapy, drug trantment,
and the use of surgical poocodures have been found to alleviate the 
disorder in certain selected oases, cerebral palsy must still be 
regarded as a mOLady for which there is no cure. The hope for the 
future woodd appear to lie rather in preVGrOion, and the attention 
given to the expectant mother and to the baby at birth emphalses this 
direction of thought.
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CHAPTER 2

PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OP CEREBRAL PALSY

The bulk of work on cerebral palsy has naturally concerned Itself 
with its various medical aspects. It Is, however, also a condition 
of particular interest to the psychologist, and this interest may he 
said to stem from two source a -

In the first place, the presence of brain damage may have a 
variety of direct effects on psychological functions- Those studied 
have been almost exclusively in the cognitive field, and the general 
aim here has been to determine the results of the lesion on the 
individual’s ability to experience and understand his environment. 
Investigations have therefore concerned themselves with the processes 
of perception, learning, thinking, concept formation, and the general 
problem of intelligence, and the data thus obtained are generally 
found to have definite educational implications.

In the second place, the presence of a physical handicap that may 
be severe, is often unsightly and generally permanent has certain 
consequences for the personality development of the individual and his 
soolal adjustment to the environment. Our society plaoes a premium 
both on conformity and on independence, and he who can meet neither 
requirement is liable to all the difficulties of the deviant. Studies 
concerned with this aspect tend therefore to have psychiatric 
implications.

An injury to the brain may therefore have both primary and 
secondary result at on the one hand it may directly affect functions 
controlled by the brain, and on the other hand it may bring about 
certain attitudes, both in the individual himself and in those around 
him, to the affected functions. We shall now review the studies that 
have been carried out in these two areas.
Cognitive effects of brain damage amongst the cerebral palsied.

The assumption that intellectual functioning may be Interfered 
with by lesion in the brain was one of the influences that gave rise to
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the numerous investigations devoted to this subject. But whereas this 
was largely a theoretically dictated interest , another influence was of 
a very practical nature, namely, the need to provide for the education
of handicapped children and hence the necessity of ascertaining their*
special abilities and characteristics. The level of general intelli
gence to be found amongst the oerebral palsied was therefore of special 
significance.

Before statements about the intellectual capacity of these 
children could be made, however, all workers had to face the problems 
involved in using tests standardised on non-handicapped subjects. How 
far is it feasible to administer verbal and performance scales to those 
whose manipulative and speaking skills are adversely affected by their 
injury? To what extent must allowance be made for the sensory and 
motor defects, and how far is it justified to modify the usual test 
procedure in order to make such allowance? Different answers have 
been provided to these questions. Meyer (1957), for Instance, points 
out that psychological tests cannot be regarded as pure measures of 
abilities, that they are influenced by peripheral defects, and that the 
result of a test affected by such defects cannot therefore be regarded 
as valid. Sarason (1949) warns that a psychological test administered 
by rigidly following the directions of the manual is likely to reflect 
the degree of physical handicap rather than the individual’s mental 
capabilities. Nevertheless, the majority of psychologists writing on 
this subject assert that it is possible to obtain reliable intelligence 
quotients from all but the most severely handicapped children, provided 
certain minor modifications arc made in the test procedure. 3choncll 
(1956) and Dunsdon (1952) discuss such modifications in detail, and 
Schonell (1956) further substantiates her point by giving the results 
of two test-reteet reliability studies, which yielded correlation 
coefficients of .79 and *89 respectively. She concludes that a 
reliable estimate of intellectual potentiality may be obtained from all
but the very young and the very severely handicapped. The problem is, 
however, by no means settled, and whilst most writers would agree with
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FI oyer’s (1955) contention that the Terraan Merrill Scale is the most 
satisfactory instrument for the purpose, others have felt the need 
for a specially designed test, such as the Columbia Mental Maturity 
Scale (Burgemeister et ak, 1954)> which would produce a result 
uninfluenced by peripheral defects. Unfortunately personal experience 
has shown that even this test has grave disadvantages, in that the 
result is heavily influenced by any tendency towards perseveration and 
defects of spatial perception which the subject may have. Although 
for clinical purposes it is usually possible to assign a cerebral 
palsied child to one of the descriptive intellectual categories in use 
(average, dull, feebleminded, etc.), it seems doubtful whether any 
existing test is able to provide a more precise estimate for all but 
the lightly handicapped,and it may well be that the differences obtained 
by the surveys on the intellectual capacities of the cerebral paleled 
are due in large measure to the inadequacies of present tools of 
assessment.

There is now in existence a fairly large literature on the Incidence 
of the various intellectual categories amongst the cerebral palsied.
The early investigations produoed very divergent findings. Snith 
(quoted by Sarason, 1949) found the incidence of mental deficiency to 
be 7 8$ among his group of cerebral palsied. Schroeder (1929) reported 
66$ as mentally retarded, yet in his original study Little (1862) found 
only 11 out of 65 cases to be mentally defective. Within the last two 
decades more definitive studies have, however, taken place, and greater 
attention to problems of sampling and assessment have given these 
investigations increased authority. The Hew Jersey survey by Molntyre 
(195®), based on 146 subjects, found an incidence of 26$ mental defect 
in this group; on the other hand the 1951 Jersey Survey (Hopkins, 
Bioe and Colton, 1954) gave a figure almost twice as high, namely 49$* 
This latter figure is in greater agreement with those produced by the 
majority of the more recent investigations. Cardwell (1956) has drawn 
up a table summarising the results of 13 studies, and from this is 
emerges that the lowest incidence of mental deficiency found was 30*5
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and the highest 58.6h. As a result, It la now gen rally accepted that
4 or 5 oU of every 10 cases of cerebral palsy may be expected to suffer 
frern some degree of mntal handicap.

As for the intelligence of the various sub-groups of cerebral palsy, 
the fact that the site of the lesion among the spairtic oases is in the 
cortex has led to the exportation that the average I.Q. in this group 
will be lower than that of the athetoids, where the damage is 
suteortical. This expectation has not been borne out. All the
recent large-scale p8ycholo£g.lal investigations agree that there is no 
relationship between types of cerebral palsy and i^ntel^^lg^zce t thus 
Hopkins et al. (1954) found only a slight sup^^^irtty amoi-ngst their 
athetoid group, Astor and Schornll (1950) obtained almost identical

intelllgeroe quotients for the two main types, Dunsdon (1952) had 
to conclude that among athetoid children 1^11X116001 distribution was 
weghted heavily in the inferior ranges, and Miler and Rose infold 
(1952) also failed to obtain any significant differences between the 
various sub-groups.

A considerable number of studies have now been published which 
concern themselves with a more detailed exploration of intellectual 
functioning in the brain-injured. Though the experiaeirtal subjects
very often include those without teu^oaxuclU.ls^ lnvolveTOnt, tlwre is 
no reason to believe that the results do not hold for cerebral palsy 
cases as well. Most of the wok has concerned itself with the problems
of perception that arise as a result of a lesion in the brain, and 
especially with two aspects! the ability to perceive parts as related
together in wholes, and the rlco&tLtiot of these wholes as
figures against a background. Some very interesting and ^11-4^1^^
experiments have been carried out on these problems, indicating the 
difficulties that the brain-injured have in both areas. Inability to 
perceive visual patterns made up of discrete elemeirts has been 
deza]ttretld by Dunsim (1952), who with the aid of the Bender GestaOLt 
Test showed that appreciation of spatial concepts is often defective 
a^in^ the cerebral palsid. Lord (1937) was one of the first to
draw attention to this dysfurnrtion, and in her book on the examiimtion
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of the brain-injured child Taylor (1959) finds that such an inability 
repeatedly interfere in the successful performance of many tasks* 
fexmer and Thuma (1942) compared a group of exogenous (brain-injUued) 
and a group of endogenous (familial) mntal defectives on the ability 
to perceive apparent wtion, and concluded that the poorer performance 
of the former indicated the adverse effect of brain damage on 
perceptual integration. The comparison of these two groups has also
been fruitfully explored in a number of other studies, such as those 
of Bjnsberg (1952), Cemsel (1949), H0.pin (1955), and GdLlagher (1957), 
all of whom indicate the difficulties that the brain-injured child has 
in integrating his experience and perceiving the outer world in the 
same terms as those of an uninjured subject* The educational
implications of these findings are followed up by Strauss and X^iphart 
(1955)1 on the other hand G«a.la#wr (1957) adds a useful warning
against regarding such perceptual difficulties as an inevitable 
consequence of brain injury.

Experiments by Werner, Strauss, and their colleagues have clearly 
deimnstrated the figum-hokground disturbance present in so many 
children with brain injury * Through the taohlEttolMC>pit presentation 
of geomtlloal figures, the copying of patterns on marble boards, and 
the reproduction of drawn designs, such experiments as those by Werner 
and Strauss (1941), Wnnr (1945), and DlphLn and Culckshank (1951) 
have pointed to the confusion inherent in the perceptual process needed 
for correct solution on these tasks* The failure here of the brain
injured child has been related to forced responsiveness to all stmuLi 
appearing in his sensory field, with the result that the child is so 
distracted by the background that he is unable to disregard it and to 
attend only to the foreground figure*

Oher perceptual characteristics of the brain-injured child which 
have been described (e*g* by Miler and Bose^ld (1952) and 
Cruickshank and Raus (1955)) refer to his diatractibility and his 
dislnhlbitios* Such tendencies will produce a very thlaract eristic
mctor syndrome, that of hyperkinesia, riiich has appeared in mny 
clinical descriptions (e*g* Ingram, 195^)* Furthermore, disturbance
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In body image perception have been de scribed by ft>n<d»r and Silver (1948), 
and a numbe of studies have also explored the effect of brain pathology 
on thoiu^ht processes. Strauss and Werner (1942) used a variety of
sorting testa towards this end, and demnatrated the extreme concreteness 
of brain injured subjects and their inability to assume an abstract 
attitude. Similarly Coton (1941) found difficulties in concept
formation among spastic children, and Wemr and Caarrison (1944) also 
interpreted their finding, that brain-injured children show a greater 
tendency towards animistic thinking than their endogenous cozdrols, as 
a function of greater rigidity and oomcrstenesa.

The foregoing mil indicate that oerebral palsy tends to entail 
a number of handicaps over and above the peripheral and more obvious ones 
of locamoaor, speech, and sensory disabilities. Although in some areas
findings are few or contradictory, a start has nevertheless been made in 
mapping out the world in w^ich the brain-injured subject lives and the 
potentialities which he brings to the task of meeeing the demands made 
upon him. Perhaps least is as yet known about the correlation of site
of lesion and behaviour, and some of the earlier naive assumptions in 
this respect have had to be revised. many studies dill present
their data in terns of differences between group mans, thus giving the 
impression that the ohaxrseerl8tia described holds for all cases, whereas 
in fact the overlap in distribution is often one of the mot interesting 
features of the investigation. The fact that some of the above mentiotrd
traits com^rn.y occur amoingst brain-injured subjects mat not lead one to 
the assumption that they occur in alls there are mny cerebral palsied 
children without difficulties in spatial organisation and many who do 
not show any teidLency towards distractlbility. The situation has obvious
clinical implications, but over and above this it emphhaises the need to 
investigate the reason for such individual differences, and it may well 
be that the next phase of research in this area will be less concerned 
with complsisots between the cerebral palsied and other groups than mth 
the investigation of the intra-variability of the former.

.Effects of cerebral palsy on personality dewelolroelt^.
By far the mjority of psycho logical studies on cerebral palsy have
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lltl^:mld themselves with cognitive problems, and comppratively little 
has been witten about the social and emrtimal aspects of this cl]tiltlot. 
To some extent this Is due to the fact that sooiety has In the past put 
far m>n emphaais on the need for education than on the necessity of 
^^<1 health, with the result that formal alsetrch has been
disproportionately stiuBlated In favour of the former. Tet this state
of affairs also reflects the amount of knowledge tccuaU.e^ted and work 
carried out In the respective fields of psychology, and particularly 
the avfltLlabllity of tools and ^thods of assessments whenas tests and 
experiments abound on the cognitive side, other mas lag far behind in 
this respect. As a result then are few scientific studies of perso]ttLlty
factors in the development of the cerebral palsied, and thotuh 
impressloznLstic picture have been presented by vtrioueatuthor8, these 
have gerarally been fumed me^l-y in the course of investigations 
concerned with medical or intellectual problems. As Block (1954) has 
said, children with brain injury have gerarally been studied out of 
contort, with the emp!h8is on separate disabilities rather than on the 
total picture of these disabilities In relation to each other and to 
their life situation. Hebaroff, Singer, and Vliensky (1954), An a
review embracing adiHt patients as well as children, similarly come to 
the clltB^Luslln that "future re search upon the patient with organic brain 
disease should regard him as a complex individual whose sooi^iaL, economic, 
and intellectual ltvial>tmltal demands mist be considered in order to 
attain total understanding of the specific consequences of brain pathology"

Those itveatigttiotLS which have attempted rather mw than mre 
imp^a8BioItstic locouuts have had to deal first with the problem of 
technique of assessment. Fraquerrtly they had recourse to one or another
projective technique In order to gather data under relatively standardised 
curndUlons. In this cmreotion the Rorschach test has been used by
Williams (1959), tbe ClildTlt,s Apllloeptiln Test by Holder (195^), and 
sentence completion tests by Cruickshttk (1951®)- The disadvantage of
such an approach Is, howver, that only a highly selected sample can be 
used. The subjects mist be old enough to be capable of participating In
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the task, they oust he intelligent enough to understand the instructions, 
and they must have the verbal ability to express their ansrera. Wen
one considers the numter of oerehral palsied children who are likely to 
be excluded by these three requiremetna, one HI appreciate the 
i^imsibillLty of gS]n>xrjLislng widely fum the findings mate. Moreover,
the difficulties discussed in the use of intelligeicse tests sIbo apply 
to of the perstltljity tests, namly the extent to which one is
justiHLed in using a test standardised on normal children. This merges,
for instance, in Sdhmtllla (1956) discussion of her use of the ViaBSacd 
Social Maatuity S^«aie, whioh relies heaivu.y on items involving physical 
maturation and thus unddy pe]tSLlirs the cerebral palsied child. A
similar point is made by Newland (1956), who points to the different 
cuLtural and exreriential backgrounds of physically handicapped children 
and the cotirqurnt differeice in the maning of items in tests of
social and erotional adjustment. One must conclude that the aiBr8lmrnt
of personality in cerebral palsied children by means of psycholo^cal 
tests is an even m>re hasaxdous and uncertain undertaking than is 
involved in the use of intellectual tests, and that as yet no ^ans has 
been found of tvercamLtg the difficulties.

That there are special considerations applying to the persomlity 
development of cerebral palsied children is agreed by all. Indeed,
some of the cognitive factors that have been reviewed above are alone 
likely to guide the growing personality in some directions of adjustment 
rather than others. The rather uncertain topio of "body image" and the
problems etco^utt8rrd in this respect by & physically handicapped child 
have also been raited (of. tenter and Silver, 194®, and terrlto, 19^), 

and tender (1956) has furthermore discussed in detail the emoOitnal 
concomitants of moor disequilibrium, claiming that the need which the 
brain-injured child has for support in mrtllity well beyond the period 
of infancy will give rise to a prtlttgatitt of dependency and dinging 
behaviour directed towards the moher. This author also asserts that
unsolved problems concerning the altatmrtl of security in equil^Trium 
and moUlty m^ produce later anxiety neuroses, but her evidence for 
this statement is hardly convincing. Some authors (e.g. B/umterg,
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1959) have even gone so far as to clam that each type of brain damage 
produces a paarticular type of emoional ^ractitn,that every cerebral 
palsy sub-group gives rise to its own distinct per8oxst.ity configuration 
through the particular moocr problems raised by each* Phelps (1948),
for instance, holds that spastica are fearful, tmid, and introverted, 
while athetoids are friendly, affectionate, and extroverted* Although
Schonell (1956) has com to the same comclusits, other writers feel that 
such a picture is a gross over-simpllocation and ned-eots the many other 
influences to which a child is exposed and which are likely to shape his 
pens^i^lity (Cruickshank and Bice, 1955)*

A further source of confusion lies in the uncertain use of terminology* 
ThLs is seen, for instance, in the assertion made by Dusadtn (1952) and 
Floyer (1955) that there is a considerable am»unt of "emmonsl instability 
to be found amongst those with cerebral palsy* Yet this statement
appears to be challenged by Gesell and Amtruda (1947), idio find 
"teraarraraenSal characttri3tits" to be the least affeoted by cerebral 
injury* "TemjuraTOnt" is at beet an ill-dTfinol concept, while under
the term "emmonsl instability" the above writers include a great many 
quite unrelated phenom m, such as fits, perseveration, lack of drive, 
tension, diainhibitios, and fluctuation in performance- The difficulty
Is increased by the attempt to distinguish "eraotitsal instability" in the 
sense of a constitutionally determined lack of emoOitnal control from 
’'eraotional Mlsaijustrnnt", defined as a secondary reaction to the 
cozudtion or to the ^¥110X1^^* Many of the above symptoms included
under the heading "emotLona^L instability" may just as wll have a 
functional aetiology, and thoud most writers believe that brain damage 
does predispose the individual to stress (Gofotein's (1959) description 
of the "ca■taatIOlhit reaction" is a classical exam?^)* Benter (1949) io 
able to assert that she has seen no brain-injured child whose behaviour 
problems could not be strictly explained on the basis of emotltnal 
maladjustment* It may wG.1 be that both organic and pay^lbc^lf^igLo^^l
factors play a part in determining emotitnal reactions, but to 
distirgulsh between them in practice is not easy and can certainly not 

be done (as is the case with many writer) when only one of the two
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aspects Is examined by the investigator.
EomHonal maladjustment (in the sense used above) is clmmlty said 

to ocour with considerable frequency tm]]tgt the oerebral palsied. As
Gibbs (1958) puts it: "The m>st superficial review of the literature 
shows clearly that both children and addts with oerebral palsy have 
problems which may be commoted wth, but cannot be Wiolly explained by, 
their neurological condition". Meyerson (195*7), howver, after
examining many such references, had to come to the conclusion that not 
one reached acceptable levels of scientific reporting. /gain the
confusion in te:minollly, the lack of le]tlatLly acceptable criteria, and 
the absence of objective Maas of assessment mist be held responsible for 
this state of affairs.

With this reservation in mind, we may note that this topic has been 
appaltcald from a variety of points of view. Such waiters as Gibbs (5958)
CardreU, (1956) and BakriLn (i960) have discussed the psyotolo&lcal 
development of the cerebral palsied child in relation to the basic needs 
norma.ly found in childmd and the additional needs which such a child 
has. Discussions such as theirs may often highiipt some of the problems
entailed by the presltol of a mrtor handicap: the lack of Olp^rtwnLty 
for expsrience, the difficulties of self-expression, the tendency towards 
feelings of inferiority in relation to others, and the problem of setting 
realistic gOials are among some of tha topics raised in this west* It murt
1i appreciated, however, that these are not esqol^elrt^ studies, and 
tend gen rally to be based on wide but utorgaltisld clinical experience. 
There are relatively few studies which have taken up these problems and 
investigated them on an eraplrlcal and systematic level.

Glick and DomII (1953), in an investigation of oerebral palsied 
adtuts, found that nesarly three quarters showed signs of ea>Oiotal 
m^adjustrant. The signs for such ral adjustment included unroeaistic
attitudes, intense feelings of insecurity, extreme imm^uuri^^y, excessive 
fears, strong feelings of inferiority, low frustration tolerance, problems 
in itte:lp>eraonal relationships, and lack of mo Nation. Once again,
howver, the findings ware mainly in the nature of clinical impressions.
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Meerlm and Mr^ltn (1950) noted, that there was a tendency among 
cerebral palsied children to withdraw fhrern reality and take refuge in 
L&altfcaiy. Alternately, they mght direct their anger concerning their
defects against the outside world and show hostility towards others.
They are cbunaBterised as ^^101^17 shallow, Hth rapid changes of 
and a tendency towards inf anile modes of rm>01tt&l expression. On 
account of their low frustration ltleIatar everyday adjustment was often 
difficult, and they tended to dislike breaks in their routine. This
account is unfortunately lrrsrtted in teams of sweeping ge]»r&a.isatltts, 
which mikes It difficult to understand under what circumstances a given 
mode of reaction occurs.

One of the very few experimental investigations is that by Wexnar 
(1953)* In a comppsiiot of physically handicapped children with normal
children, all of normal itlelligenJe and between eight and ten years old, 
he found certain interesting differences ehen suhmtting his subjects to 
level of aspiration experirants. The non-hjtdicjlprd children were able
to adjust their levels of aspiration realistically in the light of past 
experience, whereas the handicapped group were able to maiirtaln their 
realistic attitudes for only a limited time, and then as a result of 
frustration adopted goals so high that they assumed merely wishful 
prtp^Itilot8.

One of the more internsting and significant series of experimental 
studies has been that by Crulckihatk (1951 19511, 1952, 19555). Using
a variety of techniques, but particularly sentence comleeion tests 
(thereby, of coturee, again restricting the nature of the sampe), he 
studied the effects of various handicaps on a rubber of different facets 
of persoxnaity. For ^tyBioaaiy handicapped children In general he
found that there were moore fears and feelings of gttflt than occurred 
amongst nor^^ children. These frrlingB, moreover, had direct impact
on the less satisfactory social adjustment which thrir chil<dlrentlrmaelves 
felt they were raWding. They tended to asstcijtr unhappiness with their
handicap, tended to be less mature than other children, more insecure in 
relation to other people and m>re Incllud to withdraw fma them, and 
they showed fewer normal interests for their age. Althoxug these
findings are again expressed as oveir-all geraraaisations, Cruiakshatk
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went on to make a partioularly impDrtamt point (of* toarockshank and Bice, 
1955)* This concerne the distinction between a visible and a non
visible han^dLctl, which arose when various types of physical handicap 
weno compared* Here It emerged clearly that children wth cardiac
disorder, for instance, were much closer to mormd children in all 
tale<tts of emotiorxil adjustment than, say, children with terrbr&l palsy*
It appears that it Is not so much the handicap itself and its restraiidlng 
influence on activity which Is the vital factor In personaaity distortion, 
but rather the social effect of this hasdital, amd It is the visible 
handicap to which society tends to react*

This Is clearly an essential factor which has thus been indicated*
One cannot discuss the persondity develops! of a cerebral palsied 
child in isolation, but mist view it in relation to the social environment 
and the attitudes met the re in* For this reason particular attention
mist be given to the family of the handicapped child, for it is this group 
which in practice court itutes the ctamnlty in which the child spends his 
formative years, and it is the parental attitudes w^ich are likely to have 
a decisive influence on his adjustment* To this aspect we shall there
fore now turn*

Parental attitudes towards the oerebral palsied child*
Some of the previously encountered mrhodotoigLGal difficulties occur 

is this area too* Again direct em^lrioal investi£attons are few and 
impressions many, yet all writers agree as to the imjurtance of studying 
parental iiSfluernee. Sarastm (1949) has put the issue dearly: “In the 
past the ppeserne oo a severe moor defect has obscured the fact that the 
oerebral ppaaied chhld is being responded to and stimulated by people whose 
behaviour is turn is affcotdd yy the reverely tandtclpeed chidd. Although
many oerebral palsied children are severely limited in exploratory amd 
locomotor activity, it seems reasonable to assume that parental behaviour 
may either accentuate or leases the deleterious effects of such 
restrictions". Amd again: "When one considers the possible effects of
the presence of a oerebral palsied child om family structure and relatoon- 
ships, the influence of these factors cannot be disregarded* Mot all
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parents react to the cerebral palsied child in an acceding, warm, 
ClltBi8tentey affectionate maimer. The effects of such a ohild on the
nHmal stability of the parents are lon8iderable•" These statements
lmphasise a point which is crucial to the study to be reported here, 
namly that the influence with which we are concerned is a mutual onei 
one must take into account both the effect of the child on the 
atd that of the parents on the child. As Whie (1955) has put it:
"The urtitg of cerebral palsy is unique to each family. A social
study which is focused on the ohild-fml^ly-ereraltlmlnt complex will 
yield an understanding of the pbschoBCoCia forces." sHi^rly
Crtioksastk (1956) points out that mist authors believe the behaviour 
problems of crippled ohiedret to be directly related to inadequate 
parental attitudes rather than the child's inability to lnoom]pL6S 
psycholo£g.L:o3Llly the physical disability per se. He goes on to say that 
the closeness of the relation between parental attitudes and emoliltal 
behaviour in ^Iiisi children is such as to demand that in the study of 
the development of a handicapped individual the parental attitudes, the 
cu-tunl attitudes, atd the attitudes of peers and siblings must be 
carefully evaluated.

As to the mature of parental attitudes and their basis, a number of 
writers have lregettld us with accmns. Bakwin and Bakwin (i960), for
instance, point out that persomsaity changes amootgU the cerebral pdsled 
are not highly correlated with the severity of the handicap, but tend to 
le more as so dated dth the attitudes in the horn e. There the parents
often push the child beyond his tree abilities, LltfLluelOld by the belief 
that with txtdLdng the child may lee one normal or nearly so. They may
feel in some way responsible for the ooltlition, atd the consequent gdlt 
feelings tend to be associated with c^^irtmd^^’ty ttd orerprotedim of 
the child. Parents my lltme etch other, causing family friction ttd
thus still further add to the child's unhappiness.

Dutsdot (1952), im the ootrgl of her investigation ot lduoarllity, 
also found that even the moost intelligent parents found it difficult to 
set realistic standards for their handicapped chllda^la< They often
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expected too rapid progress and ther became anxious and discouraged, 
ethers were unaware of the passage of time and continued to tnat their 
children as infants, with the result that the children lost all incentive, 
bec^e self-aerterrd and ruled the hom^ as autocrats. Under these

it was often the siblings rather than the handicapped child 
who deserved pity.

Similar observations were made by Floyer (19555), though she jdiitted 
that her project included to intensive study of social behaviour. The
experience gained during her research, homer, led her to the belief 
that many of a child's emtional and social troubles wen the result of 
ltleraation between himself and those who cared for him, it particular 
his mother. As she points out, cerebral palsied chil'drer are inevitably
handicapped by the abnormal degree of ©iotionjl stress to which their 
parents are subjected by reason of the handicap. They mist make itie
adjustment to the situation, and rot only orce but time and time again as 
new stages of development arise. Parental attiuudes include ambiv^aLerce,
rejection (both naked ard masked), ard atImP.ete mature acceptance of the 
facts. It some families this author found the modKer to become so
unbalanced that the husband's reeds wire set aside or the other children 
neglected, because the mOber's emoOitmjl interests centered exclusively 
on the handicapped child. On the whole Floyer beli'Vis that at
emtionally m>re balanced situation is found when the cerebral palsied 
child has siblings. She also corfims what others have stated, that
unbalanced attitudes can be found over wlhen the handicap is ctmlj]hWively 

mid. "It fact,” she concludes, "cerebral palsy in ary degree can be seen 
to create emtional problems for the parents, but especially for the 
mothi. " Each situation is thus a famiy comp^x, in which each rumlbir
of the family becomes involved.

The increased dependence of a handicapped child or his mther is a 
factor rhich has been particularly aiitelated with the emotional problems 
of the parents. Crothers (1951) has stated that may of the emooional
difficulties of handicapped children air due to the fact that the rndMir- 
child unit, which is obligatory in pregnancy ard desirable in infancy, 
cannot be abandoned at the usual tme. Binder (1949) mkes this point
it relation to brain-injured children in general, jointing out the
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increased meed of such a child for mooor support, with regard mot ohly 
to ltttootitt, hut also to speech, feeding, amd dressing* As a result 
highly intense dependency rolationshils may ho established*

Amorgst the few emplrital investigations which have been directly 
concerned with this problem, that of ohere (1954) is particularly note
worthy, for she studied J) oerebral palsied children and their non
handicapped twins* i'rom her observations she concluded that the
personality diiferances found in the sample eoarated from the relation
ship with the parents rather than fro^m intrinsic factors within the 
cerebral palsy itself, thovgd oerebral palsy was the factor which 
disturbed the parent-child relationship* The not striking finding of 
the study was the differing attiuude adopted by the parents towards the 
Casditalped and the normal twin respectively* Parents tended to over-
pro tect the cerebral palsied twin, mOcing CLO the central figure is the
family, wheereas they tended to exp^i^'t the normal child to assume more *
reslon8Sbilitiea amd to act in a more mature manner than consistent with 
Cis taTPlcitirs. As a result the mmoi^ child was more stubborn,
excitable, jealous, amd less cheerful tCam the Canditaplrd twin*

Although Shear’s results would appear to indicate that eojotLosal 
upset is to be found in thee siblings rather tian tie oerebral palsied 
child himseei, her moin ppont cooSim thca made by others, na^ly that 
te^eb^al palay aiiects the whole family and that it is the parental 
attitudra witCis this group that detejoise the child’s adjustment*
Axsoher investigation wCLch also found itseli led to the study of 
parental attitudes as the crucial factox* is that briefly reported by 
hilliens (1959)* This anuim ee^sa^or^e. the Rorschach records oi 32
tereb^al palsied children, aged % to 11 years* When divided into
progstSically good asd progsosically bad records, tooJPlriatsa with tie 
case history indicated that the n>st imyurtast single factor influencing 
personality growth was the quality oi parental acceptance oi tie chUd* 
Those who were genuinely accepted managed, despite perceptual disabilities 
to mate the step forward to concept formation is a way that remained 
blocked to the others* This finding is particularly significant, ior
it shows how eootitsal factors can influence eves purely cognitive
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functions. Increasing reolgrtLtion is tow rlso given to the fact that
progress it the physical field depends in the gaal way on the total 
personality of the patient treated. Cooper (19514), for instance,
speaking from his experience of 1,500 lerebral palsied patients, 
believes that the success or failure of mdical treatment procedures 
depend largly on factors other than the physicsl mmagHtant or even the 
degree of ph^sicsl involvement, listiig among these factors social 
deprivation, lm>lional disturbance, atd limitation of experience.

One further investigation which oltceatld itself with the parents 
of cerebral palsied children is that undertaken ly Sykes (1958)* It 
describing some of the problems facing the 31 famUies in her project, 
she gives special attention to such difficulties ss the feeling of social 
ostracim, the reactions of siblings, the greater fetr of mntal handicap 
as compared with physical handicap, ttd the decision to restrict the 
family unit after the birth of the cerebral palsied child. Sykes felt
that parents were generally able to adjust to the physical handicap, even 
where severe, otce expert advice had been obtaimd, snd that ly fsr the 
larger problem was the need to understand snd help the child as a growing 
personality. On the whole she considered thst in those cssis where
hsrm)InLlts ttd miuiu^lly supportive relationships existed in the family 
the situation of the cerebral palsied child could be faced more 
successfuly that it the rest.

Conc0^silts arising from review of literature.

^veral conclusions suggest themselves from thic . eview of psycho
logical studies of cerebral palsy.

In the first place, it is clear that s considerably greater num^r 
of formal aeslsroh studies have been undertaken in the cognitive field 
ss compared with those cotceanld with glcisl-l^motional aspects. The
reasons for this discrepancy have already been mentioned, yet the 
]mlhodolo]ical and conceptual problems which have been encountered ctn 
only be solved in the course of further work. The need for more studies
of the social atd em>lilnal development of the cerebral palsied child, 
even on s purely descriptive level, is therefore evident.

SeconcdLy, there is an increasing twureness of the fact thst ote mist
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deal with the patient as a whole and rot Hth aep&rate svmlttm8,
functions, or disabilities. This recognition parallels a general
tmnd in mdicine to view each cond-tlon in relation to the whole 
individual., that his life situation ard various intra-psychic factors 
may will be relevant to tha aetiology and treamart of a phxyscal 
disease. Moreover, it pamaUals a trend in psychology itself to deal
not mrely with isolated systems (perception, mULA^z^aiion, 11^^!^, etc.), 
but to recognise the influncr of these systems on each other and to 
view them as interliiked parts of a whole. £ktPasis is thus thrown
on the total prsorntLity as context for the study of the various 
functions of the organiEm.

It some respects, howevvr, even the concept of leratrnailv may 
provide an artificial unit of study, for the individual must be seen it 
relation to his social milieu. This is a point which both clinically
oriented accounts and research reports have empaaised repeatedly, and 
it is a point which emerges particularly from tha studios reviewed above. 
That ^:rsoinil^ity development is to a considerable extent a function of 
parental attitudes is tow universally accepted, yat the presence of a 
coingnital defect appears to highlight this situation, for the incidence 
of extreme pathological attitudes appears to be so much greater, that 
studies concerted with this type of influence are more likely to provide 
clear-aut results.

It follds that if ora is to understand tha adjustment of the 
oerebral palsied child ora mutt also understand tha reactions of those 
with whom he comes into closest oontact during his early and formative 
years. It is for this reason that attention has been given not only to 
the effects of oerebral palsy on the individual child thus afflicted, but 
also to the iff acts on his parents ard, it ore or two studies, on his 
siblings. Tha developing pensoiiQity aust be assessed in relation to
the emooional atmosphere surrounding tha child, and the focus of study 
thus becomes the family group of which the child is one mernhbr. As
the preirit writer has put it elsewhere (1958). " PsychO o^gLcally speaking, 
cerebral palsy is in tha first place the problem, not of an individual, 
but of a famiy."
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This viewpoint provides the basis for the investigation to be 
reported here* Instead of regarding the ohild as as isolated unit, ,
we shttl study him in the ooiSiext of his imnoedate sooitl enviranneS, 
i.e*, Cis family, and to do so w oust assess the functioning oi the 
family as an organised group when under the Lornot of cerebral palsy* 
Having thus defined our area of oornoMm, we must sow formilate some 
^aas of studying it, amd towards this end one woHd sormiaiy exaOLme 
the existing literature ior clues and guide posts* Uxrforturately, as
we Cave just seen, there are still so few studies with similar aims to 
our own that we can get but little help here, amd our only alternative 
is, therefore, to widen mu? v icLrwlt^l ThTc raoy be done by by gardi^
the advent of a cerebral palsied child in the farnOly as a potent!at 
source of stress, in t hct it is an urtltet►letd <^6^ wwicc cmSironts 
the family with a gituttiot cirque oirtuide its ntt^o^t patterns mf co.jWBt- 
nnt* In this way a l.ink is provided with the rather more voluminous
literature on the effect of stress on the family, amd tCrnud tie forms 
oi stress studied have generrtLly been of a very different mature from 
that studied here, a review of the relevant literature should help us 
to set the present investigation im its proper context and to direct 
our attention to significant areas and concepts*
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CHAPTER 3

FAMILIES URDER STBESSS THE LTTFEATURs

Nearly all the studies whioh htve utoeimied themselves with the
impact of stress on the family have been carried out in either a
sociological or r dininl context. Raarely have the two been combined.
Most of the slollllgiotl studies have investigated the impact of some
external event (poverty or war, for instance), whereas oliniorlly
oriented studies have generally been oonoend with stresses arising
within the family, such as those stemming from the failure of ora of the
family membirs due to phrBical or psychiatric ilNas. The distinction
aolorditg to source of stress, external or internal to the family,

* •
provides t useful means of oetgsifying these studies.

The eolnomll depression which ooourred in Ameloa in the 1930*6 
with its consequent poverty ttd uremployrant for some atd financial 
insecurity for others, provided the opll^rtuInLty for several sociological 
studies of the Mact^on of families to such hardships. That ly Azng»H
(193*) was the earliest of these, and as such set t pattern followed ly 
mot subsequent investigators. In describing the reactions of 50
families to the financial crisis of lowered income, he was particularly 
interested in the individual differences thst existed in these reactions, 
and attempted to isolate tie factors wiioh were re sponsible for the 
greater ability to adjust stcce8^Sftlly on the part of some families 
faced with, objectively speaking, as great a ortais as other faUies 
that failed to adjust. His conclusion was thst the vuLnerebility of
the family appeared to vary inversely with its integration atd 
ad&i!ablilty, thst the mere integrated snd adaptable r family the letter 
its resluroes to meet a financial snd economic crisis. These two
concepts of integration and adaptability were rare or loss intuitively 
arrived at from s general description of vsailts fsm.ly lhaaaLoOe:lrLgtieB• 
Integration was defined by Arrgll ss "the bonds of coherence snd unity 
renting thruuP family life, of which common interests, affection, ttd 
a sense of economic inter-dependence are perhams the m>st prorainert," 
while sdappability was regarded as "the capacity to raet obstacles snd 
shift course."
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It is interesting that Cavan and Hnok (193^), in a surrey of 
100 families amd their reactions to tie ettstmie depression, indepen
dently reached so^^i^e^t similar oonclutioss* They too found considerable
individual differences is reaction, w^ioh could not be explained os the 
basis of tie severity of the external pressures, but Ld^oh the authors 
claO to be associated with the adequacy oi orgaiSLsatios of the family* 
They give three criteria for a d•ll-trgtsiaed family s (t) a higdi degree 
oi unity, when is evidenced in the unity of family objectives, the 
aubor<d.nttios of personal to family goals, unity oi family ideals amd 
the degree to whioh family TOrnObrs find satisfaction for their interests 
within the family group, (b) rociprooal functioning of memOer8, i*e*, 
toolne^Itbaay roles, tmd (o) a definite iusctios is the larger toonotty* 
Adjustment or fail'ire to adjust ms shows to have both social asd psychic 
consequences * os the ose hand there were changes is family roles, 
standards, and objectives, asd on the other hand there were nervous 
err8kntwt3, anxiety, and suicide attempts* Rarely, Cower, did the
crisis cause coaml®e.ely mew reaction patterns;* Rither, it caused as
exa&gratios of previously existing family tsd persts^l habit si the mtm 
who occasionally drank began to drink to excess, or the family that was 
CarmoiSowaly organised became more unified*

Ansoher, somewhat similar study, was that by Koos (1946)* Ho
investigated the "troubles" oi 62 lod-incomt families is New Yorrtk, tsd
the way they ^t such troubles. The families were observed over a
2-year period, during idiioh frequent contacts wire made is un3tIutturen
intervedW8* "Troubles" were regarded by Koos as all situations wh^h
"oreate a sharpened insecurity or which block the usual patterns oi actios
and call for ow ones," and again rttstmio tsd financial crises were
prominent here* Koos was especially interested is the effects oi these
crises os the internal relationships of the family, asd here made use of t
concept which has been found to be particularly useful is this type of
research - the concept of role* Starting from the premise that the
family succeeds, ts a family, largely is terms of the adequate role 
performance of its ^e^Ob^, he pointed out that one of the major effects
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of crises was to cause charges in these rola patterns. 
perfo]mjnces charge, as tha individuals concerned do not live up to the 
expectations of other of tha family (or it some cases surpass
these expctations), the usual patterns of action are distorted or 
abolished, and tha family finds it necessary to work out raw patterns." 
Koos, like the other investigators already mniioned, also found 
aoli3iderable differences within his sample as to ability to met crises, 
and he too Hiked H to the already existing adequacy of family 
organisation. The fam.ly that was relatively troubla-proof was
described by him as having a strong rela-st juioture, Hth acceptance by 
each remter of his role, as being Uling to accept stbe common 
definition of the good of the family in preference to the good of tha 
individual mrnmbrs, as providing satisfaction for tha meembrs wLthin 
the family unit, and finally as having a sense of direction ard thus 
being a "going ooncezm." These criteria are concerned only with intra
family relations and not with the functions of the family in the 
commuiiy. It was found, however, that if a family had an adequate
irtra-femily orgaliL8atitn its relation Hth other families woidd also 
be adequate. Yet Koos latar goes on to say that tha families whioh he
rarkad as being balow average in organisation suffered least dl8pla<e^menl 
of their 1x111,^1^ ccnta<ats(as these rere genorellv with similar 
types offamiiias), wiila the betteIrthan-sweragr families felt the troubles 
wore keenly ard as a result withdrew frem m>st atlrtacts Hith the outside 
world and keat very much to themselves. There was marked ctrrelaliot
between withdrawal frem friends and withdrawal from organisation 
activities. These statements appear to ba contradictory; on the other
they draw attention to an aspect which other studies have tended to 
negLect, tamly the effeot of stress on tha pattern and am^iut; of 
aowmtity participation of the family- Anagai (1936), for Instance,
had mrely touched on this problem, describing how soma families tend to 
withdraw in the face of "shame" ard bacoma mora than ever closed systems, 
whereas others become qiUte unbuttoned it their tpen-door policy*

A rather different type of stress was examined by Hill ( 1949) # and 

also a somewhat different methodology was used in his investigation.
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The stress in this project reflaaed to the effects of war, with
particular reference to the effects of the separation of the husband 
from the rest of the family. A much larger staple was used, coittacts
with the families were mich fewr and less intensive than, for exampp©, 
in Koos’ study, and attempts warn made to quantify the information 
obtained by the sdninrssration of inflImatiln schld^iLes std que^tion- 
sires snd by the use of scales to ieaLStre various relevant di^ unions. 
Although ^ny of tho correlation coefficients thus obtained are of an 
unimpressive size, snd although one wonders how far the particular 
tlprotch used did tot sacrifice the validity of the data collected to 
its quant ifiability, the author did retch certain conclusions. Am^^
these the most outstanding ref ere once again to the individual 
variability wthir his sample. AthouuP Hill agrees thst the rumlur
snd severity of the hardships attendant on the crisis infUnnoed the 
sdequtcy of the family's sdjugti:•ttt, he believes thst the m>st imprtart 
factor is in the mstrr in which the family defines the situation.
Both in the present study snd in r subsequent theoretical artiols (H.11, 
1958), he distiiiuishes three variables which determine whether an event 
becomes s crisis for ary giver family! the HardBhils of the evert itself 
the resltrclg of the fsmLly, srd the definition. the family makes of t-e 
evert (i.e., whether family meatere treat the evert ss if it ware or were 
rot s threat to their status, their goals, ard their objectives). This
third factor is reltzhLed ss sn interfering variable srd ctn only le 
inferred frem the effects produced by the event. Or the other hard the
second factor, the resltrols of the family, was directly measured, srd 
Hill ootoltded that family integration, family adajpabliity, and marital 
tdjugtilrt constituted the most imTDrtsnt statistically identifiable 
ftotors making for successful adjustment to crisis in his investigation. 
Finally, he attempted to view the adjustment process to the crisis 
longitudinally, std clrcludld thst a rllllI-•coaster type of profile 
could le discerned, in thst the impact of the stress produced sn initial 
period of disorganisation, whioh wls foH<wed by a stage of recovery srd 
trialaal:d.-earla modes of adjustmeirt, and this in turn was succeeded by a 
phase of aloalalrLsation♦
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These studies illustrate the kind of apprtath used by socitltgioally 
oriented workers amd the concepts favoured by them* Turning sow to the
stresses originating mainly withim the family itself and thus to the more 
clinically oriented studies, we find here t greater preoeoupatiom with 
the interaction oi three levels of study: that oi the family group ts a
whole, that oi the interpersonal IrlatOorahlipa within it, amd that of the 
perso1rm^litiea oi the individual of the group* This is especially
apparent is the w>rk of Ackermas (e*g., Aokermas asd B^lcens, 1956 asd 
1957), whose aim has bees to understand the integration of the eoHozsiLly 
disturbed ohiM with the psychosocial structuro of the family* The
stress here takes the form of the individual famLIy raemter (a child) with 
socially undesirable symptom, asd Arkermas has attempted to establish 
criteria for carrying out "family diagnosis", dhioh would enable one to 
oorreltte the pathology of tie individual with the pathology of the famLIy 
unit* Ackeron's thesis is that the family is the cradle of persoisility,
that it has po^r to enhance or impair the oeSal health of the individual., 
asd that for each case one oust therefore establish how the interaction 
pro cesses of the family affect the development and behaviour oi the 
individual and conversely what imfltencr the individual has on the family* 
This iormuation is in miiny wye hidhly appropriate to the present 
investigation, but unfortunately Ackerman's discussion remains on t 
theoretical amd discursive level, tmd Ce iami to present t scheme imd 
othtdology which would enable ose to carry cut "family diagnosis"* His
presentation of seven types oi family structure, each related to the 
child's personalty adjustment^ is arrived at on as t priori basis and 
woum make the classification oi other ttsrs by other workers msst 
difficult.

Althoxud studies of the iimilirs oi meeSal patients have frequently 
bees carried out, they hive ootly aimed at tracing the aetiology of the 
illness, asd few have attempted to analyse wiat haness within the family 
group when a mGmter develops a mantal illness* Cliusen asd Yarrow (1955)
report a study is which the impact oi such a situation was investigated in 
33 families* From istemaivr intemiews with the wives oi the patients
they traced the wife's Initial reactions to the maiSfostations of the 
illrTss, the masm is which profeasitsll help was sorudt, amd her attempt
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to reconstruct the psychological future. Relevant to our present 
interests were the authors’ efforts to traoe the effeot on patterning 
of relationships with the family, and on the wife’s orientation towards 
other people, both within and outside the family. The findings high
light the drastic changes which overtook the wife’s role in both these 
arose- and comparison is made between the family under the (felt) 
social stigma of mental illness and certain minority groups threatened 
by their ”not-belonging” feelings.

A number of other publications have also discussed the impact of 
the psychiatrical ly ill individual on his family. Rapaport and Rosow 
(1957) point out that psychiatric Illness leads to failure in family 
role, espeoially when the failure concerns a supportive role. They 
maintain that the role failure depends not only on the individual’s 
personality, but also on the way in which the persohalit} interacts 
with the personality needs of the other family members. A similar 
point is made by Morris (195^), who found that the psyohiatrio illness 
of one member of a family presented a distinct social problem to the 
rest of the family, in that the balance of interpersonal relationships 
in the group was disturbed by this crisis. Althou^i many families will 
deny that this is so, the fact may be observed in a variety of ways, 
ranging from the changing perceptions and tolerance of the natients* 
behaviour to subtle changes in the performance of different members in 
their social roles.

A very different type of study is that undertaken by Farber (1959), 
for here an attempt is made to use a much more rigorous methodology and 
far larger numbers. Farber set out to describe the effects of a 
severely mentally retard d child on family integration J a situation 
closer to that investigatedhere than any other type of stress as yet 
described in the literature. 240 families with a mental defective 
child of 16 years or under formed the sample. Sach family was visited 
by two research workers simultaneously, who interviewed husband and wife 
separately. The interview consisted in part of a structured series of 
questions, and in part of a questionaire of the multi-choice kind. A 
statistical analysis was then prepared in which age, sex, social status, 
and institutionalising of the child were used as independent variables,
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atd marital integration and eilling tension were ngsrded rs the
dependent ¥1^X111^. The effeots of communty attitudes warn also
investigated. Viewing the family as a system of triads, each triad
Iepaeslrtins r mlhlr-father-o}eLld relationship unit, Farber argued 
that tho mUiee-father olmJD]merts are common to all triads in a family, 
ss it is primarily through the parents that the children affect each 
other. The core of famiy integration is thus the mritsl integration,
and it is the latter wiioh is therefore gleoifilally examined in thia 
study. This integration is allaaded by the author rs consisting of two
factors! # the concensus of its memblrs as to domesic values, snd a 
lack of role tension in the inteipu'Emrl aleatloIseips between family 
mibne. AccordirglLy, his index of mortal integration is itsed on the
degree of clrclnsus in the rank order of 10 values, the ranking carried 
out separately by husband ard wife, std their actings of ^rsonQ^ty 
items referring to interpersonal tension. The index of sibling role
tension was obtained from the mHer's rating for each normal ohild on 
ten peroomSity traits.

TLli results of this study reflect to some extent the OlipleeXLty of 
variables found in such a situation, and it is perhaps not surprising 
that, ss ir Hill's project, the statistical indexes reflect only tendencies 
srd do rot permit fim conclusions. Thus Farber found thst mritsl
integration was more affected when the mntal defective child was a loy 
thsn t girl, this being especially so it lower class families, but not 
applying when the child was in an institution. There was little
difference ir the marital integration between parents with a young 
defective loy at home and a yourg defective loy in an institution, whore - 
ss those with or older loy at an institution hsd a higher integration 
score than those with an .older loy at home. There was thus greater
effect with increasing age of the loy. Awnrg rorr^CaShoHcs, parents with
a defective son st home were more affected than those with a son in an 
institution, lut this difference was not found amongst CaiMHos. Martal
integration did not vary with amount of oMi^M ttterhLrnoe, but was 
adversely affected ly hi^pi interaction between the father atd his owt 
mdher. On the other hand, frequent interaction between the wife and
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her m>thor was associated with high mrital integration. Men who were
active in formal organisations rare found in marriages with lower 
integration, but this was not the case with worn. As far as sibling
tension scores were concerned, tho defective child’s sex and the family's 
social status made little difference to adjustment of normal siblings.
The normal sister was helped by placing the mntfOl defective child in an 
institution, but this did not affect the normal brother.

Cleur-cut generalisations are not easy to make on the basis of these 
findings. it is, horaver, worth while quoting Farter's view that the
presence of a mniclly defective child oan be regarded esserrtially as a 
factor in the arrest of the family cycle. With normal children parents
continually redefine their roles, obligations, and values to adjust to 
the changing roles of the child. With mentally defective children the 
parental role is fairly constant, for regardless of birth order the 
defective child eventually becomes the youngest child socially. Thus
the family becomes crrested in the preadolescent stage of its life oycle, 
and this affecte both the dc-meesic and the community life of the parents. 
Mrr^^er, all triads in the family will be affected, for any marked change 
in the role of one memter of a triad (the defective child, for instance) 
will necessitate an adjustment of roles of the other msmbers (the parents, 
who foam the common footor in all the triads).

Comrants.
The above studies on the family under stress illustrate some of the 

trends in this area. There is considerable variation in the type of
stress investigated, the sire of the sample used, the clinical and method
ological sophistication, and the theoretical assumptions underlying the 
rark. Neeverheless, certain generalisations emerge whioh may be
regarded as relevant to the setting up of the present project.

in the first place, there is general agreement among all writers 
that the degree of severity of the stress impinging on the family cannot 
by itself explain the degree of reaotion. Thera are wide individual
differences to be found in the response to what objectively may be 
regarded as the same stressful situation. One consequence of this is
mehoddloogcal I it is less useful to investigate the difference between
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as experiouSal simple of foOlies under stress amd a control group of 
itOlirs that hive not come up against this particular stress, this it 
is to study the fluctuations within tie former group and to investigate 
the manner is which individual niffe2r?nora ooSfeot themselves asd the 
conUtlots with wCLch they are associated* The other cossrquente is
that, in order to ltttunt ior the diffemcee, it becomes seoessiry to 
Cy^thesise intervening variables* A mu^lb^r of these Cove been
suggested: the "meaning" of the crisis to the family, its previous 
experience oi crises, the suplltrtive or som-supIp)tI;ive otti-bude of the 
toooutiy, and the adequacy of the family organisation (its crisis- 
oeting resources, is Hill (1958) calls it).

The use of this litter concept, however, brings up another problem, 
namely the exbest to wCLch it is possible to hive rrcturar to historical 
explanations is this type of research* The adequacy of Ucoily 
organisation gems rally refers to the to]tiitios of the family before the 
crisis - thus both Amgei (1936) osd Cavan and Hanok (1938) hive stated 
that t family that is well organised before the crisis tends to be 
relatively invulnerable* Similarly Farber (1959) 0^0^^ to oasure
the degree oi ooital integrities that existed before the arrival of the 
onm defective ohild ind relate this to Cis ttsaequrnt variables* Of
necessity, however, thiB procedure involves a rrt3K8prctive approach, ior 
access is sot usually gained to a family until it has come up against o 
crisis * The assessment oi its pre-crisis condition will them is oil
likelihood be hidhly influenced by its present state, tmd ttr^rlttions 
found will thus be affected by the lack oi innepennemte is the as8eslortt 
of the two situations* ROher this attempt such & hefore-aiter
compulson, on a-historicol apprctcC wouLd appear to be indicated, where 
the focus of study is the analyst- of the Cere-and-now situation and 
tomploiats is made between co-existing variables imd mot between 
historically successive conditions*

Wen one considers the nature of the variables whioh nay be 
selected for study in this ^rmsr, the existing literature is most useful 
is a guide* There are certain areas to vdicC attention has bees drawn
by many oi these studies asd which yield a greater sensitivity is the 
face oi stress this other dimensions* Armogst these ome may neSim
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the dominance pattern within the family, the marital adjustment, con
census as to domestic values, the relative balance of task-related 
activity and expressive behaviour (Klein, 1958), ti e cohesiveness of 
the family group as a whole, and the degree and type of its participat- 
tion in community activities. It may be noted, however, that apart 
from rather discursive discussion in some of the more clinically oriented 
papers, little attention has been paid to the association between these 
group phenomena on the one hand and phenomena occurring either on the 
interpersonal or the individual level on the other hand. Almost no 
empirical data can be found whioh attempt such an integration, apart 
from suoh scattered and not well-documented references as that by Angell 
(1937)> that changes in parent-child relationships occurred as a result 
of stress in the leas well-integrated families, or the finding by Cavan 
end Ranck (1938), that psychiatric symptoms tended to accompany social 
disintegration. The plea made by Schroeder and Burgees, in their 
introduction to Cavan and Ranck’s (1938) monograph, that a joint effort 
should be made by psychologists and sociologists to systematically 
analyse family relationships and thus establish how Individuals are 
integrated into the family structure, has still not resulted in any 
smpirioal, systematic investigation, though Parsons and Bales (195^) 
have presented a theoretical schema which aims to make such an Integration 
possible. Kerr’s (195-) study perhaps comes nearest to a rapprochment 
between social and psychological levels of analysis, but in the field 
which we hrve been surveying there has been little concern with thn 
mutual influence of family and individual.

One final generalisation emerges. Increasing interest h?e been 
shown in the possibility of conceptualising the process of stress and 
the reaction of the family to thic impact, and this has involved a most 
useful integration with general sociological and social psychological 
theory. This applies particularly to the nature of the family itself, 
with regard to both its internal ~nd external characteristics, and also 
to its function as a socialising agent. Some of the concepts that have 
beer found useful in research on the family under stress, as for instance



those of role and oohies^rtven^i^jB, have also been discussed and used in
other fields, c specially in the experimental study of small laboratory 
groups. An examiKition of these concepts is necessary before they oan
be used, and in the following chapter we shall therefore attempt to set 
up a framework within which the study may take place-
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CHAPTER 4- 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The claO has often been mad© by sociologists tCot the family, 
tCro^g being a soil group, provides a very simple social system and 
that the study oi its functions and structure emcoumters relatively clear- 
cut adenoraoISl* Is relation to other social systems thia claO miy be
justified, yet the predominant impression gleamed frcm t study of the 
literature os the faO^ly, is both its so otologic ol and its psychological 
setting, is ose of coopexity of variables, of diifeIe^ncrs is appm-cC 
and te2misoltgy, tsd of the variety of aspects that my be studied*

It is a curious reflection that until recently we knew t great deal 
more about the family systems of remote asd primitive cultures than 
about the type oi family organisation encountered is Wetem civilisation* 
The reastt probably lies is the fact that the itOLly system is so basic 
to our wiy of life that it tended to be taken ior gristed asd had there
fore sot aroused scientific curiosity* It was not until considerable
anthropological mieritl had lccumtatrd imd bees absorbed that the need 
for ctmpplatlve study with our own culture pattern of family organisation 
begin to be ielt by social scientists, so that gradually it was recognised 
as imprtast to carry out field studies im the East End of Losdos or is t 
Liverpool housing estate as it hid bees to send out research wnrtkers to 
New Guinea or to West Africa* There was, Cower, also another influence
it work, stoly the growing social conscience about the "ertkem" and 
"problem" families in our Oidst* Just as, os the level oi the innivlnuJlL,
psychopathology has provided access to the study of the normal personalty,

o the faO.ly is seed oi help hos given us the tp^lKtulSLty to examine the 
functions of the modern family, to list its activities tmd needs, amd to 
study the variability to be found withis our culture*

Both the form w^ioh the family tckes amd its function in the toraoutty 
tend to vary considerably from society to society* This is by mow o well
ntcumrSed fact, but it is also agreed that im our own culture the family 
has been undergoing certain marked changes withis the last few gem rations* 
It has, os the ome hand, lost certain oi its funttitma (rttmomio, pro
tect ive, recreational, educational, etc*), mt of wCLoh hive errs takes
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over by more complex social organisations, and on the other hand the 
remainder of its functions have been concern rated far more in the 
hands of the "nuclear" family, to the detriment of the ties holding 
together the "extended" family. Thus the nuclear family (i.e., the
married couple and its children) has become the most fundamntal unit 
in our social life, and it is to this unit that the team "family" will 
refer in the remainder of this report.

The family is esserrtiaily a smill group of interact inj individuals, 
each of whom occupies a particular sooial position in this group, 
defined by age and sex, the name of whioh (father-husband, mother-wife, 
son brother, and d^ighter-sister) reflects the intearrnlatloTtt!hips of 
these positions. A numlter of social positions related to each other
may be said to form a social system, and the type of interrelatooirahip 
defines the structural paroperties of the system in the case of the
family the social structure is easily defined, depending on the presence 
of both parents and on the number of sons and daughters they have. The
social scientist is, however, not meersly content to study the structure 
of a social system, but is also concerned wLth its functions, and here 
the range and variability to be found i3 infinitely greater and more 
difficult to define. The functional aspect of a social system must be
related to the activities whioh the individual members carry out in 
virtue of their occupation of certain positions within the system, and 
to help one in the task of defining these activities the concept of role 
has been developed.

This concept is one of the moat fundamirtal and froqueirtly used in 
social psychology and sociology, and as it will frequently occur in the 
present repoart, it is appropriate that some attention to its usage should 
be given. Moore than any other writer Linton (1936, 1945) did much to
popuarise the usage of this team. in his definition he Hiked it to
the conoept of status (wW-oh he used in the sense that social position
is used he ire). Thus statuses are "the polar positions in ... patterns
of reciprocal behaviour. A status, as distinct from the individual who
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nay occupy it, is simply a collection of rights and duties." (1936).
"A role represents the dynamic aspect of status • • • Wien the
individual puts the rights and duties whioh coratitute the status into 
effect, he is performing a role." (1936). The linkage between status
(or social position) and role has been preserved by mi&t authors, Wt 
differences have arisen as to the mist useful definition to be attached 
to role. Gross, Meson, and McEEaheim (1956) distinguish three categories
of such definitions. There are, in the first place, those whioh equate
the concept of role to normative culture patterns. The above quoted
definition of Linton 19 an example of this class, and an even more 
explicit one is that by Berndt and Tumin (195&), who regard role as "vhat 
the society experts of an individual occupying a given status." Aznrther
category contains those definitions WhLoh treat role as "an individual, ’s 
definition of his situation with reference to his and others’ social 
positions." Sargent (1951), for instance, aay3i "A person's role is
a pattern or type of social behaviour which seems situationally 
appro]priate to him in teims of the demands and expectations of those in 
his group." In the third group finally are those definitions wldoh
stress the actual behaviour of an individual occupying a certain social 
position, as seen in Newcc-mb’s (1952) reference to role as "the behaviour 
of the occupants of a position — not to all their behaviour, as persons, 
but to what they do as oocupants of the positions."

The difference between these definitions appears to
concern the phenomena to wh^h they actually refer - wheeher these are 
the expictations (generally culturally defined) whioh others have of 
those occupying a certain social position, or whether they are the actual 
activities and behaviour perfoimed by an individual in virtue of his 
occupancy of a social position. This is an important distinct ion in any
investigation concerning roles, as it wil httexmint the direction of 
one’s enquiries, and as long as the distinction is clearly made It is an 
arbitrary matter whether the teim role is used for the one or the other.
As in this investigation we shall be dealing wLth what people actually 

do as position occupants rather than with what they are expected to do, 
it is proposed to limit the tern role to the behaviour of an individual
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occupying a centals social position, tmd use the team nle expectations 
fm the definitions assigned by other people to the behaviour Hiked to 
a sooitl po8itton•

The difference between social position and role now becomes clear*
The former is essentially a structural ctmceTli, while the latter rrlrrarnts 
the dynamic aspect attached to a position* B!le reirra to the actual
functions performed by the individual position occupant, asd as such my 
reflect fatttrs other this the requirements asd stipulations of the 
position itself. An individual Coldlng the sociol position of, say, army
officer will is certils situations (the parade gnund, for instance) 
perfora a role that is rigidly tiled to Cis position omd invariable as 
between different occupants of the sine position; whereas is other 
situations (is on the battlefield, for example) the role adopted by CLO 
will depend om many other factors omd thus be mcC rare flexible and prctr 
to idiosyncratic differences*

The same distinction also applies to the family roles* Is some
aKCetira the role ployed by oqy given occupant oi o position Wcis the 
family group will be ttmletely defined by the position itself, amd this 
rigid delineation of duties wui thus deprive the individual of the 
exercise of choice or of the tppKtunity to express idiosyncratic tendencies - 
Is such a case the terns role and position are virtually equivalent* Is
our society, hower, there is mo such closely agreed definition of role 
playing' attached to any of the iiO.ly positions, and individual differences 
between various occupants of the some role ore therefore fir greater* It 
is taue that certain cultural stipulations ire still widely atcepten - thus 
the father-husbomd is gernerelly the erroddimner who goes out to work, while 
the mthcrxw'iie is resltn8iele for Come making imd ior bringing up the 
chllnrrs* A family wore these roles are reversed would generetlly be
rega3^d os deviant* On the other htsd, tCere may be considerable overlap
is these roles - mjst husbands sot only help in bringing up the children, 
but will also regard it ts their obligation to perform certils household 
duties, omd similarly many omied woiran go out to work ttwaOLays asd will 
osEuoe equal status os decision mkers in itO-ly ofioirs* R>le patterns
ore subject to temporal changes, but eves withis ose omd the some gens ratios 
the differences that exist between foOlies is this respect ore striking.
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This is made dear by B!t (1956) in heir analysis of conjugal roles - 
even in her smill sample of 20 families the extent to which husband and 
wife carried out tasks and activities separately from each other varied 
considerably, ranging fwm a sharp division of labour between the coupIo 
to very great overlap in their perfoimance of roles Thia indicates
that the cultural norms attached to the various family roles are so vague, 
that personal needs and preferences can fairly easily be catered for and 
that tho role system of a family will therefore yield a relatively 
sensitive indicator of events impinging on the family: a fact of which
advantage has been taken by students of the effects of crisis and stress 
on the family, and which wil also be used in this invecrtigation when the 
variability in role patterns as between the different families of the 
mfiearc^h sample will br investigated. if the roles of the various
family members had been so rigidly laid down by custcmi that no variability 
existed, an op^rtunity would not have been held out to the research 
wort^or to use this area in his search for suitable dependent variables 
that w.11 reflect the impact of external events. As it is, however, the
ambiguity attached to the enactment of these roles enables one to study 
the effects on this system under varying conditions.

The family, then, may be regarded as a small social system, the 
structural pro]pirtins of wiioh are given by the positions held by the 
group ob. These positions are gerajiraLly clearly defined by age and
sex, and in virtue of these positions ^cmbrs play certain roles, the 
nature of which varies to some extent as between different individual 
occupants of the same sooial position. The family can, moreover, like
all other social systems, be studied from two points of view: it can 
either be seen rem the point of view of its cunstituent meIBbe^s and 
their relations to each other, or it may be regarded as a unit whioh is 
in interaction with other social systems and agencies. These two points
of view refer respectively to internal and to external relationships, and 
we shall now proceed to discuss certain aspects of each of these areas 
which are of particular significance to this investigation.
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Internal aapeota - oobeaivenaae.
When one examines the relationships of the members of a group with 

one another there are many aepeots that may be isolated for study. Our 
review of the literature of the family under stress has, however, drawn 
attention particularly to one aspect as being sensitive to the impact of 
crisis, namely that characteristic of a group which has been variously 
referred to as cohesiveness, solidarity, unity, integration, and even 
"stioking^toge the mess.” Vie shall use the first of these terms,
cohesivenesa for it 1b this term which has been preferred in the 
literature dealing with psychological experiments on small groups, and 
we can thus underline our conviction that suoh laboratory studies may 
often throw light on the functioning of ’’real” groups like the family.
This probably applies more to cohesiveness than to any other group 
characteristic so far studied, and we shall therefore briefly examine 
some of these studies in order to clarify the usage of this concept.

The literature on cohesivenss may be said to fall into three main 
groups: those studies concerned with the nature of this concept and its 
scientific usage, those dealing with its determinants, and those dealing 
with its consequents. Host of the work has been carried out on the 
consequents of varying degrees of cohesiveness -largely because of the 
stimulus given by one particular seri a of studies, namely those which 
h ve emerged from the University of Michigan by Festinger and his co-v/orkers. 
In an investigation of the friendship groups formed in a housing project, 
Festinger, Sohaohter, and Back (1950) showed that the more cohesive the 
group the more uniform the behaviour of its members on issues relevant 
to the group as a whole is likely to be. This consequent, the "power"
of the group over the individual, has been further explored in a number 
of laboratory studies (e.g., by Back (1951)» by Berkowitz (1954)j and by 
Sohaohter et al. (1951))> all of which have indicated whnt must now be 
regarded as one of the best established oharacteristics of cohesiveness, 
namely that the degree of uniformity in the behaviour of individual group 
members tends to be correlated with the degree of cohesiveness of the 
group as a whole, s nd that the more effective the influence of the group 
the fewer will be the number of deviates within it.
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Amongst other consequents thot hove bees investigated is that of 
hostility ond its expression both withis the group omd outside it. From
such studies os those oi Wight (1943) omd of Baritone omd ReiclCLltger 
(1955) It appears that the relattotahil between tthesivrness omd the 
rxpr^Bsiom of hostility towards tu1bsidera is likely to be o complex one 
osd nepesnett os t considerable number oi variables* The rel&ttotahip 
between toh<5sivenGss omd lttrt^grKUl hossility is, Cower, a tltce asd 
indeed, ts Newcomb (1951) euggsts, o circular ose: the more cohesive
o group tie more 0x0^118 will tend to like one another tsd thus ovoid 
confLict within the group, osd the greater the degree oi personal liking 
the greater the degree oi coheeivese8a* This so doubt explains the
relationship suggested by Seashore 1954) between oenmership of a cohesive 
group osd the onSal health, feelings of security, asd reduction of atmr 
foms of anxiety is the individual mObra. The personal odjuatmrmt of
the individual in rrlotios to groups of varying ooheslvesess is, hower, 
a to]SLititt w^ioC hos os yet received lLLttle ottentiom is emplritol 
studies*

Rather less has bars dose os tho determinants oi ttheeiveme88, and 
most investigators hive bees contest to ooS^nulate the degree oi oohesive- 
meas is a rotCer orbitrary mamer by, ior lsataste, tellUg individual 
subjects that they will like the other mObra oi the group to wiioh they 
hive bees allocated* That ose of the determinants of a frietnLaCil group
may simply be physico! accessibility was demottaI^trd by Featinger et ol* 
(1950), but os t more general basis tCrsr so e authors suggest that two 
nais types oi determinants cos be distSigiiished - ose being the ottractive 
mess of the group, i.e*, the extent to whioh the group is a goal in itself 
omd his positive volemce os such, the otCer being the "means control" oi 
the group, i.e*, the extent to v/bioC the group meddates goals w^ioh ore 
oi iol^l^osce to thr n^e^lb^r^’- Thus the greater the valence of the
group and the greater the number tsd importance oi the goals o mated by 
it, the more cohesive the group will be* Bock (1951) put this is a 
somewhat different ond more concrete form vden Ce nistilgui8hrn three 
footora: peratsol attraction between nrmObrs, os attractive activity 
o mated by the group, omd thr prestige oi eelttgitg to the group*
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Another suggestion has been made by Gross (1956), who distinguished 
between two sets of determinants: symbiotic ties and consensual ties.
In the former oase people cohere as a group because of interdependence 
of needs9 whereas in the latter case they are held together by 
agreement and their group therefore tends to be marked by like 
characteristics.

Cf special interest are those studies whioh have concerned them
selves with the effect of stress on the cohesiveness of the group. We 
have already drawn attention to the study of this factor in relation to 
the family, b t unfortunately there appears to have been little mutual 
influence between this type of investigation and those occurring under 
laboratory conditions. As in the former, the main issue in tho latter 
has been the extent to whioh stress produces changes in the cohesiveness 
of the group and the direction in which these changes take place.
Durkheim (1897)9 in his famous work on suicide 9 had originally suggested 
that group integration increases during a crisis. The experimental 
studies whioh have followed up this suggestion have9 however9 reached 
rather contradictory conclusions. Lansetta (1955^> for instance, found 
that in his groups there was an Increase in oohesiveness with stress, 
that group-oriented behaviour tended to increase under such conditions. 
Hamblin (1958) , however, has suggested that such an increase may only 
take place when the available solution depends on the cooperation of tho 
group members, and in an experiment showed that group integration 
actually decreases when no solution at all i3 available. The relation 
between cohesiveness and stress is therefore no simple one - a point 
further emphasised by the study of Pepitonc and Kleiner (1954) involving 
groups of boys under graded threat (the threat being loss in group 
status). In this case the writers find that oohesiveness is an inverse 
function of the expectation of status loss, i.e., as threat is reduced 
cohesivene38 Increases. They rightly add the warning, however, that 
this finding may well anply only to the particular conditions described, 
where the group embers perceive each other ae responsible for reduction 
in status. i’e must conclude that stress has been shown by these studies 
to be associated with changes in oohesiveness, but that the direction of
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the change depends on the nature of the stress and probably also on a number 
of other associated conditions. Thia reinforces the conclusion reached
after our review of studies of the family under stress, namely that tho 
individual variability to be found, even w!• •en the stress situation itself 
is held coratant, shows raaotiona to be milti cLeterained.

As to the nature of the concept of cohesiveness and its scientific 
usage, considerable controversy has taken place in the literature, as a 
result of which it has been shoVn that this is by no means a simple and 
uncomplicated issue. Of tho mny general defhntiono that my be quoted,
that by Biles (1954) io perhaps the fullest: oolhssiveness (or solidarity, 
as Bd.es calls it) consists in an obligation and a right: the obligation 
to identify ora’s self cognitively, effectively, and coratively wibh the 
other, to perceive onc.’s self as part of a larger whole, to feel the 
other's concerns as ora's own, to cooperate wi-th the other, to share tho 
other's fate; and the right to expect these attitudes and actions from
the other. Dfinitions couched in such terns do not, unfortunately, make
it easy to assess this phenomenon in an empirical invertigation, and 
indeed one of the main points of oontrovery ooncejms the gap between the 
minimal and the operational definition of oohesivensss Festinger et al.
(1950), using a LewiruLan frmework, defined cohesiveness nornirally as the 
total field, or xneultant, of forces acting on mommere to remain in a 
group, or, in other worths, as the attraction of a group for its menbefs. 
Gross and Mrtin (1952) have, however, severely criticised Festinger for 
failing to use an ops rational definition of cohesiveness which adequately 
represents the nomirnal definition. They point out that only one of the
possible total numbr of forces is used to mastne cohesiveness in his 
study (namely a sociomeeric index of friendship ohoices), and that this 
is chosen on a priori grounds. Both Gross and Martin (1952) and, in a
subsequent study, Eisman (1959), substantiate this criticsm by showing 
that the correlation coefficients obtained between different operational 
measures of the cohesiveness of the same groups fail to reach statistical 
significance. Using one single index oc cohesiveness is therefore
unreliable wton other equally relevant indexes are not highly correlated 
with that masum on the same group.

The difficulty here is once again that of the miHi-dtemined nature
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of oohesiveness. Prom this point of view oohesiveness cannot ho
regarded as a unitary concent, and, as Eisnan 1959) suggests, would 
have to he measured, not hy one, hut hy a composite of several 
instruments. Gross and Martin, however, rightly point out that it is 
unlikely that one can ever define the total field of forces determining 
attraction to a group. Their suggestion to solve this problem is to 
disregard the specific reasons for the valence and simply place each of 
the members of the group on some point of a continuum from flvery groat 
attractiveness" to "no attractiveness.” Then the most logical 
operational definition is to ask each member to indicate how attractive 
the group is hy responding to a series of categories from high to low 
or to Indicate his place on a linear scale. This would allow the 
respondent to utilise his own frame of reference rather than impose a 
hi^ily questionable single index developed a priori hy the investigator.
We shall later discuss how this argument hears on the attempt to assess 
cohesiveness in a * group.

Gross and Hartin raise one further important point when they 
criticise the Pestinger definition as being an additive conception of 
the phenomenon, i.e., a group characteristic is viewed In terms of the 
sum total or avera^ of the perceptions of its individual members. In 
fact, Gross and Martin’s own suggestion falls into the same category, 
and perusal of the literature indicates that nearly all studies have dealt 
with this phenomenon on an individual level. For this reason attention 
should he drawn to a useful distinction m: de by Bergen and Knockebakker 
(1959) a»d hy Newcomb (1951)• The former authors suggest that oohesivness 
should be reserved exclusively for group phenomena, and that it would he 
more advisable to use a quite different term for its expression on an 
individual level. They suggest "attraction-to-group" for this purpose. 
Similarly Newcomb (1951) has made a distinction between oohesiveness and 
belongingness, using the latter term for the attraction which the 
individual member feels for a group. The two concepts are, of course, 
related, as Newcomb (1951) points outi a tToup becomes more cohesive 
as belongingness increases on the part of more of its individual members. 
The larger the proportion of members whose belongingness increases, the
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more cohesive a group becomes.”
Cohesive ne 88 is, then, a function of individual belongingness. It 

is essentially a group characteristic, but it is determined by the 
activities of the individual members of the group. Pestinger was right 
in pointing out that cohesiveness is the resultant of many forces, for 
even within any one individual member belongingne s is the function of a 
number of different motives. With Gross and Martin’s criticism, hovever, 
that cohesiveness cannot be measured by selecting any one of these forces, 
one must also agree - just as intelligence cannot be reliably assessed by 
merely measuring the ability for immediate recall of digits. Moreover, 
as in the case of intelligence testing, some way must be found of pooling 
the observations of individual items, so that inference can be made from 
combined individual behaviour to the group phenomenon. To assess the 
group phenomenon directly, as is implied in Gross and Martin’s suggestion, 
by observing some accomplishment of the group, is unsatisfactory because 
it introduces a circular argument: cohesiveness would then be inferred 
from its effects, which in turn are explained by cohesiveness.

We must conclude that cohesiveness is a highly complex concept.
Though the "common-sense” recognition of groups at the extremes of the 
cohesiveness continuum is fairly easy, more accurate assessment and 
analysis are likely to follow only considerable more empirical work, even 
though somewhat make-shift formul tions will have to be used in the course 
of suoh work. We shall return to these problems in our disoussion of 
the assessment of cohesiveness for the purposes of the present researoh.

External aspects - community participation
When we turn to the relationships of the family group to outsiders, 

we encounter once again a number of phenomena that might lend themselves 
for study in a proj ct dealing with the effects of stress. Amongst thes< 
on might mention the pattern of external illations, the types of 
individuals or groups with whom there i3 interaction, the motivation 
behind the interaction, its affective tone (hostility, for example), and 

the sheer amount of suoh interaction. To some extent all these are 
relevant, but suggestions in the literature on the effects of stress on
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on the family, that some families under these conditions become socially 
Isolated whereas others become quite "unbuttoned" in their external 
relations, draw our attention particularly to the last mentioned of these 
aspects* This variable will be referred to henceforth as the amount of 
community participation*

Rather less attention has been paid in the literature to the 
empirical study of the external relationships of families than to their 
internal relationships, and the few studies that exist have all appeared 
only within the last few years* Shaw (1954., for instance, described 
the external contacts made by 100 Tendon suburban families, and found 
little organised community life in this sample* Most were on somewhat 
distant terms with their neighbours, and though they usually relied on 
them in times of trouble, no friendships were formed on this basis. The 
leisure time of these people was generally devoted to watching TV, "doing 
the pools", and visiting relatives. This latter activity took a 
particularly important place in their lives, and this was espeically the 
case with contacts involving the wife’s mother (and to a lesser extent the 
husband’s mother). Visiting here was mutual and frequent*

This reliance on the grandmother, and particularly the maternal grand
mother, is a finding which has emerged from other studies. "Kura" has been 
found to exert a powerful influence on the family life of several 
generations simultaneously in places as far apart as a Liverpool slum 
inhabited mainly by Irish descendants (Kerr, 195^) and the East End of 
London (Young and Willmott, 1957) In Kerr’s sample the importance of 
"Mum" was indeed such that she functioned as the focus of all family 
activities, whatever her personal qualities. Her dominance was ouch that 
married daughters tended to rely on her completely for all decisions, and 
sometimes even continued to live with her after marriage. Outside the 
extended family human relations were conducted on a superficial level, 
and little participation in other external activities was observed apart 
from those in which the individual could either be solitary or else be just 
one unit in a crowd - suoh as involved in visits to the cinema, the pub, 
or a football match*

In a study of a Yorkshire mining community, Dennis et al. (1956) note
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that the ctriot division of roles Within the home (according to which 
the wife is almost solely responsible for household and ohild cere 
activities) is else found in the pattern of ecnmmty partloipotion 
o^aare&te rising •noot married couples* Thun the mjertty of leisure
faolHtlt s ester for men only, Woreas the social activities of women 
oenooro mainly contacts with relatives end ne labours. The total amount
of eommnnty nartioip-tion desorlbod by this study is clearly icnsiderablei 
men are rarely fO hone except to eat an. sleep, and hardly a day passes 
Wwen a woman does not see at least one of her neighbours or kinfolk.

Young and Wiilmtt (195?) undertook an investigation Wilsh involved 
tie oboervation of fmOllee, first in their old Mbit at in the loot Bad 
of London, and then again after their remezraL to a new housing estate 
outside London* In the former the data to same extent are similar to
three otoWmO Oy Kerr, for Imre too the lives of families tended to 
centre mound so that the domstio unit of the greatest lmpart^tnoe
was generally made up of the fam lies of mrrtmge of the daughters and 
their coramm family or origin. The mternal gran&eOhsr was thus the
head of this unit, hear house wae used as meriting plaoe, and the daughters 
relied for help and advice alnaol exolunivoly on her* Ttore was,
however, no isiVtlen firm the rest of the ccmmunty on account of this 
iloa, ondtaot with the extended family - on the contrary, kindred were 
found to sot as a bridge to the ecrnRauilty, and it was relatives
that a person generally made friends and formed outside ointaota.
Attachment to relatives therefore was not at the expense of attohment 
to others. On the ether hand, when these families moved to the housing
estate, a vny different pattern of eomm.ity oontaot had to be worked 
out. The removal generally entailed separation frcm relatives, and the 
family cf marriage now became far more tho focus of psoape's lives. 
Connects with neighbours were not many, and the lack of sooial f&cliiticc 
like pubs meant that people spent their leisure tine mainly st hone.
This increased social isolation shows clearly that the. degree sf oosnunty 
jartloifattlcn is a function cf many different conditions, that there is nc 
generally accepted mode cf behaviour whioh is found irra creative cf place 
cf reeltooce, group mores, or personalty' As we have noted before, it
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is this ambiggiity, this absence of a rigid framework of behaviour, WhLoh 
gives Uh the opjprtunity to examine individual variability in the face 
of stress.

Individual variability is also one of the min fiddUxvo in a study 
conducted by Boot (1957)* As already noted above, B>tt had observed 
considerable differences in the degree of conjugal role segregation Jin 
her sample of 20 famiies, and she went on to suggest that these 
differences were associated with the pattern of external relationships, 
with parfcioular reference to the differences in "net^^rTk-ooin^c^tf^cd^s^is”.
By this terra Bott referred to the extent to whioh the people with whom 
the family maintains relationships oarry on relationships with one another, 
and she suggested that in those oases where husband and wife come to 
marriage with close-knit networks, the marriage is superimposed on these 
existing relationships and the partnerr will therefore continue to derive 
emilonal support from outsiders and correspondingly lees from each other.

Although these investigations agree in certain respects, we are still 
far from having a satisfactory picture of the norms of ooOTnuuity partici
pation in our society. One difficulty may well be that there are no 
over-all norms, that the amount and type of contact with external agents 
differ frem place to plaoo and class to class. OUlrott and Toiuigs
(i960) latest book suggsts that this is so, for when they compared social 
activities in Woooford, a distinctly middle-class London suburb, with 
those previously reported for their working olass sample in Bethnal Green, 
several striking differences emerged. Kinship in Woodon, for instance,
appeared to be less im]x>iraIn^, and though the wife's tie with her radier 
was still strong, families tended to interact rather loss with relatives 
than was common in Bethnal Green. On the other hand there was in ¥«:oiiford
far greater participation in formal organisations (clubs, societies, 
political parties, eto.), together with considerable stress on the 
exclusiveness of these organisations.

The picture is further complicated by the fact there are changes from 
generation to generation in the scourt and pattern of coc®LmLi'^y participa
tion, that with the growing urbanisation of our society there has te&en 
place an increase in the social isolation of the nuclear family. To some
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extent this well be, particularly among middle-glass families of
whom w know rather less than we do of workiingolass families. On the
other hand, no family can live in compete isolation, and in some 
respects the increasing tendency for the state to assume responsibility 
for the velfare and education of the family entails an actual increase 
in contact with external bodies and agencies.

Commui^y participation, then, refers to the fact that a family is 
not a comiieoly isolated social unit, but is part of a larger society 
and must interact within this society with other social systems and 
individuals. Hill’s (1958) forOTJu.ation m^ be quoted in this connections
"Viewed externally the family often appears as a "closed corporation," 
especially in urban areas where the nuclear group is clearly differen
tiated from kinship extensions. Such a family presents a common front
of solidarity to the w>rld, handling internal differences in private, 
protecting the reputation of me^beirs by keeping family secrets, and 
standing together under attack. N vertheless, the closed nature of the
family is selectively opened for transacting business with other agencies, 
e.g., kinship, friends, neighbours, physicians, ministers, lasers*
Viewed externally, the family is an organised group interacting with other 
agencies." .

The groups and invididuals with whom the family choses to interact 
will depend on a number of different factors, amongl which the cultural 
mo roe, the particular needs of the family, and physical availability are 
the more outstand! rg.. For our purposes, hovwver, the comBmunty of a
family wil be regarded as all those social systems external to the famiy 
which are, potentially at least, accessible to that family. In some 
oases interaction will involve the fam.ly as a whole (e.g«, visits to 
relatives), in others it will involve only one motor (e.g., father’s 
atterdarnce at work). The result is, howvvr, that for any given
individual we find a system of multiple group ^mbbrship. Thus a mm
will not only hold his familial roles (as father and husband), but will 
simultaneously hold the roles of, say, employee, member of a tiaide union, 
church attender, ^rntbr of a drama club, secretary of a tenants' 
association, and son, brother, cousin, etc., in his kinship group. From
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this point ol view, the amount of coraouRlto ^^l^lpatlcd of a faollm 
ioiimei a raster of tha eaamboe of eartfo-fentile! rolea ployed !y td 
various family mendm.

One lurt' er xolnt may be mde. MuHlUe group famvrmbia litIi>fUiea
the poseability ol sola ooT^fOLiit * The vaxyim; demands and slanffrfs ol
diflesent .group© may put the indlvldual In a position sbaso mitllla group 
maWbeakll no longer ieiows possible for him, and one or another role 
must be dropped. Thus o^fmstf^l^ty participation la not only a lUMtlon ol
the fm<Otora maiIinaf ab^ve, but also of the need to avoid euoh ioriliit. 
Tdaa oKon-i Ida rat lone may veil have x^l^iva^roe for the ^areRta ol hfnfiiflpef 
children, lor If eueh an individual ^ere to feel that hie p^xenta^ role 
is at varicnoe with the demanda made by aoeiity for perfect ob 111x0:, a 
clear Inflri^ia ol role oorTHot wild eimie, and, depending on the manner 
ol eilutlii9 the amomt d SNeornttu^^ wtiocppaion wwild thee be a^^nfled 
In one direction or the oohse.

■.XxKaHalm »,oihlaauoa wai role amrib^g.
The rolea fdop■feaf by the parents in a family depend on many faotirf - 

individual, situaHonal, and siooiaU In tW case ol ihllfren, howevr,
the nature ol zoles played lo p&rtloulirly ilif•ly faaooialef with one 
set of dei<cminf«ta, na^ly the parental eool^fiiol% techniques.

Here we turn to Wat ia lMtaaif the moat im©^^ function of the 
i tally, the rearing ol dhildren. That thio la a highly iom^A0X area la
amply attested by the Vilulfliouf litorntturro on this subject. %e Wall.,
howver, only bo iiiCfernaf with one aspenst, namely the way in whoh 
parental role impaiatlina are axJlrtCf»ef leriu^ s^cJi^lei mg lex>hnlqiaa 
and the mmor in tdi^oh solaa thus ieoois ffirlbof to the child.

The family has iOlan been di»eriief as the transmfctii£ agent ol 
culture. %mt a l^irtloul r society exaH:ta ad what It prohibita are
;ulMfXly lifmif in the early yeans, and the Osixlly provldon at lirat the 
ade and fOtelwarfs still the mUn a^lffxoon ol life. In order to tabs 
hie lLfoa In society as a rafainfily wlU«aofjuat^od li:vififua], the child 
mu t loam that there are iorlfln situatlona w^lch call forth afX^loulf^ 
patterns ol ieLmVLiur and not ilhera — that he can demand fl0aotloi from 
hla parents but mot from ei4mlete alnftag(cr8, that he moot obey ff^lta but
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but can assert himself over younger ohlldren, that at school he must 
learn and not play* In this way the child finds out gradually and 
often painfully that he oust conform to the expectations of those around 
him to play a number of roles, each geared towards a particular situation, 
and that what is appropriate in one situation is not necessarily 
appropriate in another* At the same time he also acquires expectations 
as to the roles played by others, that a minister is likely to behave 
in one way and a school teaoher in another, and that even his father and 
mother are eaoh likely to assume different roles in their relations to 
him*

From the parents1 point of view, the process of ascribing roles to 
the ohild is generally a more or less unconscious and non-^verbalised 
activity* To some extent the nature of their expectations will depend 
on certain given faotors in the child himself, of which the ohild1 s sex, 
his age, and hie primogeniture are probably the most important* To 
what extent and in what way roles should differ according to these 
variables depends largely on the particular culture within xhioh the 
parents themselves have been brought up* This latter point has been 
made most strongly by anthropological reports of societies very different 
from our own, whioh have shown that many of the roles, so deeply 
Ingrained in our own oulture that they have often been taken for 
innately determined, are in fact learned* The best known example is 
probably Margaret Mead's (1935) study of sex-appropriate behaviour in 
three different primitive societies, as a result of whioh we now realise 
that what has been regarded as "typical" behaviour of the sexes is to a 
considerable degree culturally determined, thus leading our attention tc 
the particular manner in which such bebavicur is acquired - namely to 
the investigation of parental attitudes and the differing demands made 
on boys and girlsi

Similarly, the expectations and demands of parents will influence 
age-appropriate roles* All parents believe that there are certain 
patterns of behaviour whioh are "right for this age", yet what parents 
beliaye to be "right" will vary again from culture to culture and even 
from class to class* Whiting and Child’s (1953) cross-cultural

y
comparison of socialisation techniques and Davis and Havighursta’ (1946)
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investigation of the influence of social status on child rearing
practice illustrate this generalisation, and the wide differences to 
he found in such practices as toilet training and weaning m^ be quoted 
as same if its more obvious examples. Thus each set if parents
approach their newborn child with a frmework if expectatiens inti 
which his development is te be fitted - a frmework which may be handed 
dawn from generatien te generatien er gleaned fiom friends, neighbours, 
maggasines and radii talks, and which will determine the demands made if 
the child at various ages. Around the age of 12 mnnhs, far instance,
he dll be expected to begin walking and talking, by 2 years he is (in 
cur culture) regarded as aid enough to help in feeding himself and ta 
have achieved some masure if bladder and bowel central, and by the tme 
he is 5 we consider him ta be ready far schooling.

These beliefs and demands are, as already mennianed, largely a 
matter if social canventien. They are not, however, cimplltely
divorced fram the child's actual capacities and abilities. The cultur
ally determined frmework of expectations will be further influenced and 
mdified by the semritivity if the parents towards the needs and 
abilities of the individual child, and idiesyncratic variations in both 
parents and children must thorefere alse be taken into acciunt in 
studying the siciUisation precess in any given family These variations
can, hewver, take place inly within certain limits, as otherwise they 
become na longer secially acceptable and are regarded as patholegical, 
requiring the attention of psychiatrist ar magiltrate♦ Thus te breast
feed a child if 3 years is in eur saciety regarded just as abneimal and 
undesirable as it is te wean a child at the age if 6 montha amongst the 
Arapesh. Speeding up the ieielolm5ntal process may be considered
pexmissable and indeed eften desirable, but te lag behind and to ascribe 
roles to a child which are appropriate ti a much younger age will evoke 
the dlsallraial of seoiety and flout the cenventiens laid down fir the 
rearing if children. Societies differ as te the extent te which
deviations are still regarded as talerable, but it has eften been 
suggested that in eur ewn urban aeciety pressures towards cenfermity 
are particularly great.
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The main theme in ascribing age-appropriate roles concerns the 
severity of pressures to develop from a completely dependent state to
a co iplotely lndep^ ndont state* The dependency theme runs indeed 
throughout the course of childhood, and the role of child-in-family 
and of child-in-sooiety depends largely on the judgment of the parents 
and others as to the point on the depend®nee-independence continuum 
where a child of given age may be placed* Anthropological evidence 
again illustrates clearly that such judgments are relative to cultural 
mores, and indeed history shows that within our own culture striking 
differences occur in this respect within relatively short periods: 
only 150 years ago, for Instance, children were considered advanced 
enough at the age of 7 to assume the role of worker and wage earner*
Even more striking are the individual differences whioh can be found at 
the present time in our society * Levy’s (1943) classical work on 
maternal overprotection supplies ample data illustrating the varying 
perceptions parents have of the dependency needs of their children and 
the consequent difference in their treatment. Yet by and large most 
people will agree that it is the task of parents to help the child in 
the gradual acquisition of independence, that although in the early 
months the ohild is almost completely dependent and a relatively passive 
recipient of attention, his role in the family will gradually change 
with increasing age and with increasing ability to make his own adjust
ments to life situations, and that to this end the parents must help to 
equip him with the neoessary skills. Thus* guided by the cultural 
frame of reference, parents will make gradually increasing demands for 
independence, and their treatment of the child will in this way reflect 
the exneotations they have of his ability to assume tho roles which are 
generally considered appropriate to his age.

Levy’s (1953) study shows that this orderly progression in the 
role—ascribing process may sometimes be interfered with by pathological 
factors in the parents. There Is, however, another possible souroe of 
interference, namely the condition of the ohild himself and his ability 
to meet the demands whioh society makes of him. //here mental or
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physical handicap exists, the cenverrt;iantl framework which guides 

secialisation may no longer be applicable — whaaever pressures are put 
in the child, he may, to a greater or less degree, be unable to assume 
the roles can3idered te be appropriate ta his chronolo^Laal age.
This creates a dilenma for the parents: discarding the coaventieaal 
norms of child development means that the situation is ne longer 
structured for them, than an dement if a^tiiigu^'ty has been in^^c^uced 
in that they must now find a new pattern if child rearing. If a
child cannot 188X011 the riles appropriate fir his age (and, for that 
msaier, his primogeniture, for his developmental progress may be slower 
than that if younger siblings), what roles are te be ascribed ta him?
Or, alternately, te whit extent are the parents to attmpt te force him 
inti canverrtienal riles despite his handicap? How far is the child’s 
progress along the de pendeaee-indeIlndenel cantinuxm affected? If the
use if cultural neims as guide posts has been lest, the parents are able 
te use inly their ewn sela^itlilty te what this child is in fact capable 
of doing. Without the security if the converrtienal framework, far 
greater iletaiB are thus made in the capacities of the parents, and 
this appLies particularly ta these with cerebral palsied children. 
ihere a child suffers fiem me^n^^ handicap, unoemelieated by physical 
defects, ieveleleonaal progress, though slower, is still orderly and 
patterned? whereas in lases of cerebral palsy the tetal picture may be 
much mra chaotic and iiserutnised, with different functiens developing 
at different rates and some perhaps net developing at all. The parent
is then cerrtinually faced with the problem of hew much he can expect 
from the child and wha*t demands he can make of him: when, far instance, 
to toilet train a child as yet unable te ait indelen<i^naly, or when ti 
demand of a child with peor eatn.plUatien that he sheuld feed himself. 
WVeeeaa in nermal children chronological uui is generally taken as the 
criterion whereby the relevant point on the de plnilace-indellniLlnce 
centinutm i3 fixed, in the cerebral palsied child such a criterion 
cannot be used, and the situation cunfranting the parents tooerdiagly 
lacks the clarity which is associated with the rearing if a nen-
htndicaaped child.
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As already pointed out In connection with the role system of the 
family group, it is when behaviour patterns are not rigidly laid down, 
when a sooial situation laoks structure (either because society has net 
defined it clearly or beoause society’s definitions are, for one reason 
or another, not applicable), that there is room for idiosyncratic 
variation and thus the possibility of studying the manner in whioh 
individuals define the situation for themselves. As far as the 
socialising techniques of parents with cerebral palsied children are 
concerned, several courses are possible: the parents may attempt to 
force the child beyond his real capacities into the conventional age— 
appropriate roles, or they may disregard convention and gear their 
demands solely to the child’s real abilities and needs, or they nay go 
to the other extreme and make no or little demands on the ohild at all 
and thus not even use those capacities that he does have. Whatever 
way is chosen, the parents reveal by the severity of their socialising 
techniques their own particular definition of the mann r in which this 
child is to be fitted into the family and the role he is to play in it: 
whether his handioap is to be disregarded and he is to be forced to 
assume an Independent status in k 'eping only with his chronological age) 
or whether due allowance is to be made for the presence of the handicap, 
but, within its limits,the child is still to be helped towards indepen
dence) or, Anally, whether the handicapped nature of the ohild is to 
be exaggerated to such an extent that he is treated as a completely 
dependent being and thus assigned an age role which is even younger than 
that of his functional age.

The child in relation to the social environment.
So far we have been concerned with certain group phenomena on the 

one hand, and some as eots of interpersonal relationships on the other. 
In turning now to the child as the focus in this field of social forces, 
we add a third level of study: that of the individual in relation to 
the group.

That individual behaviour is to a considerable extent a function of
the social environment is too well known a fact to need amplifying.
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Such studies as 3herif*s (1935) classical experiment on the auto
kinetic phenomenon have illustrated how subtle and pervasive this 
influence can be, and nowhere is this more vividly seen than in the 
effects of socialisation during childhood. These effects are m^udfold
and cannot possibly all be considered hero, and we shall therefore 
concern ourselves only with the child’s social characteristics, i.e., 
those phenomena which defino the role that he plays as mentbr of his 
social group, and in particular his assumption of age-apjuroip,iate roles 
within the family group.

That a change occurs with increasing age in the roles played by a 
child has already been pointed out in the last section. Two aspects 
characterise this change,ram«ly those referring respectively to the 
nature of the roles adopted, and to the range of roles which the child 
is capable of playing.

As for the nature of roles found in childhood, a pearticularly 
valuable discussion has been provided by Newcomb (1950)* Three stages
in role development, based largely on the work of Piaget (193^), are 
for convenience sake distirguished by him. At the beginning of life
the infw^’s social behaviour is characterised by "autitm", i.e., 
persons are Hkce objects in that they are perceived as opK>rttunties or 

-as obstacles to drive relief, or, "in social-psychological terms, the 
infant has not yet acquired habits of responding to others." Wants
are all exclusively autistic, in that they are related to the immddate 
relief of the child’s own drives and take no account of social custom. 
Gradually, howver, this otago gives rise to the next stage, that of 
"absolutism." The change takes place partly because the child m<ets 
resistance to his autistic demands from other people, who will demand 
that he should inhibit some of his impluses and perform certain acts 
(e.g. . use a spoon instead of his fingers) which at first provide no 
satisfaction at allj and partly beoauoe he becomes able to mike more 
discriminations, particularly among people. As a result, he finds that
each of the individuals with whom he coOTMornLy interacts plays a more 
distinctive part in relation to hie needs, so that gradually he learns 
to anticipate different behaviour fram different people and, conversely, 
begins to adopt different roles himself according to the circumstances
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in which he finds him see. f. On the ether hand, the child has as yet
little sense if’^reciprocity" between himself and ethers. This dies
net eccur until the last if the thru stages, when the child learns
that his own perspective is net absolute, but that in secial intercourse
he make allowance far the di^r>erenols in perspective as between
different people. Ohers are then no longer seen as extensiens if his
awn needs, and the child may then be said te have achieved tiue 
separatien from others and gained an iniellnient position in his ewn 
ri^at.

This ^cn<opluati3ation helps to clarify the nature if age-appro pride 
roles. A/giin the ielendence-ililel«nilnel theme emrges: the infantile
eena]lotencl if the autistic stage, when the child’s ewn adjustment to 
others can yet be barely distllgui3hei and he is still a creature with 
many rights and ne ebligaticns, gradually changes under the impact if 
the demands made upen him. He can ne linger entirely rely on ether
people te supply lmnliLate gratification far his desires: more and mom 
is he expected to assume responsibility fir his ewn wlfare and, in se 
doing, te respect the welfare if ethers. Increasingly his secial role
lovelves net inly rights, but alse ebligatieas. Thus the role if child-
in-family is in fact an uebrellt name for many different roles which the 
child must asBurae at different ages right until the day that he Achieves 
indlllnilnce and emanaipatien. That thia precess msar, in same cases,
never be ceepletli has been vividly illustrated by Keil's (195®) study 
(previeusly mnnianed), in which the degree if dependence if aduLts an 
the mother was gross enough te prevent truly individual behaviour.

Siellttneou3ly with changes eccurring in the nature if the child’s 
roles, there is an increasing ability te tseiel an ever wider range if 
roles. As ^ewceeb points tut in relation to the second if his stages
if role development, the child becomes able to make more discriminations 
between ^aple and te learn in this way different sets if expect atiens.
A great deal w.11 therefore depend an the wealth cf his experience: the 
number if people with wham the child mist interact and the numibr if 
other sedal systems into which he is introduced. His play will then
grtiu2tLly show the wider rajh?e if his indent ificat ians : net inly can he 
play at being mlber ar father, but alse at being postman, teacher, ship-
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keeper, and farmer. Moreover, in virtue of the fact that other family 
members hold extra-family roles as well, new areas of experience are 
opened up to him. If his father, for instance, is also a lawyer, a 
memmbr of a golf club, a church wearden, and an Officer in the Territorial 
Anqy, he w.11 learn, either directly or indirectly, ff other social 
systems and the functions perfoimed therein. The lirk with our 
previous discussion on the commuity participation of the family is 
obvious*

Thus throughout childhood certain systematic changes take place in 
the individuua’s social behaviour, and these changes my be judged in 
the light of the more or less explicit norms whioh prevail for this area 
in each 00^^^ A child of five, for instance, who still depends on
his robber to wash, dress, and feed him, who still clings to her to such 
an extent that he cannot let her out of sight and is unable to 
participate in other groupie, shows a pattern of behaviour that is much 
more appropriate to a younger child, and has clearly failed to change 
his social behaviour at the required rate. Such a child w.11 be
considered immature in contrast to a child who shows age-appropriate 
behaviour patterns and whom we regard therefore as socially mrtiure.

The concept of maturity may thus be used to summrise o child's 
progress. Maturity is often taken to denote the fully developed state 
of an organism, and from this point of view all children wou^d be 
considered immature. Here we shall use it rather in its relative sense,
i.e., to denote a child's status in relation to his peers and the norms 
which are regarded as appropriate to his age group. By defining the
standing of any given individual on the mOurity-mmOurity continum, 
we can indicate the progress he has made in the development of the 
particular function under consideration, and thus assess him in relation 
to the norms wihLoh are considered optimal for his age group.

AH aspects of an individual which are subject to growth and devel
opment — phrsical, intellectual, emtt^t^m^]., and social - can be 

approached in this wear. In ooioerning ourselves only with social
assets, however, we cannot overlook the fact that the division between 
the various aspects is not an absolute on. This issue arises 
particularly in the study of oerebral palsied children, all of whom are
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phrsically handLoapped and many of whom are also InteeiectwaLly hamU- 
oapped* A child, who cannot wHk oust be curried like an infant | a
child who cannot talk must have hie needs "read" by his parents — again . 
like an infant* The organio condition of the child is thus bound to
impose a certain degree of social immtuuity on him* Tet it must be
appreciated that social ralt^>ley is not necessuriy a unitary conoeirt, 
that it represents an over.-lll judgment and that unevenness in development 
Is a common clinical experience* A priori* the dependence imposed by
the child’s physical condition need not be accomPnrLdd by immtuuity in 
all other sectors of behaviours and only empirical investigation can 
determine how ridespread in fact the effect on the child's personalty is* 

fam?
Ww have looked at the family from three points of views that of the

total family group, that of the interaction processes which take place 
between parents and children, and that of the individual who develops 
wthin the group* At each of these levels cultural norma determine
behaviour to some extent, yet in our society these norms are not so 
rigidly laid down as to exclude idiosyncratic variation, and it is there
fore possible for extraneous factors (suoh as cerebral palsy) to 
influence these patterns of behaviour*

Each of the above levels my be studied in its own right} yet, 
as the recurrent usage of the concept of role indicates, they my alio 
be regarded as interinkced parts of one organio whole and they can 
therefore be expected to vary together* If the famiy is to be concept
ualised as a role system, with a certain degree of internal cohssiveness 
and a certain pattern of inedracelon with other groups, then the child 
is likely to be reared in such a way as to fit into this role system*
The nature of socialising demands rill thus vary with the nature of the 
group as a whooe, and the social behaviour of the child rill accordingly 
be the resultant of these various social forces impinging on him*

This view of the fa^l^ly parallels the functionalist view adopted by 
anthropolcogsts like Malinowski and Mead in discussing the association 
between culture and personality* To understand n particular aspect one

must study it in the context of the whooe, and though the three levels
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indicated form suitable divisions for separate investigation, their 
inter-conn otodness must be stressed at all points. Hach family has 
a certain "style of life", which represents the functional integration 
of multiple elements found in group activities, interpersonal relation
ships, and individual characteristics,' nd only comprehension of the 
whole will help one to gain understanding of the isolated items.
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CHAPTER 5< 
AIMS ARD METHODOLOGY,

Statement of alms*
At the end of Chapter 2 we had already stated our intention to 

regard the ohild, not as an isolated unit, hut in relation to his 
immediate sooial environment, namely his family, and thus analyse 
the emotional atmosphere in whioh cerebral paleled children are 
reared* Ae Memotional atmosphere** is hardly a useful working concept, 
however, we examined in the following two chapters the manner in which 
others have approached this kind of problem and the type of conceptual 
framework that may be used in order to direct our attention to significant 
and specific issues within the area of concern* Aa a result we are now 
in a position to give a more precise statement of aims*

The main purpose of this project is to examine the social concomitants 
of oerebral palsy* by analysing the social situation in whioh children
thus afflicted find themselves and by studying the effeota of this
situation on the ohild1 a own development* In order to narrow our 
investigation, only the immediate social environment of the ohild, 
namely his family, will be studied directly, as for the young ohild it 
is this group whioh constitutes his main and indeed initially hie sole 
environoaent*

Taking, therefore, the family group aa our field of investigation, 
we shall enquire as to the characteristics of social activities, both 
within the family circle and outside it, when a oerebral palsied child 
is present, and the kinds of roles whioh are played by family members 
under such circumstances* This problem will be examined in relation 
to two rather more specif io questions, namely what characteristics can 
be found aa to the oohesiveness of these family groups, and what kind 
of community participation ia to be seen amongst them* These two 
quest ions are concerned respectively with the internal and the external 
relationships formed by family members, and degree of oohesiveness end 
amount of community participation will be used as the two dimensions
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mpound which the discussion WLL1 center*
The family group provides, as w have seen, the setting for the 

socialising and development of the individual child's personalty*
Within the context of the group we sfoaLl therefore turn to the other 
two levels of phenomena, namely that describing the nature of the 
interaction between parent and handicapped child and that concerned 
With the chmurttMTistics of the individual oerebral palsied child 
himself* On the interpersonal level we shaLl ask how, within a given
type of family group, parents carry out the socialising of the handicapped 
child, Wth particular reference to the manner in which they deal wth 
the problem of ascribing age-appropriate roles to such a child* Again
the emptoals wil be on producing ordered descriptive data, but this 
part wil be organised around the dimension of the amount of socialising 
pressure which the various famuiea exert in order to wean the child 
from comlWe dependence to ever-increasing i^rd^i^EdLence*

At the level of the individual we shWl ask how far the conations 
of the social environmirt, as laid down by the nature of the family 
group, permit the amount of personalty groWh that can optimally take 
place within the limits set by the handicap of the cerebral palsied child* 
This problem wil be discussed around the dimension referring to the 
relative social Maturity o^ the child, and thus some of the personalty 
traits to be found in these children wil be described*

Our aim throughout is therefore twco-fold: to study the variability 
that may be found in the research sample on any one of the dimensions 
discussed, and to determine whether these dimensions are associated 
in Meaningful patterns, i*e* to find out to w«at extent it is feasible 
to relate aspects of the interaction process and of the individual 
child's personalty to the social structure within id^oh they occur*
Though lip-’flenvice has for long been paid to the fact that the family 
is the fundamnnaa agency for the cultural conditioning of the child, the 
details of this process have gensrsaly been analysed only In terns of 
the parental socialising techniques and not been associated Wth the
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c]hUTaOelr.stlos of the family no a total group* W shW.1 therefore 
mlke use of the present research setting in order to throw ligat on 
the existonee and nature of this association by examLning the extent to 
whioh the variation in family organisation to be found in our sample 
is related to differences at the other two levels of stuSy* In this
way the inee^cd^]d^rdldntd of the child and the family environment may be

: ^nVd•l^^lldlKi* ’-V ■ :
At all points of the report an ut-^imp^ has been made to keep in mind 

the need for cuoetHly documented series of observation on individual 
oases* . The mudfestat ions of the various dLmB]nOLcns dll therefore be 
illustrated by presenting detailed descriptive accounts, in order to 
show what kinds of behaviour patterns oocur in familes were one mentor 
is n oerebral palsied child* Suoh descriptive accounts are, we believe,
essexrtial if social mawes are to be taken to help this type of family, 
and it is thus a primary aim of this study to furnish knowledge about 
the "life~ppltdelM of these families and to gain understanding "from 
the inside" of each individual case*

Some general methodolofricaj. conaiderationed .. .
4 At the end of our review of the literature on fumiles under stress,

, we conoluded that the variation of response as shown by different families 
to such a situation corat itute s one of the m^in points of interest in this 
urea, and that it wcoQ.d therefore appear to be less useful to investigate 
the differences between an experimeinal group of familes under stress 
and a cointrol group of families not thus affected, than it is to study 
the fluctuations within the former group in its own right* An internal
analysis of the research sample is thus indicated, and this is further 
reinforced by our aim to investigate the association between various 
dimraions Wthin the sample* The emphaais in this project wil therefore
be on the extent to whLch families Wth oerebral palsied children differ 
umungst each other Wth respect to the various phenomena isolated for 

study and on the relationship between these phenomm External
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oonpurisona are not called for by these aims: this la not an attempt 
to demontrate that certain responses are unique to oerebral palsy, 
for such a claim woUd be an unlikely one to mOce, and to show that 
these res ponses occur more frequently in association with cerebral 
palsy than wLth other cond/tlcns or in unaffected groups is considered 
to be less useful than an analysis of individual differences WLthin 
the cerebral palsy sample itself#

A research design involving the comparative study between the 
experimrrtal group and other groups was oomsequerrtly not undertaken.
The same considerations also apply to another possibility, namely a 
"beforre-after" type of design, in wihLoh the experlmexrtal subjects 
served as their own cozrtrols and were studied both before and after 
the arrival of the oerebral paLsied child. 3uch a study wooud, moreover,
introduce additional complications, in that access before the event 
is gerazraLly impossible and a retrospective point of view is an 
unsatisfactory one: reliaaoe wouLd have to be placed on the renory 
of the subjects themralves, their accounts referring to events taking 
place many years previously, and as the retrospective data could not 
be gathered indepentently of the present-day data, spurious correlations 
may easily result. As, mrewer, certain phenorana like the roles of
the conjugal pair change anyway wLth the birth of a child, we mist 
re-affira our conclusion reached at the end of Charter 3, naroly that 
an 0WdstocledL approaoh is to be preferred to a comparison of temporally 
successive cc2Sl.tions, some of which are not directly accessible to 
the investigator*

A further wehodoooogLcal c oxhide ration refers to the scale of the 
investigation: Wether this Is to involve the intensive study of a 
relatively smll number of subjects, or wether it is to take place on 
a more macroscopic level and be based on large numbirs. Were our
Aim a normaive one, i.e. to demostrate the extent to which certain 
phenoma exist gerareaLly aroingst the cerebral p^Lsisd, the latter woidd 
clearly be the necessary course# But this Is not our intention, and
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no attempt was therefore made to obtain a large, representative sample* 
Instead, the embasis has been placed upon the richness and validity of 
the data obtained, and in this we follow the example of Bott (195*7), 
an examimrt;icn of whose report suggests clearly that the crucial factor 
lies in the type of contact made with the subjects* Information in
our chosen field of enquiry has usuidly to be obtained, in one form or 
another, from the verbO., voluntary reports of the subjects studied, 
and if this Information is to possess any vO.idity, the relationship 
between interviewer and inteCTeenree is absolutely crucial. In the 
large-scale investigations quoted above this point has been negLeoted, 
for the contacts there tended to be limited and im]preorna., and there 
appears to be little insight into the meaning of this situation for 
the interveewee* The contacts made by Brtt, however, do take this
factor into account and thus extended over a mich greater numter of 
lL^tervSews• As a result, considerable confidence may be placed in
her findings, even though they were obtained at the cost of a 
standardised approach to all cases, and even though the expenditure 
of ttoe per case necessitated the use of only a swUI sample* In
an exploratory study such as the present one this method is believed 
to be the more useful one and has accordingly been adopted*

The research settiry**
We are now in a position to turn to the details of this investigation 

and describe the meaner in wiioh it was carried out. The whole project 
was based on an outpatient service run by the S^<^d;ieh Cournil for the 
Care of Sjnssics, which provides for the screening and assesiment of 
cSildrsn with cerebral palsy and, whenever possible, for treatment 
facilities* Cases are referred by general practitioners, school medcal
officers, infant wlfare doctors, and paediatricians, and thoul 
generally the diagnosis of cerebral palsy has already been mate, some 
of the children are referred in order to have this diagnosis confirmed* 
Most of the children, howver, are sent either in the hope of having
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tlem admitted to the residential Bohool run in oonjunotion dth the 
outpatient ceirtre, or for treamment (m^ttly physiotherapy) to he 
carried out on an outpatient hosts, or for advice on mcUod, 
eluoaSidm!aL, and social maaters consequent to the handicap. Referrals 
come from the whole of the West of Scotland, and though all ages are 
covered the maority of children tend to fall into the pre-schod group.

A a first step in the screening process the family is usually 
visited hy a social worker, who maces an over-dl assessment of the 
ho^, the problem, and the individuals involved, and explains the 
screening procedure to the parents. Some tme later the parents are
then requested to bring the child to the Cxrtre, and here the three 
consultants involved carry out their exammaions. The coosuiLtants
are a pediatrician, an orthopaedic surgeon, and a psyotolo^Lst (the 
writer), and after their individual examtnaions are completed a 
conference is held at which a decision is reached as to what help 
and advice can be offered in the particular case.

Thus the purposo of the screening procedure is to make certain 
practical mooramendtionB. The parents know this beforehand, and
their exudations are therefore geared to these various possible 
courses. One suoh m^c^omme^aio^, for instance, might be that the
child should be admitted to the xesHertial school. During the
course of this investigation, horaver, all places in the school were 
filled, and though suitable children were put on a wshting list for 
adm-ssion at some future time, it had to be explained to the parents 
that this might be delayed a numtor of years and that no fim prodses 
could be mate. N^eet!^<je<^i3S, the hope for eventual admssion, and
for the intensive treatment programme and specific educational procedures 
entailed thereby, remain with mny of the parnirtis. In other oases
provision can be mAe for outpatient treatment, tUL^, depending on
the distance, is provided either at the Cerrtrn itself or in the 
patient1! 1x0018 ® mobile physiotherapy servioe. In still other
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oases the child is referred to other agencies for services which only 
they provide, and finally in some cases no help cun be offered beyond 
advice to the parents on the daily man^m^ent of the child.

it was against this clinical background that the rdsdatoh project 
was carried out* The author's task, as psychol^st mBmlbHr of the 
screenirg team, was to assess the child's emdoznl, sooiW, and 
intellectual poteiniilLs, to determine to whit extent any behaviour 
problems might intdt^drd with placement or tloae^)dnt plans, to mice 
suggestions as to educational po88Hblltids, and to examine the parexrt*- 
child relationship in order to find out wheeher there ire any factors 
present which might prevent optimal development of the child. idelly,
the total amount of information to be gathered for such purposes weoUd 
be considerable and woWd entail a prolonged co intact wth the child and 
his parens. in practice, the actual tm» available at the screening
session is Umited, and only a brief, oreir-aLl assesement of the child 
could therefore be attempted. Because it was felt, howver, that more
information was needed, and because the child was often too upset and 
negative at the firsrt contact wth a stranger in new surroundings to 
make it possible to admnnarter tests or to observe him at pliy, the 
child was usuilly seen again in his own home, where it was possible 
to observe him and to otoaln information from the parents under rather 
more relaxed conditions. in this way the place of enquiry was shifted
from the Ceirtro to the home. Penmssion to mUke the home visit was
always first soiugt fiom the pareirts, m>irt of whom were only too wiling 
to have the witer call and see the child in his natural habitat. Here
they were geneerlLly able to talk more freely, and it was also easier 
to observe their interaction Wth the child.

The sample.
30 children and their families (137 individuaLs in all) form the 

research sumpe. They are the firsrt 30 cases to be referred to the
Ceertro after the project was begun, where the folloWng criteria
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were applicable:
a) The family was to be intact, in that both parents and the cerebral
palsied child were to be living together under the same roof* In bo 
far as the focus of the study was on the family, this was clearly an 
essential requirement * It ruled out all children in institutions,
residential schoola (including that attached to the Centtre, und living 
with relative’ or people other than their ow parents* Although no
requirement was made as to the presence of all siblings in the Sows,
no case was actually encountered where this was not the cuas*
b) The age of the child at the tme of referral wag not to be mors 

than 6 years. A largely pre-school sample was thus gathered together, 
for it was felt that it is mainly in the early years that the family
is culled upon to make the greatest adjustment, and that it is largely 
during thia period that the greatest problems of socialising are 
encomnerrd*
c) The family was to live within a specified geogrp^hLcal area,
encompassing the four counies of lunbaTtoiwhire, LflunuksShre, Renfrew
shire, and AmShr®* This was a practical requirement, designed to
mke the horns of the families reasonably accessible to regHur visits.
d) The sccio-ec<o^l:cmic status of the family was to full within the
Reeg.et^a^-Ger»etal,s social classes 111 and IV (clerical und skilled 
mian^l und srmii-acllled manual respectively) • This selection was
done in order to eliminate, as far as possible, the influence of 
extraneous factors on family functioning due to differences in social 
class* To what extent such differences are a real factor for the 
particular urea studied is, in fact, net known, as we lack the necessary 
norms on whioh to base judgment* Nevertheless, in view of Wiilmoot and
Young's (1960) findings, it wis frit that the cSanoes of increasing the 
hcmcer£rty of the sample were probably increased by this requirement*
e) For the same reason only families living In urban districts ^re 
selected, as the pattern of family life is believed to differ in many 
respects in rural arras (thoul again definite evidence for the arru 
in which this investigation took place is lacking)*
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There rare 16 boys and 14 girls in the sample, and the median age 
of the 30 children was 3 years 9 moths at the time of the initial con
tract with the family, i.e., at the screening session. The range is 
illustrated by Table 1, the youngest child at the time being 15 mirths 
old and the oldest 71 months.

Table 1.
Age of Children at First Corrtact

12=^ ^25. jSdtL §Q±
OotrthB Moorths Morritfra /.tenths Months

8 4 5 4 9

After the initial contact had been made, the child and his family 
rare kept under observation through repeated home visits. In some
instances conteuits rare also made at the Centre if the child attexried 
there for physiotherapy. The median length of the total observation
period for the group was 22 roxrths, the range being 16 to 32 mirths, 
and the distribution being as in Table 2.

Table 2.
Length of Cbbperration Period

12-17 1&-23 ^-29 30-35
Moonhe Kcx^ths Months

2 14 12 2
Deails of the number and kind of contacts mde during this tme 

will be given below. The age of the child at the end of the observation
period, i.e., at the final contact made WLth the family for the purposes 
of this research, showed a group medLan of 5 years 7 morths. The
distribution is shown in Table 3t the range extending from 36 raoIrth8 for 
the youngest to 95 mortha for the oldest.

Table 3.
Age of Children at Pinal Coirtaot

36-47 48-59 60-71 72-83 84-6)5
^0^8 Months Months Mirtha Ojaa^

6 6 5 4 9
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All children were given a diagnosis of cerebral palsy, but the 
type and severity of the corcdtlon, us well as the number and kind of 
associated hund^cai8, differed considerably. Classification into
types Is presented in Table 4*

Table 4.
Types of Ceerebral P&tsy

■mastic 3j^art.lc ^a^tlo
LSb^t .Fwa- Qwdri-
gleg-a ple#^ ple/rf-a AttheoBla

3 6 17 4

AL though some mixed types were pres© rtf, each child Is classified under 
the major diagnosis made.

The relatively high incidence of spastic qxuudrLplegla suggests 
that the extent involvement found In this saeIiLd Is rather great.
This probably reflects the fact that this kind of child tends to be 
ref erred more frequently to the Centre thin the mildly affected child, 
whose condition gives rise to less anxiety and for whom local facilities 
are mere easily lv^alllbld. On the other hand, the severity of the
corniitlon can only be lp]i|teoiat^d if one also takes into account the 
various handicaps assoc luted with, but, according to the definition, 
not a necessary part of cdrdbml palsy. Of these, the main groups to
be minioned are sensory defects, epilepsy, and mnnal defect. TLhir
incidence Is recorded in the following table.

Table 5»
Incidence of Asscciutdd Haul&iciiB

Number
..fec-ted

Visual Dfects 4
Auditory Dfects 2
Epilepsy 5
Mennal refect 20
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Mesrtal defioieioy is shown by this table to be by fur thr mot 
CQ®Bn associated hundioul. Further details of lntslligeios findings
arr given In Table 6* All children were tested (genBarUlly wth the
Ternun-Mesrll 1 test, though other teste wrs also som^^J^^^s used), but 
In a number of cases the results obtained tohs considered to reflect 
mors the severity of moor handicaps than the child's actual Intellectual 
capacity* UinUr these cixcurngtanees It was often considered inadvisable
to assign an exact I*Q* to the child, und Instead an approximation was 
arrived at whioh permitted him to be placed into one of the group® in 
the following table*

Table, 6.
Destr!button of I*Q* 's

Buber of
I* . Q* Children

40 — 49 4
50 - 59 4
60-69 12
70 - 79 5
80 - 89 2
9-99 3

We arr now In a position to consider the rungs of severity of thr 
total hundloup, as given by all the major symptoms which arr the direct 
consequence of the oerebral damage* Apart from Sohoonll's (1936)
vugue und unspecified classification, no mjthod of quairtifylng severity 
has been reported, and for this reason u Severity Index was developed, 
de^aULls of which are given In Appendix I. It is bused on the mijor
functions Wth whS-oh cerebral pulsy may Interfere, namely loocm>Clcn, 
tanntplaticn, speech, intelligence, and sensation, und also takes into 
account the lrsssnos of epilepsy* No claim Is muds that the organically
determined pathology is thereby exhausted, but the list does include 
the main systems generally affected* A note of caution mist, howver, 
br added, for in so far us it has been necessary to assign equal 
wights to all the various hunWcuns, u certain arbitrary element hus 
been introduced* This ltoosd:utr might be questioned, us many may
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argue that mertal handAcap is worse than pAysioal handicap, or that 
Inability to speak is a greater handicap than inability to wOLk« Yet,
as each person is likely to have his own set of priorities, an 
arbitrary judgment on weighting is inevitable, and it is felt that the 
present scheme does enable one to order the subjects according to the 
severity of their condition. It must also be pointed out that no
account is taken by the index of age, in that it mi££it, for instarnoe, 
be said that inability to wHk at the age of 8 is a greater handicap 
than inability to walk at the age of 4# This, hovwver, ne^ects the
fact ttait,£%n the point of view of society, the four-year old is as 
much a deviant as the eight-year old, for the fo^ir as much as the 
latter has been unable to reach the norm for his particular age group. 
It does mean, though, that the index can only be used for children of 
an age where normally the developmrtal mes^nes referred to in the 
schedule should have been reached*

The distribution of the Severity Index for this sample is set out
in Table ?• y

j*
Table 7*

Distyilntion of Severity lute*

i iiiUl « 2321112 11 +
012512251222111110

Although the possible maximmi for the Index is 24, the highest 
score obtained ws 17* This is largely due to the fact that those
children who suffered from seizures and sensory defects happened, in 
this particular sample, to be those who ^ere not too severely affected 
in other respects. Ohsmw.se, however, the range is considerable.
Thus the child who obtained a Severity Index of 17 a girl who had a 
spastic qua<dr.plegia, and at the age of 4 was still incapable of mewing 
independently in any way, could just grasp objects but not actually 
hamUe them, had no speech at all, was considered to be severely 
m anally handicapped, and also suffered from some degr* • e of visual 
impairment. The boy who obtained a score of 2, on the other hand, had
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been dilgncBed as hiving a epartlc heBipp.sla, wiioh interfered onlyft
to a slight extent in the uee of one irm and crd leg but did not 
affect speech, intelligence, or uny other function.

The mdj.eal and educational provisions made for these children 
are as follows:

. I .

Table 8.
mmcal anf K&igat lo w Provision 

Children receiving education and id^t^i^^he^py .................... 12
Children receiving physiotherapy alone .............. ... ...... 17
Children receiving education alone .............................*•• ... 1
Children receiving neither •••••«•••••••......... ••••••••••«• 0

Al but one of the 30 ohiLl^dren received physiotherapy. in 15 taBdB
this was given in their own homes by u mbUe physiotherapy ^^1^ 
run in conjunction wLth the Ceenre, while the remaining 14 children 
lived near enough a clinic (motly the Centre itself) to attend there 
as out-patients. in many oases physiotherapy was given twice a wmek, 
and in no case was it given less than once a moth. 19 of the
children reached schorl age nt som point during the investigation, and 
for ill but six educational provision was made in s^me form. in 10 
cises thia entailed attendance it a special school, in one case a home 
tutor was made available and in two cases normal schooling ms possible 5

Turning now to a description of the families to whom these ^tUdren 
belong, we may note that this was 1 irddcminarrtly workiLrg•elasB group 
(in accordance with the tequiJdBednt to Beldtt only those frcm social 
classes 111 ind iV). Although: spread over a fairly large geo^graphLoal
area encceiM»irg four counties, the families lived in mainly industrial 
districts, and mo nt of the fathers worked in industry. Their
ctcu2iatiors are given below.

Table 9,

Fathers', ifloagatifflas,
Sheet Meeal Worker ... 1
Machine Oieatcr ..... 2
Wecter 3
Crane Driver ......... 1
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Table 9 (Corrtinusd)
Mooor masoiauaio •«•••• 1
Shopkeeper *•••*••••• 1
Shop assistant •••••• 1
Engineer ............ 5
Plumber ••*••*•«••*«* 1
Bollsmaker •«««••••• 1
CLerk •*•«••»•••••••* 1

* Fitter *********......... 3
Coalman 1
Railway worker *......... 3
Fireman «•••«•••••*•• 1
SUver  ......... »«*••«» 2
Joiner *•*••»«•••«••* 1
Storekeeper *•«........... 1

Two of these manwre unemployed for the major part of the observation 
period, whUe two other men experienced rather shorter spells of 
unemployment •

All lived in urban ursus, generally rather densely popdated 
districts within easy reach of factories, docks or railways* Some
of the fumiiss were still In near-alim property, witing for re
housing and often having to uss the child’s hun^cup us a means to get 
priority tassatasnt from the authorities* O;her families lived in
mors mocdasm telement blocks or tsiruxoed houses in this centre of towns, 
and quits a number hud obtained aoconstteaUicn in one of the new housing 
estates that hud sprung up ull over this area since the ^ar* Though
someWnat further foom work, shopping centres, und places of entertain
ment, these latter families ull had their own houses and gardens - tn 
some ouses for the first tme, us previously they hud shared U(w<tmc- 
dation with relatives* In the whole sample there wus only one family
whLcS lived during the Wsls period of this investigation with 
relatives, wills one further furaily obtained its ow ccscalt)CaU^on in 
the course of tSs project* In ull other instances the nuclear family
lived by itself under its own roof, for though in many cases relatives 
(putitrllatly the child' s grundpu*eirts) lived close by, tn none hud u 
relative actually joined the fumLly in order to live with it* This
means that the investigation concerned relatively olear-out family 
units*
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The ooIn>P8itlcn of the famiy included in all cases both of the 
parents and the cerebral palsied child. « Ae set out in Table 10, in 
four oases the cerebral palsied child was the only child in the family, 
though in a further 13 families be was the. youngst.

Table 10.
Draber of Siblings .........

Sone 2 £ 4 £
4 13 7 • •3—^2

1
1

Thus 26 of the famiies had also at least one child other than the 
cerebral palsied. In one' family, with three children altogether,
one of the siblings had also a congenial handicap, hut in all other 
instances the cerebral l€aLaied child was the cnLy mamhe of the famiy 
afflicted with a chronic disorder of any kind.

The contact with fhe research families. .
In Table 2 attention me drawn to the fact that the contact wLth 

the research famiies entailed a longitudinal fcll<wr-uLl for periods 
ranging between 16 and 32 mofthB. There are two reasons why it tos

decided to establish this lengthy contact wLth 30 families rather than 
make a more superficial contact with a greater number.

In the first place, experience of interviewing has shown that the 
validity of the information obtained is a function of the type of 
relationship established between interviewer and interviewee. This
applies eauoially when emoCiortllly laden areas are disoussed, and 
indeed the aixiety and il 1-ease displayed by many parents at the 
initial screening interview was such that it was often more advisable 
to obtain only oertain concrete facts and dates referring to the child 
than to range further and explore family relationships. In gen^:r&^,
the focus had to be shifted only gradually from the child himself to 
the family as a whole or to other individual membra. It waB not uirtil
the anxieties and uncertainties of the parents had been alleyyed to some 
degree that they wre free enotu. to permit discussion of issues not
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uptimes! in their mLnds, ind though the amount of anxiety varied a 
great dell us between different sets of parent®, the need for information 
about possible aetiology, about prognosis, about problems of diy-to-day 
manageirent, and about the availability of treatment or educational 
provision had to be dealt with in every cuse before the parents could 
be expected to turn their minds to less Lmeddate lBieotB of the child 
handicap. As, moreover, some of the parents from this particular social
level were in any case not at ease with authority figures, some basta 
of txust had to be established first. Tils was espcoially the tusd where
(as was found fairly frequently in this sample) such areas as the parental 
socialising teohniqudB aihowed a pattern that was highly deviant compared 
with the norm - and known by the parents to be so. Thus it was not
until the fourth Interelew that the mrther of one boy ^ix years old at 
the time) could bring herself to relate the fact thit every evening she 
went to bed nt the same tme ns the boy and that the two of them always 
slept in the sum bed. it is therefore not surprising that information 
obtained in a later iutereiew som times directly ^1^1!^ ted information 
obtained earlier on, and it appeared of little use to begin the enquiry 
before the relationship with the informants had reached the stage where 
tlm initial anxieties both about the child and about the lntereiewsr had 
been dealt with to some extent.

Several contacts were thus inevitable. in addition, however, it
was felt that most could be learned about the families by observing thm 
over i certain span of their lives and describing their reactions to the 
various minor and major crises that they were called upon to mddtr the 
child's failure to reach certain milestones, his rejection by schools or 
the necessity to hive him adamited to a special school, the birth of 
another child, ind the inabUity of the cerebral palsied child to keep 
up even with his younger siblings. Similarly, reactions to hoped for
events could be observed: the child at list taking his first step or
saying his first word, or tie provision of treatmenr or edJtluUtlcml 
facilities. in this w^ a fuller picture of the family wans obtained
thin a cross-section it one particular point would hive provided.
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The spacing of interviews waa urramged to fit tn Wth this plan*
The initial cortaet at the Centre for screening purposes was geraerULly 
^loewsd within two weeks by u further tntervScw, this time at the 

family’s home* SomSimes two or three contacts quickly succeeded such
other at this stags, depending on the suss with which the parents wrr 
able to establish a relationship with the witsr and the um^u^lt of 
information (test results, for instance) that hud to be gathered at this 
point* In other oases the first two contacts muds were sufficient to
curry the relationship over until the next fd-lc^w-up visit paid* 'This
geusually occurred three to six morths later, und all contents thrcl^l^ 
out the observation period succeeded such other ut intervals not sxcee&Lcg 
six morths und often taking place ruthsr mors frequently* The rungs in
the number of contacts muds is shown in Table 11, the mddLun for the 
.group being seven*

Table 11*
Sumter of Connaots with Family

. 1 1 1 » 2 HO
6.8 6 4 4 2

The miin person with whom contact was gerazelly made in the family 
was, of course, the mrther* A point was, however, mads of ssrtng such
family memtbr at least once* Fathers wrr always encouraged to attend
the initial artesntng intervSeer, und home visits were later on 
occasionally paid ut a tme when father woodd be at home* As w.11 be 
shown lutsr on, the readiness with which u father allowed himself to be 
involved in these contacts is u highly significant feature* Some
fathers woodd even stay off work in order to bo present when visits were 
mads, wills in other ouses it was rather moors difficult to establish 
contact with them ut ull* In only one cuss, howver, was there u down
right refusal on father’s part to be involved in any wy, and he was 
therefore the only family memtbr in this sample who was never assn*

The role which the research wciker played tn relation to the parents
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was very rauoh affeoted by the clinical context in which the investigation 
took place* In practice this meant that there was on the part of the 
parents always some expectation of help, and it was on this basis that 
access was Initially obtained to the families* They came to the Centre 
in the belief that something could be provided for the child, and they 
welcomed the writer because he played a part in this procedure. In so 
far as problems of educability arose (ae they did in nearly all cases), 
the writer was indeed able to give a clinical service through assessment 
and advice* Otherwise he was able to benefit from being associated 
with the Centre, whioh in all but seven of the cases provided physio
therapy and sometimes also speech therapy and occupational therapy#

It is doubtful vzhether access oould have been gained so easily and 
the relationship established on such generally sound terms if the 
approach had been solely on the basis of the investigatsr’s research 
needs. To have asked for information without offering anything in 
return, at any rate in such an emotionally charged area, might have 
mitigated against the validity of the information obtained* Nevertheless, 
it would be a mistake to think that the relationship remained based 
throughout the observation period on the parents* demands for help#
Early on (generally after the second contact) it was explained to the 
parents that the writer also wanted something from them, that he was 
trying to learn not only about the personality characteristics of children 
with cerebral palsy, but also about the problems of management that they 
had come up against and the way the family as a whole coped when a handi
capped child was one of its members# Great care was taken, however, not 
to make it appear that the writer's clinical help was conditional on the 
parents* co-operation in the research project, and indeed the provision 
of treatment and educational facilities was generally dealt with before 
the research aspect was broaohed It was felt that this approach not 
only provided the parents with the correct mental set, but also put the 
relationship on a co-operative rather than a one-sided basis*

The research data to be obtained referred mainly to such tangible 
phenomena as the social activities of family members and the kinds of 
interaction taking place between them* No effort was mads to open up
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teQ’pBT levels and to enquire after feelings and attitudes involved In 
having a child with a congenital handicap. Tet the therapeutic element 
In the relationship could not altogether be avoided* Feelings and 
attitudes were at times voiced overtly, help and reaeeuranoe sought, and 
even dream and phantasy material related by some. This occurred, no 
doubt, because care had been taken to establish a permissive atmosphere 
in the interviews where the question of right and wrong was not raised, 
and where as far as possible a largely non-authoritarian role was 
edopted (thou$i advice and information, when explicitly asked for, were 
always offered)♦ when material emerged which concerned the deeper 
aspects of relationships it was accepted a d, if necessary, reassurance 
was given, but no active attempt was made to eliolt such data and to work 
at this level* This decision was taken, partly because the nature of 
the project did not call for such material, partly because a far more 
intensive type of contact would have been necessary, and partly because the 
writer did not feel himself equipped and trained to carry out suoh work*
The need for such a service with these families was, however, striking*

Sources of data.
The information needed for this project came from various sources, 

but by far the most important and fertile was the series of interviews 
which were held with the parents*

We have already mentioned the number of interviews held, the period 
of time during whioh they took place, their spacing, and the role adopted 
by the interviewer, and we shall now turn to the actual form whioh each 
interview took* For research purposes an intervi w may take many forms 
(cf* the discussion by laccoby and accoby, 1954)* fc«t the most 
fundamental respect in which they may differ concerns the degree of 
structure imposed by the interviewer. This may range from a completely 
informal, unguided discussion to a previously prepared series of questions 
Identical for all interviewees. It was decided, on the basis of some 
preliminary work, that the latter alternative gave too artificial a tone 
to the contacts in the present setting, that it provided too little 
opportunity for spontaneous information which the parents wanted to offer
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and that, far from making it possible to confront eaoh interviewee with 
the identical stimulus situation, it introduced too much heterogeneity 
through the varying meanings attached to questions and the different 
intellectual and other qualities of the interviewees* On the other 
hand, a completely unstructured disoussion would not h^ve produced 
sufficient material that could have enabled one to make ordered 
comparisons between different families, and some degree of uniformity 
was therefore olearly called for*

The form of interview adopted was that whioh Merton and Kendall 
(1946) have labelled the "fooused" type of interview. Thia is a semi
standardised procedure, which is guided by a memorised interview schedule 
containing objectives and topics, as well as suggested questions, but 
giving the interviewer considerable latitude as to how and when the 
various topics are raised. Notes were taken at the time, but in order 
not to prevent the spontaneity of the oontaot the interview was not 
fully written up until after it had taken place. Only the Initial 
interview, that at the screening session, was more formal, for this was 
mainly concerned with the obtaining of faots and dates, mostly about the 
developmental history of the ohild and his present range of behaviour. 
This type of interview fitted in better with the concurrently held 
examinations by medical colleagues, where physical data were sought on 
which the medical diagnosis, prognosis, and treat merit plan were to be 
baaed. IXiring subsequent interviews, held generally at the family’s 
home, flexibility of approach was considered to be essential to the 
relationships whioh the writer was attempting to build up with the re
search families, and for this purpose the "focused" interview lent it elf 
well* It enabled the interviewer to guide the conversation to certain 
topics and to ask specific questions without forcing it into unnatural 
channels* Thus the mode of approaoh could be altered to the 
individuals concerned, without necessarily detracting from the compara
bility of the information obtained.

The topics to be covered and the questions to be asked are given in 
tho Interview Guide, Appendix 2. This Guide was never produced during 
the interview, and the writer therefore had to have clearly in his mind 
the sort of information whioh was required* Belying in this way on his
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memry meant that there were Instances when he might forget to ask 
certain questions, when some topics mre omtted, and when information 
was therefor© lacking about certain aspects* Yet this did no~t occur
frequently enoiuh to invalidate the whole procedure, and was thought to 
be a relatively small price to pay for the elimination of artificiality 
from the interview* In any case, opjprtiuiitieg ocoured at subsequent
contacts to make good the omission*

Interviews generally took between one and two hours, thou^i 
particularly the first interview at the family’s home might take longer* 
The information aoiujht in the various follw-up interviews] ms always 
the same as in the firret, so that a series of cross-seotional views mere
obtained from eaoh family* The condition of the child, with particular /
reference to his locomotor development , generally formed the starting 
point of the discussion, and fm there it led mossiy to other areas of 
the child's behaviour and to the changes which had taken place in them 
since the last visit* Sometimes foil owing these topics, but more
frequently interlinked with them, discussion took place of the parental 
child rearing practices* It was, for instance, fairly easy to follow
an account of the child's feeding difficulties with the question! "And
what have you found to be the easiest way of dealing with this?" The 
third of the main groups of topics, that of the family and its organisa
tion and activities, ms often the last to be covered, aa to tho parents 
it seemed of least imnwdiate urgency* Yet the logic of the order in 
which all the various topics are arrapiged in the Interview GvJ.de was 
often mglected by the flow of the ooiprersation, and thoiu^ it was easier 
for the witer to rdmdml:b5r all subjects and questions if the order ms 
adhered to, no effort was made to force the discussion into this mdd*

Ip order to obtain accurate information, ap attempt was always made 
to gear questions to speoifie behavioural tendencies occurring in 
defined situations* "What kind of activities do the various msmbere of
the family carry out, both inside the home and outside it" me the 
question uppermost ip the investigator's mipd during each interneew, and 
to obtain useful answers it seemed better to ask what activities had 
actually been carried out rather than what activities were usually
carried out* A motor who ms asked how often members of the family
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had visited relatives during the preceding week was likely to produoe 
a much more helpful answer than if she had been asked “Do any of you 
ever visit your relatives?” (though the latter question might be used 
to Introduce the former). In this way a more detailed account of the 
various activities could be obtained - of the individuals involved in 
them, the circumstances under whioh they took place, the qualitative 
features inherent in their performance, and of their frequency (the 
latter often providing a useful quantitative index). Thus, although 
the conversation might range fairly widely all around a topic, an 
effort was always made to introduce specific questions which would 
anchor the information to defined circumstances.

During a visit that might take up to three hours there was generally 
some opportunity to carry out direct observation of various relevant 
aspects. This applied particularly to the behaviour of the ohild, but 
also the interaction of the various members of the household (though 
again with particular reference to the ohild) could be studied during 
this time. Once the family became more relaxed in the interviewer’s 
presence and their behaviour more spontaneous, situations would arise 
whioh had a direct bearing on the data sought during the interview.
Yet the material obtained in this way had only strictly limited uses.
One could not judge how representative isolated items of behaviour were 
without enquiring of the parentsi some children, for instance, became 
so excited by a visitor's presence that their handicap showed iteelf in 
an exaggerated form and they were unable to carry out activities of which 
they were capable un’er more relaxed conditions, and the fact that an 
instance of physical punishment was witnessed during a visit still did 
not tell one about the frequency of this kind of discipline Taken 
together with the fact that large areas of the family’s behaviour were 
inaccessible to observation during visits, observational material had to 
play a strictly subsidiary part in the enquiry. It might in some 
respects supplement interview data, but more often its use lay in 
providing stepping^-eff points for discussion. Thus the parents* atten 
tion could be drawn to some item of behaviour occurring at the time, and 
enquiry could then be made about the frequency with whioh it occurred, 
under what circumstances it was usually manifested, how the parents deal
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with it, wHe^Hey it represented, an improvement on earlier stages, etc*
The interview thus remained the m^in source of the enquiry.

Although psychological tests were used during the project , the 
data which they provided had little direct bearing on the research.
Thh tests were all cognitive and wre used to establish the child's 
intellectual level, but apart fiom helping to define the nature of the 
sample and the severity of the total handicap, the tests had little to 
coxrtribute (thoiuh they did provide the opjxotuuity for more observations 
of behaviour ti&en in the course of the procedure). Persomlity tests
for a group as young and as handicapped as the present were found to be 
inapplicable, and the psychological assessment of these children could 
therefore not be undertaken by these marm.

A more useful source of information about the children's person
alities was found in reports from other professional persons. This
applies particularly to the physiotherapists, who were in regular contact 
with the children, seeing many them once or even twice a week through
out the course of this project. Their periodic reports wre therefore
invaluable. How this information was used will be detailed when the
findings about the children's persoraaities are described. in addition,
most children were re-assessed periodically by the orthopaedic surgeon 
who had taken part in the original screening session, and in this wy 
progress reports on meUcal aspects were also made available.

Treatment _ of data.
in an area as rich and complex as the one chosen for this investiga

tion, it is felt that a primary consideration of exploratory research 
must be to do justice to the complecOty of the mterl^sd, and the best wy 
of achieving this is by descriptive means. Thus the emphhais in this
project is not on sophist io ate d measurement , but on obtaining descriptive 
mterial of a valid nature and in an ordered form. in so far as quan
tification helps in ordering the data it has been used, but wth numbers as 
em^]Ll as those studied here tests of statistical significance, even of 
the non-paraiweric kind, have limited use and are therefore employed only 
sparingly, suoh as for the comparison of the four major dimensions around 
which the data are organised. Werever possible, information has been



in tabular form, but this has been done to ease
rather than to demonstrate quantitative precision.
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CHAPTER 6

THE FAMILY* ASSSSffiMT OF DIMEHSOnfS

In this chapter we shall he concerned with the first of the three 
levels of study, namely that of the family group* The data have been
organised around the two dimerpaions of toheslvepdea and ooppul^ty 
participatoon, and. we shall now turn to the asseBtmient of these nime]p3iona 
and the results obtained from ordering the families along them*

of toteoi'v^^a^«.
In our previous discussion of oihe0ivenees we drew attention to 

the difficulties involved ip finding a suitable operational criterion for 
such a complex phenomenon- The cri-tccsm of Grass and Martin (1952),
that the use of ope or even several of the determinants of cohe8ivene8a 
as a measure ie unjustified, suggests the need for a rider, more 
embracing means of a^^mim^ipt , and one possibility cap be found ip the 
scales whioh have beep used ip some of the sioitlogioal studies of the 
family* The two beat known examples are the Cavap Serie for Family
Integration (in Burgess and Locke, 1950) and Jansen’s (1952) Family 
Solidarity Scrie* Both take oertain ch^irac eristics of the family
which they consider to b< pertinent to its oohesivepess and rate 
families on each chairac eristic* The sum total of these ratings re
presents the cohe8lvepdsa score* UiPorturately the characteristics
(chosen op a priori graunds) are mostly so vague that difficulties occur 
in translating them into actual family behaviour- There is, moreover,
considerable overlap between ©ohc of the charae0eri8tics- Thus,
included Lp the Cavan Scale, are degree of affection, mitual co-operation, 
joint activities, esurit de io^p8^emotult of tensions, and dCoPtmLo inter
dependence* Ip Japan's scale the sub-scales refer to agreement with 
each other, co-operation, concern for each other's wlfete, enjoyment of 
association, affect^n, esteem, interest , and confidence Ip each other*

Grass and Matin' s suggestion, that one should masure the resultant 
directly by simply asking the group rnjmmbrs to indicate how attractive 
they find the group, is clearly too naive a procedure for the purpose of 
maeat^ip£ cohesivepess in a family- A less direct measure is needed,
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whioh assesses the attractiveness of the family group according to the 
behaviour and activities of the members rather than their expressed 
attitudes* In his work on the oohesiveness of experimental groups 
Libo (1953) developed a "locomotion criterion" for measuring this 
phenomenon, i.o., members were able either to leave the group or to stay 
with it. For our purposes a rather more subtle criterion is needed, as 
our original requirement, that the family should at least nominally be 
together, eliminates the groups which are completely disrupted by the 
departure of one or more members and fcouses attention on more inter
mediate grades of oohesiveness.

The criterion for family oohesiveness whioh, it is suggested, 
furnishes us with the most suitable operational definition, refers to 
the degree of "togetherness" of the family. Cohesiveness, it may be 
argued, is marked by the extent to which group members are willing to 
participate in group activities, wherever they are carried out and what 
ever their nature may be. The feeling of attraction experienced by 
the members for the group is thus expresses in the ratio of their joint 
to their individual aetlvitles. The more attractive a group, the more 
activities are carried out in conjunction with other members, and the 
loss attractive it is the more will members "opt out" and act as 
individual* or join other sooial groups. A highly cohesive family 
will thus be marked by the fact that its members like doing things 
together and are frequently to be found in close association, while in 
a family of low oohesiveness members tend to avoid eaoh other and to 
participate in few joint activities. By ranging families along a con
tinuum representing the degree of habitual togetherness, an indioation 
of the degree of oohesiveness may be found.

There are several advantages to approaching the assessment of 
oohesiveness in thia way. For one thing, it is based not on a single 
narrow index, but on a whole range of the family members* activities.
For another, the aspect of these activities with whioh it is concerned 
is relatively easily defined and does not refer to vague characteristics. 
And finally, it takes cognizance of another point whioh arose from our
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previous theoretical discussion of cohesiveness, namely the distinction 
between cohesiveness as seen from the individual point of view and 
cohesiveness as a group phenomenon! t’ e index is based on the activities 
of all the individual members of a group, yet the phenomenon to which 
they give rise, namely "togetherness", is a group characteristic and as 
such truly oomparsble to cohesiveness*

To obtain this measure, questions were asked at each interview as 
to the extent to whioh the family had been together in the preceding 
seven days* "Togetherness", for thi3 purpose, entailed physical 
proximity, i*e*, family members did not all have to be jointly engaged 
in the same activity, as long as they were in eaoh other*s company* If, 
for instance, mother was washing up, father was reading a paper, one ohild 
was doing home work and another child playing, they were all considered to 
be together under the same roof and pursuing activities within the family 
circle* "Togetherness" scores were not, of course, confined to home 
activities, but also took account of family visits and outings* Thus 
the measure was applied irrespective of place or nature of activity*

In so far as some degree of separateness is almost universally 
necessitated by attendance at work and at school, note was taken for 
the present purpose only of the time when the family could potentially 
have ken together, i*e., the period between father’s return from work 
(or a child's return from sohool, if thio occurred later) and the parents* 
bedtime (if father voluntarily stayed on at work in order to do overtime, 
or if he stepped on the way homo for a drink or to visit a relative, a 
deduction was made from the "togetherness" score)* Por the weekend, all 
the time that father did not have to be at work was taken into aooount*

The "togetherness" soore represents the percentage of days within 
all the seven-day periods preceding the interviews on whioh the family 
had been together in the sense defined above* If, for example, enquiries 
had been made at six interviews as to the activities of family members in 
the previous week, the total number of days on whioh a "togetherness" 
soore could have been obtained is 42, and if a family had in fact been 
together on 21 of these days, the percentage score for this family would 

be 50*
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Aseeaamipt of do^momty pailclipa ion.
The operational definition of this phenomenon does not give rise 

to the ^me theoretical problems as those enotunte^dn ip the case of 
cohesive mess, yet the literature yields only op© instance of ap attempt 
to masure ctamun^y p^erticipation* Towp^nd (1957) t wille attempting
to assess the degr-of social isolation experienced by old peopLe, 
developed a a^aeurd based op the numlwr of coata'cts per week that the 
individual had wth others* A contact he defined as "a meeing wth 
another person, usually prearranged or customary at home or outside, 
which involves more than a casual exchange of greetings between, say, 
two p© irbtotta Ip the street*" Meeeipgs wth relatives, friends, 
doctors, etc*, wre each given a scotd of one, wlhle other social 
activities received ap arbitrarily chosen scttd (a weekly visit to a 
club, drama, or church was given a score of 2, for instance; a full- 
tme occuratiop was given a weekly scord of 20; and a part-ttae 
occupation was given a scotd of 10)* Townsend that there are
mf>ic^tl.tida in applying this method, and it is indeed difficult to see 
why a visit to a cinema should mrit double the scttd assigned to a 
visit to a relative, Neveerheless, he does feel that this method is
at least feasible, and one mist sympathise with his difficulties lp 
dxtreoting a single quantitative index from a rather complex situatlop*

The measure used here is a md-fied version of To1mnsdn,8. Dfining
’’ointect" ip the wy suggested by him, ws shall again consider the total 
number of days wthin all the ^ekly periods preceding each interview, 
and express the aitre as the percentage of days on which contact dth 
people outside the family occurred* No account is taken of "compuLsory"
contacts at work and at school, so that only an individual voluntary 
activities are oon;aineren- A day is scored as having included a aicirl
contact irrespective of the numtb'r of contacts or their length, the place 
where they occurred (at home or outside , with viLoa. they were made and 
for whit reason, or how many family m3mmbrs participated in each*
VWihout doubt this is also a soaowlh^i> arbitrary procedure, and with a 
sampLe less extreme in its social habits it might well have beep less 
successful ip discriminating cases to any useful degree* Yet ip this
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particular case it is doubtful whether a more microscopic analysis 
would have produced substantially different results, and the present 
procedure is therefore employed as a sufficient means of demonstrating 
the ran-xj of behaviour found here*

Be suits
In table 12 the results are presented which were obtained from the 

methods of scoring outlined above* The families are also ranked in 
order on eaoh of the two dimensions*

Table 12.
Scores and Ranking on the Two Family Dimensions

Cohesiveness
Community

Participation
Name Score Rank Score Rank

Watson . 91.6 1 14.0 30
Baker ......... .*.••« . 90.0 2 24.5 25
Johnson •••••••«• . 85.7 3 18.8 27
Sawyer *«•••••••« . 82.2 4 28.4 22.5
Strang .................... . 80.0 5 25.7 24
Vallance ................ . 77-6 6 22.3 26
McBain *••«•••••« . 76.8 7 16.0 28
McNeil ••••••••*. . 75.0 8 53.7 15
Anderson * * *......... . 73.3 9 14.3 29
Lane •••••••••*•« . 71.4 10 32.5 18
Hooper ••••*••••« . 69-9 11 28.6 21
Newland •••••••*< 68.6 12 3K2 19.5
Stewart •••••••*. 68.1 13 28.4 22.5
Sinclair ..*••••« . 67.5 14 33.2 17
Cairns ................*« 64.3 15 59.5 13
Napier •••••......... . 62.7 16 62.7 16
Cunningham >••••<.. 57.1 U 60.2 12
Parkinson .*♦•*•< 51.6 18 63-0 10
Burgess .........>. 51.1 19 59.2 14
Purdon •••«••*••<>. 48.6 20 31*2 19.5
Fisher ......... .. .. 45.3 21 621. 11
Kelley ••••»••••<.. 40.5 22 83.6 5
Phillips ............... >. 40.0 23 65.8 8
Fletoher .......... 34.8 24 94.2 3
McGuire ................. »• 32.0 25 64*4 9

I Richardson .......* 21*4 26 100.0 1
r Donaldson ....... . 20.0 27 86.0 4

Murphy ,. 19.0 28 97.7 2
Jackson •••••*••<.. 17.1 29 80.0 6
Robertson ......... • < .. 14.3 30 71.6 7
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Two features of thio table deserve eoraraent. In the first place,
perhaps the moat striking fact ndloh emerges relates to the wide range 
of soores covered by the sample on both dimmiorns. With regard to
coheBiveness, we have at one extreme a family who obtained a percentage 
score of 91.6 because, of the 35 days covered by the enquiry periods, all 
masters of the family had been together during their spare tme on 32 of 
these days. At the other extreme, howver, a family is found which, cut
of a possible total number of 28 days, had spent only 4 of these together as 
a family group, thus obtaining a percentage soore of 14*3 The same 
diversity of scores applies to commuity participation: at one end of the 
range ws find a family in which outside contacts rere made only on 5 out 
of 35 days (giving a percentage score of 14*0) and at the other end a 
family reported such contacts ooo^^7riig on every one of 42 days and 
obtaining in this wy a percentage soore of 100. One conclusion can 
therefore already be stated: cerebral palsied children are not all found 
in families of homo^iteous cteurateristics, at any rate as given by the 
two dimensions investigated here. Even in suoh a relatively smQl sample 
a very w.de range is covered, from families that show a very high degree 
of "togetherness" to faUies that show this cfcarrwtexdstic to a very l<w 
degree, and from families where the amount of commnlty participation is 
very great to faUles that appear relatively isolated socially.

The other point to wlhoh attention must be drawn refers to the 
relationship between the two dimeraions. As will become readily apparent
from an inspection of the table, the two phenomena are related together to 
quite a narked degree, and both soores and ranks indicate the extent of 
this association. The correlation is a negative one: those families
showing a high degree of oohesivcness participate to on^y a limited extent 
in the outside communty, and those with low cohesiveness are ohara<Otcri£»d 
by a considerable amount of communty participation. The strength of
this association is expressed by a produotmoment corr; Nation coefficient 

of -.89 as based on the scores, or by a raido^lifferenoe correlation 
coefficient of -.91*
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These hifgi oieffloi6nta ehov that in the present sample the two 
facets of family organisation which w© have examined are closely related 
to op© another* Thus the two ch^rmt<^]tLs’tios jointly define the type
of organisation to b© found ip apy given family, and ip this way it 
becomes possible to range our families along a contlnum according to their 
joint standing op the two dime radons* For the sake of clarity of presenta
tion Lp th© chapters Which are to follow w© sha.1, however, make oertain 
arbitrary breaks Ip th© continuum and describe the families ip tens of 
three coiPtrasting types* These types are obtained by, ip the first 
place, diving the possible range of soores (O - 100} into three equal 
pcarts, as has beep done ip Table 13*

Tabla ..15
Numbr of Ceases in Three DivlBip^ag of Scales

Scores

0..T., 33>C 33.3 - 66*6 66.6 - 100

Cohesiveness *** 6 W 14
CcramuPty

Participation * H 9 7

Th© two di^^ipaions may then be combined and the typology be derived 
from this combbrpeitp by taking all those cases falling into the lowest 
of th© three grades of cihesivdpess (those W.th scores between 0 and 33*3) 
Whioh algo fall into the hippiest of the three grades of communty 
participation (those with scores between 66*6 and 100)* Sirniiarly, at 
the other extreme, the group will be made up of all those cases whose 
scores fall into the highest grade of coheBivepdss (above 66*6) but ^11 
as into the lowest grade of ctmatnity participation (below 33*3)* This
leaves an intermediate group, whose scores fall into the mdcHe range of 
the scale for either one or both of the dimIpitP5.

Ip the foilowing chapters these three types of families will be 
described and contrasted* From this descriptive maertal we shall attempt
to show that lp this sample the two di^^tp^:ions which we have examined Ip 
fact reflect op© and th© sara© characteristic, pamey, the extent to which 
the trganl.t&tion of the family centers on the handicapped child* Thus at
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one extreme we find the kind of family in Which all activities are 
oriented towards the handicapped child to such a marked degree and 
where the members are all so "absorbed" in him that their preoccupation 
Will result, on the one hand, Jin a hi$x degree of "togetherness", and on 
the other, hand in a small amount of coranumLty participation. This type 
of family will be referred to as the "child-centric" type, and in the 
present sample there are 13 families who were classified as such 
according to the above criteria. At the other extreme we find a type
of family mhose functioning shows just the oppjsite tendency, namely 
where at least one of the mmmbrs undertakes a great may activities 
away from the child and is involved with him to only a very limited 
extent - thus producing low scores on "togetherness" but high scores on 
ccmmuity participation. This type of family will be labelled here as
"child-fugic", and 5 of the research families were classified in this 
way. In between these extremes we have the "intermediate" type of 
family, i.e., those families who according to the above criteria tended 
to produce scores in the middle range of at least one of the two dimensions. 
There wre altogether 12 suoh famiies in this sarajpe.
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CHAPTER 7

THE WILY: x^SCRIPTICN CF TYPES

The two dim3Ii^iois of cohesiveness and comwnity participation and 
the famLly types which ^re derived ftxrn them have provided us with a 
framework around wlh^ch we can now as0^mlMLc the desorlptive data. These
will be reviewed under headings referring to the various areas in which 
famLly life takes place. Generally speaking, the activities of the
faUy can be grouped according to whether they take place within the 
home or outside it. Anngst the forrar, child care and household
activities can be considered as the m>st important functions performed by 
the mimbees, whist a^ing the latter leisure activities, work, and contact 
with relatives, neighbour, and w.th official agencies may be singled out.
A famly’s coh^iBiveness can poteznially maanfest itself in all these 
areas, but the evidence relating to oommnity participation wi-lX, of 
course, emerge only from the latter group of activities.

presenting the information gained from the intervriews with the 
fam lies under the above headings, and by oc■bpattLig and contrasting the 
three types of families in their performance of these activities, it is 
intended to clarify the mmmr in wth-ch the varying degrees of oohesivcics8 
and commlty participation man feat themselves. In this way an imJ[pt^8£eLi
wil be gained pf the roles played by the various family mceumbee, both in 
relation to each other and in the external communty, and of the part 
which the cerebral palsied child plays in each of the family types. From
a detailed analysis of the descriptive material available on the various 
aspects of faUy functioning the "life-pattern” of the three family 
types rill emerge and it wLll thus become possible to reach certtii con
clusions regarding the forces from the social environment which impinge 
on the handicapped child.

Child care, activities.

In this section we shall be concerned w.th the part child care 
activities play in the lives of the research famines, with particular
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refeience to the care devoted to the handicapped child. The quality
of these activities will not ho examined until we turn to the 
socialising practices of the parents in a subsequent chapiter: here we 
shall interest ourselves in the manner different famiies cope wth this 
task, Wat division of labour exists in this respect, and how much of 
the family's ttaie is spent on this activity. For the purpose of this
analysis we shall define child care activities as the performing by 
another person of actions aimed at relieving in the child a need 
perceived by that other person.

A handicapped child, particularly if he is severely affeoted, 
clearly requires rather m>re care, supervision, and help than other 
children of his age. A normal child, if he is hungry, can explain his
need to his mrther, can be told to go to the kitchen and fetch some 
item cf food, and can then feed himself Wth it. Many cerebral palsied
children can do none of these things: even the interpretation of the 
child’s need my have to be undertaken by others. During infancy this
state of affairs can be observed in all children, but with the handi
capped ohild it tends to be prolonged wil beyond the usual period.
Thus the demands made on parents are often considerable, and we mist now 
enquire how the families in this sample dealt with this situation.

Traditionally, child care activities are primjuUy the motor's 
respomsbiiity, and there was in fact no instance in this sample where 
the moher did not play a greater part in child care than any other 
single individual. Within these limits, however, there was considerable
variation in the mfunner in which different mohers interpreted their 
task, and perhaps the mot strik ing feature which emerges fom the 
descriptions of their daily life refers to the extent to which they felt 
themrnlves able to leave the chLld’s pAysioal prescenes and hand him 
over for the occasional hour or two to the care of others. Table 14
helps to illustrate these differences. It is based on the information
sought from the m>ther at each visit as to the numtor of days within 
the previous week on which she had left the cerebral palsied child for
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a period of at least half an hour in the care of another person. 
"C<omplsory" separations, suoh as those occasioned through atterdance 
at school or treatment centers, were disregarded. From the answers 
obtained at different visits am average figure was calculated for each 
family, and it is these figures that determine the frequency category 
in the table to whioh the family is allocated. The results are
analysed according to family type, and, using the table as guide, the 
relevant behaviour patterns will be described below in the form of 
case extracts.

Handicapped Child left by Mooher 
in the care of others 
during previous reek

Occurred on 0-1 Dare
Occurred on 2-4 Days
Occurred on 5-7 Days

Chid-
centric
Famiies

10
3
0

Inter-
madiat*,
Famliies

1

9
2

Child-
fugic

Families
4
0
1

Total ......... ... 13 12 5

Turning first to the child-centric group of families, we find 
that in the majority of these cases the meters rere extremely closely 
bound to the handicapped chLld, were reluctant to let him out of sight, 
amd became quite upset if he had to be away from them for even a short 
time. The nature of this involvement with the child can best be
appreciated from the following examples, selectod as representative of 
the ten famiies in thi3 group ’shere rarther rarely if ever reported 
leaving the child:
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Bryan Strang, 6-4 years, athetosis, S.I. 11.* In his 
early years Bryan used to cling so much to his mther that 
she rarely found it possible to leave the room without him 
bursting into tears. This gradually improved, yet for a
long time mther continued tc behave as though he were still 
macing the sam demands for her presence. » For years she 
mad a point cf never leaving him, taking him around with her 
everywhere, and at nights having his cot right next to her 
bed in case he should need her. Friendly neighbours have
offered to look after him so that she could have a chance to 
go out, but she has always refused - at first because the 
child woodd be too upset and later, when this clearly could 
not be held any more, because she would be too wrried when 
away from him. *hen he began to attend school, mther con
fessed that for the first week or two she was "wrried out of 
her wts", wornLering how he could manage on his own with 
comlete strangers. She felt quite lost during this time,
not knowing what to do with herself. Tet gradually she began
rcotgeui8iig her life, and later, with considerable insight, 
m able to says "I now realise that before he went away to 
school I was always comppetely preoccupied with him - almost 
unconsciously so,'for I did not realise it at the time. I
was always rushing through the to get back to him, and
even when I w&s just in the raex room I ma wondering what he 
was doing and if he was all right.”

* All case illustrations wil 1m? praccjdd by the hene mf the ohild,
his age at the end of the ob3eevation period, his diagnostic 
category, and his score on the severity index (3.I.). Consider
able care has been taken to preserve the anonymity of the families 
by changing names and other details which mke it possible to 
identify them.
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Christine Anderson, 5-5 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I. 7» 
Although mother admits that the constant strain of being with 
with child is almost too much at times, she never leaves her 
with anyone except, very occasionally, father or an older 
sibling. At one time she used to leave Christine with the 
mother of another oerebral palsied child for an hour or two 
once a week while she went shopping, but this arrangement was 
short-lived. Though several sets of friendly neighbours are 
willing to have the child and so give mother an opportunity to 
have an occasional outing on her own, she always refuses - 
because, as she puts it, "these people would have no idea of 
how to piok her up properly or how to put her down, and they 
might so easily hurt her by putting her in an uncomfortable 
position.” Sometimes, hcwever, when father oomes back from 
work, mother feels she simply has to get out of the way for a 
while, and she then goes upstairs and lies on her bed for half 
an hour or so. When Christine started attending school, 
mother was so worried about her that she was unable to get on 
with her housework during her absence, and often stood waiting 
at the window a whole hour before the bus was due to bring her 
back. Gradually she began to relax? however, and she now makes 
use of the child's absence to get her work done, so that she oan 
devote all her time to Christine on her return.

Setty Johnson, 6-0 years, athetosis, S.I. 12. /t one time 
Betty refused to stay with people other than her father or her 
mother, and ever since, when father is not at home, mother io 
continuously with her. Neither she nor the father ever go out 
in the evening without Betty, although they have potential baby
sitters available. Mother admitted that she does not want her 
looked after by anyone else, as she would not know what to do 
without her. The only time 3he is away from the child is on a
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Saturday afternoon, Wen she goes shopping for an hour or 
two while father stays with Bitty. Wen Betty is out in the
garden mother is corOinually at the window to keep an eye on 
her. The child spends every evening wbth the parents, net
going to bed till they do, and then shares the bed with them, 
sleeping rigit between them. Wan at the age of five the child
ms hospitalised for 3 meks moher ms in a highly agitated 
state throughout this the, although she knew that nothing 
serious was involved in the hospitalisation. She agreed that
having to keep an eye on the girl all the ttoe mide her 
extremely nervous and wss also very tirlrg, as she had to be 
continually on the go#

Boi^d Biker, 7*0 years, spastic paraplegia, S.I* 12. This
moher found it difficult to remember when she ma last away 
fiom her child for m>re than a few minutes. The parents
never go out alone but always take B^mO-d with them. During
the day moher is continually with the boy, and though she is 
glad to have some neighbours’ children calling to play with him, 
she does not v/aaO him to go out to play in their house. Wen
at 6^ years of age the boy began to go once a week to the local 
school for a "playboy**, mooher ms very agitated at first, and 
insisted on spending the Wole t^oe peering throng a glass 
partition where she could see the child and he could see her. 
Shortly after he began there he hospitalised on account of
a major epileptic fit, and this was suoh a dreadul experience 
for moher that she ms later quite unable to talk about it* 
Following this, she used to creep up to the child's bedroom 
several tmes every evening, to mike sure he was all rigd^*

k

These case Ulntratoons show that mohers in the child-centric 
fam lies tend to foster an extremely close contaot with the handicapped
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child, that they find It Mamtims extraordinarily painful to tolerate 
the everyday separations vhioh tend to occur in the lives of all mothers 
and children, and that to them child care mans the supervision of the 
child's every mobci. In three of the ohild-centric fimilies ^lee mothers,
according to Table 14» have somewiat more freodom, but in these cases the 
fathers wre always available to step into the Mthert^• place.

The mrthers in the intermediate group, on the other hand, showed 
greater independence. In no case were they quite as unable to leave
the cerebral pdlsied child or as upset by the prospect of having to do 
80 as the child-o<eiric Even when the child was rather clinging
or when it was difficult for practical reasons to have him looked after 
by other people while motor went out, some sort of attti^beit could 
usuUlly be found. Child care for these motors did not entail a
continuous and unbroken contact with the child: they tom able to leave 
the child at tmes to his oon deevoes and did not feel the necessity of 
being always near him and inneraacirg with him. The child-ceirtric
m>o]hc^]r8 could not usually stay away even when their husbands or some 
other trusted figure was with the child, whereas the womn in this group 
liked to use such poopIc in order occasion zljy to get right away and 
relax:

Michael Purdon, 7 ~ 0 yeiars, spastic qiuadiplegia, 3.I. 8. In 
the summer mother enwoturages the boy to get out into the garden 
or street as meh as possible and play there with other children, 
so that she can get on wLth her work in peace. He is then often
out of sight for hours on erd, but motor, having impressed on 
the other children the need to look after Michael because of his 
ianUcal, feels no cause for concern. In the wLirter, however,
mother and child are often stuck together all day because of bad 
wather, and then, mrther admis, she could som times at the 
end of the day "cheerfully sell him for two]p>nce.M ’Wat she
does instead is to hand him over to his father as soon as he 
returns from wort:, or, if father is wwoh^ii^ late, the oldest

brother and his girl friend are som times asked to tato care of 
hto while she goes to the cinema.
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Samuel Napier, ? - 7 ye airs, athetosis, S.I. 11. Mother freely
admits that she and the boy sometimes get on each others' nerves 
through being together such a lot, and that this happens 
particularly on rainy days when they cannot get out. She there
fore encourages him to go out on his bicycle as much as possible, 
and though for a long tie she had to ask him to stay near the 
house as he was not very safe on his owi, she related With pride 
how one day he disappeared romp the corner, circled the block 
on his own, and came back trimphaxrtly and quite safe. Since
then mother has let him go as far as he likes on his bioyole as 
long as he does not cross any streets. She is pleased that he
has formed several friendships with other children nearby and 
that he is often invited to play in their houses for an afternoon. 
Onoe a week she sends him to Sunday school, and though at first 
she used to take him and even stay W.th him, now she lets an older 
child in the neighbourhood take him and bring him back*

Carles Burgess, 5-6 years, spastic paraplegia, S*I. 3* For 
a long ttae this family lived together in one small room, where 
it ms difficult to get away from one another. Mooher said it
often made her extremely bad tempered at the end of the day, and 
she ms most grateful that father wsvdlling to take Charles out 
for a wile after his return from work. "I like my children? 
said this mirther, "but I also like a bit of fieeecom, and I find 
I uswaLly like them better if I can get awy from them from ^be 
to time." Thus the child is encouraged to play outside or to
visit his gra^nd^<^^h^<^3r next dcor during the day, and at the woek- 
end father sometimes takes hia out in the car while mOher stays 
at home to ^pt on with the work or even to have a nap. Once a 
week the parents visit the cinema, and mo her values this 
opportunity to go out very much. She looked forward to Charles

beginning school, and when he did so found life very meh easier
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and more relaxing. The firet day at school she had been
rather worried, and kept TOnddring how he wis taking it all,
"but the moment I saw hie faoe when he cazae out I knew all 
was wall and that I need not worry any moe."

The two mohers in this group who wre separated fiom their children 
m>st frequently vire both able to do so because of their close ties with 
members of the extended family, who frequently took the child for lengthy
periods!

Bods Fletcher, 6-2 years, spastic paraplegia, S.I. 3* Ever
since the birth of another handicapped child the paternal grand- 
moher helped moher to look after Bods. Thus, since the age
of 3, Bris is sent by moher every moning over to her granny, 
so that moher can m>re easily linage her work. After lttith,
however, moher takes her other children along to the grand- 
MCthc's house, and all of them spend the afternoon together 
there#

Kernncth MtGiI^, 3 * 3 years, spastic quafariplegia, 3.1. 4*
Mother sees a great deal of her own moher and also of one of 
her sisters, and both these women, often have Kermeth staying dth 
them for a whole day. MOher feds that this is good for the
boy and is grateful for the opportunity not to have him too 
dependent on herself. At times KewnOh has even spent whole
weekends away from horn?. For the rest of the the, however,
mooher is with him all day, except on those occasions when she 
asks a neighbour to look after him while she goes out shopping.

In the child-fugic group we find a rather m>re heterogeneous 
selection of cases. Four of these foU^ow the thild-tc^trit pattern,
in that moher is rarely if at all separated fiom the child:

Gladys Murplhr, 8-0 years, spastic quacdriplegia, S.I. 6.
Mooher is always with this child, for though she spends most of
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the day with th .<» MternntL gran<dPtlt3Ii]s, she never takes the 
op]p>rtuiLty of leaving her the re in order to pursue some 
independent activity She becomes uneasy when Gladys goes
out to play, and is then constantly at the window to make sure 
that she is still all right* \hen the child was hospitalised
for a lengthy tm« in order to be given intensive physiotherapy, 
mother was comp«eely distraiuht and so much at a loss that she 
had to take a part-tme job. ThLs she did again when Gladys
started at school at the age of 7, as even with her own parents 
mdieer found herself "terribly lonely.” Wen the child
returns from school in the afternoons, mooher often tries to 
stop her from going out to play in the street,telling her that 
she should rest at home or bribing her with swets and toys.
She plays a lot with her, and gets very u%st when Gladys becomes 
bored and depressed by staying in so moh.

Muiel 5 - 11 years, spastic hemiLP.e£gLa, S.I. 1©.
The cWLld’s frequent though minor epileptic fits are given by 
mober as the reason for her constant supervision of the girl. 
Muiel is very keen to play outside in the street, aM thorggL 
mother cannot prevent her she suffers agonies and is continually 
at the window to keep an eye on her. Mother always goes to bed 
with Muiel, so that she can make sure even then that she is safe. 
Yet occasionally mOher suddenly feels that she mist get aray, 
and then insists on leaving her with whatever other mcMm^^ of the 
famiy happens to be at home.

The one exception in this group is a mother whose constant theme 
was to get "a break from the child", and whose activities in relation to 
the child clearly reflect this need:

David Richardson, 4-0 years, athetosis, SI. 14* Sbt only is
the child often left with other people (father, neighboiutrs, 
relatives, friends), but oven when he is w.th mder he is usually 
kept at a distance, for mober finds his demands for attention
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often irksome When he cries beoause he is left outside a shop, 
she refuses to take note* When he demands to be picked up or 
wants to be in the same room as mother she gets exasperated and 
smacks him He has never been fed on her knee, as mother does 
not want to foster physical oontact in case he gets ’’spoiled"•
If he cries during the night, father has to attend to him as mother 
never hears him. When going out in the car, mother finds him too
restless to hold on her knee, and so always leaves him lying on the 
backseat while she sits in the front with father. Yet the first 
time he was left with the grandmother while the parents went for 
what was to be a week’s holiday, mother got so worried about him 
that she had to return after 2 days. Similarly, after having 
smacked him and put him to bed for some misdemeanour, she had to 
keep going to his bed to make sure he was still all right and had 
not had a fit (which he has never had).

One must conclude that the responsibilities which the mothers shoulder 
in relation to the care of their handicapped child tend to vary as between 
the three groups of families. Amongst the child-centric families.most 
mothers foster a very intense contact with the ohild, are obliged to keen 
him under constant supervision, and are unable to withdraw even when other 
responsible people are available to take care of the child. There has 
taken place, one may interpret, an exaggeration of the parental role on 
the part of the mother Amongst the intermediate families, on the ether 
hand, no evidence for such a tight bond between mother and child was found, 
and the total amount of time devoted to ohild care activities was not os 
great as with the child-oentrio families. In the ohild-fugio group, 
finally, the two extremes are shown, in that on the one hand we find some 
mothers who show the same pattern as that described for the child-centric 
group, and on the other hand we find a family in whioh the mother appears 
to be withdrawing from her maternal responsibilities In the former four 
oases it was father, as we shall presently see, who gave the family its 
child-fugio” character, so that in the whole nample we can find only one
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mother Whose pattern of activities suggests a rejection of her m^t<^:rnal 
role vis a vis the handicapped ohild.

Wat of father’s participation in child care activities? It may be
thought that in those cases where mother spent so much time with the child, 
father would tend to be crowded out and play only a minor role in this 
respect. This, however, was not found to be so, for one of the most
striking characteristics of the child-oentrio families was the extent to 
which father as well as moher devoted his time to the handicapped child.
To obtain an index of his involvement with the ohild, questions wre asked 
at each visit about the numbe of days within the previous wek on which 
father hnd devoted all the time that he was not actually at work to being 
wLth the child and cn how mny days he had pursued activities away fxom him. 
The ansrors thus obtained at different tmes were averaged for each family, 
which was then allocated to the appropriate frequency category as giyen in 
Table 15.

Table 15-
Nunler of Days in Previous Week 

on which Father had spent all his non-working ttae
with Handicapped Child

Wild- Inter-- Child-
Centric mediate Fugle

Faimiies Faimiies Faimiies

0 4--1 Day ... 0 0 4
2-4 Days •• 0 10 1

5-7 Days • ♦ 2 0

Total .... 13 12 5

These figures suggest that, for the child-oentric group, father’s 
participation in ohild care activities was considerable. This will best
emerge from the following examplest
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Mary Sawyer, 4-9 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I. 8. Por 
the major part of the period cf observation father was unemployed
and therefore almost constantly available. Indeed, he made few

<
efforts to find another job, preferring to spend his time with 
Mary. Most of his day is spent in playing with her or in taking 
her out for walks. He takes part in all the routine ohild oare 
activities, helping to bath her and put her to bed, and he also gives 
her the exercises which he had devised himself in order to help her 
limbs. The child has beoome very clinging to him, is upset when 
he goes out without her and refuses to go to bed alone. As a 
result father goes to bed with her at 8 o’dock every evening, 
sleeping with her in the same bed.

Catherine Newland, 4 - 6 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I. 7* 
"Wherever Catherine is you are sure to find her father." That, 
according to the parents, is what the neighbours laughingly say 
about them. And indeed, father spends all his spare time with the 
child, helping with feeding, bathing, and putting her to bed. But 
most of his time is spent in taking Catherine for long walks, for 
father’s main concern is to "strengthen her limbs." This has 
been very much less in evidence since the girl became mobile, 
whereas previously father used to take her out for 2 hours every 
evening after his return from work.

Christine Anderson, 5-5 years, spastio quadriplegia, S.I. 7*
Father had himself put on night shift so that he might have more time 
to help mother to look after the child. He will play a lot with 
the girl during this time, and will often undertake all the routine 
feeding and toileting activities, as mother is too exhausted from 
the broken nights which the girl's considerable sleep disturbance 
produces. Father also helps in bathing Christine, as her weight 
and handicap make this a two-man job. He always accompanies 
mother and child on their frequent outings to doctors, hospitals,
and other official agencies, so that he can help to carry the child.
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Norah Sim lair, 5*5 years, spastic quacdOplegian, S.I. 8.
Information about this child was nearly always supjpLied by father, 
for, as mOher readily admiited, he is such a lot With Norah that 
he knows as much if* mo n»oe abbut her ways as she does* He is
continually playing With her, taking her out for rides in the car, 
or providing other forms of amujemnt. Yet the routine child care
activities (feeding, bathing, etc.) are mainly moher’s domiin - 
father i3 quite willing to undertake them if mootor is very tired 
or is ill, but he cons riders that this is really aomn’s work and 
that it aotdld not be "manly" to do such things reguLarly.

Thus the fathers in the child-centric group of families are also found 
to have increased their parGeta! re8sanstbibltile, spending a great deal of 
their tinm simmy being wWth the htrndicapipd chhid and psarticipating to a 
considerable extent in child care activities during the tme not spent at 
work. Som of these men, one felt, were quite obsessed by their handicap ed
children, and their intense involvement, being culturally mre deviant thian 
a mooher's, was therefore mich mre noticeable. Thus the exaggeration of
the parental role described for the motor in this type of family is alBo 
evidenced by father.

Amn^t the twelve famiies of the intexmediate type this phenomenon 
was seen in only two instances. In the mjority there was little doubt as
to the maurar in which £^^1^1)11 ity for the care of the cerebral palsied 
child was shared, for m>ther undertook by far the larger share of this task 
and father was rarely involved in anything but a subsidiary role. These
mn were generally willing to lend a hand, and at times of mot^e^'s Himes 
might even take over the children cumpaeeely, b it in the discussions with 
these famiies it became quite clear that, howver interested father was in 
his child, he considered his upbringing to fall within mot^he’s domiin and 
to concern him to only a limited and at tmes strictly defined extent.
The following case Hlistratoons have been selected as typical of this 
pattern
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Joan Keeley, 3-3 years, spastic q1Msdi]llLegit, 3.1. 9. The 
total amount of ohild care to be undertaken in this family is 
considerable, for not only is Joan a young and fairly badly 
affected ohild, but there is also a brother only a year older*
Father is on shift work and is thus often at home during the day, 
yet it is mrther who for the most part looks after the children.
She is thus very much on the go, but she has the necessary energy and
believes that this arrangement is only right. Father does take
the children out at tbes, and will also partake in disciplining ther, 
but most of the training i3 left to mod^r. Then he returns from
w>rk father generally prefers to read the paper, garden, or watch 
T.V. Playing with the children he would rather do when he is not
tired, as otherwise they tend rather to get on his nerves. He
does help mother at bedtime whenever he is not at ^drik, but even 
then feels that there are certain jobs which are exclusively wormn’s, 
e.g«, when moher baths the child he will dry and hold Joan, but 
never actually wash her.

Cecilia Parkinson, 6-0 years, spastic quadd’inlegia, S.I. 8.
Father feels he spends on the whole more time with this girl than 
he used to with her older sistef when she was at the same age, and 
unions how he plays with Cecilia after supper every evening and 
at the weekend often takes her out. He wil also help, if asked 
to do so by mot er, in putting her to bed or supervising her 
feeding, but if he is not asked he will automtiosa.ly assume that 
modier will perform these tasks alone. He has never bathed the
child in his life, and would be quite at a loss if he had to do so.
If he is watching anything of interest on T.V., the child has to 
wilt before he wil play with her.

Maailyn Philips, 3 - 11 years, spastio quadbhplegia, S.I. 17.
This is a very helpless little girl, who needs quite a lot of 
attention and care. Fortunately the other children in the famLIy
are old enough to be fairly indepenleini, and moher can therefore 
devote most of her time to Mailyn. Father's part is a peripheral
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one? he frequently works overtime for the sake of the extra money 
and does not get home then until the ohild is about to be put to 
bed. At weekends, however, he will play with her, take her to the 
park or carry her to the local shops for an ioecream, and, if 
mother is very busy in the kitchen, he will, if neoessary, change 
the child’s nappy. He will also put her to bed, but only when 
mother goes out for the evening. Occasionally he will feed her, 
but he readily admits that he soon loses patience because of 
Marilyn’s slowness and will then hand her baok to mother.

Thus in most of the Intermediate families, mothers tended to assume 
responsibility for the rearing of their handicapped ohild in a much more 
exclusive manner than is found in the chlld-centrio families. Fathers 
played a more peripheral part in this area of family life, and, though 
generally willing to help if need be, they tended to have fairly definite 
ideas about the point where the line should be drawn between a father’s 
and a mother’s responsibilities. A division of labour existed here which 
was not found among the child-centric families, and as a result father’s 
role tended to be more sharply delineated from that of the mother. The 
interaction between these men and their handicapped children tended to be 
less intense, they never felt it neoessary to devote all their spare time 
to them, and in discussions about the child they rarely were able to give 
as much information about them as their wives.

In the child-fugic families this trend was oarried a great deal 
further. The distance between father and ohild was generally suoh that 
the paternal role could hardly be said to exist in most of these oases.
As will be seen from Table 15, four of the ohild-Cugic families provide 
the only instances in the sample where father took hardly any part at all 
in this sphere of family life:

Albert Jaokson, J - 0 years, spastio quadriplegia, S.I. 4* Mother 
usually does everything, for father is away from home a great deal. 
When he is at home he generally has little to do with the child.
Very occasionally he will pick him up and play with him for a while,
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and once or twice in the past he has had him on his knee £ ring 
a local and fed him. This, however, is the sum total of his 
direot interaction with the boy, for he never takes him out or 
joins mother when she does so, and the only occasion when mother 
left him to look after the boy for the evening he became so 
annoyed by his crying that he refuses to be left with him again*

Sally Robertson, 3-1 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I. 6.
Although father is often unemployed, he rarely spends his time at 
home, and even when he does he refuses to be involved in helping 
with the child. Apart from occasionally playing with her (usually 
seme rough play like boxing), he rarely interacts with her in any 
way* Sally is thus exclusively looked after by her mother and all 
routine tasks in child care are performed by her. Father has 
never in his life fed her, bathed her, or put her to bed, and 
though he has occasionally taken her to the cinema, he always 
insists that mother should come too in order to look after her.

Muriel Donaldson, 5*11 years, epastic hemiplegia, S.I. 10.
This father was the only one in the sample who could not be inter
viewed. He tends to discooiate himself as far as possible from 
anything to do with the child, for he finds himself quite baffled 
by her and gets very ill at ease when asked to look after her. 
Hother believes that it is really Muriel’s frequent epileptic 
attacks which frighten him, though he will not admit it. Despite 
the fact that mother has become extremely nervous through the s 
strain of looking after the girl, father prefers to spend his time 
away from home to the risk of having to help with Muriel.

Gladys Murphy, 8-0 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I. 6. As 
mother spends every possible day with Gladys over at the house of 
her parents, and as father hardly ever joins them on these visits,
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the maternal grandparents have far more to do with the gix . 
upbringing than her father. Father feels that mother fusses 
the child far too much and does not give her enough freedom, 
while she resents the fact that he does not play more with the 
girl. He does occasionally take her out on his hloyole, hut 
otherwise his only interest is in getting her to walk, and the 
dally exercises he gives her are the only regular times when he 
interaots with her. He rarely shares in the routine child care 
activities and knows little about the girl's eating or sleeping 
habits. When Gladys was hospitalised for a number of weeks, he 
visited her only once.

The only case in this group where father did participate to a some
what greater extent in the care of the cerebral palsied ohild was in the 
family where mother provided the only clear-out example of overt rejection 
of the maternal roles

David Richardson, 4-0 years, athetosis, S.I. 14* Father has to 
partake a fair amount in the rearing of the child, for mother very 
often "downs tools" when he comes back from work, hands the boy 
over to his oare, and goes out in order "to get a break." Father 
then looks after him for the evening, feeds him and puts him to 
bed. He also attends to him, if necessary, at night. There is, 
however, no intense involvement with the ohild on his part either, 
and by frequently handing over to relatives for part of the day or 
even for several days on end, father as well as mother shows his 
reluctance to assume the parental role.

The role of the father in this sphere of family functioning, i.e., 
the extent to which he wil1 participate in the care of the handicapped ohild, 
is, in this sample, one of the most crucial factors in determining the 
nature of the family's organisation. There are considerable individual 
differences to be found amongst the thirty families, ranging from Intense
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involvement of father with child (as found in the child-oentric group) 
to the evasion of parental tasks (as seen in most of the ehild-fugic 
families)* That more fathers than mothers showed the latter pattern of 
behaviour is hardly surprising, for in our society rejection of the 
maternal role is disapproved to a far greater extent than rejection of the 
paternal role* It is therefore all the more surprising to see how many 
fathers showed in their activities an extraordinarily Intense preoccupation 
with the handicapped child - frequently, as we shall see, at the cost of 
all other activities*

The picture of father’s part in child care activities so far drawn 
must, however, be modified to some extent by taking into aooount the 
nature of the tasks in this area whioh the fathers assumed. Our emphasis 
so far has been mainly on the amount of time spent by them with the child, 
and it may be thought that a father’s very high participation necessarily 
involves him in assuming a maternal role and carrying out tasks usually 
associated with mothers. Tet, as some of the case extracts have already 
indicated, even amongst ohild-eentrio families some fathers Insisted on a 
strict division of responsibilities. This is borne out by Table 16, which 
presents the types of child care activities customarily undertaken by the 
fathers of the three groups*

Table 16.
Types of Child Care Activities 

undertaken by Fathers

All Types of Activities •• 
Routine Activities only ••
Play Only *••••......................
Exercises Only •**••••••••
No Participation ••*••••••

Total ........... ....

Child-
Centric
'amllies

Inter-
mediate
Families

Child-
Fugle

Families
8 6 1
0 0 0

4 6 0
1 0 1
0 0 3

1J 12 s
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From this table one can see that even amongst the chlld-oentric 
families there were five fathers who, despite the considerable amount of 
time spent by them with the child, were not willing to undertake suoh 
routine tasks as washing, feeding, toileting, etc. In four oases their 
activities were oonflned to playing with the ohild, taking him out, and 
providing other forms of amusement, and in one further oase the father 
devoted almost his entire spare time to the correction of the child's 
handicap, by giving her exercises, taking her for long walks, and 

attempting to teaeh her reading, writing, and other intelleotual skills. 
Routine activities in these five families were undertaken by the mothers. 
Even in the eight cases in this group where father did participate in 
routine activities he did not do so to the exclusion of the mother, but 
acted as a helper, albeit often a very active one. Thus the emphasis on 
father's parental role does not necessarily entail a feminisatlon of that 
role t cultural traditions clearly still play some part in limiting the 
range of permissable activities.

Fathers in the Intermediate group do not differ a great deal in this 
respeot from the fathers in the ohild-oentrio group. Half of these men 
also did not under normal circumstances participate in routine ohild care 
activities. The other half had somewhat less strong views on the male- 
female division of labour, but again tended to play a distinctly subsidiary 
role to mother when they did take part in bathing, feeding, etc. Finally 
in the child-fugic group one father participated in all types of 
activities, whereas the other fathers had little to do with their children 
at all, though one of them did make regular attempts to correct the child's 
handicap.

It has become apparent that the bond between parents and child is 
far tighter in some families than it is in others, and that this varies 
as between the three types of families which we have suggested. As this 
is one of the main features distinguishing the nature of family organisa
tion found in the three types, we shall illustrate it by one further piece 
of evidence. This emerged when the possibility of residential schooling 
was raised with the parents. As one of the purposes of the initial 
screening interview was to determine whether the ohild might not best be
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helped by admitting him to a residential ce nitre for the cerebral palsied, 
the attitudes of the parents to such a possibility was always determined. 
Table 17 Qiamsa^oee the reactions of both mrthers and fathers in the three 
groups.

Table 17.
Pwsnts* Attliu^ps to ResideBtiqa Plawawnt

Child-Centric Intermediate ChiH-Pugic
Faimiies Faimiies ^rjamiies

Mootor Father Mooher Father Mooher Father
Dfirmtely : •. ’ •

^fuse ... 9 8 , ? 1 2 0
Accept, but

Reluctantly 4 5 : 6 6 2 0
Dfiimtely

Accept ... 0 0 5 5 1 • 5

Total .... 13 : 13 • - 12 12 5 . 5

The figures show that a maaority of the parents in the child-centric 
group would not countenance such a proposal - despite the fact that they 
woULd have had to bear no financial respomsbiiity, and despite the 
eagemesa of all to obtain the intensive treatment and educational 
facilities which wotH have resulted from such a course. There was one
disagreement between married partners: one father said be wouLd accept, 
though reluctantly, any offer made, whereas his wife was definitely against 
such a notion. In the intermediate families no disagrejmainis occurred,
and he is most parents expressed their willixgness to accept any opportunity 
that might arise for residential placemerrt, though often rather reluctantly 
In the child-fugic group, howver, it is of interest to note that all the 
fathers expressed themselves definitely willing to accept residential 
placemant, yet in only one family a similar attiiude was shown by the 

motor*
So far we have examined child care activities as they are perforated by 

the parents of the handicapped child. We must now proceed by also
examining the part siblings play in this sphere. That in general siblings
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may be very much affected by the presence of a handicapped child in the 
family has been stressed by a mumlter of studies, and a separate section 
might easily have been devoted to them. Here, however, we are not so
much concerned with the siblings per se, with their individual persornlities 
and adjustment and their relationships to parents, as with the part they 
play in the family group as a whole, and this may best be illustrated by 
describing the extent to which they too are involved in the care of the 
handicapped child.

The potential participation of a sibling in the care of a handicapped 
child will vary to a great extent with age. A baby of twelve moths can 
hardly be expected to help in the routine care of his four-year old 
handicapped sibling, whereas a twelve-year old sister m.iht wetl act as a 
second mther in this respect. Tet even the very youngs et may be affected
by being called upon to render "services" on behfiUf of the handicapped 
ohild, and though such services may not be voluntary, they nevertheless 
reflect the extent to which the siblings are drawn into the care of the 
handicapped child. wether a sibling offers to take part in feeding or
dressing, or whether he is told to give up a toy to the cerebral palsied 
child is immaterial from this point of view: in both cases ht is 
(according to our definition of child cart) relieving a need in the handi
capped child as that need is perceived either by him^lf or by the parent, 
and ht is thus participating directly in his cart.

As in four oases the cerebral palsied child was thr only child in thr 
family, our analysis will concern only 26 of the 30 research families. In
all these 26 famiits the parents showed at least scnne intellectual aware
ness of the danger of "moating use" of siblings and of asking them to perform 
so many services on behalf of the handicapped child that their own needs and 
individuality became neglected. Yet the extent to wU.ch parents wre able
to avoid this situation varied a great dealt in some famiits it was some
times quite difficult to elicit information about the interests and private 
activities of the siblirgs at all, so much rare they regarded merely an 
adjunct to the needs of the cerebral palsied child} whereas in other 
families considerable care was taken to treat tach sibling as an individual 
in his own right and not to interfere with his usual life and freedom.
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Pop this particular aspect of family life it proved difficult to 
obtain a simple quantitative index whioh oould easily illustrate the 
differences between the three fanily types. The wide range in age of 
the siblings in the sample as a whole, and consequently the roles and 
activities that one might normally expect from them, as well as the fact 
that in any given family different children might show different degrees 
of involvement with their handicapped brother or sister, made it 
Inevitable that a rather looser classification was employed than those 
found in other tables of thi3 chapter. In Table 18 the families have 
therefore been grouped according to a three -point rating system, and 
though the allocation was necessarily carried out according to subjective 
estimate, it is hoped that the following oase material will illustrate 
and justify the method of classification.

Table 18~
Participation of Siblings in Child Care Activities

Considerable ••••••••
Occasional ........... ........
Infrequent ••••••••••

Child-
Centric

Families

6

5
o

Inter
ned^ be 

Families

0
8

3

Child-
Fugio-

Families

1
1
2

Total

We shall first turn to those ohild-oentrio families in which 
siblings were found to be participating to a considerable extent in the 
care of the handicapped childi

Christine Anderson, 5*5 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I. 7*
A ten-year old brother, according to the mother, is "just like a 
big sloppy sister with Christine." He likes nothing better than 
to play with her, and so much of his time is spent in this way 
that he will often refuse to go out with his pals in order to 
remain with Christine. He frequently buys her sweets out of his
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pocket mo my, often used to feed her when she was still 
unable to do so hermlf, and, aa Clhistine Is reluctant to go to 
bed alone, he sometimes goes to He down with heir, even though 
It may be two hours before his customary bedttae. At one ttae,
idle newer moher had to go out and was reluctant to leave the 
ohild with neighbours, she used to keep the brother off schoo;! 
in order to look after her.

Bryan Strang, 6 - 4 years, athetosis, S.I.11. Bryan’s sister,
eight years older than he is, has for years devoted practically 
all her spare ttae to her handicapped brother. Her pre-
occut^titn with him was such that her school work became 
neglected, and only at this point did the parents become aware 
that her intense involvement with Bryan parallelled their own 
concern and that she should be encouraged to spend more time on 
outside interests. Yet she still rushes to Bryan the moment 
she returns from school, plays with him, takes him round the 
garden for walks, and helps in feeding or washing him. She is
extremely worried about his handicap, and frequently attempts to 
give him exercises. The parents have observed her standing him
on his feet, presumably in the hope that he might suddenly have 
gained control over them.

Michael Vallance, 7 - 11 years, spastic quadiplegia, S»I. 15* 
Mol^aae*s older sister frequently asks her moher to allow her to 
help in looking after him. She takes part in all the routine 
activities of feedings, w&shing, and putting to bed whenever she 
is at home, and twice a week takes him by herself to the local 
school clinic for his physiotherapy. She has decided that when
she leaves school she too will become a physiotherapist, and that 
she wil then rake sure that Michel gets far more treatment than 
be does now.

These instances all refer to older siblings, and in all cases 
participation in child care activities was voluntary. The following
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examples, also from the ohild-ceirtric fam lies which were characterised 
by a considerable amount of participation in child care on the part of 
siblings, Illustrate how some parents actively enforced the rendering 
of services by the siblings:

Walter Lane, 7-3 years, spastic parplegia, S.I. 10 This is 
an extremely egocentric ohild, who cannot tolerate frustration 
and whom the parents are always appeasing in order to avoid 
his terrific temper tantiums. Walttr's younger brother is
continually warned to give ray to all requests made by Walter, 
and mrther wil in Hl their quarrels autonali<cllly side with 
the handicapped ohild irrespective of the rights and wrongs of 
the mater. She tvrn smacks the brother if he resists Walter's
attempts to take a toy away frem him. He is frequently told
to pass things which are out of Walter's reach. nober is 
aware of the problem, but confesses: "Somehow he never was my 
baby, he always seemed second best to Walter."

Hltn McIBin, 7 — 11 years, spastic paraplegia, S.I. S. This
is a large family, in which all siblli^ are expected to give 
ray to Helen's demands and not provoke her quite considerable 
temper. The parents have pointed out to them that they cannot
expect Helen to be treated the same ray as they are treated (she 
is the only one, for instance, who never received phrsical 
punishm!!), for she is handicapped and they are not. It is
the youngest sibling, however, who is most affected, for he is 
the only one who is also not at school and is therefore with Helen 
all day. As mooher finds it difficult to take Helen out, the
younger brother also has to stay in all day. There are lots of
quarrels between the two of them, and nother tWn regularly 
persuades the sibling to give in to Helen.

In the other child-centric families, where fewer services rare 
perfomed by siblings, the problim was less acute or, as in the following
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example, did not affeot all siblings:

William Hooper, 4-3 years, spastic quadriplegia, S. I. 16.
There are two older and one younger sibling in thia family.
The two older, both girls, very much lead their own life, with 
plenty of interest centered around school and neighbourhood 
friends, with whom they spend a great deal of their time. They 
are very close in age, and are always together. Occasionally* • ’ , • ' . I
they play with William or take him out, but are never asked to 
do so by mother. On the other hand, the younger sibling’s 
birth in itself was a ’’service” to William, for mother was sure 
that another child would somehow fbring William on”. Tet when 
she saw the baby rapidly overtaking William in his development 
she began to concentrate on William as she had not done before, 
and the baby tended to some extent to suffer from this. Thus 
mother finds she oannot take both children to the shops, so 
leaves the baby and takes william, as the latter ’'needs the 
extra stimulation.” When Jillian objects to mother feeding the 
baby, she gives the baby to father to hold and takes William on 
her knee. When William cries beoause the baby has a toy, 
mother takes it from the baby and gives it to William (though 
she does try to console the baby with something else).

In the intermediate group, mothers agreed that they sometimes asked 
a sibling to help in looking after the handicapped ohild, but this was 
kept strictly within limits and did not generally take place at the cost 
of the sibling’s own needs and interests!

Michael Purdon, 7-0 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I. 8. A 
brother, seven years older, Is encouraged by mother to hit back 
if Michael starts a fight: ”Handicapped or not, Michael is not
going to get away with it at John’s expense.” John tends to 
lead hia own life and is out moot evenings with his friends, but 
occasionally he is asked to stay in and babysit for the parents. 
He also helps mother to lift Michael out of his bath when father
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is not at home at the time*

Martin Fisher, 5-10 years, spastic quadriplegia, S* I. 4* 
Although Martin* a brother is 15 months younger, he is as tall 
and already more capable than Martin, and the two are often 
mistaken as twins* Because he can get around more efficiently, 
mother expects more of him in such matters as clearing up toys, 
Also, if both ohildren want a biscuit, it is the brother who is 
sent to fetch the tin* When the two accompany mother and the 
baby to the shops it is Martin who gets a ride on the pram while 
th© brother has to walk* Yet mother never sticks up for any 
one of them in a quarrel, she believes in fair shares when it 
comes to giving treats (sweets, presents, outings, eto*), and 
she is careful to assign certain "duties" to Martin as well as 
to the sibling.

In the three cases in this group where siblings were said to be 
involved in the handicapped child’s care to only a very limited extent, 
the siblings all had strong outside interests (school, clubs, sport, 
etc*), and the parents made a point of encouraging these activities 
and not expecting them to be sacrificed on behalf of the handicapped 
ohild. These children all played occasionally with their cerebral 
palsied sibling, but they did so as much for their own amusement as 
for the handicapped child’s benefit*

In the child-fugic group no clear-out picture emerges* One family 
was classified as demanding a lot of "services" from the sibling - one 
reason being that mother found it difficult to take the handicapped 
child out and that the young sibling was therefore also kept in a great 
deal* The sibling in the family that was classified in the middle 
category was still a young baby and it was consequently somewhat difficult 
to make a firm judgment as to his involvement in the care of the handi
capped child* He was, however, frequently left with neighbours while 
mother took the handicapped child out (to therapy sessions, eto*), and 
in this way he did have to render occasional services to his sibling.
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The remaining two cases, both in the lowest category, were there for 
aomewhat different leaeons. In one, the sibling (also a young baby)
received considerably more attention from the mrther than the cerebral 
palsied child and services were thus rendered by the latter rather than 
by the former. In the other family both siblirgs were very mich older
than the handicapped child (by ten and twelve years respectively) and 
were too involved with friends and other outside interests to be much 
at home. The only service rendered here was when moher insisted that 
one or the other should stay at home to look after the child wlh.le she 
went out for the evening*

The perfoimance of ohild care tasks is, from our point of view, 
clearly a crucial area of famLly functioning, and its analysis has 
indicated the different part it plays in the three family types* The
extent to which it is necessary to perfora child caro tasks is defined 
by each individual oarent, and where some parents will restrict them
selves to purely routine activities, others may consider it necessary 
to be constantly with the child and supervise him at every point of his 
walking life. Aere all rmmbers adopt this latter attitude a child-
oentrio type of organisation is indicated. The parents from this group 
will not share child care responeiiiiities by handing the child over to 
each other and then taking the opportunity to relax or perform other 
tasks: Instead they will cluster simultaneously around the handicapped 
ohild and thus impose a duty on themselves whieh involves the major 
nart of their d^ly life. It appeared that mrny of these mohers were
virtually never away from the child, and that (perhaps rven more 
remarkbly) the fathers* only absence was occasioned by the neoessdty to 
earn a living. 3uoh intense involvement is bound to affect other
children in the family, and, as we have seen, these too tended to be 
drawn into this tight group either by their spontaneous concern or on 
the insistezce of the parents.

In families of the intermediate type, on the other hand, there is 
far less joint participation in this task. Rsposibility for child 
care rests almost solely with the traditional child-minder, i.e. the
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mother, and both father and siblings play only peripheral parts.
1 espite this fact, however, the total amount of time spent by the 
mothers on this task is considerably less than that found for mothers 
of the child-centrio group, for their involvement with the handicapped 
child is less intense and does not therefore compel them to devote all 
their time to him. All members of the family are thus very much freer 
to pursue other activities.

The child-fugio group provides the least clear-out results, for 
not only is it small, but it has also been shown to be rather hetereo- 
geneous. Its common feature is that there is no joint participation 
in child care activities, that these are either completely left to one 
of the family members or else farmed out to whatever individuals 
outside the family are available. Much depends here on whether it is 
father or mother or both who provide the "fugle" element.

Our analysis, it is believed, is demonstrating the continuum which 
we have suggested, at the one extreme of which can be found the family 
where the handicapped ohild provides the focus for a great deal of 
intense activity, and at the other extreme of which one fin?s the family 
where the activities of at least some of its members are characterised 
by being oriented away from the child. The degree of "togetherness" 
of these families is thus largely influenced by the involvement of the 
various members with the cerebral palsied ohild. V/here all are 
simultaneously engaged in interaction with this ohild for the major part 
of their daily life, the amount of joint participation will be high.
If, on the other hand, one or more members attempt to avoid such inter
action, joint participation will be low and the family will be found 
together on only infrequent occasions.

Household Activities

In the previous section we saw how the three types of families 
use different methods in organising their child care activities. In 
this section we shall enquire how far these different types of organisa
tion are parallelled in the carrying out of household activities. More
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specifically, we shdl.1 be concerned with the division of labour and 
roles adopted in respeot of household tasks and with the part that they 
play in each of the family types.

?ra<dLtionaLly, the performance of household tasks is primarily the 
resporaibility of the wife. It is she who assumes the role of "hone- 
ma!krw, and the extent to which other family mrnbers participate in 
this area will depend in part on individual personalities and in part 
on practical considerations. With respeot to the latter, it my be
argued that the presexoe of a handicapped child will make the carrying 
out of household activities more difficult for the mooher and that she 
will then have to rely more on the help of others. This, one my
argue, is likely to apply particularly to those families (mainly in the 
child-centric group) where it was considered necessary to spend a great 
deal of time on ohild care activities. These mothers can be expected
to have less tme available for household tasks and therefore to be in 
greater need of help from others.

AA, each interview questions were asked as to how much help mooher 
had received w.th household tasks in the seven days preceding the inter
view, <nd who the mdn person was who had given such help. Turning 
first to the latter point, it can be seen fom Table 19 that in every 
instance somebody was mentioned as having given moher at least some 
help, and that in most cases this came from her husband.

• Table 19,
Main Person from idiom received

help with household tasks

Husband

Child
Centric

Faimiies

... 13

Inter-

gataIiel

8

Child-
Eqie

Fomiies

2
Rlatives 0 3 2
Others ................. ... 1 1
None »«• 0 0 0

Total ... ... 13 12 5
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While in the child-centric group the exclusive nature of the 
family is emphasised by the fact that the housewife did not usually 
turn to outsiders for help, in the intermediate families too the 
husband was the most frequently mentioned helper, and only in the ohild- 
fugle group was there a tendency to turn more to other people* Yet 
when we turn to the actual amount of help received, irrespective of who 
gave it, we find that for the majority of oases this was comparativsly 
little and that, despite having also to look after a handicapped ohild, 
mothers were still considered to be almost solely responsible for 
running the household* Table 20 illustrates this* In it an attempt 
has been made to distinguish those families where mother received daily
help for houshold routines (where, for Instance, father always helps 

with washing up after the evening meal and always fetohes in the coal), 
those families where mother receives help on a less than daily basis 
(father helping only at the weekend, or a neighbour occasionally doing 
some shopping), and finally those families where no help is over reported.

Table 20.
Amount of Help received by Mother 

with household tasks

Ho Help ......... ...............
Occasional Help *••• 
Daily Help ......... ..

Total ..............

Child-
Centric

Families
0

10

3

Inter
mediate
Families

0
12
0

Child-
Jftutio
Fanilles

0

5
0

13 12

This table presents a very different picture from that obtained 
from our anlaysis of child care activities, for a remarkably similar 
pattern appears to exist for all three types* In all JO families 
mother was able to obtain some help from others, but in only three cases 
did this help amount to more than the occasional servios rendered. How 
the mothers coped will emerge from the following case illustrations, thsi
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first of which are taken from the group of 10 ohild-oentrio families 
where occasional help was received by mother:

Margaret Watson, 7 - 9 years, spastic hemiplegia, S«X» 4.
"Since we found out about Margaret’s handicap there just has 
not been any time to do much about housework* While she is 
at school I am out working, trying to earn the extra money for 
her private tuition and therapy, and when she is at home I seem 
to spend most of my time with her* The house has just had to 
take second place*" In this way mother expressed her lack of 
interest and involvement in housework, making it clear that 
the amount of time spent by her on such activities was not 
great. Father will do the heavy jobs around the house, help 
with decorating, and on a Saturday do some shopping, but as he 
too spends most of his spare time with Margaret and as in any 
case he feels that a man oannot be of much use around the house, 
the total amount of help he gives is somewhat limited*

Walter Lane, 7-3 years, spastic paraplegia, 3*1. 10. Though 
father will always help in looking after Walter, he does not 
believe in doing "women’s work" around the house. He fetches 
in coal, gardens, and does repair jobs when neoessaiy, but all 
else is left to mother. The only way that she oan get even the
essentials done is to get up at 6* JO every morhing, for she....
insists on having all her tasks finished by raid-day, so as to be 
free for Walter for the rest of the day. One effeot, amongst 
others, is that she now rarely makes anything herself (like 
cakes) that she can buy ready made in the shops.

<
Catherine Newland, 4 - 6 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I* 7* 
Mother has become increasingly agitated and nervous, and often 
finds it difficult to remain in the house* She cannot then 
concentrate on her work, but feels that she and the child must
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get out. They go for long raUks, only to return to a house
which, according to moher, "is often a disgrace." Father
is wiling to help, wil make mother cups of tea, even lay 
the table or wash up. Yet mOher feels it is not right to ask
him to start on the houswork when he comes home tirod from doing 
his own job, and in any case he ia usually employed in the 
evenings Wth Catherine.

In all ten of these cases housework ' always took second place to 
child care activities. When a choice had to be made between these two
types of task, it wag always housework that was put off to a later tme. 
Some of the mohers remained houseproud and, because of the increased 
demands made on their tmie by activities connected with the child, found 
they had to work very much harder and for longer houra (as in the second 
example m^loned above), while other ^^d^c^rs (as in the other two 
examples) were unable to maintain their standards of housework and 
begun to cut out the less esaential tasks. In all oases, howver, the
role of moher had priority over the role of housewife.

Although mohers in the intermediate group also had to undertake 
household activities with only limited help, they did not encounter the 
same difficulties that the m^O^c^rs of the child-cejOric group had mt. 
Their problem in this respect tended to he confined to such practical 
issues as resulted, for instance, from having to go shopping Wth a 
child unable to wWk, or having to do a great deal of wishing because 
the child could only get about by crawling* As has already been
pointed out, these mrtters were very much freer from their children, 
and as a result had no difficulty in leaving them to their own devices 
while they attended to other things. Thus their actual need for help 
from others was less, althouh the fathers in this group were also less 
bound to the children and therefore mire av^lablei

Cecilia Parkinson, 6-0 years, spastic quatoiplegia, S.I. 8. 
Mooter is very houseproud, and meh of her time io spent in 
cleaning and polishing. She does not find the child any
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hindrance in this respect, for she can be put out in the
street or the /garden for long periods, and even when she is
inside the house she will amuse herself, so that mther can
carry on with her work in peace. MOter does practically
everything, for father undertakes tasks like washing up or
making beds only in an emergency. He prefers to spend his
tme making furniture and gadgets for the house. 

r

Edward Cunningham, 3-6 year, spastic hemiplesgLa, S»I. 2.
Both moher and father expressed surprise when asked whether 
the latter participated in household activities. For a man
to undertake this seemed "ridiculous" to both of them, and 
though father does in fact fetch coal and oarries out skilled 
repair jobs, mother undertakes all else. She is keen on
cleanliness and spends a great deal of time in making the 
house look nice, insisting, moreover, that the children keep 
it 80. Though shopping, she agrees, is rather difficult wLth
a child who cannot wfQk properly, she never asks father to do 
it for her, and instead asks him to stay at home • on a Saturday 
to look after Edwaard, while she goes into the town to buy the 
bulk of the week’s supplies.

Marilyn Phillips, 3 -11 years, spastic quacbriplegLa, 3.1. 17. 
Dspite having four children, one of whom is severely handicapped, 
moher copes w.th the housework largely on her own. As father
works long hours he does little during the week in this respe<ct, 
but at the weekend will often go shopping for moter and help 
with tasks inside the house. This mooher also finds shopping
to present the greatest problem with a handioa - ped child, but 
solves it partly with father’s help and partly by often leaving
the child with a neighbour and going to the local shops by herself.

In the child-fugic group all five mohers also reoeived only 
occasional help, but in other respects appear to be somewhat more
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hetereogeneous. Four of the families resemble the aforementioned
child-oentric families, in that priority is given to ohild-oare aotivites, 
which take up a great deal of tme, while household work fit in as
best as it can - as in the following exarajPesi

Gladys MurPhy 8-0 yeurs, spastic quatoipleegla, S«I. 6.
Athouufc the only help given by father in this case concerns 
repair jobs and redecorating, mither is too busy devoting her 
tm»e to the child to spend much on the household. Before
Gladys started attending school mother always got up early 
in order to get as much done as possible before the girl gffc 
up. Once at school, however, mother did agree that she had
a lot more leisure to get things done in G^eady^'s absence, 
but she always made a point of having all her work finished 
by the time the girl came home, so that she could spend the 
rest of the day with her

SOLly Roortson, 3 - 1 yesara, spastic qwacHple£La, S.I. 6.
Father never did anything in the house other than odd repair 
jobs. Paternal grandmoihr, howeer, was usually available
and it was she who did all the shopping. Mooher found it too
difficult to get out with Sally, her sibling, and a pram, and 
return with a heap of shopping in addition. On the other
hand, she did not wan to leave S&ly with anyone else while 
she went by herself to the shops, so paternal grandmothers 
help in this respect was most welcome.

In the fifth of the child-fugic famiies, howver, mrther’s 
priorities seem to be the reverse of those found amorngst the child
centric families!

Bvid Richardson, 4-0 years, athetosis, S.I. 14* MoOher
is very proud of her nice hom>, and has spent coneiderable 
time and money on her furniture, ornaronts, clothes, etc.
Wien she does her housework she warts to do it in peace, and
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will therefore put David firmly into another room and not 
give in to his demands to join her* As shopping is difficult 
with suoh a handicapped child, she trios to leave him with 
neighbours whenever possible* Also father is often asked to 
look after him so that mother can attend to the house in peace-

We must turn finally to the only three families (all from the ohild- 
centrio group) where mother received rather more help from others in 
running the household* The help she received was always from father, 
and in all three instances the reason for his high participation was 
mother’s nervous condition whioh prevented her from ooping with the 
housework in a resourceful manner- Again, in all three oases mother 
tended to give priority to looking after the ohildt

Bryan Strang, 6 - 4 years, athetosis, S*I* 11* Mother found 
it very difficult to get thingB done in the house, partly 
because (as she realised later when the ohild begun sohool and 
the tie had therefore become looser) she was always so pre
occupied with him that she rushed through the work to get back 
to him, and partly because of her tiredness and nervousness 
resulting from the considerable sleep upset whioh Bryan had in 
his early years. Father therefore used to help to a consider
able extent in the house, often taking over everything from 
mother on his return from work and even doing some of the 
oooking- He always gave mother breakfast in bed, but he too 
did not have the energy left to keep the house in the decorative 
condition they both would have liked*

Betty Johnson, 6-0 years, athetosis, S*I* 12. Although 
furnished well and taste**ully, the house is beginning to show 
a great deal of wear and tear, for Betty is inclined to be some- 
what destructive, and she will often drive her tricyle or pedal 
oar hard into the furniture* Neither mother nor father ever 
check her for this* Mother spends a lot of time keeping an 
eye on Betty, and when the ohild is outside in the garden or
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street is unable to get on with cleaning or cooking, but 
must stand by the window to make sure she is all right.
3y the time father cones home from work she is often quite 
exhausted, emotionally as well as physically, and father 
therefore has to help in preparing the evening meal, washing 
up, eto. At weekends he will sometimes even do all the 
cooking. When mother finally had a nervous breakdown, he 
took complete charge of everything and did all the housework.

Helen McBain, 7-11 years, spastic paraplegia, S.I. 8. Partly 
because this is a large family and there is therefore a lot to 
do, partly because of the child’s incessant demands, and partly 
because she is tired and depressed, mother can only barely keep 
up with the housework. relies a lot on father to help, and 
many of the day’s oho res do not get done until he returns home.
Ho will often do the shopping on his way home, and at the week
end will help mother with the cleaning and cooking.

These three families are exceptional, in that in them father plays 
a role which he does not play in any of the other families. In general, 
the participation of fathers in household tasks is not high, and though 
the majority were quite prepared to help as much as possible in an 
emergency like mother’s illness, most tended to confine themselves to 
’’manly** jobs around the house, like decorating or doing repair jobs.
It is particularly interesting to note that this applies also to most of 
the fathers from the child-oentrio group. There is, in other words, no 
evidence of "feminisation" in their role, for in the three instances where 
father’s participation in housework was rather high he was forced to take 
thia role by mother’s extreme need for help. Joint participation there
fore concerned the care of the ohild and not other tasks in the home: 
a conclusion further reinforced by the fact that even in child-centric 
families siblings were rarely called upon to help with the housework. 
Similarly, the fathers of the child-fugic group in no instance "opted 
out” with regard to household tasks as completely as some of them did 
in relation to child-care. Althou^i their participation in household
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tasks was not great, they nevertheless showed no evidence of having 
rejected their role of householder in the same way as they had rejected 
their role of father. Also the one mother whose behaviour in relation 
to the child care activities provided the only example suggesting 
maternal rejection gave no evidence of having retreated from her role 
of housewife.

A surprising homogeneity is thus found in this sample. This 
contrasts strongly with Bott's (1957) findings, for in her sample of 
twenty families the range of variability with regard to father's 
participation in housework was far greater. It may well be that the 
difference is largely due to the much narrower socio-economic range 
from which the present sample was drawn, though regional differences 
may also have played their part. Whatever the reason, mother's 
traditional role of chief ho e-maker is in this sample not affected by 
the presence of a handicapped child Not only did the fathers remain 
wary of undertaking "women's work", but surprisingly few Instances were 
found of routine help being given by relatives and other outsiders.
This is probably due to the fact that in those families where such help 
was needed moat, namely in the child-centric families, the social 
Isolation typioal of this group prevented help from being available.
Being thus almost entirely thrown baok on their own resources, these 
mothers had either to work very much harder or cease to be houseproud.
The extent to whioh mother’s household activities.were therefore affected 
varied with the degree of her Involvement in the child and thus with the 
type of family group} whereas the division of labour and the partici
pation of other family members showed little difference in this respeot 
as between the three groups.

Employment.
Just as the mother's role is traditionally that of homemaker and 

child rearer, so father's main contribution in our society is to 
provide economic support, thus enabling the family to survive. The 
nature of his occupation, moreover, determines more than any other 
single factor the family's social status, so that both from an economic
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and a social point of view father’s job and the efforts he makes to 
improve himself are of vital importance to the family. Unlike the 
previous two areas which we have discussed, this sphere of activity 
generally involves only one family member and, taking place outside 
the home, thus removes him from the orbit of the family. How far is 
it nevertheless affected by the presence of a oerebral palsied child in 
the family?

All the fathers in this sample except two had full-time employment. 
The two exceptions were unemployed for the major part of the period of 
observation, and it is interesting to note the contrasting way in whioh 
they made use of their time:

lary Sawyer, 4 * 9 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I. 8. Father 
had been a storekeeper in a large factory, and lost his job in 
a temporary rescession. Asked whether he did not find the 
enforced idleness irksome, he replied that he was by no means 
idle: "There are lots of things to be done with Mazy." This 
is indeed berne out by his daily activities, for throughout the 
day he spends his time in close contact with her, playing with 
her and taking her for walks morning and afternoon. It soon 
became apparent that he is making few efforts to seek employment 
and that he appears to prefer staying at home in order to be 
with the child.

Sally Robertson, 3 - 1 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I. 6.
Father is a semi-skilled machine operator, but has been unemployed 
a lengthy time. He is, however, rarely to be found at home, for 
he spends most of his time with friends at the street corner, the 
pub, or at football matohes. His interaction with Sally is 
minimal despite the greater opportunities he has for being with 
her.

The first mentioned father cane, of course, from a ohild-oentrlc
family, while the second came from a child-fugic family.*

rfroQ of the mothers held jobs during the period of observation, though
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in both cases their employment was part-time and lasted only a few 
months* In one oase mother’s motive was to earn more money, as the 
parents were spending a great deal on private tuition and therapy for 
their handicapped child* This was a ohild-oentrio family, while the 
other case involved a child-f gio family where, however, mother’s tie 
with the child was also very close. then the ohild had to go into 
hospital for a period of weeks, and again later when she began attending 
school, mother was so lost that she took on a part-time job in order, as 
she put it, ”to stop myself from thinking about her all the time.”

In discussing father’s involvement with the cerebral palsied child, 
it soon became apparent that his role as worker was by no means necessarily 
immune. In certain cases Quite major effeota were reported whioh oould 
be directly related to the handicapped child. In this category may be 
put all those cases where a father either had to change his job because 
of the child’s condition or was prevented by it from doing so, or where 
the actual nature of his job became drastically affected. As seen from 
Table 21, all the fathers who were thus classified came frofe child-centric 
families, and the following case extracts will illustrate this category!

Table 21.
Effects of Handicapped Child 

on Father’s Employment

Child-
Centric

Families

Inter-
mediate
Families

Child-

ianilios
Effects are of a Major

Nature 7

L

0 o
Effects are of a minor

Nature 5
7 '

o

No effects reported ... 2 5

Total «•...... U 12 5

Donald Baker, 7-0 years, spastic paraplegia, S^X,» 12. Father
had been a clerk in a small business, but shortly before Donald’s 
birth the parents emigrated to East Africa, where father obtained 
a very much better position as manager in an export and import
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business. Donald was bora out there, nd it was there that 
his condition was diagnosed. It was impossible to obtain 
treatment facilities locally, and when the parents learned 
that educational provisions would also not be available, they 
decided to return to Britain. There father had to return 
once more to the lower occupational level of his previous post*

Bryan Strang, 6-4 years, athetosis, S*I. 11. Father is a 
shop assistant, and some years ago was offered promotion to 
the post of .shop manager. This would, however, have entailed

' J
a move to another part of Scotland, and as at that time the 
parents had just managed to obtain regular treatment sessions 
for Bryan (whioh would not have been so easily available in 
the small town to which they would have had to move), father 
turned down th© offer and remained in his previous post.

Margaret Watson, 7-9 years, spastic hemiplegia, 3. I* 4*
The parents had been worried about educational prospects for 
this child, and beoame convinced that she was not getting 
sufficient stimulation for the development of her mental 
faculties in the small village where they were living. They 
finally decided to move to a town, and as a result father, a 
joiner by trade, had to change jobs. He was, in fact, un
employed for two weeks before finding something else.

Catherine Newlsrd, 4 - 6 years, spastic quadriplegia, S»I« 7» 
Father is a welder, but after an accident changed his job and 
for a time worked as lorry driver instead. This job entailed 
suoh long hours, however, that he rarely got an opportunity to 
continue his previous intense contact with Catherine. As a 
result he finally deoided to give up this post and obtained 
another,despite the poorer pay.

Of the other three cases in this category, one refers to the father
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(already mentioned) who remained unemployed in order to stay with hia 
ohild. The other two concern fathers who volunteered for permanent 
night shift | despite the fact that they disliked working under such 
conditions. They thought it important for the 3ake of the child, 
hovever, to he available during the dey. When one of these children 
began attending sohool and was thus out for a large part of the day, 
the father changed baok to ordinary working hours. It is significant, 
moreover, that three of the seven fathers in this category refused 
opportunities for overtime work (and therefore increased earnings) 
because of the longer absence from home that this would entail.

Making sacrifices for the sake of the child whioh affeoted father’s 
employment was also apparent in the time that some of these men took 
off work in order to attend screening sessions, medical cheok-ups, and 
other consultations with professional people. They did so despite the 
fact that they would lose financially in this way and that in any case 
mother was already accompanying the child. This applied to all the seven 
fathers from the child - centric group just mentioned, and also to the four 
fathers from this group who were classified as being affected to a minor 
degree in their employment. This indeed was the reason for these four 
men being put into this category, as apart from such occasional absences 
no other effects could be traced. The remaining two men from this group 
rarely took time off for suoh purposes.

In the intermediate group five of the fathers also stayed off work 
from time to time in order to attend official consultations with the ohild, 
where as the remaining seven did so only when especially asked. No other 
effects on father’s role as worker oould be found here.

Three of the fathers from this group changed their jobs during the 
period of observation, but they did so for very different reasons than 
those motivating the child-centric fathers’ changes!

Brenda McNeil, 4-9 years, spastic paraplegia, S.I. 4* Father 
is a crane driver, who had been with the same firm of builders 
for a number of years. His dislike of a new supervisor caused 
him to change his job, however, and he found employment in a
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similar capacity with another firm. He is very much 
happier there, despite the longer journey whioh means being 
away from home for an additional hour every day.

Charles Burgess, 5 - 6 years, spastic paraplegia, S.I.
Father is a sheet-roe tai worker, and is ambitious to get on.
For a long time he has been looking for an opportunity to 
advance himself, and when at last it came he had no hesita
tion in taking it. Though keen to get extra money for his 
family, he was also motivated by his considerable interest 
in his job.

Marilyn Phillips, 3-11 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I.17• 
Father works as a fitter, but complained that the particular 
work he was doing was too monotonous* He finally became so 
bored that he applied for another job, again as fitter, and 
was taken on to do work which be enjoys far more.

These changes had nothing to do with the presence of a handicapped 
child in the family They took place for extraneous reasons, and there 
is no evidence that father's parental role encroached on his role as 
worker. This division of spheres of activity is even more rigidly 
adhered to in ths child-fugic group, where the fathers hardly ever 
participated in visits to clinics and debtors during working hours and 
where other effects on father's job could also not be observed. The 
one father from this group who changed his job during the period of 
observation had not liked being on shiftwork and therefore obtained a 
post with regular working hours. As he also worked overtime there he 
saw a lot less of his handicapped ohild than previously.

We must conclude that father's role as wage-earner is by no means 
necessarily immune. This sphere too is part of the total family 
organisation and reflects the forces prevailing within it. Amongst the 
child-oentric families, in the same way that mother tended to assign less 
importance to her role as housewife than to her maternal role, so father 
was generally willing to saorifice his role as worker to his parental
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role* In the intermediate Tamiliee the intrusion of the ohild on 
father’s work was far less marked, for though most of these men would 
occasionally he prepared to make some sacrifice (financial or otherwise) 
on behalf of the ohild, their decisions regarding their occupations were 
generally unaffected hy their parental role* This applies even more 
to the fathers of the child-fUgio group, most of whom did not interrupt 
their career at all with activities affecting the handioapped ohild*
Thus the varying degrees of "togetherness" in the families of the three 
types are to he observed onoe again, ranging from families in whom the 
fathers showed reluctance to devote too much time to their jobs and thus 
be separated from the ohild for long periods every day to families where 
no suoh reluctance oould be seen.

Contaot with kin.

Amongst extra-familial roles, those involving membership in larger 
kinship groups are of particular importance. Other studies have stressed 
the close link found in certain families with the extended family 
(espeoially with maternal grandmother) and the opportunity for help and 
support at times of crisis that these contacts afford. In this section 
we shall therefore enquire as to the extent to which suoh contacts are 
used when a oerebral palsied child is a member of the family, and what 
differences there are in this respeot among the three types of families*

In order to ascertain how much oontact with kinfolk the various 
families habitually have, the informants were asked to describe at eaoh 
interview the visits they had made to or received from relatives during 
the past seven days* The information required referred to the frequency 
of suoh oontacts, with whom they were made, what members of the family 
were involved, and where they took place. In discussion an attempt was 
also made to elicit the reason for the contaot (need for help or 
emotional support, duty, companionship, eto*), and what difficulties the 
family tended to encounter in this respect. Table 22 is based on the 
average number of days per weekly enquiry period on whioh there were 
contacts with relatives, and with its help ws oan examine the case 
material and determine the nature and pattern of interaction with 
relalves as found in the three family types*
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Table 21.
Contact with Relatives In Previous Week

Child- Inter- Child-
Centric mediate Fugle

Families Families Families

Occurred on 0 - 1 Bays •• 7 1 0
Occurred on 2 - 4 Days •• 4 4 1
Occurred on 5 * 7 Days • • 2 7 4

Total < 13 It 5

Amongst the child-centric families) the over-all frequency of 
contacts with kin is clearly rather less than is found in the other two 
types. In seven of these families there was hardly any contact with kinx

Christine Anderson, 5 ~ 5 years, spastic quadriplegia, 3.1. 7* 
Bother say that she has completely lost touch with her 
relatives, that she never sees any of them now except perhaps 
at Christmas or some other anniversary, and that even her own 
mother has not been seen for two years or more. Her mother 
is somewhat infirm and finds the half-hour’s bus journey too 
muoh, while Mrs* Anderson, for her part, is usually too 
exhausted to stir from the house any more than is necessary 
for shopping purposes* As for other relatives, mother never 
turns to them for helpx ”We prefer to keep everything in the 
family, and what Dad and I cannot do, the children will do for 
UB."

Betty Johnson, 6-0 years, athetosis, S*I. 12* Fathexte 
relatives all live in another part of the country, and even 
during holidays there is no mutual visiting* “We have somehow 
grown apart,” said father, ”and in any case we have too muoh on 
our hands to be bothered with entertaining.” This policy 
appears to apply also to mother’s relatives, who are much more 
readily accessible. Again there is little mutual visiting,
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and mother, when asked whether she oould turn to then for 
help, commented that they did not understand her problems 
with Betty and spent their time criticising her way of life. 
"So we just keep to ourselves and take no notice of their 
opinions♦ ”

Prom the four families in the child-oentric group where slightly 
more frequent contacts with relatives were reported, the following 
oases may be quoted!

Helen McBain, 7 - 11 years, spastio paraplegia, S.I. 8. 
Mother's closest relative is her sister, and about once a 
week she brings her children over to play with Helen and her 
siblings. With father's family there is little contact, 
despite the fact that they all live in the same neighbourhood. 
Paternal grandmother has to look after two young grand
children and, according to mother, is too interested In them 
to have any time over for anyone else. Father's brother 
and his family occasionally call, but mother says she rarely 
feels like going out to other people’s houses and thus does 
not usually return their visits.

William Hooper, 4-3 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I. 16.
At one time very few contacts indoed were made with any of 
the parents* numerous relatives. Mother said they looked at 
William all the time as though they were sorry for him and 
she oould not stand that. Paternal grandmother had even 
suggested at one tine that the boy ought to be put away in 
an institution, and for about two years after that mother had 
refused to see her. The only person mother felt she could 
rely on for help was her sister-in-law (father’s sister), and 
with her a certain amount of visiting still continued. More 
often than not the sister-in-law visited the Hoopers, but if a 
return visit was paid it was usually at the week-end, when 
father oould also come.
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None of the families in these two categories has much investment 
in relationships with l in. what contacts are made occur mostly in 
the family’s own home, and rarely is there any expectation of help or 
emotional support. The phrase which repeatedly recurs in discussions 
with these families is "We like to keep to ourselves." In only two 
of the child-centric families was much mere frequent contact reported:

Hazy Sawyer, 4-9 years, epastic quadriplegia, S.I. 8.
Father’s sister and her family live Just round the corner 
from the Sawyers, and they see each other almost daily at 
either house. She is the only one whom the family calls in 
for help, as she is always willing to perform suoh services 
as babysitting, calling the doctor, etc. Maternal grand
mother is rarely visited, for Mary’s travel sickness makes 
any outing a major undertaking involving both parents. As 
a result they have rather lost touch with her, for the 
parents are rarely inclined to make visits alone.

Walter Lane, 7-3 yearsf spastic paraplegia, S.I.10.»
Maternal grandmother lives about 15 minutes walk away, and 
about twice a week she comes over to the Lanes’ house. After 
Walter started at sohool mother was so despondent at first, that 
she spent every day at maternal grandmother’s home, taking 
Walter’s younger sibling with her. At the weekend the whole 
family has for years always either visited or been visited by 
paternal grandparents. In addition, mother has a sister who 
sometimes calls after returning from work, and who has often 
offered to babysit while the parents go out - an offer that 
they have, however, never acoepted.

Certain reality factors may have to be taken into consideration 
when one evaluates these descriptive accounts, such as the accessibility 
of relatives, the nature of the child’s handioap, and the relatives’ own 
mobility. One or two of the informants expressed feelings of hostility
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and animosity towards kinfolk, centering around the handicapped child 
or the parents1 concern with him, yet this was found surprisingly 
little* But whatever real difficulties there were in keeping up 
sooial contaots, the child-oentric families showed far less Inclination 
to overcome them than was found amongst families of the Intermediate 
group.

Amongst the latter, there was only one family which had practically♦ / »» ’ *•
no contacts with relatives. The parents had moved from another town 
to a district where none of their relatives lived, and though they had . 
many social contacts with friends and neighbours, the distance from 
their former home town precluded anything but the most infrequent visits. 
As for the other families, the following examples may be taken as typioal 
of this group (the first two come from the middle category of Table 22, 
while the others illustrate the third category)!

Joan Kelley, 3-3 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I. 9*
Once a week Mre. Kelley takes her two ohildren to see maternal 
grandmother, although the journey Involves a longish bus 
journey. With two small ohildren, one of whom has to be 
carried, this is not easy, but mother welcomes the opportunity 
of a change, and as she has always paid these visits she sees 
no reason to alter her ways now. As these visits usually 
take place during the week, father is rarely involved in them. 
Occasionally the older sibling stays with maternal grandmother 
for the weekend, and this is considered by all a great treat.
Every weekend a visit is also paid to or by paternal grand
mother - again a lengthy bus journey is involved. Father 
participates in this contact whenever he is not on duty at the 
weekend. In addition, various sets of other relatives are 
visited or reoeived by the Kelleys, but rather more infrequently. 
At Christmas or New Tear, however, they all make a point of 
having a great family get-together, and the Kelleys take their 
turn of holding it at their house. Mother does not mind the 
hard work these gatherings involve, "for it is all great fun."

i
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Marilyn Phillips, 3-11 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I. 17*
A number of relatives live nearby, Including three grand
parents. During the week maternal grandmother calls several 
times, and every Sunday evening mother goes to her while 
father looks after the children. Father will sometimes call 
on his own mother on his way home from work, and st the week

end either mother or father will wheel Marilyn’s pram over to 
the paternal grandparents’ house (a distance of about two 
miles), while the other parent takes the rest of the children 
by bus. Help between relatives is mutual - for Instance, 
father's brother always lends them hi3 caravan for holidays, 
while mother had no hesitation in looking after her sister’s 
young son when his mother was having another baby.

Henry Cairns - 4 - 3 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I. 13« 
Maternal grandmother has a part-time job, but after work will 
always call in at her daughter’s house and have a cup of tea 
there. Mother’s younger sister, who works in a factory in 
the neighbourhood, also calls in every day and gets her lunch 
from mother. Paternal grandmother is seen rather less 
frequently by mother, as Henry for some reason took a strong 
dislike to her, but father makes a point of looking in on her 
at least once a week.

Edward Cunningham, 3 - 6 years, spastic hemiplegia, S.I. 2.
As the family live on the outskirts of the town at some distance 
from their relatives, the latter usually come to the Cunningham’s 
house, while return visits are paid rather more rarely. Both 
sets of grandparents are seen regularly once a week, and in the 
same way contact is kept up with mother’s two sisters and their 
families. This usually takes place while father is at work, 
hut as paternal grandmother lives near to hie place of work he 
calls in there daily and is given his midday meal. The various 
sets of relatives also regularly go on holiday together.
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In non© of these cases did the child's handicap play a major pa£t 
in determining the nature or the amount of oontact with relatives. It 
did make travelling on public transport more difficult, but as these 
parents (unlike those of the child-centric group) were prepared to leave 
the child with somebody else occasionally, they were still able to keep 
up these contacts, though they were made alone. Help between relatives 
was much more readily available, but was mutual, for despite the work 
entailed in looking after a handicapped child these mothers were still 
able to shoulder extra tasks.

Amongst the child-fugic families, finally, there is generally a 
great deal of contact with kim

Gladys Murphy, 8-0 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I. 6.
Every single day, before Gladys begun attending school, mother 
used to wheel her over to the maternal grandparents' home, a 
walk of about half an hour. She spent most of the day there, 
even when father was home, and was thus far more at her 
parents* house than her own. Father very rarely participated 
in these visits. Mother and Gladys even go on holiday with 
maternal grandparents, while father stays at home. His own 
family live nearby, and while he sees them frequently (parti
cularly his brother, with whom he goes to football matches, 
pubs, etc.), mother has little to do with them. Paternal 
grandmother occasionally calls in order to see Gladys, but 
mother rarely returns these visits.

Albert Jackson, 3-0 years, spastio quadriplegia, S<I. 4« 
Maternal grandmother calls several times a week, and about once 
a week mother returns the visit with Albert and the younger 
sibling. Father never joins in these contacts, for he and his 
in-laws do not getc on together. Mother is very dependent on 
maternal grandmother and shares all her troubles with her. 
Paternal grandparents are seen about once a month or so by 
mother, as she feels she should let ^hem aee her children from
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tone to tm . Father’s contact with his parents is somewhat
more regular, for they live nearby and he sometimes spends the* ’
evening mth them.

The oustanding feature of the child-fugic oases is perhaps not so 
much the actual amount of contacts with relatives, as the lack of 
"togetherness" amongst family mrnmers in making them. It is, roreover,
striking that in the chlld-fUgic famines contaots WLth relatives 
tended to be based on the need for help to a far greater extent than 
occurred in either of the other two groups. In four of the famines
the help required appeared to be mainly a matter of emtional support, 
for which the rather to nt mth her handicapped child to her own family 
of origin. In these cases the lack of "togetherness" as between
husband and wife suggests that the mnried couple oould not provide 
such support for each other and that the mirther, who wus left mth the 
ohild, had to go elsewhere in search of it. In the fifth case the 
lack of "togetherness" involved mainly the mo^er on the one hand and 
the ohild on the other, and the help required here referred to moher’s 
constant need for ohiM-minders.

Contaot with neighbours*

Ur£ike relatives, neighbours are always physic^Lly available, and 
one can therefore enquire whether the families who have little contact 
with relatives are likely to compensate by having a lot of contacts 
w^-th neighbours, or wheeher social isolation has spread to thio area 
too. Siraiiaarly, one mil want to determine wither those families

* EnpuLry was also made as to contacts with friends. There wire, how
ever, e xfcraordinarily few individuals in this sample who claimed to 
have friends, and where these were mntioned (especially in the case 
of women) they had usuuLly been chosen from amongst neighboxu^^. No
special section is therefore devoted to contact with friends 
(Paucity of friendships has also been noted by Moogey (1956) in his 
investigation of two contrasting housing areas in OXoM).
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with close ties to relatives have no need for social contacts with 
neighbours 9 or whether their sociability is of a more general kind*

The information asked for in order to answer these questions was 
obtained in a similar way to that referring to contact with kin* At 
each visit questions were asked about the frequency of contacts with 
neighbours during the preceding week, about the members of the family 
who made these contacts, with idiom they were made, and the nature they 
assumed* Membership of formal neighbourhood organisations was not 
considered here, as interest centered more on personal, face-to-face 
contacts. Greetings or remarks made only in passing were not Included, 
for these occurred with great frequency in the whole sample. There 
was not one * family where members were not on terms of at least nodding 
acquaintance with several sets of neighbours: nowhere did one get the 
impression of a family being regarded or regarding itself as social 
outcasts in the neighbourhood. On the other hand, the contacts were 
often only very super loial, and it is for this reason that attention 
is here focussed on rather closer contacts. The average number of days 
per weekly period on which these took place is analysed according to 
family type in Table 23*

Table 23*
Contact with neighbours in Previous Week

Child-
Centric

Families

Inter-
mediate

Families

Child-
PU£lC

Families

Occurred on 0 - 1 Days •• 6 0 1
Occurred on 2 - 4 Days . • 7 6 2
Occurred on 5 - 7 Days •• 0 6 2

Total ................ 13 12 5

The figures in Table 23 help to answer the questions posed above. 
By largely duplicating the trends shown in Table 22, the present table 
suggests that the ohild-centric families, where rather fewer contacts
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were found with relatives, are also less sociable with their neighbours 
than the intermediate families* Some of the child—centric families have 
indeed very little to do with their neighboursi

i

Christine Anderson, 5-5 years, spastic quadripelgia, S.I. 7. 
Mother finds the neighbours nice and always willing to help.
They stop and talk to Christine when she is playing outside, and 
have offered to look after her and give mother the opportunity
to go out by herself. But mother has never accepted these

*
offers, and would rather keep the oldest sibling off school to 
look after Christine than leave her with the neighbours. The 
only reason she oould give was that she preferred not to bother 
then, and that in any oase they would not know how to pick her 
up or the correct way of putting her down on the floor. As 
for social activities with them, she has no time, for she would 
much rather play with the ohild than "go in for all the 
gossiping over the garden wall that all the rest of them around 
here seem to be doing all the time."

William Hooper, 4-3 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I. 16.
This family moved to another district when William was about 2 
years old. In their old home they had known a number of neigh
bours quite well, but now mother does not like to have too much 
to do with any of the people living nearby. She agreed that 
most of them were very friendly and always willing to stop for 
ohats, yet she preferred to stay away from them. She found it 
difficult to explain why this was so, though she did express 
resentment against some people who appeared to think that William 
must necessarily be mentally defective beoause he is spastio.
The only service that she and her nearest neighbour perform for 
each other is for one to take in coal, groceries, and laundry 
when the other one is out.

Six of the child-centric families were altogether relatively 
isolated in this manner, while amongst the remaining seven there tended
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to be rather more contact with neighbours:

waiter Lane, 7-3 years, spastic paraplegia, S.I.10. Mother 
knows the names of all the neighbours living around her, and 
they all greet eaoh other in the street and pass remarks about 
the weather or similar conventional topics. Yet she is on 
closer terms with only one neighbour. This is a woman whom she 
got to know through having to use her telephone to summon a 
doctor for Walter, and ever since they have from time to time 
cups of tea with each other. But in general mother prefers 
to turn to maternal grandmother for help and rarely makes use 
of her neighbours in any way. She also says that she does not 
like the idea of inviting their children into her house, as she 
would then never get rid of them. This seems to be also her 
attitude towards their parents.

Cat erine Newland, 4-6 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I. 7* 
There are quite a lot of casual contacts with neighbours, 
generally confined to a few words exchanged in the street, but 
hardly any mutual visiting. The next-door neighbour, however, 
has become very attaohed to Catherine, and would like to take 
her out frequently. She often calls, but mother confesses that 
she is not keen on her taking the ohild, and sometimes pretends 
not to be in. Yet mother 1b also rather pleased that everyone 
in the neighbourhood is always asking after Catherine, and that 
even the man who sweeps the streets takes an interest in her.

Six of the intermediate families also had a certain amount of 
contaot with their neighbours without being partioularly close to them. 
In no case, however, was any desire expressed to avoid suoh contacts:

Henry Cairns, 4-3 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I. 13* For 
a long time contacts with others in the street had been only 
formal and casual, but towards the end of the period of observe-
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tion the parents became friendly with two couples living 
nearby, and particularly so with one of these. This was 
a child-less couple, who became attached to Henry, often 
had him in their house, and sometimes babysat for the parents. 
The women called eaoh other by their Christian names, and 
sometimes did shopping for one another.

Samuel Napier, 7*7 years, athetosis, S.I. 11. Mother finds 
all her neighbours helpful, and when they enquire after the 
child mother believes they are really interested in a friendly 
fashion and not just "nosey”. -lost of these contacts are in 
the street or at the local shops, but with one neighbour mother 
has rather more frequent contacts. They are in each others 
houses from time to time chatting or watching T.V., and mother 
can always leave 3am there if she wants to go out alone for one 
reason or another.

In the remaining six Intermediate families contact with neighbours 
was a great deal more frequent!

Kenneth I’cGuire, 5 - 3 years, spastic qu driplegia, S.I. 4« 
Mother is on nodding acquaintance with most of her neighbours, 
but with one, who lives immediately next-door, she is on very 
close terms. They are in and out of each others houses all 
day, their children play with each other, they borrow household 
articles from one another, and mother can always rely on this 
woman to help with babysitting and similar services.

Joan Kelley, 3-3 years, spastic quadriplegia, 3.1. 9* Father 
being a fireman, the family live In a residential block attached 
to the fire station and thus form part of a small and close 
community of firemen and their families. They all know each 
other, the ohlldren play together, the men often go out in a 
bunch to the pub, and the women never lack companionship. There
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is never any difficulty about getting help with babveitting, 
shopping, or taking the ohilren out for walks.

Mal^yn Philips, 3-11 years, spa^lo qiua<h?iplegia, S.I.
Though moher finds most of the neighbours friendly, she has in 
the past suspected a few of being rather condescending and pitying 
in their attitude towards the child. . But moher does ses a 
great deal of her next-door ne ightour - an elderly woman with a 
grown-up family, idio spends hours every day in the Thillipe* 
house. The attraction appeasers to be Marilyn, for she likes 
nothing better than to play with her and to look after her while 
mother carries on with the houseworic. She also accom-pahes 
mooher to conssutations with doctors and to other official 
oontacts. Mother and ohild go to her house rather less fre
quently, and though she is a great help to rather, it appears 
that it is the neighbour who i3 attracted to the Philips' family 
(particularly to Marilyn) rather thar that moher is dependent 
on her for help.

Thus the intermediate families were on the whole not only able to 
keep up contact with their relatives, but could also participate in a 
certain a^iunt of social activities with their neighbours. The one by
no mjans precluded the other. Amongst the ohild-fugio families the
picture is rather more for again a lot of divergence is found
in this group. The following examples, one frem each category in Table
23i will make this clean

Gladys Murphy, 8-0 years, spastic quafoiplegia, S.I. 6. "W^h 
a handicapped child one does rather keep to oneself." This was 
morher*i comment when asked about her contgets with neighbours.
She is in apy case rarely at home, spending mst of her ttaie with 
her own parents, but apart from friendly greetings she has always 
kept herself apart from the people living around her. She said
rather empirically in one interview that she has no wish to 
become dependent on them, and would never consider leaving the 
child with them for any length of ttoe.
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Albert Jackson, 3 - 0 years, spastic qiuafoipleg.a, S.I* 4*
This moCher does have some contacts with neighbours, though they 
axe not very frequent* Some of the neighbours know that her
husband is rarely in and gives her little help, and they often 
volunteer to look after the children or help her with the 
shopping* Motor is rather self-coonsciocs about this, but admits
that sheer necessity sometimes drives her to accept their offers. 
Yet none of the neighbours are on mutual visiting terras with heir, 
and all their transactions take place at the front door*

David RLchardaon, 4 — 0 years, athetosis, S.X. 14* Moher know 
several of her neighbours wl^, and often chats WLth them over 
the garden wdl or invites them into her house for cups of tea*
This applies particularly to her next-door neighbour, of whom she 
sees a great deal during the day, and whom she frequently asks to 
look after David Wile she goes out shopping or to social functions 
in the evening* Though the neighbour has offered to do the
shopping for her and let her look after the boy, moher prefers it 
the other way round, so that she can get a chance of going out and 
"having a break*" Modier admits that she often calls on her
neighbours "just to get away fram the daily routine*"

It must be concluded that sociability in relation to neighbours 
tend8 to pairQlel sociability With kin* In the ohild—cnOrio group one
again finds a reluctance to assume extra-familial roles and to participst• 
as msmtor of the neighbourhood coCTISUlity. "Keeping to oneself" is the
leit-motif Which again and again emrges from the analysis of the social 
activities of these faWlieg, and though, by and large,ttoy all agree 
that their neighbours are friendly and helpfuL, they are inclired to 
reject their overtures and move only within the family circle* In only 
a few cases did the Informants voice hossility towards outsiders, based on 
slighting remarks concerning the handicapped child* Waaever the
justification for this feeling, it occurred surprisingly rarely - not only 
in this group of fam lies, but also in the other two groups* It appears
that the social exile of the child-centric families is voluntary rather
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than enforced by outside pressures*
Of the intermediate families all had at least sone contacts with 

neighbours. The mothers in this group generally went further than the 
exchange of passing remarks, and though the total amount of contacts was 
often not very great, the theme of "keeping to oneself" did not occur here. 
The role of neighbour was never actively avoided* In the child-fugic 
group, however, generalisations are difficult and one is struck once more 
by the hetereogeneity of this group* Despite the small number of oases 
they stretch from one extreme of the continuum to the other - from 
avoidanoe of involvement in neighbourly activities to considerable inter
action. While the standing of the other two groups on the dimension of 
community participation emerges clearly, that of the child-fugic group is 
less apparent in this area. The isolation from neighbours in some of 
these families is, however, compensated for by intense oontaots with 
relatives, and it was on this basis that they scored so highly on this 
dimension*

Contact with offloial agencies.

In this section we shall be concerned with the contacts made by the 
research families with various official agencies and individuals* The 
following will be considered here: medical agencies (general practitioners, 
specialists, infant welfare clinics, and hospital out-patients* departments), 
educational agencies (schools, school medical officers, educational psycho
logists, and departments of eduoatlon), welfare organisations (voluntary 
and state social agencies, including associations for parents of handi
capped children), and religious bodies. Not included in this section are 
all those bodies which are essentially leisure time organisations, such as 
clubs concerned with sports or hobbles. These will be considered later: 
here we shall look at the contacts made with those organisations and their 
individual representatives who are, potentially at least, able to render 
services to the family*

A chronic handicap like cerebral palsy, with its manifold physical, 
psychological, educational and social implications, can easily make great 
demands on the relevant social services* Tet the last two sections have
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shown that the readiness with which famiies in this sample make cmtaot 
wLth others in the oomutmty tends to waxy greatly. In this seat ion we
shHl therefore describe the amount of ccrrttaots made with official 
agemciee, in ord^r to detexmine wether the same variation between the 
three contrasting family types exists also in this area.

In the following table, we present the number of famiies in each of 
the three types Wo fall into the frequency categories indicated. Ae
usual, the information obtained at all the interaiews held with each 
family was used in order to allocate that family to one of these categories.

Table 24.
Cmm.'; with Official Agoraies la Pravioma Wek

Child-
Centrio

Faailies

Inter-
mcd.ate

Famiies

Child-
frago

Famiies

Ho Connact 2 1 1
C^on^'t occurred moe weekly 2 4 2
Contaot occurred mre than 

once wjelkLy 9 . 7 2
Total .................. 13 12 5

The figures in this table differ in ono impotent respect from those 
in most previous tableas they do not show a difference in their
disirlluliion as between the three types of famiies. With me or two
exceptions in each group, these families all had frequent contact with 
official agencies, and this applies as meh to the Wild-centric families 
(who in other respects had been characterised by a relative degree of 
social isolation) as to the rest.

The frequency of contacts with official agencies is very largely 
influenced by the number of regular contacts with physiotherapists 
characterising this particular samp^. All but one of the children
received physiotherapy for at least part of the period of obturation, 
and this generally involved one or two visits per week either to a clinic 
or from a mo He physiotherapy unit. The four oases in the first line
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of Table 24 included the one child who did not receive physiotherapy 
at all, while the ot er thr^e received it only at long intervals, or, 
for one reason or another, did not receive physiotherapy for a major 
part of the period of observation* All the other families, however, 
did not only attend regular phys otherapy sessions but were also con
tinually in touch with a great many other agencies. It should be pointed 
out, though, that for nearly all oases the number of contaots immediately 
preceding and follow in- the original diagnosis tended to be rather greater 
than subsequently. Before a diagnosis was firmly established parents 
generally had to attend a number of consultations in quick succession, and 
once the diagnosis had been mace there were often many more contacts in 
order to investigate the implications of the diagnosis in terms of remedy 
and treatment and also (only too often!) in order to find someone who 
oould explain the mysterious termB in whioh the experts had presented the 
diagnosis to the parents. In so far as our period of observation generally 
began after this first heotio stage had passed, the umber of contacts for 
some of tho families are less than they might have been earlier on.

to the descriptive material, the following oases illustrate 
the contacts made by the ohild-oentric families. The first is of a 
family who had hardly any contact with official agencies at the time, the 
second of one with rather more numerous contacts, and the other two of 
families who were classified in the third line of the tablet

Mary Sawyer, 4 — 9 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I. 8. Between 
twelve and eighteen months of age this girl was seen by a number 
of experts in quick succession when oontaot with the family had 
not yet begun. The Health Visitor had sent the parents to the 
Infant Welfare Clinic, but there they were told that the ohild 
was just a bit slow. They had then gone to the general practitioner 
and he had sent them to a paediatrician, who had seen the ohild a 
number of times and then given the diagnosis From there they 
were referred to an orthopaedic surgeon, who had arranged for the 
screening at the Centre. At that point the period of observation 
for the purpose of the present research projeot was begun. For
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practical reasons it was not possible to offer the parents
physiotherapy for the child at that time, and so for a while all 
contact with official agencies abruptly ceased. Although the 
reasons for not offering treatment had been explained to the 
parents, they did not accept them and expressed a good deal of 
aggression in this respect. Eighteen months later the child did 
begin physiotherapy at a local clinic, though the parents did not 
consider his once monthly attendance sufficient.

Helen McBain, 7-11 years, spastic paraplegia, S.I. 8. Onoe a 
week (but with frequent breaks because of illness) Helen goes to 
physiotherapy. Father, who io self-employed, always makes a point 
of being available at those times and takes mother and child in 
his lorry to the olinio. But both parents are rather frightened 
of officials and authority figures, and apart from those contacts 
whioh were arranged for them they have always preferred to keep 
away from doctors, organisations, etc. Thus, despite their worry 
about the child, she was already 18 months old and still not walking 
before they took her for the first time to be examined. Also, 
although the local Parents’ Association holds its meetings only a 
short distance away from their home, they do not belong to it and 
have never attended any of its meetings.

Donald Baker, 7-0 years, spastic paraplegia, S.I. 12. Since the 
early months of thiB boy’s life the parents have gone from one 
expert to another Initially their search for help involved the 
child’s physical condition, and, having returned from abroad 
because not enough facilities were available there, they visited 
numerous specialists in the firm belief that one of them would be 
able to suggest a cure. During this time the boy was also in 
hospital on two occasions. He was given physiotherapy at a hospital 
out-patient department twice a week, but the parents were not 
satisfied with his progress and therefore arranged for further 
consultations with other specialists and finally were able to have
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him treated at home by a mobile physiotherapy service. Later 
the parents’ worries centered around Donald’s educational 
prospects, and again approaches were made by them to a number of 
different experts and authorities. For a period of nine months 
father phoned the local sohool medical officer once every week

mW

in order to remind him of a promise that schooling would eventually 
be arranged for Donald- During this time, in addition to the 
physiotherapist's twice weekly visit, a home tutor also called at 
the house twice a week. The parents still frequently express 
resentment that not more help is forthcoming. In addition to all 
these contacts, mother has had to attend her doctor on her own 
behalf in order to obtain sedatives for her "nerves”•

William Hooper, 4-3 years, spastic qu drlplegia, S.I. 16. "If 
somebody suggested it, I would go to Land’s End to get another 
opinion," said this mother, and again: "One is always hoping 
that every new doctor will have something optimistic to say about 
him." She and father have indeed tried everything. When the 
family doctor rejected mother’s early suspicions that something 
was amiss, she went to the Infant Welfare Clinic, and there 
insisted that the doctor should refer her to a paediatrician.
The latter made the diagnosis and arranged for physiotherapy at a 
children's hospital, but mother was dissatisfied with its in
frequency and brevity, got herself referred to an orthopaedic 
surgeon and from him managed to obtain thrice weekly physiotherapy, 
being always fetched in an ambulance and later in a W.V.S. car.
The whole family attend church regularly, and it was to the priest 
that mother turned when the diagnosis was originally made - both 
for explanation of the condition and for emotional support. She 
has been trying to take William to Lourdes, but for financial 
reasons was not able to do so. Instead she took him to a local 
"holy man", and though he was unable to cure the boy, mother found 
herself considerably uplifted. Father made spontaneous enquiries 
about the looal Parents' Association, and he and mother initially
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attended regularly. They ceased going, however, as they did 
not find the meetings of help. Although at first the parents 
were always full of gratitude for all professional help, after 
the birth of the next child and its rapid development in comparison 
with William they began to get somewhat resentful that "the so- 
called experts" were not able to do more for him.

Amongst the intermediate families the pattern of contacts with 
official agencies was very similar in many respects to that described for 
the child-centrio families. The first of the examples to follow comes 
from the middle category of Table 24, while the other two come from the 
third categoryi

Brenda McNeil, 4 - 9 years, spastic paraplegia, S.I. 4* Brenda 
goes once a week to a clinic for physiotherapy, and the parents are 
extremely grateful for this service. This is now the only 
regular contact the family h3s with official agencies, except that 
mother occasionally attends meetings of the local Parents’ Associa
tion. In the first year of Brenda’s life they had many more suoh 
contacts: first with the family doctor (whom the parents found 
most sympathetic and of whose continuing interest they speak most 
warmly), then with a specialist (who told them not to worry as 
there was nothing wrong with the child), then with a second 
specialist (who told them that the sooner they put the child into 
an institution and forgot about her the better, , and then finally 
with still another consultant, who was able to give them a more 
realistic a praisal and arrange the physiotherapy sessions.

Joan Kelley, 3 - 3 years, spastic quadriplegia, 3.1. 9* Twice 
every week a physiotherapist calls at the house and gives Joan her 
exercises, and once a fortnight 3he is taken to a speech therapist. 
In addition, the child’s eyes have needed a great deal of attention 
from an ophthalmic surgeon, to whom the child was taken for a time 
at regular intervals, culminating in a week’s period of hospital
isation. Initially the parents had made the usual round of Infant
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Welfare Clinic, family doctor, paediatrician, and orthopaedic 
surgeon while the diagnosis was being established. Mother then 
found out about the local "arents' Association, and came back 
from its first meeting full of enthusiasm! "It was wonderful 
walking into a room where you knew everybody was the same, that 
they all shared your trouble and knew just how you felt*" Pver 
since she has been a keen worker on their behalf, attending all 
meetings (usually alone, as father is either at work or only just 
baok from it) and helping to raise funds for them.

Samuel Napier, 7-7 years, athetosis, S.I. 11. Apart from twice 
weekly physiotherapy and once weekly speech therapy (the former 
at home, the latter at a clinic;, there have been a good many 
contacts with school medical officers, educational psychologists, 
and others involved in arranging Samuel's education. After the 
boy had been declared ineducable, mother had done her best to 
reverse this decision and at one time had been in frequent touch 
with officials from the local education department. "There is 
always someone calling at the house because of Sam," she said 
during one visit. Hight from the start mother has been ohasing 
up specialists and other experts. Tie consultant who had made 
the original diagnosis had seen the boy at J-monthly intervals for 
a time, but then dismissed the oase and said that nothing more 
oould be done for him. The parents consulted another specialist 
(privately this time, in order to get better service), and were 
then referred to the Centre and thus obtained physiotherapy and 
speech therapy. Mother is now an active member of the Parents' 
Association, serving as one of its local officers* Father 
participates in these oontaots only infrequently, for he is some
what ill-at-ease with authority figures.

Finally, three examples are taken from the child-fugic type, one 
from each of the oategorieB in Table 24i
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Lluriel Donaldson, 5 - 11 years, spastic hemiplegia, S.I. 10.
This child, has been hospitalised on four occasions because of 
epilepsy, and ever since is seen from time to time as an out
patient. Mother is rather annoyed that no physiotherapy had 
been offered to the girl, and even more so that she was not 
admitted to sohool. She finds herself at a loss as to what she 
should do about the situation, and is, as she admitted, "Just 
waiting around until a magical solution presents itself.”

' 1 ' . v . < <' V . . '

Albert Jackson, 3-0 years, spastio quadriplegia, S.I. 4* This 
mother has seen rather fewer experts than most of the others, for 
her doctor referred her straight to the Centre, where she has 
been attending ever since for weekly physiotherapy sessions. She 
also occasionally attends the local Parents’ Association meetings, 
but does so alone, as father refuses to be involved.

Gladys ttarphy, 8-0 years, spastio quadriplegia, S.I. 6. "I 
wish six physiotherapists oould work on her every day,” was 
mother's attitude, and she has accordingly taken the ohild to a 
great many hospitals and clinics in the hope of getting more and 
more intensive treatment for her. The girl was in faot admitted 
to hospital on two occasions for lengthy periods Just for this 
purpose. But mother is still dissatisfied and often showed her 
resentment against the doctors who, according to her, refused to 
take the child's condition seriously. Though father has also
• * • 4 1 ’ 1 , , •
insisted on some of these referrals, he never accompanies mother 
and ohild to them.

The amount of contacts with agencies is, we must conclude, equally 
great in all three groups of families. This is clearly not a form of 

community participation whioh is avoided by those families who are in 
other respeots socially somewhat isolated. The need for sooial services 

of one kind or another is in general very high in all these families, for
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the nature of the ohild’a handles is suoh that prolonged and varied 
contaots with agencies is often called for. It is worth pointing out 
that all informants were asked for details not only cf those contaota 
centering around the child’a condition, hut also of all other occasions 
on whioh ranbers of the family sought professional services of one kind 
or another* Yet the latter were rarely mentioned and olearly occurred 
far less frequently than the former♦

The family types differ, however, in one respect, namely in the 
joint participation of the parents in making official contacts* This 
did not apply co ranch to routine physiotherapy sessions which took place 
in moot instances during the husband* a working hours. The difference is 
mainly found in those consultations with doctors and others whioh were
more than routine. Thio point has already been established in a previous>
section in relation to father’s attendance et consultations during working 
hours. It was found there that fathers from child-centrio families were 
muoh more ready to attend such consultations than fathers from intermediate 
families, while the fathers from the ohild-fugle families tended to stay 
away from these contacts altogether* The differences between the three 
family types in "togetherness" is therefore apparent, even though in this 
particular respect the differences on amount of oooraunity participation 
do not emerge*

Leisure c-ctivitico.

In this seotlon the part played by leisure activities in the lives 
of the research families will bo examined. For this purpose informants 
were asked at eaoh visit to describe their leisure activities, with 
particular reference to their nature, their frequency, the place where 
they had occurred, and the members of the family who participated in 
them*

The overriding impression gained freaa these accounts was one of 
poverty of Interest and hobbles amongst the families of thia sample*
There were comparatively few who actively organised their leisure life 
and participated in a variety of recreational activities. In many 
instances the spare time of family members was qpent mainly in suoh purely 
passive activities as watching television or reading raagasines and fiction.
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In Table 25 the nature of the various leisure activities found in the 
sample are given* together with the number of families who habitually 
engaged in then*

22Ue_25x
ftgftcg of yanUtea .awrtng in Leisure Activities

iatohing television 28
breading books snd sagasines •••••••••••••. 26
Visits to cinema or theatre «.•••••«••••••
Attending football matches ••»«•»•*••»•••• 11
Visiting public houses or cafes ..•.•*•••• 11
Attending horse and dog races <•«*•••«•••• 11
Tripe to the oountry or seaside «•••••«••• 10
Gardening • •..............................................................10
Listening to records ••••••«••••••••••«••• 6
Motor repairs •••.••«•<••••••••••••••••<•« 5
woodwork 4
Card playing 2
Vakin- clothes 2
Lancing  •• 2
Golf . ...................................................................... . 2
Tennis 1
Watohia? ice hookey •••♦••••••••••••••««•• 1
Attending women's Institute ............................. 1

The first two of these activities* retching television and reading* 
were mentioned by nearly all informant a at nearly all visits* irrespective 
of the tyre of family being interviewed. Television in particular 
appeared to take up a large part of the spare time of family members* 
though in one or two cases a set was said to have been specially bought 
for the sake of the handicapped child. Because of their almost universal 
occurrence in this sample* thene two activities are excluded from the 
following table and attention is given only to the frequency with whioh 
the remaining* more active leisure pursuits occur amonrst the three types 
of families. Ayain all interviews held with each family were taken into
account in constructing this table* which thus refers to the average 
number of days in the previous weekly erioda cn which any member of ths 
family engaged in leisure activities.
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?abli- 26.

r-uraulA cf Ulswg> ActlvltV o la Previous eefc

csa.«b *afe?fc cmu.-.
•eritric sedlatr: yugic

2aailiiJ?. '^AkA-p AssAIAsa

Occurred on 0 - 1 Day • ••• 
Occurred on 2 - 4 Lays ••• 
Occurred on 5 * 1 Days • ••

6 0 0
7. ; : ; : . . . : 7. ; . . . . 1

0 ? ' 5 ' \ 4

Total

This table Indicates a definite trend. Amongst ohild-oentrio 
families leisure pursuits are undertaken with far less frequency than 
amongst intermediate families, while In child-fugic families such 
activities tend to occur rather more frequently than either cf the other 
tyes. As In other sections, thia table will be U3*d to guide the 
following case illustrations. ?irot we shall turn to the child-centric 
fsnllles who rarely reported leisure pursuits’

Margaret Batson, 7-9 years, spastio hemiplegia, 3#I# 4.
Father says tlat he gave up all his outside Interests long ago.
He used to attend football matches regularly, have a drink 
occasionally at the pub on a Saturday evening, and was also 
rather keen on cycling. "You can’t do these things,** he says, 
"and be as busy as na are in trying to bring :argaret on#"
Mother has been to the cinema once In four years, and otherwise 
never gets further than the television set In what spare time 
she has# The family hrve not been on holiday for severe! years, 
as they hnve no money to spare after ^aying for the child*s 
private treatment and tuition sessions#

’nary Sawyer, A — 9 years, spastio quadriplegia, 8*1# 8. "Je are 
in a rut," both parents agreed when first asked about their 
leisure activities# The main, trouble, according to then, is
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that Jary clings to them so much that they can never get out 
anywhere without her, and to take her along is too difficult 
for theca in view of her walking disability* Moreover, father 
always has to go to bod with her, which makes it virtually 
impossible for the parents ever to undertake anything in the 
evening*

Wan Strang, 6 - 4 years, athetosis, SU. 11. These parents 
found it quite impossible to renembor when they had last been 
to the cinema or had last taken a trip to tho country. They 
remembered doing so when they had only the one ohild, but after 
Bryan’s birth the only outings they ever had were to meetings of 
the Parents’ Association, and the only thing they over did at 
*.&je vas to turn ever the pages of magazines or watoh T.V. Even 
when Bryan went into a convalescent home for a few weeks the 
parents found themselves unable to do anything but sit at horns.
It ia quite exceptional for mother even to get into town to look 
at the shops, and the one occasion when, during father’s holidays 
one year, she was able to attend a fashion show, stands cut as a 
most unusual experience far her.

The next two case Illustrations oome from child-centric families who 
did report some leisure activities!

Walter Lane, 7 - 3 years, spastio paraplegia9 3«I. 10. The 
parents are reluctant to leave the ohild with anyone else, although 
babysitters are available, and as a result they never go out 
together. They used to spend their evenings playing cards, but 
since Miter began to insist on staying up with them, and on going 
to bed at the sane time, they found the only thing that would keep 
him quiet la for all to watoh T.V. together. Then Miter began 
to walk at 5 years of age mother started goinr out to the cinema 
again once a veek, leaving father to look after Miter, while 
father for his port resumed his former habit of goin-' to the pub 
for a drink every Saturday evening. Yet after Salter had a major
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oonvulslon at 6| years of age, the parents again ceased these 
Independent activities and once more spent all their tine at 
home*

Catherine Rowland, 4 - 6 years, spastic quadriplegia, 3*1* 7»
During the summer the whole family sometimes take the bus to 
the seaside and spend the day there* Ccoaslcnally they will 
also all go to town, do some window shopping, and then go to a 
cafe and have Ice cream* Cnee or twice they have all gone to 
the oineraa together* Father has no interests or hobbles of 
his own, and television and looking at magaslnea are their only 
occupations when at home*

Uany of ths intermediate families showed no more leisure pursuits 
than the last category of ohild-centric families, yet one striking 
difference emerges from the descriptions: whereas the leisure activities 
just described for the oh 11 d-eent rio families nearly always Involve the 
"togsthomess" of the whole family, In the Intermediate families one finds 
rather more individual interests and hobbles:

Doris Fletcher, 6-2 years, spastic paraplegia, 3*1* 3* Cn 
Saturday afternoons during the winter father always goes to foot
ball matches. Also mother and he occasionally go to the cinema 
while a relative looks after the ohlldren* Otherwise they spend 
their spare time at home watching T»V. They never go on holiday 
booause of the eost, but gladly let pntemal grandmother take 
Doris with her to the seaside for a fortnight*

Charles Burgess, 5 * 6 years, spastio paraplegia, 3*1* 3* I very 
Friday evening the parents go to the oinema, while an aunt baby
sit e. Mother also has a passion for reading novels, In whioh she 
often endulges during ths evening* Father has bought an old 
motor oar, and spends his Sunday mornings tinkering with It*
They do not go away for holidays as a rule, as they cannot afford 
It, but occasionally ths whole family will go for a ride In the
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oar either to the deaside or for a plonlo In the country*

Michael Turdon, 7-0 years, spastic quadriplegia, 3*1* fl.
Both' r goes regularly onoe a week to a neighbour's house for a 
card playing session In which apparently quite a lot of money 
changes hands Father s main interest Is gardening, and he 
often spends tho weekend In this activity* Otherwise, however, 
they have few Interests and usually just watch T*V. In the 
evening*

This tendency is even more In evidence arongst the remaining inter
mediate families, where the frequency with whioh leisure pursuits were 
undertaken was rather gresteri

" artin Fisher, 5—10 years, spastio quadriplegia, S*l* 4* The 
parents are very keen on ice hockey, and once or twice weekly go 
to watch It, while paternal grandmother looks after the children* 
Occasions ly they also go to the cinema, but on the whole prefer 
to stay at home and watch T*Y* instead* Father has a oooond- 
hand car, and often tinkers with It* The family go for rides 
In it occasionally, and It also enables then during the summer 
to go frequently to a caravan whioh they have at the seaside*

Marilyn Phillis, J-11 years, spastic quadriplegia, a*I. 17. 
About once a fortni *ht mother gooe out to the cinema - usually by 
herself, as father prefers to relax at home, where he spends his 
time In the garden* Sometimes father goes to wstoh a football 
match or greyhound raoing, and on a Saturday afternoon the whole 
family often go Into t wn, do so»» shopping together, and then 
split upt mother and the children to a cafe, father to the pub*

Henry Cairns, 4-3 ye are, spastio quadriplegia, 3*1* 13« Father 
is an enthusiastic gardener, and will often spend his spare time 
thus occupied* ii© ia also good at joinery, has built a garden 
shed and various cupboards, and sone times does little jobs for
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neighbours in order to supplement hie inoome. Cnee a weak 
the parents go to the oineraa, leaving Henry in the care of a 
relative, and also once a week mother goes to the Women's 
Institute*

Moot of ths ohil r-fugle families shot/ a great deal of interest in 
leisure activities, and amongst them the extent to which these are 
carried out separately by family members is taken a lot further than 
amongst intermediate families*

David niohardson, 4*0 years, athetosis, S«X« 14* Seth 
parents lead a very active life in their spare time, and this 
applies particularly so to mother* She is very keen on 
fashions, likes making clothes and is always on the look-out 
for a fashion show which she can attend* She is also inter
ested in sports, and twice a week taring the summer goes to play 
tennis st a local club* Father spends every Saturday morning 
golfing with friends. During the winter the parents often go 
to dances together, leavin the ohild in a neighbour’s oare* 
Mother also goes to the oinema at times with a girl friend.
They regularly go ^way for holidays, sometimes twice a year, and 
will then often leave David with relatives*

Gladys Murphy, 8-0 years, spastic quadriplegia, S* * 6*
Father spends a lot of his time away from hone, often at a pub 
cr with friends, at football matohes or attending race mootings* 
He also goes out on his motor bicycle quite frequently* Mother 
and Gladys spend nearly all their spare time listening to records 
or watching T*7. ven holidays are s ent aart, at any rate on 
the one occasion when they went away* mother and Gladys joined 
the maternal grandparents and went with them to the seaside, 
while father worked on during this time and took his holidays 
later on in the year.

Thus the difference in “togetherness" amongst the research families
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In their recreational activities is striking. Amongst the child- 
oentric families few independent interests are found) while at the 
ether eartrerv- the ehild-fugic families show little joint participation 
of all family members in thia respeot. Once again th© tight bond with 
the handicapped child manifests Itself amongst th© former group, and 
once again the absence of this bond in the latter type of family between 
the ohild and at least one parent emerges from the descriptions. One 
can than contrast these two extremes in their emphasis on the parental 
role t in the onr type of family the ^rental role takes precedence over 
all else and tends to exclude all incompatible activities; whereas at 
the other extreme activities not concerned with child-care play a far 
larger part in the life of the family. This means that in child-centrio 
famillra the number of leisure pursuits la a great deal less than in the 
child-fugic families. For one thing) the preoccupation with the child 
allows less time for other activities) and for another the value placed 
on "togetherness" prevents members taking up those interests that could 
only be pursued individually. The number cf extra-familial roles played 
by members of child-centric families is therefore far less thAn those 
played by members of child-fugio families (and> to a leaser extent) of 
intern* diate families i membership of tennis dubs or ^omen*B Institutes 
would entail separation from the child) and thio) as has previously been 
shown) is intolerable to some parents. The amount of community partici
pation Is thus affected and differs as between the throe types of families 
in a similar wav to that already described in some of the preceding 
sections.

Suaaary of /anlly Typep-

Three family types were established in the last chapter cn the basis 
of their joint standing on th© dimensions of depree of cohesiveness and 
amount cf community part io i pat ion. It was suggested there that the thr*s
types rare to b© characterised respectively as "child-centric"> "inter
mediate") and "child-fugicV The present chapter has attempted to justify
thio characterisation by analysing the various functions cf the family and 
by describing the contrasting ways in which the three types of families y
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organise their activities. A detailed picture of each family typo has
thus emerged.

The child-centric family is marked, on t :o one hand, hy a high degree 
of och^eiveimce (as given hy the operational criterion of "togetherness”), 
and on the other hand hy relatively little oommuiity partiolpatoon. Both
charrat eristics atom from the family's preoccupation with the oerebral 
palsied child, and can be said to represent the opposite sides of the 
same odn. In these famiHeo there is considerable emphaeis on tho care
of the handioa^pped child, in that activities connected with the ohLld 
not only take far wore of the famiy*s tme but also take precodoioe
over all other sctivlties. Particularly noteworthy is the fact that it
lo not only the mdwr who is deeply involved in this way, but that father 
too and even the slblligs of the handicapped child are similarly affected. 
Thus th© cohesiveiess of the family is achieved throug the intense inters 
action of all m>«bb.rs with the cerebral palsied ohild t It is he who acts 
as the cement of the group and It is on his account that euoh high scores 
on "togetherness" are obtained by the child-centric lamiies. The
mohers of these famiies are rarely ablej to hand the ohld over to other 
people for short periods or even to eaoh othort it is as tboug a magnet 
attracts them and troy must all cluster around simultaneously. As a
result other .^ti^^Wiiirs tend to suffer, for ^^ittioira^liion in them wouLd 
be inccb]iaible with the high precedence given to the parental role.
This applies not only to other home activities, but also affects the part 
parents play in the outside ocEOitnity in such .areas ao ^rk, leisure 
relationships wLth kin and. contacts with neighbours. The only excerption
concerns contacts with official ageneiee, for thece are almost solely 
^de on behalf of the ohild. in all other respects coffimnlty participa
tion is rarely possible for child-centric famiies.

in the inteimeidlate type of family membra appear to have rather 
greater individual freedm. The oerebral palsied child does not exert
the same compiling power over the group, and in consequence there is 
less joint participation In activities concerned with his care. Mduer
is almost solely responsible for this family function, father playing the 
more traditional secondary role. deoauoe the bond with the child is not
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as tight as amongst the ohild-centric familis, the parents and siblings 
in this group can more easily pursue other activities: mothers show more 
involvement in housework, fathers more in their jobs, and both more in 
leisure activities and contacts with other individuals and groups* Ho 
need is felt to be constantly together with the ohild, and members can 
therefore undertake activities as individuals in their own right, 
assuming roles other than the parental one* Nevertheless, the parental 
role is given its due and family responsibilities are by no means avoided*

In the child-fugic families, however, there is evidence that some 
of the members wish to "opt out” of their parental role* In four of the 
five cases this applies mainly to fath r, in the remaining case more to 
mother* Though in some respects this is a rather hetereogeneous group, 
the striking oharacteristic shared by all these families is the laok of 
cohesiveness as evidenced by the considerable degree of individuality 
manifested in the activities of the members. These families are together 
far lessthan either of the other two types, and though in some of the 
cases the mother-child relationship assumes the tight form typioal of 
child-centrio families, the family group as suoh tends to be an extremely 
loo36 one* In consequence the amount of community participation is
high: mother may more or less join her family of origin again, father 
may find substitute satisfactions in leisure activities* The nuclear 
family has ceased to be attractive to some of the members, and in this 
respect shows just the opposite phenomenon from that found at the other 
extreme, among the child-centric families, where the individuals’ 
"attraction-to-group" is so high that all oth^r activities tend to beoome 

crowded out.
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CHAPTER 8.

Mx lA-maiA, cciali^m} Trc-HUiaa

Having identified certain types of family organisation and described 
their ohanwOeriatica, we shall in thia ohapter turn to the second level 
selected for study and ask how the three family types differ with regard 
to the contents of the interaction process hetwei n parents and oerebral 
palsied child. Sgecfically, we shall examino tho parental sociidisins
techniques in order to find out how parents deal with the problem of 
assigning age appropriate roles to a handicsrped child, i*o. to wut 
extent they exert pressures to socialise the ohild and thus help him to 
develop from a state of complete dependence towards whaa<ev»r degree of 
independence his handicap mikea feasible. Frem the many aspects of the
parental socialising techniques that could be studied we shall therefore 
select the severity with witch suoh techniques are applied in order to 
make denmmds for independence Desriptions wil be presented to
illustrate the various degress of socialising pressures used by the parents 
of this sample, and these will be analysed in relation to three family 
types in order to determine wihther a particular type of family organisa
tion tends to be associated with a particular mode of exertiig; socialising 
pressures on the child.

The awosaert. of wela-Uias aavorUy.

From the descriptions given by tho parents of the manner in which 
they attempted to help their children to achieve aaotery over their 
environment, it soon became apparent that a wide range existed in the 
severity of their demanie. There were, on the one hand, parents who
appeared to make hardly any suoh demands, idio adopted a lalsscr-falra 
attitude towards child rearing, showed extreme permissiveness and indul
gence, and tended to adapt to the wishes of the child without ever 
exacting him to adapt to to their own demon's. At the other extreme
there were parents who used a highly rigid, punitive technique in their 
socialising practices, who exerted considerable pressure towards achleve- 
rent and thus tended tc force a fast pace of develormernt. To distiiguish
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between th® various degrees of socialising severity, enquiries ere node 
at eaoh interview as to parental behaviour in relation to the main areas 
which were considered to he the foci of socialicinc efforts with young 
handicapped children* Six such areas were distinguished nanoly loco
motor development, apeooh, the acquisition of formal knowledge, feeding, 
sleeping, and toileting* The enquiries referred to the nature of the 
parental demands in relation to eaoh of one of these areas, their 
frequency, and tho sanctions used to enforce them. Agate the interview 
followed no formal, pre-determined course, but parents wore given full 
oaope to describe t ©ir practices and problems in managing the child, so 
that as full an acocunt as possible oould be obtained of their behaviour 
in relation to each area* In order, however, to anchor the information 
to concrete situations, questions were mostly reared to happenings in the 
last 24 hours. although parents were free, and ere even encouraged, to 
range wider and bring up any material they considered relevant, they were 
always asked to detail in particular the demands they had mads of the 
child in the specified time period* Tills enabled one to cbtain a very 
much more vivid picture, rooted in actual happenings, and also made 
easier comparison between different sets of parents*

Three grades of socialising severity were distinguished!
(a) The handicapped child hue not e within the last 24 hours, been 
subjected to any demands from the parents designed to foster his indepen
dence with regard to the function under consideration (the “no nrcosures" 
category)*
(b) Demands have been made by the parents of the handloaprsd child in 
order to foster his independence with regard to tho function under con
sideration, but fail ire to comply was not 'one rally followed by punitive 
measures (the "mild pressures" category)*
(c. Demands have been made by the parents of the handicapped ohild in 
order to foster his independence with regard to the function under con
sideration, and failure to comply was generally followed by punitive 
measures (the "severe pressures" category)*
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These categories give urn it la suggested, of dietiiguishlng
three steps of severity, ranging frora ooaplote failure on the part of the 
parents to charnnlise the child’s belmviour and direct it toeazda certain 
goals set by them to the foroihle expression of parental expectations 
backed hy the imrp^olttion of sanctions* For tho latter category punish
ment does not ncces-earUy alvu^zs refer to physical pumLohant, but 
includes all manures wxioh Sears, Macooby, and Levin (1957) have labelled 
as "negative sanctions’, e.g. deipreviution of privileges, isolation, with
holding of love, threats, etc.

The inf*ojmition on socialising practices obtaimd from oil internriews 
was given to an independent Judge (a pay^oxolioid), Who was asked to rate 
eaoh family separately for each of the six areas of child behaviour 
previously indicated by allocation to one of the three severity categories* 
(The judge had no access to any of the other m^oria! collected, mxrtaining 
to the family group end this child’s persomlity,. In the follcming dis
cussion we shell oofjfarc the three family types by using this eyotaa of 
classification for our illustrative tables. As in the last ohapter, the
different categories will then be described by means of detailed case 
extracts.

dKvaHormeft:,.

Um<er normal liI0um3tances moor functions like walking, sitting and 
mnipulation are though to develop minly as the result of maturation, 
and the part played by parents in their develement is considered to be 
limited. For cerebral palsied children, on the other hand, the situation
is rather different. In ouch a child an organic injury prevetrta, delays,
or impairs the pngren expected of him, as a result of which he wil, to 
a greater or leas extent, remain unable to assume the independeroe con- 
seq’ient to the mastery of the basic moor skills. Under* those cir<um-
stemoea tho parents have to determine how far they are to play a much 
mare active part than is cuetomary in teach ing the child what maturation 
will not bring about. ' In so far as physiotherapy is being carried out,
such teaching Is aljejady in progress, but at best this takes up only an
hour or so a rnek. For all the remaining to the parents are confronted
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With the dilema Of what demands they are to make of the child Wth 
regard to m>tor functions and to what oxtoat he should he expected to 
ovexcsome hie handicap. Different parento are likely to solve thia
prohlem Jin diffsront wa;J3, and both Table 27 and tho foil owing descrlp * 
tivs aoooiurts will illustrate bo?/ far these diffferanors are related to 
faaily typo.

27

./fflffj&te, -of- Miisin,- ..•^.Mwyr, 2o2saot^ UllML

Olid- Inter- Chldt
Ceutric mediate Pugic

gWlics FaWHes yamiics

No pressures .••••• 7
Mild Xtr^ssvures • ••• 4
Severe pres sure e • • 2

1
10

1

Total 13 12 5

i

1
1

3

Amongst the child-centric families a maoi^ty of the parents did 
virtually nothing to bring about any change in the child’s m>tor habits. 
The fcl owing thrae cases will Illustrate this pattern of behaviour in 

greater detail*

?etty Johnson, 6-0 yemirs, athetosis, S,It 12. These parents
flxd it advisable not to make any effort to influence the child’s 
raavenmt patterns, for Betty is much too self-willed to make this; 
possible. She wil not tolerate any Intuf>era?we with her own
ways of sitting, getting abort, or manipunting objects, and 
rather than evoke one of her violent temper tentums the parents 
allow her to choose her own m>dee of behaviour. They are con
vinced that she wil one day achieve the necessary mastery over 
mrtor skills, but only "when she feels like !<♦* They do rely 
on outside help from physiotherapists, howver, but are not sur- 
priced when Brtty refuses to co-operate with them. In the mtan-
time everything is don# for her that she either cannot or does not
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wish to do for herselfi thus she Is not only pushed around In 
a pushchair on walks, carried upstairs, or given help with other 
skills which are realistically judged to he beyond her, hut is 
also never asked to help in washing and dressing and feeding, 
despite the fact that she might easily carry cut at least parts 
of these functions, and in fact at times does carry them out. 
Similarly, when something is out of her reach while playing on 
the floor, it is imaediately passed to her* If, for instance, 
Betty finds that she requires a toy that ie on the other side of 
the rocm, she points to it and shouts, wtereupon mother sill at 
onoe leave all else and go to fetoh it for her - knowing that the 
ohild is in faot sufficiently mobile to go for it herself.

Donald Baker, 7-0 years, spastic paraplegia, S.I. 12. The 
parents are prepared to go to a lot of trouble to arrange help 
from others to ameliorate the ohild*e handicap, yet themselves 
never make any attempts in this direot ion. Tloug^i shown sons 
exercises by a physiotherapist and asked to cany those out at 
home, t ay have never done so. oth parents are extremely con
cerned about the child* s inability to walk, yet they never make 
any effort to try hl? out on his feet, to change his posture In 
any way, or to persuade him to fetoh things for himself. More
over, although manipulation is unaffected by the injury, mother 
always washes and dresses him and outs up his food for him - 
though admitting that he oould probably do all these things 
himself.

Malcolm Stewart, 7-7 years, spastic quadriplegia, 3.1. 5.
.Then thio boy begun attending school, mother was astonished to 
find that within a week he was able to wash and dress himself.
It had never occurred to her that he might do these things for 
himself. Yet even then she continued to do all thia for the 
boy, until tho latter decided on his own initiative to take over. 
Despite the faot that no physiot erapy was for a time available,
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the parents never gave Llalcolm exercises themselves, nor 
attempted in any other way to change hie handicap, which did, 
however, give them a great deal of concern. When he finally 
began to walk ho vzas not allowed out to play, in case lie got 
knocked over by rough ohlldren. Advised to buy various con
structional toys to develop his finer hand co-ordination, the 
parents did so, but on finding the boy mishandling them and 
playing with them in a most unconstructional manner, no effort 
was made by them to persuade him to use them properly.

The next two examples come from those child-centrio families where 
parents in some way did take a hand In the child's motor development, but 
without undue severity or harshness:

Christine Anderson, 5 - 5 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I. ?•
During the first three years this Jhild simply lay on a couch all 
day, and the parents did everything for her - feeding her, putting 
toys Into her hand, and carrying her around the house. Onoe she 
became mobile, however, the parents became much less despondent 
and also much less passive in their attitude. They encouraged 
her to move around the floor instead of lying on the couch, and 
occasionally mother also persuaded her to help with feeding and 
dressing. All members of the family were still, however, 
inclined to jump up the moment they saw her reach for an object 
and get it for her, even at times actually open her hand and put 
the object Into It. At tho age of five Christine still relied 
In many respects on others to do things well within the range of 
her abilities, but mother than called a family council and they 
deoided that too much had been dono for her in the past and 
In future help for the child should be strictly rationed.

William Hooper, 4-3 years, spastio quadriplegia, S.I. 16. 
mother io convinced that a miracle will happen and that the
(who is severely handicapped) will one day be able to play foot
ball, danoe, and go swimnlng. At present mother does put some

that

This 
child :
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pressure on the boy’s moor development t she reUgiiously 
marries out the dally oxcrclsea which have been suggested to 
her# she asks hln fron tme to ttoe to hold his head up or to 
put his tongue in, and she puts piwes of cbeoHate in front 
of him in order to get him to niok them up and put them into 
his Preaouree are thus omrted, but the Idea of
punishing hie failuzen io quite strange to thie mOher. Father, 
on the other hand, is rather inolinod to inf an ili se the ohild.
Ke never insists that Viliam ahotdd piok up an objecrt, but 
alsaye does the job for him by pitting it otrulgito into his 
hand or, if edible, into his mouth.

The two oases from the chl^1^<3^-cc^in^ group that All into the third 
category, were the pressure exerted on m!or functions is mvem, present 
a voxy different picture from the naes described shevet

Margaret Watson, 7*9 .vswro, spastic hrnmpleegla, S« I. 4.
This is a very mildly handioapped child, and her developmental 
progress showed only a little delay. Beerthelesa, everything
that could possibly be horn to rectify tho handicap has boon dons 
by the e parents. Ftm an early age on she has been sent to
physiotherapy sessions (which the parents had to arraixT privately, 
as at the local hofspttal the ohild wus thought not to require such 
tjeatmexnj9 to kindergarten drill dlases, and even to country 
ham classes. 'Weeyyuing I could think of to help her waking
ms hone by us," was mo tier’s con^rnn, and towards the seme end 
uaarga?et has b en given eklpping ropes, alatois, cycles, and 
scooters# 7c the parents theae are not toys, but moans of
developing the child’s moor abilities, and on frequent lcoasllns 
mother orders hear to uoe them. Both parents orntimiULly remind
the child to walk pm parly, to keep her hcda down not to stumble, 
etc., anh many scenes occur in the course of each hay vAen the 
child Is eeverely zepTmanhed for not taking sufficient oars over 
hear mlwntllt8t slaopeh, or thareatemh that ale will never walk
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properly if she does not obey the parental demands.

Catkorira hewland, 4 ** 6 years, sposfcio quiaatplegia, 3.X* 7.
The ooD^xO^ate^ttLoa on the child's handicap cooes adbnly from 
father* Svugh day he makes a point of tskl% Ctharlra out
walking for two hours in order to stron^hun her labs, even 
though she hao to hold on to him or to a prea Which they take 
with them. He also fjoqueinbly maces her walk round, the garden
feaoe, and has in the pact given her som quite severe "laatlea^- 
inga" for refusing to do so* !Very day before bedtae he gives 
her some exercises of his own devising* then professionally
advised to keep the girl off her feet for seme tae, as she was 
developing faulty walking habits, tho parents were able to obey 
thece lnctrootions for only a short tae, and then had to give 
in to tho strain Wiich this imposed. They feared that in this
way the girl would bacoao too much "like one of those coalstsly 
imadle and inert spastica," and they therefore returned tho 
previous pressure. Motor did admit that at one tae ahn used
to do too much for Catharine, carrying her and fetching things 
for her, but that father had insisted on her stopping all thin*
Yet all the conontration io on lcooaoion and not on aaJiplation, 
Which is only ainially affected* Motor still dresses and
washes the child, although these things could easily be carried 
out by Catherine herself*

Apart from the last two cases, the passivity of the parents in the 
child-centric group is marked* Sot only are few attempts made to ose
if the child can dab further up the developmental ladder towards greater 
irdaplrdsnol in ator funotiorm, but the skillc which he ie known to have 
already astered are frequently not exploited. These porente are
extremely conceaed about their child's cont^tlon and would go to a “rsat 
deal of trouble to got professional help in putting it right, yet in 
their own handling of the child they jsvmal a disinclination to mak» 
demands - oven those which oould be regarded as reasonable in terms of 
the child’s otpositic8* Thay have few ex-mot ationa of hin, and in
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failing to make use of those skills which do lie within his range they 
treat him as even more handicapped than he is. Thia certainly applies 
to all those families classified in the first category of the table9 and 
to a lesser extent It may also ho seen In the four families belonging to 
the middle category. Here, however, the tendency is not so marked, 
either beoauoe It applies to only one of the parents, or because It applies 
to only one period of the child’s life, or because (as In one case) the 
pressure was exorted in only eno respeot, namely by taking the ohild 
for long walks but inf ant lliolng him In all other respects. The two 
cases In the third category, on the other hand, reveal tendencies at 
just the opposite extreme. The pressure applied to further the child’s 
motor development Is very intense, setting a level of aspiration well 
beyond his reach. Thus in the chlld-centrio group os a whole parental 
sensitivity to tho child’s true capacities is rarely to he seen in this 
areas demands and expectations are either not sufficient or else toe 
harsh.

In the intermediate group, only one family was found in which no 
pressure of any kind was put on the child’s motor development. This 
was a child whoso handioau was not at all severe and who gave rice to 
very little anxiety in his parents. The parents felt that the ohild 
oould get around so efficiently despite the handicap that, apart from 
taking her to physiothorapy sessions, no special measures were neoessary 
to help her on any faster* Aaongst most of the ot^r families in this 
group, however, ouch measures were considered neoessazyt

Joan Kelley, 3-3 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I. 9. As 
thia child’s right hand is more severely affected than the left, 
mother often tries to stioulato the former by holding the loft 
one down and getting her to grasp objects with the right hand.
Before physiotherapy was started the parents frequently stood Joan 
on her feet in the hope that this might provide sufficient sensa
tion in the legs for her to begin using them. s.hen they were 
advised not to do sc as it would only cause harm, they found 
the instructions rather hard to follow at first, yet managed to 
obey them faithfully. Having also h*en advised not to let the
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child move around the floor hy haokvard thrust, they nncluragnh 
her to roll instead. All thie Is done in a fairly tolerant
maimr, howeer, anh wH>n, for invtanoe, the girl does ocoaBiott-c 
ally use the backward thrust aother does nut always stop her and 
scold. her for it, as she realises that this is Joan’s m>st 
effective way of getting around anh that it woodd be too frus
trating for her haring always to roll. T'Xnrli^loa are left to
the playHot Jhrrarpisst, but otherwise a fair amount of attentHm 
ia paid to the child’s mlwemnrs anh how they can best be 
m>dified.

Ksinneth Mcvdro, 3 -3 years, spastic Qiaasiiilsig^^, 5.1. 4# 
before regular physiotherapy wis start eh, the parents used to 
take K?m»th out "wa.king" nwnry evening "until he got fed up."
How they leave exercises to the physiot^erapst, but they 
encourage the boy’s w>tor development by giving him suitable 
toys like a rooking hoarse, a tricycle, anh a swing (’so that he 
has to bend his knees when on it";. He is never forced to use
them, hornerer, and can play with them when he likes. He io
always exneoteh to fetch his own toys, anh radher makes a point 
of not carrying him from room to run, even when she is in a 
hurry, in order to give him plenty of lppolZ;waity for crawliig#

Henry follms, 4-3 years, spastic quadddplegla, 5#X. 13* From
time to me moher reminds tho boy to hold his bead up or to keep 
his tongue in, but such demands are not unreaaomxbln or nxlenalvn• 
At first Henry was always kept on a couch, end mH^i* wis initially

reluctant to let him lie on the floor as suggested by 
the plhyiotlterapiet « Biut now she is glad the Hild is able to
roll around the floor a little and often leaves toys purposely at 
a distance so that be has to go for them. If he gets stuck in
tjying to roll, mUmr first attempts to get him to help himo<Qf, 
and only when she aens that this is not possible will she take a 
hand. Father is generally rather more indulgent and makes fewer 
demands bwt m!her insists that he too should not always pass
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things to the boy bwt should let him try to get then for hlmoelf.

The final example from the intermediate type coraos from the one 
fanily in whoa a rather more intense concentration on the motor disability 
was found*

Brenda ^eBetl> 4-9 years, spastio paraplegia, 5.1. 4* Boot of 
the pressure here oomes from father, who takes aa intense Interest 
in the child1 s condition and during visits ^uld often Invite the 
writer to inspect the ohild* e legs ( ’they are getting ouch fatter 
at the bottom, but at the top are still awfully thin" was the \
kind of comment he would then make)* He v^os one of the few 
parents in the oanplwho was not grateful for the physiotherapy 
sessions provided for hie child - "It la only twice a webk, but 
what about all the rest of the time? She just forgets." 'Very 
night he gives Brenda exercises of lie own devising after her 
bath, and in his spare time he will often take her out for long walks 
holding on to a pram. Bother applies ratlier less pressure* she 
repeatedly tells J renda to keep her heel down, but never expeots 
her to help in dressing*

Thia last oase Illustrates a pat torn that closely resembles that of 
the two-ohlld centric families In the same category. It may be significant 
that this family scored very highly on oohesiveness and that the amount of 
time father spent together with the ohild was considerable. They earned 
their ol ossification as intermediate, however, on the basis of their ooore 
on community participation* as for the other cases of the Intermediate 
type, a contrast is provided with those of the ohild-oentrio type in their 
willingne ss to make fullest use of whatever capacities the ohild does have 
and their attempts to help him on to the next stage. These parents have 
not oeosed having rxpectntions, they do not rely entirely on the help of 
outsiders, but are willing to make demands on the ohild whioh they feel to 
be appropriate • They are able to exert themselves vis a vie the handle 
capped child and to put pressures on him without losing their sensitivity 
to the limits beyond which It Is useless to go.
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In the oUd-fbglc group we find, aa on oeverUl previous occcoslons, 
considerable hetezcogemity. In three oaeea a good deal of preacure was
exerted on the child's moor development, while in the other two little 
if any was mniff'frfced, as seen in the foilwing case excerpts#

Sally fooeetsen, 3*1 years, spastic quOMplegla, S»I« 6.
Father takes no part in the rearing of the child, and a tight 
bond exlsta between and SUly. The ohild is rather
indulged by m>oh''r * she was shown some exercises, for instance, 
that she could carry out, but has never tried them; she never
attempted to find out whether the ohild oould feed herself and 
was surprised when Ssdy did so on her own initiative* and as 
she is afroid the ohild might ret hurt when put out in the 
garden Sally is generally kept in the rather confined apace of 
the two rooms where they live.

Albert Jaokaon, 3-0 years, spaisfcio quiadrlplegla, S.I. 4*
This moher in also closely involved with her ohiH, wM.le father 
plays little part in his upbringi?v> The only thing he does is
to give him some "ereroises" oocasionAly, or to hold him up to 
see if he can support his weight on his feet yet. MoO.er ra&es
no demands on the ohild at all, believing that such things should 
be left to tho experts.

The cases where oora^ilernbln pressure was found are illustrated by 

the following example’

David Richardson, 4-0 years, athetosis, S.I. 14* Wihin his
phyaicsd limits this is a rather active boy, and mther finds this 
m>st exasperating. She finds she oannot hold him on her knee for
this reason, and often almotnahes him to keep still. ' raqumtly
she also att<mts to molify his behaviour in other rnepc<Cts, telling

him, for instance, to hold his head up, put hie tongue in, or get 
his legs uncrossed. She agrees that David probably cannot hold
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his head up, yet behaves as though ho purposely refuses to do so, 
smacking him for hia failure to comply and shouting ”1 will out 
your head off" or making ouoh cements as "I suppose your head ia 
aa muoh of a nuisance to you aa it is to me#*1 She is amazed 
that he ia not making progress more quickly, and will at times 
roll him along the floor so that he can at least experience the 
sensation of this movement.

The descriptive material presented in this seotlon shows that there 
exist widely divergent ways in whioh parents define their task of helping 
tho ohild to overcome his motor handicap. They ran.’e from one extreme 
to the other, from the parents who are unable to make any demands on the 
child whatever and treat him as oven more helpless than he actually la, 
to the parents whose expectations are far too high. Both these patterns 
arc found mainly in the child-oentric and the child-fugic groups, whereas 
in the Intermediate typo the majority of parents relate to their children 
in very much more appropriate ways and show greater sensitivity to what 
the ohildron are capable of doing. < e will now turn to the other areas 
of child development and attempt to ascertain how far these patterns exist 
there too.

Speech is another function which in non-handieap^ed ohildren tends 
to develop with only minimal interference on the narfc of others. Given 
a certain maturational stage, the child will naturally begin to imitate 
the sounds made by those around him, end the part played hy actual teaching 
is limited. ..hat pressure is put on ohildren in this respect is designed 
to hurry them along in the number of words known to them, in sentence 
formation, or in "speaking nio ly”. In general, however, there io always 
the expectation that some time in the seoond year of life the ohild will 
spontaneously become capable of verbally costiunlcating with others.

^hen cerebral injury io present, speech io frequently affected. Thie 
oan either be due to the lesion Implicating the speech >.rea in the brain,
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or to secondary results from spusiolty, deafness, or mntal defect. 
Watever th r cause, and whatever the nature of the defect, it poses the 
oame problem to the parents ss that posed by mjtor handicap, namely the 
extent to which they should take an active hand in furthering the child's 
developmrn;al progress.

In this sample there were altogether seven children who even at the 
end of the period of observation had no speech at all. A further nineteen
children had speech that was retarded or unclear in comijaalson with norms 
for the respective age, leaving only four children wtase speech showed no 
handicap.. what pressures the 1*001^ of these children exerted in order
to further their speech devdopaent is summaiaed in the following table.

Table 28
Seeedty of BogaHplng "/resource* Jp^cch

^rnjcio
FWlleo

Inter-
nedlate

famiica

Rc pressures •••• 9
Mild pressures .. 3

4
0
1

3
8

Severe pressures

Total ... 13 12 5

Aa usual the table will serve as a basis for the cos© presentation, 
and for this purpose tho dhUd^ceatrie famiies wil be examined fljsrt» 
The figures in the table, it wil be 1 noted, show the same trend as those 
in Table 27# the maaority of the ohild-oentrio faMlles again fall into
the first category, in that they cu3tomltmy never exerted any kind of 
pressure on the child's speech functiorsu

Btty Johnson, 6-0 years, athetosis, SI. 12. Btty is
unable to speak at all, but the parents now never make any damnd 
on her to repeat sounds after them, as they feel she just woULd 
not listen. A speech therapist had advised the moher to pretend
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not to urr erst and the ohild'• gestures and noises, but motor 
believes this Is nonsense, as Btty wotU simply fly Into a 
temper If her parents did not at onoe comply wLth her demands* 
Motor finds It easier to manage the ohild If she can always 
anticipate her wafts, and she therefore attempts to artungn the 
situation In such a way that the child really has little need 
for any o peach. Thus motor p^s out her toys in the Morning,
gives her the ritfit food at the right time, fetches for her 
whatever she la pointing to, always keeps the doors open so that 
totty never has to demand having then opened, etc. At the seme
time there is always hope that outsiders might be able to help 
her speech development, and to this end speech therapists havo 
been approached* Moreover, when the parents found that totty
was apparently imitating the dog in crawling around and thus 
besoming mbUe for the first tie, they at onoe botuht a 
bu<dgrigar in the hcpe that her speech wold similarly profit*

Mchfael Valiants, 7-11 years, spastic 3*1« 15*
This boy oannot speak at all, being unable to make any but in
coherent sounds. He bos a few gestures, but even so the 
poMlblllty of oorMnnniating with others is limited. Yet motor
says she can "read him like a book," that she can often not only 
Interpret but even forotell his needs. She agrees that she
probably understands him too wdl, and admits that she has now 
got into the habit of never expecting him to mUc© any Marn.ndful 
noises. At one tie she used to say "ta" whomever giving McIumi!
eomnhing, or point to things and name th^. Row neither she nor
father do any of these things*

Korah Sinelalr, 5 — 5 ya«ars, sp^Olc quadddi&egla, 3*I* 8* This
child's speech is very unclear and infantile sounding. The
parents, howvvr, understand her perfectly wll m>«st of the time, 
and do not oonnider it neoess,ary to correct her in any ways "to 
are too thankful for what speech she has got and too worded about 
heir not walking to start nagging tor to speak totter." Thue they
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let N>reh speak a# she likes, not attempting to correct the lisp 
she has got, not mTing any effort to teach her new words, and 
never asking her to repeat words she has pronounced badly or 
showing her how they should bo pronounced.

These oases illustrate the marked passivity characterising the 
oajority of parents in the child-centric group. Th^ro wore some excep
tions, howver, and the two following exannles are taken fm each of the 
other two categories, where treasures wire found of a mid and of a 
severe degree respectively!

Mllhm IHoipr, 4 - 3 years, spastic qua<&rlplegla, S.I, 16. Thia 
is arnotor ohild who cannot spe 'k at all, and though motor is 
able to interpret his needs from minimal cues, she does her beat 
to teach the child, to ocraair&cate in seme war* 3he would like
him to leam to speak so that one can then see just how into 111 
gent he really is. 3he has taught him to poi^^tt, and now often 
speaks to him, asking him questions, always hoping that he might 
somehow manage to indicate his ansror. uton she gives him
sorathirv she usually names it, and she has also taught him the 
names cf objocts .around. the house. Be still cannot say these 
himcelf, but idxen mOher wants to show off how intelligent he is 
she wil ask him wh'-re one of them is and he wil thunupon look 
at it.

Maaggret Batson, 7 - 9 years, spaotic heWplegia, S.I. 4.
Though MarggreVs speech is now qiuite ooappehhsmable, it was rather 
late in developing, and the parents ever eird have done everything 
to further it. They sent tor to private epoech therapy, gave her 
"lesTOn©" at homo, and every w^lk-end father used to take her out 
on his bicycle pointing things out to her, naming then, and aWing 
heir to repeat the namje. Row the parents are still rather dis- 
satietied wth her speech, make tor repeat words not properly 
spoken, and at a time when the other ohildiin are allowed out to 
play she WH be kept in and made to road aloud in order to improve
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her diotioa*

Some variability does exist therefore mrong the ohild-oentrio 
type, ranging from compete passivity to highly active intervention on 
the port of the parents. Yet moat parents of this group, as eo have 
seen, believe for one reason or another that it io u8eloaa to put any 
pressure on the child’s speaking ability. They rarely offer him any
lteottivo to attempt 3ae><0h-liko noises, but always understand him even 
in the absence of onooOh. They foretell his wans before he has to
oommunoato them, thus not arousing his nood to speak. The situation
ie osoentially the same for those children who do hmve come speech: 
even when this is imprfect tho parents do not «mte any demands on the 
child to better it, and though several rare (had enough to have speech 
therapy arranged, they themselves novor interfered with the child's 
natural mode of expre sion.

The passive pattern predominant among the child-centric group is 
seen in only three oases in tho InteraeidLato group, and in two of those 
the child's speech was in fact unaffected and porfoctly norma* In
the third case tho child did speak, but vaa very retarded in this sphere* 
NontObhOl'>ss, the parents made no efforts to further it, having no 
ambitions In this resreot nor any 0^x0110s. The maoWty of tho
parents in this group, howeor, fall into tho second category, i.o., 
they did make somo attempts to further tho chld's speech developraon, 
though without over doing this partioularly forciblLyi

Brenda StooROl, 4-5 yearo, spastic paraplegia, 3*1. 4* Bronte's
speech development has boon somewhxt delayed, and when during her 
second year thio first became noticeable father bought a book on 
macing speech sounds and attemPitd to toaoh her flora it* Bo
soon found thio to bo qtXto useless, however, and throw the book 
away Ae at tho same time Brandi's speech began to make con
siderable progress, tho parents rare no loner anxious about it* 
Row they still correct her speech from ttao to ttoe to make it 
clearer to others (they can understand it perfectly wOl), but do 
80 mraly in massing and without any undue fuss.
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Matin Fisher, 5-10 yesara, spastio qua&rlplaigia, S*X« 4«
Matin osn still say only a few whirls, ? nd can rarely cut these 
together Into phrases or sentences* Bit mother feels that his
sp^d is just on the verge of developing, and that he needs 
help. :nhe therefore has done her host to teach hta the names
of hotuo^h^^H objects, asks him to say them frem tie to tie, 
and when he postals at soms^hing he warts she refuses to take 
notice until he says or at least attracts to say the necessary 
word* There le, however, never any punishment for failure to
do so.

Joan Killy, 3-3 years, spastio quadriplegia, S.I* 9» /t the 
begioniig of the period of ob^<^:rv^1fcion Joan was unable to apeak 
at all, and only right at the end of it did she begin to say a 
few staple words. Bub moher has nlwayu attempted to p,ersmaln
hor to repeat words after has pointing to mo^^o^ of the family 
and saving their names, osring "ta" before giving heir a toy or 
some food, "bye bye" don goint out, and singing nursery rhymes 
to her in the hope that elft might pick up words in this way.
After some wo^rs lid appear she redoubled her efforts, aiking 
the child to repeat the words correctly though never insisting 
if she sees this to be beyond her ca]ploitiee*

The parents here were clearly letetminel to m&a the utmost of wlhat 
oan^uOtins the child did have, making definite le-minds on him and 
exactin' him to meet these dnmlrvl3* Their proos^s were 1X02-111 
rather more forcibly in the one instance in thio group wtare the parents 
weere allocated to the third category. TMa ohild was rather sl<w In 
learning to speak, as a result of which the mother often got anxxqyel at 
his habit of still talking In a babyish way, and enforced hor lemanls 
to change his haMbs with the help of threats of becoming a "cissy" or 
by rnpr^an<lB*

Kona of the obillfugic group is found in the Mltte category of 

Table 28. One was olacsifiol as showing the mm severe socialisation
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prcasues, while the remaining four are all In tho "no pressure" category. 
The following two casce oome from this 1011x1 group#

Sally Botaitaoni ) — 1 yeans, spastic quacdirlegla, S.I- 6*
Spesoh development has been vesy slow, yet mother never does 
anything to hurry It along. Sh© believes it will cccK rll 
right on Its own, and coimptres SOLly to her sister, who was 
also somewhht slow. nhe rllcws ths child to us© whatever
other mt hods of ccmmni<3ot!icn she choses - pointing, gesturing, 
oto., and has taken no special measure to incrsrss SOLly's very 
limited vocabulary of dngl© words. Tot she hts also expressed
rosentment that spsicd therapy has not been recommended for 
SfltUy, believing that she oould mil ta?n>flt from it.

Altar! Jackson, 3-0 yearns, spastlc qua<bdrn.eglr, S.I. 4*
Ap-urt fm a slight delay In development, speech appears to bo 
urntffictid by th© handicap. Mother never mtkse any rtt<mtffcs to
interfere In this function, believing It Is not "fair on a hand- 
capped child to mtke a lot of dsotnds on him and so put him under 
strain." Shs la thankful Albert crn talk tt til, would rather
letvs his development wil rLcmx, tnd prefers to "read" him to 
find out what he wans.

The final case Uluatjrrtlon lo provided by th© only family among the 
ohild-fugic group olaeslflcd In the most severs of the oc5l'tliertion
categorlMi

Divid Richardson, 4-0 yxurs, athetosis, S.I. 14« fre
quently tries to ter#A Dodd to talk, sitting down in front of 
him and trying to get him to repeat words after her. For r tm»
sh© gave this up In exasperation as being useless, but then 
remoed again when r few words appeared natuntily. 3he gives
him "exercises ' ’ from time to time, i.e* mteing him sty words 
which sh© knows he crn say, and wil punish him if h© does not 
comply- On on© occasion, when the wlter was leaving at ths
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end of a visit , she mocked IDvid Mad bbcausa he rofooed to 
say "bye bye" - one of the wono ho can say*

Parental proaeuima on 8eai<e5h develenemem* w aoy conclude, ahov tho 
eaoe wide range in this sample as was fcmnd for looom>tor developm-on, 
oxtendiv? from a camleto ahaotoa of pressure to fairly oovero nre3tur•t• 
Yet those modes of parental behaviour aro not distributed in an entirely 
haphassrd fashion among the ioootich faOLHoa, for in our eonqari8on of 
tbs three family types tho same associations are found xdh.ch ^re 
deaeriied for m>t<or funotiorw. Thus tho dhildahntrio typo Is chanaoter->
iced by a tendency towards passivity in socialising praetlcees these 
parents make no demands on tho chld's speech dovelopm^rn, they indulge 
him in that they sot no goals beyond his present stage of functioning, 
and in general a policy of nom-interventlon may bo said to disrtnguilfh 
tho majority o f fith tyyy. Thha ie also the jpatera olttra^S€oiLsitt mod;
of the ohlld-^iuigio famiiies, though in both typos ono case rnrn found 
which showed just tho opposite behaviour on tho purt of tho parents, S'
namely a very sovoro application of nrosaures on speech attaln'ents*
Both those ox^iome family types my bo contrasted with tho intermediate 
typo, wwro tho ma<^ir^'ty of parents did make dooanda on their chLldren'o 
verbal capacities, but not in a sovoro fashion. For tho sample as a
whole, howvoer, It may bo noted that the pressure on speech f^nctiota is 
rather less than tho pressure exerted on mtor functions. A oooTntiLsot
of Tibble 27aan TtO^o 28 will slow tiwt the totals for the thn oategcotsr 
in Tabble 27aaooat to 9, 15, -Dd On while for fohle <b they onowa to to, 
11, and 3* This indicates that parental sooialieinc pressures arc not
exerted oqwaHy on all functions — a point to bo taken up again later*

.fpra°A

In tho oeouig oo devolo-eont a great deal of toowltO^ dgo ta he 
acquired hy the eMld whiew tU 1 hoip Olp ho adoust us tho ways of the 
world, make it pol^Liilo for hO to ooiomiO^(^<^to ^aenrtttU.ly with others, 
enable him to acquire certain nitttlleottall,' skills, and equip him 
eventually to take hio place indopotdclm;ly in tho society of a&uts*
The aoqlSi8itis>t of such knowled/v is a coot Heated process, for it is
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enlxeldel in the cMld’s total experience anl depends' as much on purely 
informul learning acquired in the oouren of lay-to-lsy living as on the 
deliberate instilling of formal knowledge on the part of aMts.
Although no hard anl fast lkre can be drawn between these two kinds of 
expert© rce, we shall oozuomtreto in this soot ion minly on the latter, 
as it is here that,, the part played by the parents can be moat easily 
observed.

Xhs type of learning is oonsscoly asoociated with attendance at 
school, for thie institution is sp^c^l^^ioi’ly designed to serve such a 
purpose. Yet long before oh Hire n begin attending school the process
of lnetiHixg some formal knowledge into them has generally begun. Thus
the parents will teach them the names of animals, how to listizvuiah 
colomts, how to count, what their own name anl age is, the value of 
certain coins, the mrterlal Dtos) which certain household articles are 
made — the list my be continued at great length, as reference to m>st 
intelligence testa for tho pm-echod group will show* Qith cerebral
palsied chill ten the aoquleition of such formal knowlelge often has a 
particular internet, for levelo-ment in this respect io generdly used as 
an indication of lntnlli{nmon> and in so far as intellectual functioning 
may be impaired as a result of the cerebral injury socialising praetioes 
in thio area are likely to lactate from the norm. Thio may apply even
to those cases where inteH^ence has not been affooted* fear of the 
association cf mend with physical hmdlLoap is so wide-spread, that 
irom an early age, as soon os the phyaloal handicap has been liagnooed, 
the ohild nay bo watched anxiously by the parents as to his ability to 
acquire formal knowledge* in this se^ion we shall therefore describe
the Qarnntr in which the parents of the resoaioh «mp.e dealt with this
problem, anl the pmss^rns that warn exerted on the development of 
intellectual ougfcentine*

Som of the children under con ileration aro still very young, anl 
the acqiuaition of formal knowledge does not therefore play as law a 
part in their development as it tends to do later on. it le usually 
in the fifth year, wtan the child approaches school age, that parents 
are found to becom particularly concerned about this function. Bmw^-
theless, for the sake of comparison with the pressures exerted on other
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functions, all ohildren have been included in the follcwing antLye;!©, 
though special ooraideorskion mist b© given to th© age# of ths ohUdren 
when ©veOlusting the descriptive mterial. lx shall fdlcm the usual
procedure of first presenting ths results in tabular form, and then 
illustrating the figures with cass descriptions.

Severity of S^^lflr^^isiLng Pressures# 
Intellectual Functions

Child^
CdtaSft

Parallloa
mwat#

CUd-
Pwio

FagfllSB,

No pressures «................. 8 3 5
Mid pr©©eur©s ................ 4 9 0
Serere pr©aeuree 1 0 0

Total 13 12 5

A glance at this table confimt that the trends noted for the 
functions already reviewed exist also in relation to th© pres©^ functions 
on th© on© hand the samp’© ts a wtale is by no mans hono^rHe<ois in its 
child rearing practices in this area, tnd on the other hand th© variability 
found i© tsaooiatid with famLIy type. Th© f dicing ©rompes illustrate
the mjority trend mcn? th© child-centric type#

Domld BOker, 7 ** 0 years, spastio parapegia, S.I. 12. vhen
at th© age of fiv© years no cducaticntL prevision could be laid 
on for Dornld, th© parents became extremely ooincerard, *nd for r 
time rnrs in conisttn't touch with the ©duct^ion rutfo>^ltl©e in their 
sirrch for help. Yet all along they hav© relied entirely on
outsiders to undertake teaching. They felt it wold b© better
not to sorry out such things themselves, rs others wold do it 
crnijh better and Donald wdd only got sonfuted If different people 
taught him by different methods. In any case, they added, Dnald
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would probably not obey then, as he would simply have a temper 
tantrum If they tried to make him do something he did not want 
to do* Thuet despite their oft-repeated assertion that Donald
was ready for learning, they themeelvea did nothing to remedy 
the situation. They gave him books hut did not encourage him 
to look at them, they gave him pencils and paper and merely 
hoped that he v/ould want to learn to write. But when he demanded 
that they should read the books to him they always complied with 
his request without ever showing him that he too oould undertake 
suoh a task, and when he merely scribbled with the pencils they 
never persuaded him to use them more constructively.

Malcolm Stewart, 7*7 years, spastio quadriplegia, S.I. 5. v/hen 
this boy began ochool at the age of six, he was still unable to 
name colours or to count, despite the fact that he oould epeak 
and that h^ was eduoable. The parents were extremely nleaaed 
with the progress he made at sohool, but felt it would have been 
useless to have taught him themselves, as he would never listen 
to them. They had aotually bought a blackboard for him and 
supplied him with ohalks, but never used thia ae an opportunity 

for teaching* Now that the ohil fs interest has been aroused at 
sohool he will sometimes spontaneously ask for information and 
thia is always supplied, but ths parents will never on their own 
initiative try to impart knowledge to him.

Catherine Newland, 4 * 6 years, spastio quadriplegia, S.I. 7*
No effort has ever been mads by the parents to teach Catherine 
anything, despite the fact that father has been only too ready to 
put pressure on locomotor functions. Mother has always insisted 
that Catherine (who la in fact feeble-minded) is really quite 
Intelligent - ’’Just a bit slower than others." She believes 
there la no point in tellirv her such things as the names of 
odours or teaohing her to counts "She will pick these things up 
by herself when she is older."
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These oases 11 lust rate the by now famiar pa33iiidy In child 
roaring that ctaxia3terisea so mny of those parents in the ehLld-oelttr1c 
oroup. There ware some, howTOr, who did show some ambitiot to make use
of wthaeveer intellectual abilities tho child had and Wo therefore did 
oxort a certain awou^ cf pressure, as shown by tho fsll©e1tt case!

tfiilifo Hoopr, 4-3 yewro, spastic quadlplegia, 3.1. 16.
Ac^lt^r has always boon very koon to give Mlllm ap]ni^lprLato toys 
to help him to diatiItu1st shapoa, colours, and sizes. Sbo
sometimes asks him to point out tho bigger of two objects, or to 
pass her ono of a certain oeleur. She also maces a point of
taking hto out as much as possible In order to "bri% hto on a 
bit." Things aro than pointed out to him and naord, and when
she wants to show hta off to others We asks him to indicate 
Were various dtinta are. Oh io very relieved that bo is so
responsive to his auriesmdimts, fools that thio shows hn to be 
ittolltett (he Is in fact very ^’01^10^ indeed), and no longer 
wrrrles in case his "brain" mLi/^’t be affected.

The ono case that ie found in tho third sorority category has already 
boon quoted for siOlar behaviour with respect to moor and speech functions

Mtitti^1t Wsason, 7 - 9 years, spajstlo hmSLplotLa, SI. 4 . "bo 
could open a shop with all tho waiting mtdOkiLtL, books, and 
educational toys in the housa," roo matter's own oennnt. And
again. "Wo get throngi OLlos of paper every ^ook working away at 
her reading and writing." Everything lo ono to "bring tho child 
anty iteluditg- sending Marrgaet to private ceactitt and to a museum 
club every wokond, furnishing her with educational toys such as 
clocks and wooden alpha'bts, and every night sit t ng down with 
her and going over her loscone and ho^iw^rk and giving hor adcditional 
exercises to do* Both parents take part in this, and unless tho 
child does roll such treats as swets or bedtime stories aro with 
held*
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Turning no?-” to the int ©mediate group, these oruie are found where 
no pressures on intxlleotual functiono wars rspwtid. dorter inspe^ton
show that in all thru© insti^es the ohiUdrsn wer© on th© on© hand ntUl 
very young (among th© yourngot in th© toorapl© ©ven at the end of th© period 
of ob^mivaticn) and on the other hand all very severely ph;ye^<s^lly handi
capped (including compete Irak of speech). rors of th© three anther's
felt that it was at all rppromiate to ©xert any preicure in thl© respect, 
ts th© acquisition of even the simplest fomal kmvw.ad?© was quite beyond 
th© present capnitiea of ths childrrcn.

All other parents in this- ■group did expect their children to make 
coo© effort in the intellectual fluid, though in no ease did they back 
up their demands with prsdctm.Lmartly punitive mthodsi

Charles Burg^mo, 5 - 6 years, S7astic paraplegia, 3*1. 3. At
th© tm© of diagnosis thu parents hod been told that their child 
would turn out mntfitly defective, "like most other spaaties."
"Bit I proved them wrong, "was mrttau’s trimphrnt coamut, and 
Cha'lis is indued of normal int^ellitCBlce and going to an ordinary 
sohccL. for a short tm© after th© original diagnosis the 
parents had trtd to giv© ths boy ts much etm^iLa'tion as possible 
"to bring him on", but very soon had found this unn^i^i^Qsary as 
be was dnarly developing at a normal rote. They then also learned 
that many cersbrtl phLelod ohlLdrut are of tox^(tL intelll/^nes, and 
tt on© point ©v©n asserted that **»© things can b© done better by 
thm thorn ty others j^uot bsorue© they are spastic." Bnfors
beginning school thr parr rtfs hod helped Cwrles to lism to count 
and to diBtitg’uish the litters of th© olphstet, but this wts always 
dors in pley# How that hi is nt tohool they rlay with him at sums,
writing, etc., but this io nearly always on the cMld's own 
initiatiTO.

Cecilia ParikLtsct, 6-0 years, spastio qtuo!de.^MLogi.t, 3.I. 8. Up 
to the fifth yutr of the chUd's life little pressure hod bisn . 
©asrtid on hear with regard to intellectual achievement. Then
moher became worried about educational prospects, and this
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Intensified When Cecilia was not odnuted to a school at the 
usual age. ^o“th©jr la now trying to teach her at home, having
bought a book on the subject and attempting to give her 
exorcises from it. She has, howevr, tried to dross this
procedure up as a treat for Ce Ula's benefft, tell lug her 
that she Is lucky to get her lesions at home without having to 
bother to go somewhere else for them.

Samuel Harder, 7-7 years, r the tools, S*I. 11# The motor 
often Plays With Ssm at oohd, and has even botu{t him a desk 
for this purpose. There he often sits and . does his "writing1,
for which purpose the parents supply penUs, crayons, paper, 
eto. They h«ve tried to teach him the letters of the alphabet,
but gave thia up fairly qulody when they saw that thic was still 
quite beyond him. They now praise him for simply producing
scribbles, but have managed to teach him things like comtlng 
and colour names.

Bone of the five children In the oWLld-futgio group were found to have 
pressure exerted on them in this area# In three oases, however, the
children were still very young and also quite badly handicapped, and the 
motors (rightly) considered It Inappropriate to nnks demands on them 
for Intellectual nehioonent# The remaining two, on the other hand, were
older and more capablet

luilel Donltdon, 5 * 11 years, spastic hornip'e£g.a, 3.1. 10*
MOtor ia very keen to got ! udel to schtol, but confessed at 
one point that thia was to a great extent In order to /ot a rest 
from her. In ths meantime she mikes no effort to get any kind
of fojmal knowledge across to tho ohild, preferring to loave all 
this to ohod teachers. 33c thl^o It would be too mush of a
battle to try to make the child learn anything at aUl, and wound 

xather someone elee took on this task.
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Gladys l - 0 years, spastic qtuadplegia, S.I. 6.
Met hor has always ieom most concerned to prove that Gladys is 
of normal Itdolljgeuse (her I.%. Is in fact 65), and has ofton 
rather iohe«emly assorted that the child’s nanoy, her general 
into mat in her eurrstnCLnt8, and hor ability to sing ittumoneh’e 
popular tunas show how bright she is* Because of tha child’s
fondness for ascic, mtlmr has boon e^omCoiLng wither sho o^/it 
not become a cotoert pianist (despite tho fact that GLadysb hands 
are affected by tSao injury! )• Rcvettolerns, even before sho
began scl^l, Gladys was never actually oxpeetod tc prove luer 
intellectual abilitJase hooter had at ete tdw- tried to teach
her to count and found this impoasblo, and since then has isen 
aseartltlg that auct things had bettor be loft to other peoplo.

It appears that in this area too differences oxist between, on tho 
eto hand, the otild-eentr1e and tho etLld-fUgLe ftolilLea, and on tho 
other hand tho itdoieodlato famiies. Tho latter revra! a aBnaailvlty
in their exnw5tatiota of tho child which is soon but rarely in tho other 
two family types. T!ey make attempts to use wtatevor capacity tho
ohild has for intellectual oOtievon)om, yot do not put their demands in 
a rigid, purnltivo osnmor. They may assert that tho child is hm.gM
when he is in fact rodtlidtd, but their ox^no3tatlots show no lack of 
reallm. Anon/et tho other two types the previously described inhibited
attitude in ehLld reaiLnt is ©onmody found, teeo^aitg to which tho child 
io treated as an infant of even lower abilities than those ho docs have* 
It is of interest to see, however, that the opposite extreme of this 
attltido, wfero a great deal of pressura is put on tbs child, la found 
in o tly ono inst©!!© in tho wtele sanpo.

F.o.c.ditt- ■ , ■

L<seenSor, speech, and Intellectual ftuyttionn are tho areas 
goTnoraiy regarded as m>at directly affected in oerehral palsy. Yet in
other areas too the brain injury r.my produce both direct and indirect 
offeots. TV us in the cases of foedirg: many parents mnrt a hiaooy' of
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dlffitUl1bits in marly infancy, when the child vas found to be a poor 
feeder, having difficulty in oiclcing and often taking very long in 
finishing feedc. Liter on there may be difficulties abcut soallowifc
oolids, 80 that all food oust bo specially □trained and mashed. Aoo,
when mpdipuation io ^qm^jpod, the child wil be unable to feed himself 
and thus bo dependent on others in this rooped*

Ouch factors tend to intraaoe tho difficult les parents hove in 
nocialiGlng tho feeding habits of their oerebral paloied children. Yet
it is widely aooepted that it is one of the tasks of parents, rartioularly 
in the early years of the cold’s life, to bring about changes in infantile 
feeding patterns and instill in him habite outurelly regarded as 
appropriate to his particular age* Pre50mx>s aro therefore brought to
bear on the oMld to ootrnfom wth ^h^so o "ectationa and to give up moles 
of behaviour wh.W may h ’ive been pe^m.taablt at an earlier age, but 
which society now no longer considers appropriate♦ Giving up breaed or
battle is one of tho first of such mcjor dsmunte, and thouh the quedion 
cf wcfla&ng and ite effects has probo.lbly received more attention in the 
payclhslcogLcal literature than any other aspect of feodinr bdhocidut, it 
is only the first in a chain and io ^olltwed, inter alia bv such roquets 
a© to eat certain kinds of food which adults odasider rigit for the Wild, 
to eat at certain set times laid down by a&Hts, to becc^ graduOUy 
independent in feeding and not have to roly on others to do so, and to 
oat "nicely" aocoxrdi% to the a&&tov definition of good murnnoti* In
thio section we shall oom^i.der how the parents in the 2eleazoU samps, 
given the p^il-cal handicap of thoir children, not the demunte of oocloty 
to dd^iiaLioe the children in this way.

In Table JO figures are given of the number of families in which 
narcnts resorted to the motes of cociUlisirg their childrens foeding 
habits by means of the three teoniques previously &isti^gui.lh©d♦
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.Tala.?., a?
arrcrity of ocUllolnn HwamrcBt Hooding

Ko pressures •••«*•«•• 
Milfi pressures •*..••• 
Severe pressures • •«••

Total ••**..

The throe family types will 
beginning with the chi’’ d-oontric 
again the majority of parents in 
socialising of thoir children>

Child-
Centric

w-
ru.-Ac

tefuog

10 1 1
2 11 2
1 0 2

13 12 5

now bo diocussed in greater detail* 
typo. Here the figures show that 
this group carried out no active

riohael Vallanoo, 7 * 11 years* spastio Quadriplegia* 3*1. 15* 
.hen mother feeds thia boy she hold liio on her knee and has hin 

tuoked against her just llko a baby. -iother does not want to 
give bln a spoon to help with feeding* as alie believes that with 
his jerky novenents ho would only Irurt his mouth in this way. 
r.lehaol io very fussy about food, but mother allows hin to hrtve 
his own way entirely in thio respect4 "There io after all so 
little that one oan do for ouoh a ohild*w This moans that hie
erases"* which he gets periodically* ro all indulged* he will 

eat nothing but a certain kind of food for days on end* till 
finally he quite suddenly refuses to eat any more of it and will 
not touch it again for months*

Helen chain* 7 — tt years, spastic paraplegia* £*I* 8* Lothar 
complains thot tho child eats llttlo at me ultimo a* yet the 
reason io that throughout the day the child aoko almost contin
ually for sweets* biscuits* cake* etc** and oothor never refuses 
to supply these things. Helen thus eats more or less when and
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what sha lUos. Altietgh tha child oan use both hands,
mother had etle no effort to toaiofe her to food herself until 
urged to do so hy the phr£aLotheinrio^t• FVsn then Horn wouLd
frequently give up half wag t^iottgi tha mal and ask her 
parents or even her sibliive to food her — a request taiei 
refused.A

Betty Jo^m^> 6 -0 years, athetosis, 3<1.12. At tho ago
of six this child is etill on tho bo title. If it io not
produced as ooon as Mtty asto for it, (Ae has such tam^uota 
that o^^hor has never felt like withholding it altogether.
Whm 3©tty had to go into hoaoptal for sow ^oko sho ws 
iwwOdiaely woaced ^here from tho hot tile, yet on return ho»’ 
woHor snon^tamoo^u^ly offered it to her tttLn. In other 
respects the &oHd is also very much indul/isd. Uho can, for
instance; fted heroelf, yot prefers wo^ar to do so and tho 
latter Inevitably doos this in order to avoid tho ohLld’a 
temps or ^<^r^'tuw>o ohoull she re fuse. Batty aleo has many stro>tg 
dislikes as far as food is oome»]wal (tea, meta, vetetailoe, 
etc.), atl moher makes no attempt to poreuale her to eat thoee, 
as she fears mooro taninnc.

Moot of tho chlld*-catkrlc w^lh^ars piel'Leo evidenca such as that 
I^oIIoI above of CmfamHieing their ohillram and not belping them to 
Tio>tiaas d<evol<me?nt(aiy with their feeding habits. In two oasoa a
rather wore assortiva manner eh•Iara3ter1eol tho parental attitudes towardo 
feeding, of ^tn^oh tho feHceitg is on oxaw?l<a«

Rorah Sittcair, 5 — 5 yoaro, apifW;1o quOdipl<otla, s*!. l#
Pooding has never bsem a preblin area with thio child. Sho was
wHaned frow tho bottle at 10 nintht, and io now given oxacbly 
tha oatoe food as tho rest of the family haa. TtLnta lHe sweats 
and loo cream between mala aro rationed, so that heir apptito 
for other things ie not spoiled. 3ho had to bo fed by the n^h^r
for a long two iecauea of defective hand cornr'iol, but tho ptramta
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mrt> beon to have her inderemts^rfc and father therefor- mad© 
heir 00m spccicaily shaped outleTy with chloh she ww tmfht 
to food herself#

Tto final case in this group io that of the child ( Jargunet vatiscn} 
who has dean quoted as oomiotently falling into the third oatogtry of 
socialising oeTOrlty. TMs apples also to feeding, due to the strict
attentlon ths ptlIsrts paid to her nenlipllritive chills in feeding her
self and the pwaishnent (withdrawal of sw^rts and other favomdte foods) 
given for undue olumalnees.

In the IntexmocdLate group only O1» case was found wuioh follcws 
the ouajority pattern of the ohild~o0Utrio in ito txt^eue perm.;a^iiveosas 
in feeding habits* AH other otOkora of this group fall into tbs
second category, in that mud pro'snares on feeding behaviour were
reported*

Joan KHey, 5-3 yearn, sptastic qua<&4ipLegia, S.I. 9* Joan 
wws given the bottle until the age of 18 mjnrtha (the oldw 
sibling bad also kept it until then). At this point, howe'er,

decided that it was ridiculous that a child of this age 
ahoidd still have the bottle- and she flimly m.d up her mind 
to remove it (only to be agreeably surprised that the ohild 
gave it up quite easily). ALtdofU Joan's tonde are affected
by the injury, mother had from an early age on given her 
biscuLts to held, even though at first she was quite unable to 
get them into her tauth. ton later on Joan gained more control
over her ^.^8 motor gave tor a spoon to bold during m^als to 
encourage her to help in feeding, but later replaced it with a 
fork as spearing food was taeitr for Joan than scdtping it up.

Ceecila P^arkinncn, 6-0 years, 8plaotic qudriplegia, 9.1. 8. 
duUd had Ven a very poor feeder as an infant, but there

was no difficulty in weaning at areun-' 6 to 9 mtha. Sinoe
tton motor has been keen to encourage her independence in 
feeding herself, as soon ae her mtor development would allcw this
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Bow Cecilia al^rs foods berwlff having even been taught to 
uae a knife despite aonew:bit defootive hand control. lfcoter
lo mxioura that tho ohild ahould have good table munmre and 
will at ttoee check her for this. Yet there io no und s
prer^iaure and she le, for ins tonoc, allowed to leave part of a 
meal tint she feelo she cannot fJndShi.

arilyn ‘Tiillire, 3 * H yoarsy spastic quadriplegia, S.I. 17.
At oc ttae '..‘.Qrilyn was inc lrad to be very fussy about food. 
rejecting a lot of thirds and eating only a few. BUt moher 
persevered and finally "persuaded" her out of this habit $ never 
forcing and yet ins i sting* The child still ohohiee easily, but 
i»V»r feels that she learn to eat solids, and so gives her 
smll lumps os well as the mushed food that she can manage more 
easily. "If she does ohoke I can just put my finger down her 
throat and get the food out rigdn/’ was mother's attitudes. She
used to feed Mariyn on her knee, firaly tucked against herself, 
but then decided that in th is way the ohild could never get hold 
of the spoon should she feel like doing so, and thus fed her on 
a chair inst^cd# Also, whereae previously Marilyn fed before
the rest of the family had thoir mal, she tho ught it mold give 
the girl a V ttar chance to leam oc■ rreot feeding habits if she 
joined the others at table, and she therefore began feeding her 
with the rest.

The thilH•fugLo group, as can be seen from the figures in Table 30, 
is again rather hetereogsmeKuo. The oases are distributed over Hl
throe categories, and the following three oases re resent an example 
from eaoh of these i

SHly Robertson, 3*1 ye^nro, spastic quadripsigLa, S.I. 6. 
fHly is still all<wed her nightly bottle, moher making no 
attempt to remove it. She io also completely permissive Hth
regard to the ohild’s f loftiness, although this involves things
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like milk* fruit, and porridge* Solly ia feeding herself, 
but only beoause father insisted on thio, mother having been 
convinced at the time that Sally would not be able to do so>
T'e child io still, however, sat in a baby’s high chair at 
every meal*

Albert Jao' son, 3-0 years* spastic quadriplegia, S«X* 4*
Albert has always been a poor feeder* t'other has to coax hia 
at every meal* and though she never forces she will not let 
hia oat aa little as he would want to* Sha distracts hia, 
plays with him, even lets hia watch T*V« while feedin;* but 
always perseveres* 3he still allows hia a bottle at night* 
as this is ono of the few things he takes greedily,

David niehardson* 4*0 years* athetosis, S.I* 14* There are 
often big scenes at oealtime, for mother gets very inpatient 
with David’s slowness* Jhs also i ns lots that he eots every
thing she gives him* hen he refuses to swallow and even 
spits the food out* aether frequently sticks it in ngain* As 
the ohild la quite incapable of feeding himself (despite mother’s 
repeated efforts) she has to do all the feeding* but never holds 
him on her knee for this purpose* having found it easier to prop 
hir. up in a ohair.

Feedin, * like the previous areas reviewed* is thus shown to reveal 
differences in parental socialising practioes between the three groups 
of Tamil io s* It is admittedly not easy to make generalisations about
the child-fugic groups they are again too hetereogeneous and too few 
In number to make this possible* The other two groups stand in olear 
contrast* however* for on the onr hand we have the passivity* indulgence* 
extrene permissiveness and infantillslng whioh characterises the parental 
socialising practices of the ohlld-oentric group* and on the other hand 
we have the assertiveness tempered by sensitivity whioh distinguishes 
th© Intermediate group. Three cases oho? the harsher type of
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socialisation thia time, and of the co one com^s from the child-cnntri©
-roup while both the remaining two are from the chlld~fugle group*

I

Although sleen Is not an area to which muoh attention Is generally 
given In discussions of socialising practices, this function Is, like 
the others diac-oed hero, alco subject to parental demands for oenfornity. 
Thus children are xected both to go to bed and to pet up at certain 
times laid down by adults, to sleep In a definite place allotted to then, 
and (unless overcrowding and poverty mke thie an Impossible requirement) 
to sleep cn their own. Only in Infancy are ouch requirements not found: 
then the baby lo to a considerable extent allowed tc follow his own 
sleeping needs and sot his own pattern, and his mother lo mors likely to 
koeu hia cot close to her own bed so that she may always be ready to 
attend to his nnedc* At later stages of development, however, s^oh 
indulgent does not usually occur, and, according to the age of the child, 
certain demands with re ard to time and place are made on hlo sleeping 
habits*

Amon-st these with cerebral palsy, sleep nay be interfered with by 
such factors as the child’s reuocular Inability to turn ovrr by himself, 
but in general sleep io rarely mentioned as directly affected by the 
lesion. Yet it ia interesting to note in passing that In this rarticular 
sample there were four ohildren who showed a very distinctive sleep upset 
suggestive of an organic basis. The disturbance started in early 
infancy, usually in the first few weeks of life, and was characterised 
by a very low total requirement of sleep* As a result the child rarely 
slept for more than two or three hours and then woke up, crying and 
demanding attention. Ko form of treatment tried was effective* various 
drugs, punishment, leaving the ohild or taking hirato the parents’ bed 
were all equally useless in mitigating the disorder, whioh o ntlnued for 
the first two to four years of the child’s life and only then gradually 
abated. In view of recent neurophysiological work on the subcortical 
basis of sleep it would appear hijjiiy likely that the cerebral injury
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vas directly Ieoponl^iblo for thio upset and thus presented the parents 
with one more difficulty (and to them an exceptionally wiaaring one) of 
rearing their handicapped child. he far as the present enquiry io
to^ro^3met, howe'er, this problem appeared only in the &erelopMrr;al 
history riven by the parreine, as in all four oases the tittur1Mnoe had 
either already completely abated by the time the first contact vas mad 
with the famLly or was rapidly waning then and only in evidence to a 
rather mid extent#

Ca the basis of the parental re porta, otcialiBing pressures as 
applied to sleeping habits wre classified by the independent judge in 
the thro categories of severity prerioualy used. Tbs results appear
in the folltwing table#

- , " . ' 22800-Mi

frywAV of awaMilniT pumpem* abates

Chid-

Pwailiee
o°^^ate

^Dmlli08

Child-
fugio

Fcwmi.Ue.o
Ho preasuraa #.#••#• 8 1 1

5 11 4
Severe prataores #.# 0 0 0

Tota" . .##•• 13..... 12 5

Cno point be<tera at coos appareiit from thess figures, wmaly that 
there was no insrfcanoe in the whole aauqdc wl^re slee Jng habits vers 
habitually subjected to the more severe Kind^ of socialising pressures. 
Here vc hove an area in which parents did not ccns-Odar it appromiate to 
ugc punishment to enforce their and though oec^usSit nelly a
parent did report giving a slap to a child for refusal to go to bed at 
the cuatornaxy time, this occurred rarely end was never xegarded as a 
ncoesoary and mua! nanncor of shaping the child's sleep behaviour#

For the chilt-oelrtric group the table confijms the previously 
indicated trend, in that again the mjorlty of families report an 
extremely indulgent mods of child rearing for thia parrfcicular areas
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'ary Sawyer, 4-9 yearn, epastic quadriplegia, S.I. 8.
Every night father has to go to bed with thie child, for ah© 
refuses to go up alone. Ae they are generally out for long 
walks during the day, Mary ie too tired to be kept up late, 
and father thus aleo has to go to bed very early. ast 
attempts to get th© child to sleep on her own have failed and 
not been repeated, and Indeed the parents now dislike leaving 
lary on her own in oase she has a bo 1 euro, th#se having always 
oorae at night. Father oannot leave her onoe she ie asleep 
and return downstairs, for she wakes too easily. "At least 1 
get plenty of sleep,” was his oocment on this situation.

Michael Valla nee, 7-11 years, spastio quadriplegia, S.I.
For years nother has always gone to bed with this boy and 
shared a bed with him. 3he la afraid that he night fall out 
of bed if alone, yet admits that this is now more a habit on 
her part and that the boy might very easily go alone to bed.
She has, however, made no attempts to enforce this, and instead 
keeps him up late every night but allowing him to sleep late 
next morning. During that time she oan attend to the other 
ohildren and get them off to school without being interrupted 
by Michael’s demands.

Betty Johnson, 6-0 years, athetosis, S»I« 12. Although 
Betty’s sibling ie put to bed at a normal time, Betty herself 
refuses to go until the parents’ brdtime. Thus she stays up 
with them every evening, and as any attempt to put her to bed 
earlier immediately < vokoe a temper tantrum, the parents give 
way and allow her to etay with them. They say that nobody can 
oope with Betty when sh^ is in one of these tantrums, and that 
the whole neighbourhood would be arouned if they really tried 
to persevere. Hhen they go upstairs to bed Jetty is permitted 
to sleep between the parents in their bed, and though attempts 
have been mad© in the past to move her to her own bed when
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asleep, theoe are usually uiraucnoaafW, as Betty ^^laie to 
waken up sooner or later and creep baok to the nrarnntal bed. 
Mother admite that cdte now finds It difficult to sleep without 
fee ling Betty right up against her, and when at one point the 
girl did begin sleeping by he reelf (on her own initiative), 
motor took her book into her bed as Btty had a cold and 
moher was afraid she might choke*

There are altogether eight children in the ohild-oentrio group Who 
are indulged in thio rcunnr. The other five, however, are subj. ot to 
som parental pressure, as illustrated by the following two oasest

willim Hooer, 4-3 years, spastic qua&ritjpLegia, 3*1* 16.
At first Wiliam's cot was always kept in the parents* room, so 
that moiior oould attend to hlo if necessary. iXt wton another
baby was bom in Wiliam’s third ye ar moher mved bin to the 
older siblings’ room, as she felt he was old enough to bo on 
his own, while the baby needed her preaenoe more. WlHsm ia
always put to bed around seven o’clock, although this mans that 
he is on his own then.

lorah sinclair, 5-5 yc«ne> spastic qua^dUptogLa, S.I. 8.
At onn tine this child had refused to sleep on her own and motor 
had always gone up with her to bed, while father ale~t Wth the 
sibling. But finally mother deter .ined to change this, as she
felt that :k>rmh was far too old for such dependence. She firmly
told the ohild that in future she would have to go up on her own 
and sleep in her own bed, and with this demand sLls persisted, 
despite the child’s temjpar tantrms. Row Torah goes to bed whan
told to, even thouO this is earlier than the bedtime for her 
older sibling.

In the interm* We te group' all but one case belongs to the second 
category of socialising severity. The exception refers to a family
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wttere the child insisted on hsving father accompany dim to bed and stay 
with him till asleep. Father fell in with these demands without ever
attempting to resist them, and tho gd motor regarded this as a
ridicuilous a!raw^'ir nt Bhe did not interfere in any way. In all other
faelllea, dowsver, a definite routine was imposed on the child and he 
was expected to oanply with parental temur^i

Joan Kelley, 3 - t yeans, apaBtic qundfiple^glia, S.I. 9. Urrtil
her second year Joan kept in a oot in her parents' room.
Then, howeor, motor thought she was big enough to be away from 
her, and accordingly put her into a separate r^om, wtore she 
ehaxed a double bed with the older sibing*. The two cUiltten
are always put to bed early. After a period of hos|Pi;/O.ie.ation
Joan was rather upset et nights, ond motor then took her into 
bed with her for a wdLle. She was anxious not to start a habit,
howvvr, and at tho earliest possible moment put her back into 
her own bed.

.Marin Fisher, 5*0 years, spastic qxidtrii^4e9^a, 3.I. 4.
MrUn shares a joKm with hiB sibling, and the two always go 
together to bed. Bor a time, hownTv^r, Mrtln went through a
phase of alee p tiGturtdrde8, end during thia time motor had 
occasionally to take him into the parerrts’ bed to atttto dim.
3he did this only as a last resort, for father objected to 
being diaturb d by the ohi^ld in their bad, and nhe herself felt 
it was more adri able to have Matin "intepentert and coping on 
his own, without needing his motor day and night."

.Mailyn Philip©, 3 ~ 11 yo'ara, spastic qwedtL^PLegla, 3.1. 17# 
During’ the second year of torilanT's lifb mother had to give in 
to the child's demands to go upstairs to bed wLth her and stay 
urrtil she fell asleep*. All along, howvvr, motor has attempted
to get tor out of this habit*, taying to distract her and then 
slipping out of the room, or at least aooepting father instead 
as a companion at that tme. 3he has never resorted to
keeping her up with the reat of the famLly, alt tough she thought
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that this ^ould probably b the easiest way of pacifying 
I arilyn. Instead, hoing the youngest of tho family, se 
ia always put to bed tho first in a room shared with the siblings*

In tho ehild-fugic group, finally, v?e find one cnee that illustrates 
the absence of eoeialising pressures on sleep habits, while tho other 
four belong to tho second category of socialising severity. The 
former ia described in the first case illustration below, the remainder 
being represented by tho other two oasesi

l uriel Donaldson, 5 - 11 years, spastio hemiplegia, 8#I. 10*
Muriel always demands that mother goes upstairs with her and 
otayn there until asleep. Though mother has once or twice 
tried not to go, the ohild generally ref uses roint blank to 
go hy herself, and as mot'«r is In an~ oase worried about 
furiel's fits she oomplioa fairly readily with tho child's 
wishes. She oan slip out again onoo the ohild is asleep, but 
has i*urielfs bed close to her own oo that she can keep an eye 
on her at night.

Gladys !5arpKy, 8-0 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I* 6. 
father is often out in the evening, mother likes to keep

Gladys up with her for the ;ake of oonpany. T. ey go to bed 
at the name time, but though Gladys would like to sleep with 
mother, th© latter does not allow thi. and insists on tho 
child going to her own room. Sh© does, however, allow her to 
keep a light on.

Tfcvid Richardson, 4-0 years, athetosis, S. I. 14* David 
is wut to bod early, oo that mother can get a "break". Though 
the boy sleeps in a cot next to mother*a bed, she never hears 
him at night when he cries and it io father who then has to 
attend to him. Mother does not consider sleep to be a problem 
with Lecvids "He has alwa s been told to go to bed at a time
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that I think ia right, and he has never objected." She regards 
the idea of talcing hia into her bed when he is unwell as 
"disgusting".

Two the no a emerge from these oases. One is the degr e to which 
are nt a are prepared to assort themselves vis 2. vie their children, to 

rear them according to patterns generally regarded aa suitable for 
children's sleep hnbits, and to put rreesurea on them aimed at enforcing 
conformity* The rarity with rdxich punitive measures are reported 
shows that thia area does not usually provide tho battlefield that sooo 
of the other areas of ohild behaviour provide* On tho other hand, it 
will have become apparent from seme of the above ono© illustrations 
that thr re are some parents whe go to the opposite extrene, wo permit 
the ohild to determine his own sleep habits and who art prepared to 
gratify nil his wishes in this respect rather than impose their own on 
him. The child is allowed to 'tay up as long as ho likes, his demands 
for company whmgolng to bed are complied with and only rarely resisted, 
and he may oven be allowed to share the parent si ’>ed and not heve to 
deep on his own. ^ueh a highly indulgent pattern is again found to 
typify the majority of the child-centric families, occurring only rarely 
in the other two rroups. There thr parents tend to be far more pre
pared to resist the child’s wishos and to require hia to give up needs 
whioh they consider inappropriate to his age. Thus most parents kept 
the ohild olooe to their bnd at night during hio early infancy, but 
while many of the o’ 11 ^-centric families eentinued this mraotloe (at 
the ohild’s request), the other parents considered it more suitable for 
an cider child to be on hio own and accordingly moved him if spaoe 

erraitt-'d this. similarly, many of the ohildren had ot one time or 
another shown their dependency needs on thrir parents by requesting 
their company when going up to bed, but while none parents (mainly in 
the ohlld-oentric group.) made few efforts to change this habit even when 
the child reached later developmental stages, other parents (mainly in 
the other two groups) tided to strik a br? non between satisftrirg a 
genuine need in the ohild and helping him to grow ‘icyond this noed.
Thus our findings for the functions previously reviewed hero are echoed
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ones morei tho majority of parents belonging to ohild~ctntrlt familes 
axe ohaf^a<d<eriGtt by pasmlvltj in thoir socialising p*(wtticos, In 
contrast to the Intermediate famiies whore ppeaou:ros axe moHy 
tvltentet• In tdis case, the ot.ild-rf^git group tends minly to follcw
tho pattern of tio lnte:lmo<d.ato group* '

The other tixne which emig^ .flom the above cane il lust rat lorn 
leads ua hack to our previous iltcusaitn on nttgetheraeslsw• W can 
see oner again from the above descriptions hop nom parenta foster a 
clcoo tie with the child, not only encouraging hia dependency needs but 
actively ditotumglng any sign of ^r^tepentonde• idram this point of
view, the parental Qtci;aliBing tecUniquen as applied to sleeping habits 
reflect the tifrtre^t need parents have to foster the child’e 
tepentenot and to keep In clone phy^loa! proximity to him nven during 
the hours of the nLiit*

ELimlrr3titn and the oe<ltU.sitlon of cointrol over It form an area 
in which, at least in cur cmture, the presence of aoelali8lng infltancec 
arc particularly obvious* Few p^^reintQ are content to leave this mtter
entirely in the hands of rot^uration ont indeed many neglect Its role 
altogether and believe that training alonr can help the child to achieve 
control. In mocat caooa toilet training begins como tm» In the first
15 motJuB, but within thia period there are great varlatlonm as tc the 
precise tme of atartlng training, just as there are oo]nllierable 
individual tifTerances as tc methods of tralninThe emotltmaL over
tones sttacved to thia otoo are probably more in evidence than Is found 
fith any of the other functions analysed here, with bolth social QUa©© 
and tho practical mlfomot value of having an unclean thllt acting as 
mrtlves to achieve tiadmlng aa sttn as pctrnlble* In ctnQequence m^thode
of trailing are likely to be more forceful In xelatJoon to tdletUg 
than In relation to the other functions, and the p0rmB8ivene8a atteched 
tc early, infantile habits dll usually give way quite soon to fairly 
rigoiourJ te©orts for cointrol and irdeperderde•
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how far a oerebral lesion Interferes with the acquisition of 
con rol ovor elimination is not at all easy to determine In any 
individual case* From the point of view of the parents this presents 
often a considerable pueale: how far the general lag cf development, 
mental and physical, also applies to toilet functions, whether Inability 
to sit up Is likely to interfere, to what extent the ohild can be said 
to suffer from a l&ok of sensation In bladder or bowel, sad even whether 
Inability to communicate might be blamed for slow development In this 
area* Thus parents tend to br confronted by a situation rather 
different from that con Trent inf; tho parents of noa-handicanped ohildren, 
and under these ambiguous cirounstanocs conventional methods of training 
.nay not necessarily bo regarded as appropriate*

How the parents In this jample approached this problem will be 
Joeoribd below* i lrst it mu t bo mentioned, however, that in 8 oases 
it was not possible to obtain the usual Information about training 
methods, because, even at the bcginnln of ths contact with tho family, 
the ohild was already fully and reliably trained and therefore no longer 
sub jot to parental pressures. In these cases information oould only 
he obtained from the developmental history given hy the parents, but ns 
this Is of s different order from the other date, it le presented 
separately in bracks In Table 31* These 8 cases are also not used for 
the oase Illustrations that follow*

au
■eyerlty oi cclaliaing .tomwii ttcllrtlw:

child- lass-. child-
-.ontric aodiate v^ic

WUsa Xsaiisa
Vs pressures ••••••«••• 400
fcild pressures •••••*•• 3 (*5) 7 (+1) 2 (*1)
Severe pressures •*•*•• 0 (+1) 4 2

Total ••**•• 7 (+6) 11 (+1) 4 (*1)
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Thio table reveals for the oamm© as a whole a front er tendency 
to exert socialising pressures than was found in any of the nreoeding 
tables relating to oh.ld training m)tho<di. There are fewer oases in
the first category and more in the third oatcgory than in any other 
table* So doubt tho attitude towards toileting in the ooramuity as a
Whle> to Wiioh we referred above, is reflected in these figures. !vcn
the chVd-cenric group ie affected, for though the only four coses in 
the sample which were classified as showing no ncuialising pressures on 
toileting are found in thio group, thia nuMb-r is less than is seen in 
the corresponding cell of any of the preceding tables. On the other
hand, in view of th© prevailing social sttiutule on this mttcr, it may 
be considered that these four oases are all the more significant as 
standing out againot the general . trond. The following two cases serve
S3 oxemT&oot

&fchcrire L&wland, 4-6 years, opistlc quat&ipLegla, S.I* 7.
At k& the child is still unreliable day and night. Mother
puts her in nappies during the night and special pants during 
the day, and Mdirtalns that she would not know wbt to do if 
she suddenly had no more nappies to wash. She believes that
the child just cannot help vetting herself, and that it would 
be useless to attend training her. She had dona this at one
tie, but when Catherine developed temper tantrw every tie 
she saw the pot being produced and tried tc kick it away, she 
dropped all efforts at tiairing and has net attempted to resume 
them systemticcilly. From tM» to tMe she asks Catherine
whether slie needs to oliminato, but these are rather feeble 
attempts, and she does not pursue the matter if Catherine (as 
eie usually does) simply does not reply. "When she has an
ccident I feel 1 ohould be cross, so I lock at her and she 

looks at m© and then we both burst cut laughing - so what is 
tho use?" This is tho attiudo that m!hh>r has now adopted, 
for th© last years.

Helen McBain, 7 - 11 years, spastio paraplegia, SI. 8. Ho
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Rc regular attempts to toilet train have been twd^r^s^n slitte 
Heeen's second /ear. t that t^iK Qhe would not perfoim on
the pot and began objecting to It, nd ever Qlrtte mtluet 
kept hex in nappies and given up all regular ottmtQ at training. 
She 1st allowed to wet and Qoil herself without correction and 
titc inline. MOdet callQ her "bed girl” on QU6U
ooe&sionE| but In such a tone that It certainly cannot be ie— 
garded as W^Tin? disapproval. Urn when the parents were told
that Helen could not bo atm.l^tot to aiy kind of ocUocI urrtil she 
wan reliably tjwdrned, no further effartQ were non by the mo her 
towarde thiQ end.

The following two caQeQ illustrate these chlld-ceirtric famiies In 
wuicu some otteraptQ to train were teportedi

Christine Anndraeftt 5 -5 ye^ra, Qpallrtio quadrijpLggLa, 3«1» 7.
For o long time moiu>r felt that it was a more ox less empty 
ceremoney to take Christine at ell to tbrn lavatory, that she 
just did not have the necessary Qemontion for control end that 
om could therefore not Usvo any teal QXPsOaticn3< She ever-
thelen persisted in taking her every 2 hours* and for any 
Q:iC<c<eQS praised her and even ipve her ■•swets, uirtil et the age 
of 5 sbe finally decided she could rick 1 paving off the child's 
nappioQ * im7prea8iro' the child et that tm» that she toult now 
do without an slie was clever entug)L to tell moiuer wton she 
n^dod to go to the toilet.

Bryan Strang, 6-4 yoern, athetosis, 9.1. 11. In the first 
four yen m txaiLning had been QtmeWdat intoraittert - mober et 
imeQ making fairly rigid and mvaticent dorm-anu, at other times 
foeling too exhausted to do sn%xhlig but mom or less mxchanrn- 
cally oUaig%%r the child cv-ry few hours. After that, however,
mther began retder more QyrteiCQaiLcally to train Bryan, pottin^ 
dm regularly, oe3lLLr^g‘ dim a "clever boy" fox suooG£SQ»3, and
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finally teaohing hin to ask by mans of snecial gestures, but

at the osme tine assuring him that It did not matter at all 
if ho did not then perform.

In ths intermediate group, In whioh ell ohildren were subjected to 
©one form of toileting pressure, the majority of oases resemble the last 
two illustrations from the ohild-oentrlc group* The following two oases 
show thisi

Henry Calms, 4*3 years, spastic quadriplegia, S.I. 1J. Mother 
began toilet trainin' in ths first month of Henry’s life, end 
despite the fact that he Is still quite unreliable she has per
sisted ever since* 3he Is rather fed up with the oontlnual 
washing > but is ocnvincod the boy cannot help hia lack of control, 
and therefore pots him more In the hope of saving h reelf work. 
Thia she does at regular Intervals, always accompanied with the 
admonishment to bo "a good boy”, and also, at one time, with the 
offer of a sweet If he suooeeded* Failures are not, however, 
net with punishment, though mother admits that she does not find 
It easy to hide hor ozasperatlon at times.

Marilyn Phillips, 3 * 11 years, spastio quadriplegia, 3.1. 1?. 
Training began soon after birth, and moShor non believes nhe oan 
tell from the ohild* a faoe when she needs to eliminate. Karilyn 
Is still unreliable, however, end though mother never punishes her 
for failures, aim Indicates olearly by gestures and words what she 
erects of the ohild. -he has been trying to teach her to point 
to the pot when In need of It (’Anrllyh cannot apeak at all), and 
therefore keeps the ot under a settee In the sitting room.

In four oases in this group rather more vigorous action was taken by 
the parents In attempting to get the ohild trained as Illustrated belowt

Cecilia "arkinaon, 6*0 years, spastio quadriplegia. 3.1. 8
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Before she succeeded In training Cecilia in her fifth year, 
mother uoc>d to leave cut a pot for the child to crawl to, so 
that she could bo independent ae eoon ae possible* At set 
intervals the ohild was told to use it, and if oho refused sho 
was simply picked up arid put on it* From th© second year on 
mother wae cross about accidents, and though sho rarely used 
physical punishment she at times deprived Cecilia of eweots or 
called her mockingly a baby. Thue there were always definite 
expect at ions held out* As soon as tho ohild began to exeroisr 
some control over elimination mother loft off hor nannies.
During the night she always rloks her up in order to pot her, 
at one time doing thin twice a night*

Id ward Cuixninghna, 3 - 6 years, epastic hemiplegia, S*I* 2*
Toother lo very keen on cleanliness, and rather ashamed that in 
the boy’s third year ho was still not quite reliable* She 
asked him frequently whether he wanted to go tc the bathroom, 
and after aooldente generally gave hia a telling off, ins 1sting 
that he should obey hor instructions to tell her or to go to the 
bathroom by himself* He io now considered quite capable of 
control, and accidents are regarded as duo to hia "lazinrno" and 
nuniohed with a light slap*

The ohild-fugio group provides no instance whore pressure on 
toileting was oompletely absent. One example is taken from each of tho 
other two categories!

Albert Jackson, J - 0 years, spastio quadriplegia* 3*1* 4« Thia 
b y is still quite unreliable, and mother has to keep him In 
nappies day and night. i he oorrtlnuen to train him by sitting 
him on his pot at regular intervals and showing her disapproval 
of failures, and hao promised him a pedal car when he oan manage 
to go a whole day without acoidents.
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David RLcU^tdeon, 4 — 0 yeutB, athetosis, 9*1« 14# Training
begun in the first cecth, but le still quite unauocrs^.
Mther Q©M0ks David fcr failures, end th*te are now a lot cf 
battles ever potting. Aa soon as the boy sees the pot de
ccierne and kicks It away. For a time mother attempted to
force dim to Qlt on It* %un tdlQ proved impossible, Qhe gi?ve 
up In deupdr and fcr a period did not produce the pot at all 
but elloced David tc wet and soil die neppee. Training was
then rammed, but es the boy was Qtlll very negative about tbe 
wh>le sltuatio&t more necking ensued*

It mud be concluded that the group tlr"ftora»noes PrevituQly m5tmitnet 
ore not as clearly apparent in the area of toilet training. There 1b

dill a tendency towards passivity in the sd3ialilJi.ng practices of sow 
c^Hd-^HntJtis parents, yet even In thiQ group the mj<^o:t^ty of parents 
did make attempts at training end did confront thoir dhildren wLth 
definite ex- cotation. ^Uis wwuw also the accepted mde of behaviour on
the pant of parents in the other two groups, wlusre et tl^Q the demands 
made on the children took a qdte vigorous fom. YUlQ aonotimies con-
timed fcr years without aiy sign of cucoese, end it is astoninU^ig1 that 
Qt many of the parents managed to persevere on en even course* Many
ex-Tcasced bewL^dernent aQ to their failure to eectmlish training at the 
usual time, not having expected a moor handicap to be aoetaparried by a 
lag In control over dim nation, yet most did tdeir beet to oviro^ 
apparent ob8taeloQ (inability to oe(annneate, dependence on others to 
take them to the toilet, eto*) by various deviceQ without making this 
area into e battlefield.

ftHdrtQ of MMrt.11.lTW twlmilmim.

The six area wucd dnve been reviewed in this chapter have given 
rise to mrosiy similar conclusions. Chlld-ceirtrlc fllm^eQ tend to
exert few soelalisita? prt;LaurtQ on their handicapped ohlldren, and tdeir 

child leiuiig? prectio - s appear to be cUaxwterisst by indulgence cf a
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frequently extreme natural interoedlate fam lies in general do exert 
socialising rrec^Bureo but rarely in a predominurtly harsh, pudtive 
monnri and only the ohild-fUgie group fails to reveal a chraecteHstlc 
pattern of it a ewn. Ge far, howver, these six areas have been treated 
separately, and we mist new pull the data together and enquire as to the 
oomditenciir mth Which each famiy tends to apply sooimialng techniques 
in t'e various areas* Had all the ohlld-oerttrio familes, for instance,
been allocated to the "no procures" category in every one of the six 
tables, there wouLd be no need to pose this problem. In fact, a certain
amernt of evf-ora>ill into the other categories occurred in every instance, 
and it is therefore relevant te ask how many femiles in this and each of 
the other two types fall coralstently Into one or tho other category and 
what degree of inoo!n5iotexw occurred in the remainder.

The full details of the categories for each family are given in 
/-ppp radix 3* Here this information has been abstracted, and fxem Table
33, w can ascertain yew many familes in each type received c^^Jistent 
oleeelfi cations for all six areas, and Un how mny there w>re only two, 
three, four, er five areas in which the same parental taeaatsont was found

at
CojR-.B.&aaL lfigeo*&*Mnc .Tegffinfflpw

Chid:
entrio

inter- did*-
'■eeA*.* fuglez^yiea Psfliatf’ teow.

31x identical classi
fications .«••••••••

Five identical 
classifications • « • •

Four identioal 
classif ̂cations • • • * 

Three identical 
classifications •••« 

Two identioal olasai- 
f icat ions «•••••••••

Total ...........

0 4

0 10

2 0

0
13 12

5 12

2 4

0 0
5 30

2 2

5 5

4 5
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Complete oonsisteney, It will be seen, occurred in only four cases*
In one of there (a o'tlld-oentrlc family) nc socialising -ressure was 
used for any of the six areas , while in the other three oases the 
families were classified eaoh time in the middle one of the severity 
categories* Of these three, two belonged to the intermediate type* but 
the third belongs to tho ohild-oentrio type - a surprising exception to 
a general trend* Coralete inconsistency, however, was also rare, for
in nearly half the sample (14 oases) no more than one area wae treated 
in a way different from the remaining five, while in nearly the whole 
sample (26 oases) at least four of the six areas were found to receive 
similar treatment* It may also be seen from the table that there ie a 
tendency for the child-fugic group to be somewhat leas consistent than 
the other two, though the snail numb rs preclude a firm judgment*

These figures mean that a oertain amount of caution oust be used* 
in characterising the severity with which parents apply socialising 
pressures, for within any one family there may be some variation from 
area to area* Tet the figures aloe indicate that the variation is not 
great, that consistency, though rarely 100/, la ncvertboless sufficiently 
great to permit generalisation* Various families do show predominant 
types of socialising severity, find on thia basis it beooaeo feasible to 
describe these techniques as they tend to bo found in eaoh of the family 
types* Xt io true that allowance must be made for the possible existence 
of a ’’halo effeot”, for the classification of each area was not made 
independently of the other areas, but by one and the sane Judge. This, 
however, lo likely to have affected the three types to a similar degree, 
j or the vudge did not know to whioh type eaoh family belonged*

The dlfferonoc between the three family typos in the severity with 
whioh they apply socialising pressures may be expressed statist ioally*
If the three categories of severity are given weights of 0 (for the "no 
pressures" category), 1 (for the ’mild pressures’’ category), and 2 (for 
the "severe pressures” oatocory), a total severity core can be obtained 
for eaoh family by adding tho weights obtained for the six separate areas 
(see details in Appendix4 )• Grouping these soores according to family 
types, a mean severity ooore oan t’on bo calculated for tach of the tlree
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types* ThesR are presented in Table 34*

Chilt«-Ccnr^ic Type 

Intermediate Type 
Child-Fuglo Type .

Table 34-
.‘-sc^o^e for Oart-aU Soirdising :QxrxrLty

ican
standard
Dmlit&^n ioanee

2.92 1.95 0-11
5*75 1.39 4-8
5.20 2.59 2-9

The total possible tango of oo<^i^s rxtonts ftorn 0 to 12* Thus the
mean of the ohild-centric type Is found to bo vary near the "no pxeQQures" 
end, wluexeas tho aea^rs of both the other groups are tloce to the middle of 
the tango# The difference between tho meam of tho ehlld-om^rio /roup
and the intmediGte group la Qtati.8tically highly significant, and that 
between tW thild-telrtrio group and the o ' Ud-agio group also reechos an 
u^Tp^blo lovel of Qign±flOalnoo (at tho levol). The dif^c^^nce 
between the intermediate end the tdllt-fUgio groups, on the other hand, Is 
not statistically Qlgnifleerxt • Although the ran— of xctxeQ obtained by
the child-centric group appeare to be very largo, its extension upwards is 
minly due to ono case, in ldxitd ot1r3l^tently high Qtciali3ing pressure 
was found and a sotre of 11 obtained' Disregarding tUio ciKe., the xinge
woxdd extend from 0 to 6, confining tho definite tendency of paPO^tQ 
belonging to tho chi d-cent rio group to be very lax and indulgent in tdeir 
child rearing practices. Inteimedato fermiioe, U^w^^r, all have storet
cltQoly grouped around the mld&e of the oontlruusL, os ^wn. by the rather 
smil Qt^amdArd deviation of the man and by tho narrow tinge of QOoreQ 
obtained. Thus they differ fid tde other two groups in their avoidance
of oxtrene practices! both indulgence and the application of punitive 
prrQsuros are absent fr^ tho ovex-eil picture of tdeir Qocialisir■g
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techniques. In the child-fugic type, on the ether hand, these extremes
can he found, forthough the man score ef the group as a whole falls near
that of the interne di ats type in the middle of the oentiudumf the s^Gmdard 
deviation is lLaji*g^ and the range of scores extends almost from one 
extreme to the other. The hetereogenslty of this group, so often
referred to previously, is once wre shown up.

This method of evaluating socialising severity quantitatively is 
perhaps somewhat arbitrary, for each of the six areas of child behaviour 
is given equal westing, even though in any one case the amount of 
attention spent on one particular area may far exceed the attention spent 
on other areas. By averaging out the six separate scores obtained for
each family a somewhat distorted picture may be given of the individual 
case. Yet this distortion is not likely to be serious id&n^ as in this
discussion, the analysis is centered on groups and not on particular 
individuals. As indicated by the means and distntbution of sc ores
presented above, the three groups of families do show up certain over
all trends, and we can now turn to stating these trends in summary.

In foWlies belonging to the child-centric type, parental socialising 
techniques were found to be frequently characterised by a remarkable 
degree of passivity and lack of assertiveness in the face of the child’s 
own wishes and desires. Howerer much these parents waited to see changes
brought about in the diild’s behaviour, and howver meh they were wiling 
to obtain outside help towards this end, they therae3lvoB tended to be 
inhibited from undertaking this task. In these faWHes the ohild 
himself almoct entirely dictated the speed and pattern of his developra]!, 
without any of the usual pressures being brought to bear on him to change 
in certain directions customarily considered desirable. Not only were
few deminds made on hto to mister the next dovolopmntal step, but even 
skills known to be already within his powrs were not expolted. Hsarndl-
capped as he was, he was treated as even more helpless. Rerandsncy was
thus fostered and independence kept in check: as though (one might 
venture to interpret) the parents wished to maantain a permanent state 
of infancy in the child. Infantilislrng appears to be indeed the main
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theme running through the ohild rearing practices in tho majority of 
these families - as though tho parents, haring oome up against the 
difficulties imposed by the handicap, felt themselves unable to oontinue 
at all with their task of socialising and thus decided to maintain the 
statuo quo.

The note of caution against making too sweeping generalisations must, 
however, again be sounded. Aa already pointed out, only one oaee amongst 
the child-centrio group showed complete consistency in the failure to 
apply socialising pressures to any cf the six areas. Amongst all but 
two of the remaining families the pattern described above was tho pre
dominant one, yet In these two it did not cocur at all. In one its 
opposite was foundi the family was categorised in five of the six areas 
as applying socialising pressures of a severe degree, and the descriptive 
material illustrates the harshness with whioh the parents attempted to 
force this ohild towards further development and the overoorain- of the 
(minimal) handicap. The other exoe tlor refers to tho oaee in whioh 
almost consistently socialising pressures of a mild degree were applied, 
the parents thereby showing a pattern more typioal of the intermediate 
than the child-oentric groun.

Despite these variations from family to family and also within eaoh 
family, it lo olearly justifiable to characterise the ohild rearing 
praotloee found in this group as being by and large based on a policy 
of l&lsser-f aire > It is, for instance, significant that a majority of 
child-oentric families nver used physical punishment in any form, 
believing it wrong to give even a light tap to a physically handicapped 
ohild, whatever the misdeed. That they differ in this respeot from the 
other two types of families is shown in Table 35: for only one other 
family in the rest of the sample took thio attitude*

Wto-gr
iinfr r of names win,- physical pm&ihpwixt

Child- inter-
'-•cntrlo mediate

Families Fanilloo

Physical Punishment used *•••• 5 11
Physical Punishment never used 8 1

Total ................... 13 12

chlAfc
Fugle
aniline

5
o
5
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DLied line in general ia but rarely In evidenco omn'tO tho ohild- 
centric fanllieo« Frequently no attdpte are made to set lJUts to oven
the most turegeouQ dxmardl, and the child’s own inclinations its 
gorauHly given fxee rein Xnfirntilo cmnLpotonoe is t^s ftQtoxed,
conformity with adult dmsknds not enforced, and irnaiiui gratification 
wLth minim fX'UQtratlon permttod. The rolo which theK parents thus
QoriUo to tdo child in the foHly tends to omTpuaiss both tdo depondenco 
and the eg^c^ennt^r^c^ity of the young infant. Having found that the child
oarnot play diQ ago-oprur rpiato rdo, the parents no longer oxpeot U^ to 
ooa»to oven on i lower level, but lSQign him to in ige lovol at wiicd 
few soolal pxsteuroe are enforced and where the normal g±vs-ant-take 
et tit idle in inte3Pttet>nll rslattoraUipQ is not domanfod.

Amongst parents in the intermediate groun of famiHe Q tho predominant 
pattern of Qtolali8lng la that tepreQrntot by the Qecont category of 
Qociall8lng Qeverity used hero, namly tho apjpLicitlon of mild pxeBau]roQ. 
These parents did take an active hand in furthering the child's tev^sltp- 
men, thoy were generally not content to leave dim standing at d^ present 
stage, and accordingly they attmpted to direct end oharrrnlise his 
heUarltux in iirecticna ctm^ltersd by them as desirable end approTpiiato 
to bio particular oa -mlties. In Qt doing they often had to go counter
tho child's o?m wishes and desim, yet (unllk- the p^sviouQ group of 
parents) they w^re prepared to do this if neod be. Faced with the
obstacle to prtgresQ and irde^sndsrcs imposed by the e)UlLd*Q comlittion, 
they tended to s- ek ways round it, ind in thiQ attimpt did not merely 
tely on outQitera but undertook thiQ task themMdvee. Thus preQSures
were brought to boar on their children, yet on the wuole the presQures 
were not dnish or excessive. Change was brought about, by oxiip^,
praise, or reward rather than by punlllUm»nt. Thio does not mean that
thaQS Y^ltt^rrtQ n ver used punishment - Hl but onm family in thiQ gxoup 
had occasional reoturQe to thiQ mrtUod of enforeing demnfo. TiunsU-
unt was, howe'er, never the pr^doHnant rrceans of inducing change in the 
oULlt’Q behaviour.

Tho QO3lllllsln? rxftctiooQ show thiQ group to bo a very htat?rrr5OU8 
one. In two casoQ the family w^s eaQigm©d to the middle category of
oove^ity for all Qir areas, in five tasoQ there was just ono exception
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and in five further osaes there were two exactions to thie nethcd of 
Booialloinr.

In thie rsoup, re oan oonelude, the parents are generally able tc 
give the child support and control efficient to help him in mastering 
developmental tasks. TJ ey make use cf whatever skills the ohild has, 
often revealing considerable sensitivity in adjuotiw: their detsands to 
his real oapaeltieo, and in thia way showing their willingness to help 
the ohild along towards whatever hio optimal degree of dependence nay 
be. By •vdrlng demands on the ohild and holding out eflnite exrecta - 
tlons, they otreas the reciprocity of human relatione, Indloatlng that 
bo not only bee oertain rights but also must meet oertain obligations.
1 toito are oet and the in crtanoo of social conformity thus stressed 
Though the ohild my not be able to assume the role appropriate to bis 
chronological age, he is exnootod to behave at least according to hia 
functional age.

In contrast to the other tee types of families, the oMldfugic 
group provides no evidence of one characteristic pattern of oooiolieing 
methods* Cornering tables 27 to 32 for the dlatribution of oases 
axjrsgat the thrr-e categories of severity, ono finds no consistrnt trend 
in thio group. In the arena of a cash end formal learning those 
families terr3 to dopt the pattern nssoelated mainly with the child- 
oentrlo families, i.e. t ey put raotioally no nreoeuro on the develop* 
went of these function- and leave the ohild to bis own evioeo in this 
respeot. Mth regard to motor functions, on the ether hand, th*y ware 
found to go to the opposite extreme, in that they adopted a punitive 
attitude and applied severe pressures to the child. In the remaining 
three areas of feeding, toileting, and sleep there was a tendenoy to 
follow the pattern of the intermediate group and apply preosurea of a 
fairly mild decree.

Generalisations about the ohild-fugio group as a whole are there
fore difficult tc make, end the same applies to individual oases, for 
here too Inch of consistency tends to be shown as between the kinds of 
ooelalialag pressures applied to different areas. This was pointed 
out in relation to Table 3, from whioh it oan b seen that none of tho
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^1^-fuglo group reooivet identical olaQQifications for all Qix areas 
or oven for five of theQO aro as. One oaQO m olaQQified in tho first
category (no QOciaLi8ing pmsum) for four aroeQ, wLth two ereaQ being 
givon diffotent treamont} another ceQo was olaQQified in the middle 
category of Qtcia.lBing QOTO^ity four times, ngain two exceptions 
occupting; and e third oaQo wn eQsi9met to the most Qovere category 
for four aroas, the other two oreis being givon different olaQQificetiom. 
Tde remaining two oaseQ show an ovon more miacollanotUQ collection of 
categorim, ranging fm the uat Qovero tc tho lout Qovero. The fact
that the mean QOtro for ovem-all Qociali8ing severity (Qse Table 34)
Qdoult fall near tdo middle of tho otntlxtum is therefore of little 
Qignificarcel it is tde wide dlQtrlbutlon axound this mean that is 
noteworthy.

There is no doubt that the small numlb?rQ in tdiQ group tend to 
tbQCuxe the picture. Yet it aGemQ likely that even with larger numters 
a otn8lQtent picture would not havo emerged, for it is just tdiQ in- 
otnsiQtency" which appeare to bo the chief tiQti]guishing feature of tde 
oWUd rearing practiceQ of this group. In some cascQ thiQ applim to
tde individual parerrt, who UQeQ different approecdeQ to different QyQteas 
of beheaviouri pressure on one, intul£oroo for another. But ovon moore
influential in producing inctnsiQtemy is the difference between tdo 
pare^tQ. In four of theQe familieQ father interacted only infrequently
with the dendicappod child,.yet when he did Qt do tended to adopt e ratder 
hatsh attitude which otntraQted strongly with mother,Q more indulgent 
treatment. ThiQ may bo illustrated in otmrBCtitn with Table 35 on the
UQO of physical puniQhmnr, according to which all five children in tdiQ 
ntoup received Quoh puniQUment. In thxee of thoQO crneo, dowver, mdwr
ettpbot the attitlte characterising many of the odild-celrfcrio famloQ, 
nemly that it is wrong to UQO physical punishment on e hendloappet thllt 
end that no Quoh tiQOiplinery tea8ureQ ahtult be taken. Yet, because of
fatheroolnnioting view, physical punishment did occur in all those 
femllleQ«

Thus the xole-aQoribing prtcoQQ in this group of fatilioQ vaxim 
from Qituation to Qituation, depending on tdo Qtoi^aLl8ing agent on the
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one hand and the area of ohild behaviour on the other* The ohild may 
therefore be subject to conflicting demands, and have to face different 
types of treatment at different times. Had we been able to obtain a 
group of "purs" ohild-fugic families, i*e* families in whioh both parents 
showed a considerable laok of involvement with the handicapped ohild, it 
is likely that the socialising nraotices of this group would have yielded 
a more clear-cut ploture, and that this picture would have highlighted 
the considerable severity with which suoh parentb make independence 
demands on their ohildren*
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CHAPTER 9 

THE . CHXUJ)

% new turn to our third level of etody, naaely that of the 
individual oerebral pULsied child. So far we have oonnidered acme of
the social forces that inpiing on him, and the quecstion now arises as 
to the effects of these forces on his personality. ideally onm would
like to determine wtot^r the conditions of the environment, as 
established hy the emoton^ atmosphere prevailing in the famiy, permit 
the optima araoiuit of personality grcMh that can take place within the 
Ltalte set hy the phyoioal handicap. The oerehral palsied child has,
after all, certain organically imposed diffioulties in miking ouccassful 
adjustments to life situations, and the problem that therefore presents 
itself is the extent to which the various types of social settl% die- 
trnguished in this report help or hinder him in miking these adjustments. 
Such a task, howver, requires a dovetlaULing of variables that is so 
infinitely fine that it is still beyond our powers with present research 
equipment, and oULy a rather more limited and modest analysis can there
fore be undertaken. The purpose of this chapter wil therefore be to
determine wtatber the different family types give rise to oertain 
cheacrateristic pereonolity aspects in the children, with particular 
refewnce to that capacity to assume ace-ap^ropriate roles to which ws 
have previously referred as the social maturity of the child.

The ar^^imf^ TfrrrfftT

in chapter 2, wtore we reviewed the studios that have been carried
out on personality development of the oerebral palsied, nttontlon me 
drawn to the considerable oethodologioal difficulties encountered in any 
systematic attempt to assess such oWildren. Auu?h>rs have therefore
tended to select rather unrepresentative sea les oomp^d of older 
children with normal intelligeice and full speaking ability, to whom 
projective and other tests could be adm metered. For the present
sample such tests are clearly inappropriate t these children are all still
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very young, moot of then are below average intelligence, and the verbal 
capacity of ©any le affeoted by thoir condition.

In tho assessment cf aoolal maturity, these difficulties wist be 
taken into account. The validity cf using testa standardised cn and 
designed for non-handicapped children has already been commented on, 
and it applies especially to the one test that has been constructed In 
order to measure this particular area, namely the Vineland Sooial 
Maturity 3eale» A cerebral palsied child will be heavily penalised on 
this test hy the snselflc effects cf hlo motor handicap, with little 
allowance made for the manner in whioh he attempts tc make ths maximum 
use cf whatever ros dual powers he does have or the way In whioh he 
attempts to circumvent his handicap* Tet, at least within the context 
of this research projeot, It lo just these as sets whioh are of most 
Interest, and in thio chapter ws shall therefore try to Isolate the 
psychological determinants from the organic obstacles and ask how far, 

thn MfflMff Wt, .V IM *hc individual Is
reaching for secial matrulty. e are thus not aiming to ascertain the 
total effect on the ohild*s development, but are using the organic 
conition as a given footer in the situation In order to attem t a 
description of noyohologloal function. Tills means that each ohild 
must bn judged In hia own right, thot omnibus criteria cannot be set up, 
but that in every case the organic limitations present aunt be taken into
account.

In our disoussion of sooial maturity In Chapter 4 we linked thie 
oonoept to the aseunrtion of age-appropriate roles, and it was pointed 
out ther^ that thin is net a unitary oonoept but represents an overall 
judgment hosed on a number of different manifestations. To assess 
oooial maturity we must identify these manifestations - bearing In mind 
the age level of the simple (for sooial maturity will be Indicated In 
different ways at different stages of development), as well as the 
accessibility to observation of the relevant material* The following 
three areas were therefore chosen, In the belief that with this 
nartioulsr sample they provide the most suitable approaoh to the problem 

In hands
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a) The child1 s e otlon:?! dependence on his parents, as expressed In 
hlo clinging to thro and hla reactions to the brief every-day separations 
which occur In tho lives of all children*
h) The child’s instrumental dependence, as Indicated hy the degree to 
which he makes full use of his developmental oamoity In relation to such 
functions as feeding, toileting, dressing, washing, etc*, as against 
indications that ho Is unduly dependent on others In these respects* 
c) The ohild1 s capacity fox co^^oporatlon with other people and hie 
ability tc meet their demands, as against hlo Inclination to follcw purely 
egocentric modes of behaviour*

From these three areas, It la suggested, an Indication may be obtained 
of the roles played by the ohlldren In the respective social situations, 
and evidence will thus be accumulated to shew whether a child Is 
functioning at a very touch less mature age level than might be expected 
In view of his chronological and mental age and his physical handicap*
The evidence required will refer to the child’s actual behaviour in real- 
life situations, and fcr this purpose the reports from physiotherapists 
were found to be particularly valuable* ? rough their frequent and 
prolonged contact with the child the physiotherapists were In a soot 
useful position to accumulate Information about each case* They had 
intimate knowledge of the behaviour characteristics of the children, and 
moreover were well able to weigh up the Influence of organic faotors In 
producing the phenomena under consideration. Through periodic contacts 
with them throughout tho course of the project it was possible to 

obtain a great deal of qualitative material about the relevant functions, 
which oould b< supplemented further by tho Information obtained from the 
parents in the course of eaoh Interview, ao well es the writer’s own 
observations*

In order to compare tho erson llty characteristics of the ohlldren 
belonging to the three family types, the qualitative data had to he 
arranged In a way permitting suoh comparison. In theory a continuum 
exists from maturity to Immaturity, and it should thus he possible to 
plaoe different children at different points on this continuum. In 
practice, however, the data are not precise enough to permit this
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procedure y end a very mob cruder method bad therefore to be used.
Whip eonoieted of asking the pIbyi<rthelSr>iea^s to rate the ohildren 
cocording to the qtuwnitative differences in the functlone under eon- 
eiderstlon (i.e. degr^-e of emoional dependence, degree of instrumental 
dependence, and degree of co-operation). A ir-point ratiiy scale was
originally used, yot even with auth a crude instrment the raters 
freqtwntly reported difficult les in making distinctions, and it has 
therefore been decided to present the results only in terms of two 
categories, by combining the first two and the last two points of the 
rating scale.

Six judges wore involved in mU^^^^ng the ratings. tuch had known the
ohildren they were asked to rate for periods of at least 18 monthe, and 
they ware chosen because each ras the professional person in closest 
contact with the particular child. They ircluded five p^jreiottorspietB
and one teacher (the latter for the can child in the sample who did not 
receive physiotherapy). One pfyr.aiotherapist rated 20 children, another
five, two others one child each, aod tho tcaoher also judged just one 
child. All saw tto children at least at rornihly integrals, though the 
mjority were seen weekly or oven twice weekly throughout the contaot 
with the oaee. The ratings ware carried out at the end of the period
over which the investigation took place, and ware made without knowledge 
of the type to widch each child’s family had been allocated.

BMttMtt OHIfffllftBWr
The lit erasure on the effects of maternal deprivation has shown 

clearly that young children form strong emoional attcobrajinfcs to uarti- 
vular individuals (usually their parents), as a result of whiob they tend 
to seek their oompany fellow them around, cling to tb^R, and atimpt to 
avoid separation from them. -''uch attachment is, however, more in evidence
at certain ages than at others. it first orlsos in tho second bolf of
tho first year sM almost iramtiitely reaoheo fU.1 strength (Sctofer,
195®, and 1959), remains at this height during the second and third year, 
and ^iom then on gradually warns (Dcrlby, 1953)* it i3 thus common for 
children of 1 and 2 years to stow stronr attoolmeirts to their pare into, to
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protest at oven brief separations from then, and to show nsgstivlmi 
towards strangem. At the age of 5 or 6, on the other hand, one would
no longer expoot to find this ittttem in its full intensity (except 
perhaps at liras of corose aid i Hid as) n for bf that that a nhild is 
expected to amurae greater independence and no longer to need the con
stant presence of his rather. Should he still show this pattern, one
would bo Justified in regarding this as an indication of social 
immaturity.

It is probable tint this is «an area free from any direct effects 
of organic tauin injury. tonder 095) marnaina that a child’s moor
dependence will in itself give rise to em>Clcial dependent, but her 
arguments are open to luestioniTg. If such an automato assdiatiom
existed, all oerebral palsied ohlldrei wold manifest an attachment to 
their motors stronger than is ucuuaUy found in their normal peers, yet 
neither the literature nor one’s own clinical experience suggests this as 
a universal chanateristic of the cerebral palsied population. This
indeed is borne out by the present sample, for (to anticipate the findings 
of this Gotion) considerable variability was found in these children and 
by no mooj all showed signs of inordinately high erndLonal depeideice on 
their parents.

The information which vas required to make judgaoirts about each 
chhUd’e behavour in thi? area refers to hia reactions to those occasions 
when he has to let his parents out of sight for any length of ttae. This
is a situation which occurs frequently in the ocuree of every ohild’s 
day *» when he is left with other poop.© for an hiour or two, when he is 
put to bed at nip^t, and indeed every time that his moher leaves the 
room. IlfcJTOatioi such as thia could be gathered from the inteivriows
with the parents, but the ph^ictheiopigts wire particularly wll-pUnced 
to observe the relevant behaviour, for their procedure always necumitated 
the removal of the child from the aother. TlhLs waa perhaps rare
noticeable wton tj^atment took xlrae at a clinic, where the motor was 
asked to wait outside while the child was taken to the therapy room.
To a less degree, howevr, it applied also to treatment carried out in 
tho cMld's own home, for even if tto motor remained in the aims room
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the ohild had to leave her imrndiate piecenoa and trust him elf to the 
hands of a strnnger. a very young child some upset under these
oijenmstanoce may be regarded as normal, yet sooner or later he may be 
expected to develop sufficient oocourLty and truot to react to thia 
situation witWut nicsgivinge and tears, and any ohild Who falls to show 
this change, dr spite the frequent contacts With the p*hy*lotherapist and 
the opportunity thuo provided for "reality testing", mist be regarded as 
shoWLng rjDosolve emrtlonal dependence*

&asjfe
Humber of Children Showing Varying Degrees 

of Bmoiona! Dpendmoe on Parents

"1
Child-
Cerrtric

Dollies

intfr-
nedlata

Fanilies

CChH-
Fuglo

gwtti—

formal emt ional
dependenoe .•••..«• • 2 7 4

Poooeeslve emoional
dependence • 11 5 1

Total ......... . i3 12 5

A txecnd is ohown in Table 36 whioh ^arUlola the trend of oany of
our previous tables, for again there is striking difeeieuce between the
child"^’*!!^ and the intermoMate types. in the fcmor by far the
majority of children were found to show signs of excessive em>tltnaX 
dependent. Otfy two oases from thia group were oonplderTd to fall
within the norm! range, one of which is described belows

Crictine AsWdraon, 5*5 yo<ars, spastic quadd-iple^-., S.I. 7 
"^ic^n^h^irapy wsc started when Christine ws three years old, 
and though it was carried out in her own home and in the nreaenoe 
of the mrtfor, Christina at first cried bitterly every ttae she 
wxs approached igr the nhy^therapist, clinging to her mTher and 
refusing to leave her. Yet within a few eesslono she had become
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much oore confident and waa «Kdually able to tolerate motor' a 
abttnot at this tme. in the first throe years Ctoiatine had 
generally clu% a lot to her m>ot^h^rr, crying wton left alone in 
a room and not earting to b looked after by anyone else# ven
wth father she cried when motor first departed* also
insisted on motor accompanying her to bed. Tet after this age
she gradually improved, stayed with other mentors of the family 
without protest when motor vent out without tor, and often 
demanded that she be let out to play In the street. tifaen sent
to school In tor sixth year she oried for the first two days, 
believing she would be kept there for good, but then settled In 
quickly and even began to look forward to going there each ?O3m^ig^.

in this cane we see signs of the gradual loosening of the tie with 
moher, gezerally regarded as a positive sign of mmtal heaLth in the 
■•’xoowng child. However great the initial cllt^ing, around the fourth
year one can expect the child to bn mope secure in his relattanship with 
tto moher and thuo more capable of leaving her and joining other groups. 
90 in the majority of chile-centric families this vas not seen. Little
indication of the child's -rowing emdcna! tcsenOiBOiOIl was found tore, 
the period of strong att ohmsnt being extended well beyond the usual 
period. Th.8 is seen in the following oattst

Bryan Drang, 6-4 years, attot4oOs> 3.1.11. The beginning 
of physiotherapy in Bryan'a fourth year provided a major battle.
At first in tho olinio, then in his own home, Bryan uced to clJtag 
do am rate ly to his motor and sob bitterly throughout the whole 
sessiom. This want on for mirths on end, before finally the
physiotherapist was able to establish rapport with the boy*
Right until hie sixth year Bryan was frightened of strangers, and 
cried himslf literally sick if ever moher left him with anyone 
elee* Re always dsmanded the presence of one or the other of
his pareirta, whined tto mowert he saw them go towards the door, 
and would not go to bed aide. He was alio very upset whin he
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started sohod in his ^Y^inth your, orylng every worning on 
leaving moher for several weeks.

Borah GEnolar, 5-5 years, spastic quodlpLegia, S.I. 8.
This ohild alco took a long tme to settle in the physiotherapy 
sessions, crying "hen taken from motor and still drying dee- 
prrstely when hwight Vtok again at the end of the session.
%e finally did settle in, hut is otherwise still extremely 
dinging to her moher and father. She gets upset when left in

her pmshotoar outside shops, will not go to bed alone, and still 
follows mo tor everywhere around the house. then confronted by
a stronger she still becomes very frightened, even in mOtor* s 
presence, and it took many visits before the wOter w»s able to 
rake ccntact with her.

hiohael Vdlan^, 7 — 11 years, spastic qtuakOplegia, S.I. 15* 
Though now very much less clirgdng than ho used to be, Michael 
still shows considerable unease in the preKmoe of strangers 
when hia motor lo not there. UnUl the age of six he never
vent to anyone outside hia family, and it has only recently 
become possible to leave hto with other people. Every evening
his mOher still accoOTmanLsfi hi . to bed. ht one tme he used
to get upoet the mcnt moher was out of sight, and though 
motor now no longer has to take him with her fiom room to roan, 
he still likes to shout to her ceeeslo!ndly when she is wooding 
in another room to make sure she is available. Though uol

quite at ease with the physlothera ist, it was at first impossible 
to sernarate him from motor without causing a mjor sce^, even 
though h. was already five years old by then.

Mary Sawder, 4 — 9 years, spastic qwaddOplegia, 3.1. 8. Jozy's
attachment is almost exclusively focussed on father, wto, being 
unemployed, is at home moot of the day. She cries bitterly
vton she sees him go out without heir, and though she does leave 
him in order to ploy with other children, in their absence she
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is constantly making demands for his attention, crying If ever he 
Is not available* £hen at one time mother took her away on 
holiday she pined for father ao much that the holiday had to be 
cut short and the ohild brought baok. But her dinging is 
moat in evidence at the end of the day, when she insists on 

father's presence, particularly at bedtime. Father must always 
aocoopany her to bed, and indeed has to settle down with her in 
the same bed.

Tlese ohlldren show a pattern cf behaviour that oan hardly be re
garded as appropriate to their age* The degree of emotional dependence 
shown is more typical of a ohild in its second or third year, whereas 
at the age that these ohlldren havo reached considerably greater indepen
dence can generally be expected. This le seen in the majority of cases 
in the intermediate tyre cf family, as illustrated belows

Ceellln Parkinson, 6-0 years, spastic Quadriplegia, S.I. 8.
When physiotherapy was begun in her third year, Cecilia was 
extremely 111 at ease in the first few sessions, generally crying 
more when she saw her mother again at the end of the session than 
w en she left her at the beginning* Tet she soon settled in and 
became Quite attached to the phyalothersplat• At one time, In 
her second year, she cried every time her father left for work In 
the morning, and in her third year she went t’ rough a phase of 
ooretantly wanting to follcw mother around the house. This she 
does no mors, but on the contrary now clamours frequently to be 
let out to play In the street or the garden* There is no 
difficulty in leaving her with others when the parents wish to 
go out. She is still Inclined to be rather shy with etraz^rre 
on first meeting them, hiding her face* and retreating behind 
mother* Tet even on the first occasion that the writer saw this 
child It proved not difficult to establish rapport with her quite 

speedily.

Brenda McNeil, 4 - 9 years, spastic paraplegia, S.I* 4» Though
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around whe age of 2 renda went through a phase of considerable 
dependence on her parents (exes ©rated by a period of hoepital- 
isatlon}* she Is now showing many signs of Increasing independence. 
There is no difficulty in leaving h r with relatives and other 
people she knows) she likes to get outside to play on her own) 
she does not now follow mother around the house) and when she 
started nursery school at 4 * she settled In very quickly. For 
a tine she was inclined to hr negative towards strangers, but 
this too v;as a passing phase and ©he ooon beoar:© fond of her 
nursery sohool teacher. 3he does still object when father <7oes 
out without her at the weekend or in the evening* but the parents 
are not sure whether this Is because she wants his com any or 
beoause she thinks she may be missing a treat.

Doris Fletcher* 6-2 ye are* spastio paraplegia* 3.1. J. Until 
about 2 years of age* Dorie tended to cling to her mother quite 
a lot and oould not be separated from her even for very brief 
periods without upset. At 6 this la nc longer In rvldence* and 
Dorie now leads an active social life of her own* spending a 
Teat deal of h r time with relatives and other ohildren without 
seeing mother for hours on end. Although frightened of 
strangers in her first three years* particularly of doctors* sho 
lo now a little more confident in their presence and quickly took 
to her physiotherapist. (hen a stranger visits the house she Is 
at first still inclined to climb up on mother’s knee and seek 
reassurance* but it is not long before she climbs down again and 
starts interacting with the stronger.

Ket all the ohildren of the intermediate families follow thia 
pattern* however* for in five eases there were oigne of more than 
ordinary emoticnsl dependence on the parents* as oeen in these two 
exampless

Diesel Airdon, 7-0 years* epastic quadriplegia* 8.
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Miohael is still rather inelin d to cling to hia parents at 
the age of ?• As a result he cannot be left with anyone but 
hie older siblings, for otherwice he crieo so ouch. that hie 
parents feel it would be unfair to ask any ne to take on the task 
of looking after hin in their absence. In the house Michael used 
to try end folio- mother aroun“ fron room to room, getting very 
frustrated at his handicap whioh revented hin fron doing so 
effeoitvely. This he does no longer, and he now loves going out 
to play with other children* On the other hand, he frequently 
expresses fears of his arsnts going away and leaving hin* Us is 
still very shy with people outside ths faaily, and both the uhysio- 
therapist and the speech therapist had considerable difficulty in 
raakinr oontaot with him*

Henry Cairns, 4-3 years, spastio quadriplegia, S*I. 13. Henry 
lo very attaohed to hie narento, and at the age of 4 mother still 
cannot leave hia outside a shop because he screaks so inuoh after 
her* Though be does go to bed alone and though he oan be loft 
with hin grandmother for an evening, he dislikes being left by 
himself in a room hy mother and will ory after her os soon as she 
goes out of tho door. He is especially fond of his father, and 
loves nothing hotter than to sit on hie knee and bo cuddled, 
usually protesting strongly when father h s to put him down again* 
With other people ho is very shy, will cling to mother in their 
presenoo and become quite still and unrepeonsive when apnroaohed 
by them* Beginning physiotherapy was thus a nightmare for all 
involved*

Turning finally to tbs ehild-fugic families, ws find that only ons 
of those had a ohild showing evidence of excessive emotional attachment, 
while the remaining four nil fell into the other category* The two 
examples that follow are taken from this latter grow »

Gladys Hurphy, 8-0 years, spastic quadriplegia, S4I* 6* For
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some time non there has been little sign of any clinging behaviour 
directed at the mother* Gladys loves getting out of tho house 
Into the atrcot to play with others* and feels resentful when 
mother will not let her go. At the beginning of a reoent hospital
isation ehe did show ko-o upset* yet this did not last long and 
she qulokly settled in. 31all^rly* when she begun sohool at ?* 
ohn was eoon at home the’e and never showed reluctance et leaving 
mother. 1th other people she Is very friendly and forthcoming.

David Richardson* 4-0 years* athetosis* S.I. 14. Excessive 
emotional dependence has never been seen In thia boy - on the 
contrary* the tie with nether seems a somewhat tenous one. David 
has phases of screaming for attention when alone In a room,yet 
they are not specifically directed at mother* as the company of

. anyone will do. Mother oould on no occasion that she was Inter
viewed recall any difficulties In leaving David with others* and 
though he did at one time show reluctance to be left alory In the 
evening after being put to bed* mother had no difficulty In dis
couraging suoh behaviour Sith other people* even strangers* he 
makes Immodlate oontact, and when another physiotherapist took over 
from the proviou one he showed hardly any sign of having even 
noticed the change.

The final example Is provided by the one oase from the ohlld«fuglo 
group that did show excessive emotional dependencet

Muriel Donaldson* 5 - 11 years* spastic hemiplegia* 3.1. 10.
Aooording to the mother* Muriel Is "terribly affectionate", fre
quently ollrablng up on mother’s knee and demanding cuddling and 
kissing. For the first four years there had been little sign of 
clinging* yet around 4^ she quite suddendly developed over- 
dependenoe on the motlier, crying when left alone by her and following 
her aroun" everywhere. Though, thia ^haee did not last very long* 
ehe has all along demanded mother’s nrcsenee at bedtime, asking her 
to stay until she falls asleep.
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T’sso case illustrations make the asne two points that hnve been made 
in connection with the dimensions previously examined, namely that the 
sample as a whole is by no means homogeneous but cental ns within it con
siderable variability, and that the variability ia not merely ha hasard 
but is related to family type* As for the first point, we oust refer back 
to the argument advanoed. by Bender (19!X>)» that motor dependence la bound 
to lead to emotional dependence* This is manifestly not the oase, and as 
the presence of a physical handioap alone oannot account for the phenomena 
observed here, an association with other variables must be looked for.
This brings us to the second point, namely the fact that the various family 
types appear to show differences in the number of ohildren with excessive 
emotional dependence* The child-oentrio type stands out from the other 
two in that by far the majority of its oases were found to manifest such 
exoessive dependence, whereas this occurred in only a minority of children 
in the intermediate and tho ohild-fugio groups. In view of the emphasis 
on "togetherness” in ohild-oentrio families, these findings hardly conn as 
a surprise. How far the phenomenon of "togetherness" is governed by the 
child's excessive clinging and how far t is clinging la really stimulated 
by parental behaviour is a debatable point, and we shall defer considera
tion of it till the next chapter. Here we may note that, whatever the 
cause, tho effect on the ohild is quite arnprentt in the child-centric 
family the handicapped child shows a pattern of behaviour in his relation
ship to the parents that must be regarded as appropriate to a .younger age 
level, for hla dinging and hie inability to let them out of sight reveal 
the gropings for security that typify tho young toddler* In the other 
two types of families the majority f children are beginning to stand on 
their own feet - in the psychological? if not in the physical? .ense. ■ ith 
these children dependence in ooeiai Oehaviour is giving way to growing 
Independence, so that they are, on the on- hand, able to tolerate over- 
increasing separations from the parents and, on the other hand, can 
gradually gain confide neo in their relationships with outsiders* This, 
wo would argue, indicates the assumption of age-appropriate roles, whioh 
in the children from the child-oentrio type is not takinr plaoc. Thuo 
sooial maturity, at least in t ia area, is found in some, and sooial 
immaturity in others*
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Tie term instrumental dependence11 has been borrowed from V eat here 
(1955)9 and la need to refer to the young child’s reliance on other 
people for the satisfaction of hie bodily wants* At the beginning of 
life the Infant la completely helpless: he needs another person to feed 
him, to keep him warn, dean, and out of harm’s way, to move hia from 
place to plaoe, and to alleviate pain and discomfort* This dependence, 
as leathers points out, is initially of a passive ohareoter, but as ths 
child gets older he will actively seek help from others for the alleviation 
of his needs* Moreover, as the child's motor filiations mature he will, 
uner normal circumstances, become more and more capable of assuming 
responsibility for his bodily comfort without having to hove recourse to 
the help given by others*

Xt is one of the many unfortunate consequences of cerebral palsy that 
this normal progression is interfered with by the brain injury* As a 
result the period cf infantile instrumental dependence tends to be nrolongcd 
beyond the usual time, and a certain degree of helplessness is thus bound 
to oharaoteriee ohildren eo afflicted. Tet even In the moat severely 
affeoted oases development is rarely nt a oomrlnte standstill, for not all 
functions of the individual will he affeoted, and even in those functions 
whioh are seriously impaired some residual oapaoity for development, 
however alow and slight, oan usunlly bo found* The question therefore arises 
as to the extent to whioh the individual cerebral palsied ohild has been able 
to make use of this residual ca aoity, l*e* how far, within the limits of his 
physical handicap, he has mads the maximum developmental progress possible* 
fcith this question we shall he concerned in this section, for it provides 
another approaoh to the problem of ascertaining the sooial maturity of the 
ohildron in this sample* It is, after all, an essential ln/;redlent of 
sooial maturity that a ohild should show a degree of instrumental independence 
appropriate t his ago and not unduly rely on others for the satisfaction of 
bodily wants, and while a cerebral palsied child can never attain the same 
degree of sooial maturity in this respect as his non-handicapped peers, it 
should nevertheless he possible to ascertain what efforts, If any9 he Is 
making to use whatever abilities he does have or how far he le content to
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remin tmradcsBrily dependent on tbooe around him. Any ju^d^p^im about 
the TT*Mnce of enosoeive instrnmental dependence mast therefore be 
relative not only to the Individual child's age, but also the nature and 
rxtent of the organic condition#

The precise limitations imposed by the organic oondition cannot always
be defined# Judgments about the degree to WhLch a child is functioning at
optmurn level in one or another area may therefore be somewhat hasardous,
and for thio reason too fins a breakdown in terras of the various systems of
behaviour (as wie done in the ease cf socialising practices) is not possible
On the other hand, When evidence fiom all areas ie collated and the child >
Judged as a whole, and especially when the judgment la carried out by 
caeone WUh an intimate kncwledre of the child's organic cornd/tion, then 

it does become possible to make the kind cf crude categorisation whloC was 
used in the last section# The physiotherapists gomrally had an erwlleC
knowledge not only of Cat a child aotually did, but also of what he should 
be Coing at present, and for thorn it was therefore normQly possible to 
state whhther a child with certain physical and intellectual handicaps was 
functioning at his optimal level. Furthermore, a raster of children began
attending school during the course of this project, as a result of CxiC one 
could see in some oases a quite sudden spurt in development (in toilet 
training, in independent feeding and dressing, etc#), suggesting that up to 
that tJtae the did bad not made full use of hie capacities in these areas. 
In thia way confirmation was often provided for the plhjy lot!»rapist a* 
judgments. Thee© are 3Ul^nl‘ieGl in Table 37, wtere they are again
preoonted separately for the three family types#

jl.
Rurnter of Childrwn Senrlcping 

VgaiBg pomreoa of InrHwacntaX ^pendsnoc

C.LU&- w Chna»
.-O-tjA- 'mod.-lte Pugo
iHIcs ffCilles Fanllieg

Normal instrmmintal 
C-en!eme ##••#•#

FGoeisslve instramcrrtal 
Cpondence ######«

Total ............

4 11 3

J___________ 1____________ &
13 12 5
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The figures in *be above table indicate the same trend thst was

found in Table $6. As far as tho ohild-oentrio type of family lo oonosmed, 
thie emane an emphasis on excessive instrumental dependence . In the 
judgment of the physiotherapists, only a minority of the ohildren from this 
group were functioning up to their ospaolty - in contrast to the ot ■ er two 
groups, where moat ohildren showed a degree of instrumental dependence that 
was considered normal in view of their limitations. The minority of the 
ohlld-oentric group showing normal dependence aro represented by the 
following two examples <

ary lawyer, 4-9 years, spastic quadriplegia, 3.1. 8. Although 
ary’a motor e-ordimtlon is rather poor, she is keen to uce her

hands as much as possible and to do things for heroelf. Her 
parents, for instance, wanted her to hold her cup with both hands 
beoause of her unsteadiness, but Jary insisted on copying other 
people and using only one hand. Similarly, she likes to help in 
feeding herself with a spoon, although hor parents are quite 
prepared to do it all for her. Sho has also tried to help In 
dressing, but has found this still quite beyond her. She does, 
however, manage to oope sufficiently well with her olothee to be 
Independent about toileting, having been reliably trained since 
her third year*

Millan Hooper, 4-3 years, spastio quadriplegia, S.I. 16. Mother 
noticed that when she bought William an loe orcara cone, he dropped 
it helplessly and she had to feed him with it. Tet when one of 
his siblings gave him one he somehow managed to get hold of it, 
despite defective hand control, and eat it. Mother therefore 
refused to help him apy more and almost at once william became 
independent with her too. He has also made attempts to help with 
spoon feeding, and on hio own initiative now tries at every meal, 
however unsuccessfully, to put the spoon in hie mouth. He is almost 
toilet trained, for although he oannot ask or otherwise indicate 
hio needs he often remains clean and dry throughout the day, and 
often at night too.

i
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Thus, despite severs phyclcal limitations, there are signs In these 
children that some desire for Independence has been aroused. Hie wants 
to do things for himself0 is the phrase whioh repeatedly occurs In the 
reports of the parents, re though the ohild himself had deciced that the 
ways of Infanoy are no longer for him. In the other category, however, 
no suoh evidence oould be found >

Helen HoBain, 7 * 11 years, spastic paraplegia, 8»I« 8. Helen 
la still completely looking In toilet trainiiig, and never shews any 
sign of being bothered by thio* She refuses to go to the bathroom, 
screaming If ever any pressure Is put on her to use the toilet.
Tety when In her seventh year she attended sohool for a short tine, 
she beoane trained there within a period of weeks, only to relapse♦
once more after having to cease attendance. One of the reasons 
for having to stop oohoolin’ lay in her Inability to benefit from 
either tuition or therapy. All members of staff agreed that this 
was due not so muoh to limited Intelligence or any other inherent 
factor, but to Helen’s cor.rlete laok of drive and Initiative. The 
same conclusion emerged In the course of Intelligence testing, where 
the result obtained had to be regarded as inaccurate as a true 
measure of her Intellectual capacity because of the laok of interest 
and desire for achievement shown. This vas also manifested In 
other areas of the child’s behaviouri thus, although she has the 
use of both hands, Helen did not begin feeding herself until seven 
years of age, and even then would often stop halfway through a meal 
and demand to be fed by her parents or older siblings.

Donald Baker, 7*0 years, spastic paraplegia, 3.1. 12. Three 
intelligence testa carried out at different times all gave widely 
divergent results, and the factor considered responsible waa the 
varying degree of motivation shown by this boy. This wss also 
found by a home tutor and by the physiotherapist« both felt that 
Donald showed absolutely no Interest In making progress and that 
learning and motor skills need not be as retarded as they were.
At home his mother describes him as "lasy”, for whenever Donald
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waOs anything, however easily C can •reach it, C a^ts his 
motcr to pass it to hi©, even tCug he may have to shout for 
Cr to come from anottor rot®#

Ctty Johnson, 6-0 years, atCtosis, &»I# 12. C the age of 
sin this o lid la still on tC bottle and recictc all attempts to 
make Cr drink from a oup. She is still in nappies, appears never 
Cthered aCut vetting or soiling Crself, and responds with a 
temper if a po*t is ever produced. Her hand oojritTOl is
good enough to carry out even fine co-ordirotioxm, yet sC sCovs 
no inclination to Colp with wafting, dressing, or feeding Crself.
A speech tCrapist, morecovoer, felt tlat the compete absence of 
speech would not C enplainod on an organic basis, and ttot Ctty’s 
reaistome to any attumrpt to carry out ttoiapy appeared to indicate 
heir hiclnterect in making any kind of develcraont&l progress.

water tone, 7-3 years, spastic parep.egia, S#I# 10. TCu#i 
Witter Cs been dry at ni<Tht since tho age of three, C did not 
achieve trainiig during tto day till marly seven yearn of age, and 
tton only after starting at MhooH. Higdi uirtil this tme C also 
Celd on to his Ct tie, throwing* temper tantums if ever it was not 
given to him. Ttough his Cands are unaffected, C never dresses
or wushec himself but relies entirely on motor to do this for him#

in all ttom cssec ttore were indioat Coro ttot tC child did not mke 
tto 0<©welOT[Mntal progreso that one mLght have expected from hln. to held
on tc infantile moles of V " haviour and thus showed an undue Cpmdenoe on 
his parents in dealing with his bodily ncclc• In tC intenmediate type, 
on tC other hand, this was seen in only one case, for in all otCr inltanlec 
ttore were sirnc ttot tto ohild was not content with Cing fixated at a 
stage of Clplo 881^0^

Samel JCpier, 7*7 yeans, attotlsic, Sal. 11. tor some tme now 
Samwl Cs shown Cs frustration ot not Cing able to go school liCe
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the other children in the neighbuuhiood. Re likes noth lng
Attor than tc play at schools, sitting at the desk hia parents 
have bought for hin and there doing wAt A calls hio "homwofc"* 
Though his acoon^lishzaeints with a pencil are still very poor, A 

takes oo^^Lderable pride in his ability to do jig-saw pussies, 
having in tA fijrst imtame tataU t h inoelf f o oolve them. Having 
Acome toilet trained duuirn* tA day hy t At irne A was i^ouo, it 
was not till a year or so later tAt 2 smiu»l himolf asked As 
moher to leave off his nappy during tA night and promptly became 
dry then too* lie did hold on to the Attle till A was four, At
is now attempting to feed himrelf with spoon and fork.

Kemreth &<COire, 3-3 years, spastic quahr.^Ggia, 3»I. 4. For
some tiw now moher has noticed that Koeweth often witoAs other 
ohildren running around, and sA feels sure that A is attempting 
to copy tlem. He certainly shows lemnrtkable co^fiAnce in his
ranvmnts, end when given a swing at onr time and a rooking Arse 
at another he at once ollmAd up on his own in order to txy them 
out* He As been toilet twined since an early age, and was off 
tA At tile at 10 monA (though since tA arrival of a Ahy As 
been seen taking an occasional surreptious sip from tA Aby’s 
Attic). A tfUces pleAmwe in Airi> able to feed hlraawlf, havi^
done so slroc tA aag of tiw ana d baAf.

Brenda M3NU, 4-9 yo<wrs, spastic paraplegia, &!• 4* A one 
tmie Brenda was rat er frig*-toned of getting on Ar feet, but now 
sA Is keen to do sc and often asks when sA will walk and why sA 
cannot do so now HA otAr children. Toilet twined around 3i, 
sA is now quite reliable. SA io keen to A independent in feeding
herself, and insisted on having a knife and fork just like her 
pareiOs, mot tA spoon which was originally given heir. SA resents
any Alp Alng offered in undressing Anself, tAvj in dressing she 
still has to rely on mOAr.
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The one exception in this group io provided by a child who was 
reported as ratAr apathetio in mat areas, rarely stiming, not asking 
full uae of his mzd|pu&tive powers, and at tLmea not even sw^lowi% solid 
food.

in the ofcild-fUgio group thmi of tA eases are fouraL in tA "normal 
dependenoy" oatogory, While tA other two Along to tA second category. 
Booh of the oatogwiis oonttdAAs one of tA following two ixscples.-

SHly AArtson, 3*1 years, spastic qiuudr^iple^ia, 3*1. 6. in 
her general m>tor activity sully is a very corrffLAnt child, for 
Aspito many bumps and bruises from falls sA la always actively 
cimbing tA furniture and crawling around after her older sibling. 
Frequently she attempts on Ar own initiative to stand wltAut 
support, yet her lack of success has not left Ar with any fears 
connected with falling and loss of Alanoi. 3A at ill demands a
Attle ovozy evening, yet h-s Accnii reliably toilet trained in 
tA course of her third year, and. is now also able to feed Araelf.

Muriel Dnaldaon, 5-11 years, spastic Amip^o^, 9*1. 10. On 
hand of this child is almost uaeliw, and all mam|ftrntive skills 
have tArafora to A carried out by the otAr hand. Tot this hand
too is used relatively llttlo for Wills well within Mulei's coopt’ 
she rarely feeds herself with it but rollis on moher to do so, and 
in dressing and washing sA similarly A Avis in a quite Alpliss 
and dsAndont fashion. Ab motor onco put it: "It io as though
tA ono hand had infected the other."

Ta so rosuits suggest strangly that amongst cerebral palsied oh^lldran 
tAra aro somi tAt suffer fiom more than a physical handicap in tA devel- 
omaot of thoir bo&Lly furctlcna. it is wil known now tAt such develop- 
miirt in a child does not take place in a vacuum, that mltr:^tlitn alone 
cannot account for tA changes that take place ?nd tA rati at which tAy 
occur. T -is has boon borni out, for instance, by studios of deprived
children, thus lllustreti% tA influence of social factors on divilopm^.
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Our data make tho same point, for thoy suggest that in certain family 
settings children do not rake full use of their develo mental capacities, 
so that the physical handicap becomes augmented by a aoclal handicap, nnd 
the ohild hoeoaca even more of a helpless and dependent being than le 
necessary in view of his organio limitations. Lbooessive instrumental 
dependence is thus found in the same circumstances ae excessive emotional 
dependence, for both are mainly associated with child-centric families, 
occurring rather more rarely in the other two types*

e-aanMaa Mft.mweeete«

Xn this section the question of social maturity will be approached 
from yet another direction* It will be reoalled that in our discussion 
of thic concept we referred to Eewootnb’s (1952) stages of role development, 
in which considerable emphaais was laid on a child’s gradually increasing 
ability to perceive social i*el at lone in terms of reciprocity* horeaa 
in infarcy other people are eeen only as agents for drive-relief and the 
child’s own pera active rules suprome, a growing awareness of the rights 
of others thereafter forces Itself on the child* T ub he must learn that
his world cannot be a ranged purely in terms of his own needs, that his point 
of view must be Integrated with others and that he has obligations aa wall 
aa rights* Xn this way he paaaee from ogocentrioity to co-operation in 
his relations with others, and any sign that he is failing to make such 
progress may be regarded as further evidence of social immaturity*

Some degree of egooentricity is found throughout most of childhood, as 
Piaget (1932) has shown by examining the thought processes of children at 
various ages* Xn their soolal relationships, however, complete ego- 
centriolty exists only in infancy, and some degree of compliance to the 
wishes of others is generally found at all ouboequent stages* Opportunities 
for observing such complirjic may bo found again and again in the d£»ily life 
of the young child, for it represents tho child’s willingness to sacrifice 
his own mode of behaviour in favour of xesponses requested by others* The 
reports of parents thus furnish plenty of examples for the oase illustra
tions* Again, however, this was a function whioh oould bo particularly well 
observed by the physiotherapists. T ey worked in a set situation in whioh
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a great deal depended on the child’s ability to adjust to their requests, 
to follow instructions, and to glvo Ur patterns of behaviour that to the 
child may hnve boon mere '’natural” than those demanded from him. > e have 
here, In other words, a structured socialisation situation in whioh the 
socialising agent is able to observe the effeota of her demands on the ohild 
in a relatively dispassionate manner, and thus (working again within the 
framework of each individuate age and set of handicaps) make a judgment aa 
to the ohild’a ability to fit in with her framework of expectations as 
against hia Inclination to follow nurely egocentric modes of behaviour*

The physiotherapists’ judgements were again made by allocatin'* the 
children to categories expressing tho co-operation or lack of co-operation 
obtained from then. The results are presented In Tabic 38 and as before 
are separated according to family type. They refer to the children’s 
behaviour in physiotherapy after they had overcome their initial fear of 
the situation and had stopped cling!ng to their mothers In the following 
oase lllust rat loan, however, the material has, as before, been drawn also 
from the other sources of qualitative data available, namely th© reports 
of the parents and, In this case, the observations made during intelligence 
testlog*

Table 38.
Bxsaber of Children showing Varying Degrees 
of Co-operation with ihrslothMfplrt*.

Child-

?amliles

■fetefc-.
mediate

Families

Child-
^rlc

Families
Co-operative ......... 3 10 3
Uneo-o^erative 10 • 2

Total ......... 13 12 5

Onoe again we find that the ohildren from the ohlld-oentric type of 
family show a pattern of behaviour in olear contrast to that shown In most 
of the intermediate and child-fugic types. Only three cases from the 
former group were re warded as reasonably co-operative, as shown by the
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following example i

Christine Anderson* 5-5 years* spastio nuadriplegia* S»I. 7*
The physiotherapist has all along been very pleased with the 
progress rande by this ohild* and feels that thia is largely due 
to the excellent oo-oporation she has been able to obtain fron 
her. As the physiotherapist put iti ’•This ohild •gives’ in ths 
way you want her to mentally at least* if not always physioally." 
Mother is also pleased with the response she oan get from Christine* 
for though at one time she was said to be rather negative and 
Inclined to throw tantrums if not allowed her own way* now she is 
fairly obedient and able to deal ouch better with frustration.
Tho aar» ability to fit in with tho wishes of others la also seen 
in her play with other ohildren* for there are rarely any 
difficulties about sharing toys or taking turns.

The majority of ohildren from the ohild-oentric group, on the other 
hand* show a rather different attitude in similar social situations.
Taking turns, sharing* "giving”, obeying* following instructions and making 
allowance for others are all -hraaes whioh occur but rarely in the reports 
on these ohildrent

Donald Baker* spastio paraplegia* 8-0 years* 3*1. 12. In 
physiotherapy Donald was at times an "infuriating” ohild. He is 
generally quite passive* absorbed in his own thoughts* showing no 
motivation and paying no attention* and at one time ouddendly 
looked up half way through a session* stared blankly at the physio
therapist* and saids ”1 don’t remember you earning. ” Similarly* 
repeated into 11 ire neo testing came up against Donald’s unco-operative 
attitudes ho showed some Interest in the test material at the 
beginning* but as soon as thr novelty had worn off he took charge 
of tho situation, handled tho material as he wanted to and not as 
he was asked to* did not answer questions but Instead nut questions 
to the writer* ©nd finally just wandered off. A home tutor had 
cone up against the same difficulties* but onald’s domineering
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attitude is perhaps moat in evidaaoe in his everyday In
his play with Ohcr ohlldron# for inataroe# h- insists on 
struoturing the situatOon, playing with W ate ver toy A Arpene 
to want (oven if it entails taking it off another ohild) and 
deoiding how and where to play* With his parents A is also
very rnuoh tA Aca# refusing to aooapt food A does not fancy, 
always relying on rort'er to fetoh toys or to clear tAn up# and 
on the few ocoaelono that the parents trded to give him formal 
tuitoon, A throw a temper tantum and refused to H&ifeen to tAm*
If for any reason tA parents do not ioaodlately give way# A 
proceeds to pinch them

Malcolm tewrt# 7-7 years# spastic qa^adp^lplegl^fi, S*I* 5. The
teaoAr who reported on this Ay expressed considerable doulAs 
sAut t A possibility of meting much progress with him - not so 
ouoh on aooount of intellectual deftoieicy# but Acaue© of his 
tendency to take no notice of Ar inst notions and blit Aly to 
pursue his own course For the sa% reason it is difficult to
get him to join in organised gnoce with other children# as A 
always writs to tcke charge of tA sit oat An and# wien this is not 
allowed# tends to wander off on his own Intelligeroe testing:
proved to A a vory lo% and arduous task# as his co-ojuration 
oould A elicited only in patches* This rme largely Aoause of
his over-famiiar attitude towards tA tester, for after an 
initial period of shyness he went to tA oposite cxticr*# Agan 
boxing with him and blowing down hie neck# and returned only 
roomntarily to tA task in hand wAn considerable flmneee ws 
used* Hie parents confess tAt A is not at all obediert# that
he wants hio om way in almost everything and wil throw a viclrnt 
temper trntum if they do not give in to him* A sw-tcAc off the 
television wAn it is tme for him to go to bed end wil not allow 
tA parents to Ave it on again that evening* He is oaid to A
very self-willed with hie elbingo# n-ver tolerating any kind of 
privilege aooordod to tAn and not to him# and constantly sn'tobing 
tAir toys and interrupting tAir play activities*
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Btty Jchnoon, 6-0 years, athetosis, S.I. 12. Both a
physiotherapist and a apeeeh tAxapist tried for many months to 
treat thia ohild, and Ath failed. Similarly, two puyclhlo‘;i«rt»a
tried to test Ar on different occasions and found it an impossible 
task, cith all these poo le she AAved as though tAy sere not
present, taking little notice of thorn, not listening to tAir re
quests, pursuing Ar own activities and throwing a tom^er tantrum 
if an active attempt was aaA A attract h r away from tAn.
Temper tarntrimiQ arc indeed very readily apparent in tA face of any 
kind of frustration. Thue ltteirto to take Ar feeding Attle away#
to put Ar to bed on her own, A make Ar use the toilet or not to 
damage furniture all met tA came response, namsly an immediate 
outburst of sg/g^asion directed against tA source of frustratten, 
tilth Ar parents oA often Ahsvea as though sA does not Aar them 
(although tAere A no organic auditory iTpsiment ). ShA ia very
dummering towards them, and WULl,. for instance, suddenly insist 
that m>t'hT should sit on a different oAlr. Sa nevor allws Ar
to road a book or ma-garinc while sA A in tA mm, snatching it 
away and demanding attention for Arself. if sA dome not get Ar
way abe Mil often bite or throw things. hitA otAr children
Atty A similarly snatching thoir toys away and Alng
qiuiA incapable of playing with them. SA loves Alng in their
presence, yet even olAr children are terrifAd of Ar and avoid Ar.

bailer Ans, 7-3 years, spastic paraplegia, 3»X. 10, AitAr of 
two pl^yAo'e rap lots found this at all an easy ohild to treat.
Though book oo-op?ratten could A got from hi : at first, A quickly 
Aterionted in thio respect with Ath, oo tAt treataent did nut 
appear to A miking any progress after a wile. A never shows any
active objection to treatment, At gemrally adopts a cooplltely pas
sive and uninterested attitude, talking continuously aAut his 
particular activities and interests of tA momet. At achool A
was found to pay no attention, using tA material given hte in his 
own fashion and not in tA way pointed out by tA teacher. A Is
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inclined to bo eelf-villed with hi> %rente# throwing temper 
tantrums if a forceful attempt la ever made to change hia behaviour* 
There are lote of fighte with his siblizg, wIkos he hul^Llcs a great 
deal and whose toys bo is cont^muyu^ly snatching away# and though 
with other children ho is not aggressive# he rarely joins their 
games but merely wishes tlem or tumne his back on them and purouee 
his own activitJefi

The iramrttulty in the behaviour of these children is very striki%5- 
TWy show the egoentricity and intclcJtuce to frustration that is ac 
typical of very young children# ao that even at the age of six or seven 
thf y still throw the frequent temper tantrums found in the toddler. They
find, it difficult to m>ot the ex-notationa of others when theaa confLict • 
with their own da air.-a of the MMSt # and in thoir need to pursue purely 
oelf-ceenored activities they tend to adept an intolerant and damrnering 
attitude towards those around %U3 it is difficult or even i^jpoaa^ble
to elicit co-operation in suo‘ act situations as physiotherapy estsicna or 
is&elligezxoe testng, and though the degree of their lack of eo~cp^:rotion 
varied, a maXted defect in social roletione can be said to oh^na3teriss all 
those children#

The mjority of children in the intermediate group show no sign of such 
problems# The physiotherapists regarded them mainly as co-OFOlrttlVG# and
their judgements ware in general berne out by the ^08X1101 obtained from 
other sources# The following cases illustrate this pattern*

Lorio Fletcher# 6-2 years# spastic paraplegia, S.I# 3, The 
physiotherapist considered Dole to be an eacrmaily cc-operativc 
child# with whom it is a pleasure to work. There is rarely any
sign of negativiorn, and icris seems genuinely to enjoy meeting 
the requests made by the phy3icthexapiat# The moher reports her
as w*dU an obedient child”# who grew out of the ra^gOiviatic and 
temper ^tt^uon phase long ago and can now normQly be relied on to 
do what aha is told - with enoiu^ exceptions to show that she does 
have a wil of her own 3he eeos a groat deal of other children
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and gets cn very well with them* There is never any difficulty
here about G^^n'in’ or taking turns, and though a lot of finite 
occur with the elbllng®, these are by no ncrno excessive*

Marin Fieher, 5 -10 years, spaetlc q^undipleitrf S>I* 4* Hot
only tbe physiotherapist, but alee the boyf8 teacher find him a 
very wiling child with whom they can easily w«k once he had got 
ever hie initial shyness* Te ret hor likes a set routine and
tends to bo upset by changes, but othe wise io regarded se a good 
child to deal Wth* At home radar found hia rather different •
"He never dees for rac wrnt he does for other people,” she coonlalned, 
referring to hie frequent temper tantrns wten told to do s«mthini 
by her that he did not wart to do* Yet this was at the beglmldT 
of the ocntmt, when Tri-tin was juet ever 4* Pighteen moTthe 
later these tantaume, thou£ still in cvidenoe, were vary uuoh leee 
frequ»rt, and while rotter often vis es be rare more ohedierrtt, she 
does riroe that hr alwayo seems to reali; e wh^n he has reached a 
limit beyond which it is not wise to provoke her* ’Sth hie younger
sibling calin tends to be rather boss; , sc that a lot of finite and 
qus role ar© alwam going onj on the other hand with ether children, 
both at school and at home, he plays ~el! and dons not try to 
doman^^ tho citurtion*

Samuel fifcpicr, 7-7 yeans, ethecto3ie, S>I* 11* At one tme the
physiotherapist reported thin boy to br’finest too oo-oTpentive”, 
in that he tended to bn extxnraely placid -nd rarely showed any 
assertiveness, doing what ho ws told and only too eager to ploaee 
the thearapist* This was also found during intern/eeraae testing,
for 3aa needed oornimal isacGu:ranec th; t he was doing just w^at 
waa wafted. of him - ae though he ware frittered of giving offence* 
From the repojrte of hie nether he alte emerged as a very gerTle, 
placid child, anxious to please and rarely disobedient. He does
not play a great deal with hia younger sibling, for the disparity 
in their abilities was already too great, yet when they do inter
act it io always the younger child who sots the pace and tells 3am
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fhat to do.

These three eases s’lur that the ability to eo-operate and m?et the 
rtqueeto of others can be found in very different personalty settings.
Thus not only the degree of oo-©}pration elicited but aleo its qualitative 
features and the mrtlvation behind it vary considerably from case to case.
Yet these oases do form a hom^og^^^s group in their relative absence of 
egn^x^tirlc and do^lr^j^ing attitudes, so that social relationships are far 
mere lhar&ottrl‘&d by give-and-take than io ooen anonst the children 
categorised as uto<o-oi^ative. Thru are only two of the latter in the
int^c^amecdLate type, and in both the child emerged as reasonably co-operative 
fiw^ the remarks made by the parents, but as rather stlf-wnied, mtgairt.cetio, 
and disinclired to folloe instructions iron the phyiottorepiet’s reports.

Cnee again the cbild-fu ic group, unlike the other two groups, provides 
uo llt&l-out trends, with throe cases falling into one category and tec into 
the other. I;ash of the categories is illustrated by one of the following
oases, the first giving details of a ohild categorised as tl-oierativl and 
the second of an unlo-oirativl child!

Albsrt Jackson, 3-0 years, spastic quadlpltgli, 3*1. 4» Ater
the initial upset at the beginning of phytotherapy had subsided,
Albert ooln established a very traatncti ^elatlonehli with the pbroio- 
therepiit, as a result of which she was able "really to get to work 
on him*" There is now rarely any resistance to following her
inttrultloto, tvon when on come lcoaeioto he shows a certain imourt 
of fear connected with balaroo and fallirg. At homo he is said
to be a contented child, who does hive the occasional tantium, but 
who mere often bursts into tears wbsn fiimly told "no"* 01b•.■<dttce
ia thus no problem, so that the aoti^jr hardly over has to use 
punLeh^rni. During intelligence testing it was also noted that
for one of his ago Albart lo-oi■ rated wd , 1x^01!^ oe^g^r to 
iltloe and ready to follow tht instructions given.

DaVLd Richardson, 4 -* 0 yeans, at ketosis, S.I. 14* The physio-
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therapist found this in many W0 an exasipjnitixg and unrewarding 
ohild to treat* Be rarely gives a flicker of recognition when be
secs her# and throughout the session behaves as though she wore not 
there# Ee ia thus qWLte static phrsic^aly, and the plhsyiio;kerapist 
believes this to be due to the difficulty of getting through to him#
An inte lgeoroe test could also not be ad^iin^ered# as he tended 
mrely to tttze at the test mteeitl without taking any notice of 
requests to respond to it in certain ways# At home he is said to
need smarting before he will do what he has been told# and even then 
frequently rernmes the forbidden activity#

in so far os progress with socialising in gererrOl and physiotherapy in 
particular depends on the willixvness of the ohild to meet the relevant 
demands from others# one m^ conclude that the children found to be unoo- 
operative in this sample are probably advancing at a slower rate than they 
might# This reinforces the views expzsated in the preceding section# that
oertaln children are functioning at a level lower than their botdUly equip
ment wcoad allow# erfi^oei’, tho data indicate olearly the differences in
social maturity found in the sample# We have# on the one hand# children
whoso behaviour may be regarded as Ina propriate to their ages their ego-
ceirtrlolty and inability to tolerate frustration assign them to a very much 
younger age level and thus reveal a degree of erolllnal imaturity that in 
some oases appears to reach pathological pnip^rti^ons# Yet again it be
em-phsieed that this Is no inherent charsetexnstic of all the cerebral 
palsied# for many of the children in this nample fail to s^v it, and hreea^r 
signifcewoe must therefore be at^tohed to the distribution of this character
istic among the throe family types.

0g«nw of —UntY fWtlne#. •
W shall now foll<w the procedure adopted at the end of the o- apter on 

socialising teehnlqllzt# and draw together the three threads which have sc 
far been treated separately. The fact that our search for evidence about
the children's aoltl maturity t -ok pIscs in only three areas en^s^^s s
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rather narrower empirical basis than io desirable, but the nature of the 
sample makes it improbable that a more refined approach oould hare beon 
chosen* Koch of the three areas la, however, concerned with certain 
vital functions of the email ohild, And provides sone of the most important 
data from whioh the individual's otandin^ on the maturity-lnmaturity 
dimension can bn naeeoeod*

The first question to which v*e turn concerns tho consistency of 
classification for the throe areas, i*e. whether ohlldren were always 
assigned to the "mature" or Always to the "immature" category. Full
details of the classification are given in Appendix 4, but Table 39 sum
marises the necessary information*

TaUo 39.
Conalgtenoy of Xaturitr ClaaalftoatlowB

Child- Child-
&?&&<?, as&ftte Pygio

iamillea , rallies .tollies Total

Three identical classifications 8 7 4 19
Two identical classifications 5 5 1 11

fotal ................... 13 12 5________30

The fact that only thr^o olcaif ication; were made for eaoh case 
rather hampers uo in arriving at any conclusions about the extent to which 
individuals reach the same standing with regard to social rcturity in all 
areas of functioning* Tho above table does show that the majority in this 
sample received identical claoeifi oat Iona, that for most of the ohlldren in 
all three groups thio characteristic waa an all-pervading ono in tsr?s of 
the field of on;uiry» On tho other hand the remaining cases shew that 
thia ie not a unitary trait, for those children were found relatively 
mature in one or two areas and immature in the others* As with socialising 
bechniquoc, 00 here too we must oxercio a certain ameuat of caution in 
making generalisations, for variability does exist in oocac individual cases* 
Tot the trend towards consistency seems strong enough in the sample as a
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whole to make it possible to see certain pre dominant pattern©, and we shall 
therefore now examine the association found between the family types and 
the level of maturity of the ohildren.

For thie purpose an over-nil maturity ooore woe calculated for each 
child by giving weights to the two categorise in each cf the three relevant 
tables (noe. 371 and 38). In every eaoe the oatogory expressing
immaturity (excessive emotional dependence, excessive instrumental 
dependence, and lack of co-operation) wae weighted 0, while the other 
category, ex* rossinr maturity, was weighted 1. From these individual 
scores the roup mean: were calculated, cind these, together with their 
standard deviations and the range of soores found, are presented in Table 
40.

Tftat.fcp,?
Ovm^II teturtto Sooraa of Shildrcs

Child-co wrie type 
Intermediate typo 
Chilc-fugie type ,

3ti
..ean fcvi&tion -•-aan?
.69 .77 0-3

2.42 •96 0-3
2.00 1.41 0-3

As the total possible rajvr covers only four pointe, it is not sur
prising to find that all three groups are onroad from one extreme to the 
other. Yet the high standard deviation obtained for thr nean of the 
ohild-fugio group shows that tins spread of sooree In thie group la very 
much greater than for the other two^ indicating again the greater hetero
geneity of findings from the ohild-fugio type. The mean of tho child- 
centric group differ^ aoccrdlr& to the t, test, from that of the inter
mediate group at a statistically significant level beyond .01, and from 
that of the child-fugic group at a significant level beyond.05, thereby 
showing the very ouch greater tendeno • towards ovor-all social immaturity 
found amenget ohildren from tho ohild-oontric families. Tho mean of the 
intermediate group, on tho other hand, approaches close at to the maxtaim 
score possible, thou it does not differ significantly frem th-at of the
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ohild-fUgie type.
Thors io thus a definite association between family type and degree 

of aoolal maturity shewn by the handicapped children. Before we enlarge
on this# hc\ever> we oust turn to the aaettclaticn with the other level 
examined In this report# namly the socialising techniques. The followl%
table accordingly 0usmL0l8ee the association found between the oreor-iCll 
sdimisin'’ severity scores and the anturlty scires.

41.
AaeocOation between socialising severity 

 and child maturity

aafttsMT
.cores

0 - 1

2-3

002^ ajEa 
CL-3 k-1 8 - 12

8 4 2
2 13 1

Proa this table it can be seen that there Is 0 tendency fir Indulgent 
socialisin' techniques (severity ooojres 0 to 3) io be associated wth 
relatively inmture children (maturity scores 0 tc l)# wlrile socialising 
techniques if mxditm severity (scores 4 to 7) hTC mainly found In the sane 
famines that produce relatively mature children. A ohi-equ0ze anaLysls
of the table shews that the difference in dlstjributlon of severity cores 
allotted to the two groups of children reaches 0 statistically significant 
level (#05). Fcr two cf tho three typos if familos# the child-oertric
and ths intenmccUate # there appears therefore tc be a mxtui0l relationship 
between all the levels examined herct the chilWocntrio type of family
organisation uses indulgent socialising techniques and producs socially 
immtitre Children# while the inteimo&late type of family organisation does 
apply definite sosimisinh pressures (though predominantly in a flexible 
and real - is tic manner) and produces children regarded as relatively socially 
mture. Only tho child-fUglc type fails to show 0 chan^i^i^^tic pattern
on the cthc r two level®*

Tho child wao develops within tho contort cf the child-centric typo 
if family is clearly tho mast Hlsly tc show norial iilmt^uity. %o data
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on emrtional dependence show him to tr particularly prone to intense 
clinging to hio parents and to mxnfeet signs of attachment whioh must he 
judged excessive for hio age. The opposite aide of the coin to this 
excessive emtioraal dependence is the reluct£n»a with which be aades extra- 
famiial contacts * as phjraio therapists and teachers so often exnerieroed 
to their cost. To leave the m^aer and accompany a stranger to an 
unlamiiar room may he an ordeal lor m>st tw«o*,y.-'ar olds, but to be unable 
to cope with such an experience at the age of six or seven is ra>at unusual. 
Tlhese children axe rather too firmly rooted in their families - so firmly 
that they find it extremely difficult to Tartlol?ote in any other group.
Thus there ore two kinds of deficioroy in ' the role-playing behaviours 
on the one hand the nature of the role played within the family is in- 
appreciate to the child's age lovel, and on the other band the total 
nusibrr of roles which the ohild io capable of nlaying is extremely restricted. 
The continual demand for the presence of mother or father makes it difficult 
for the child to ac^^ire experience of other social situations. Be does
not want to go out into the street to join a group of children, W is 
reluctant to parttclxmte in a phyaoothGrany or claoarccm situation, he does 
not wish to be Icokd after by a neighbour nor to stay in a relative's 
howe, and as a result all his affect will bo centered on the family and 
his experience of the outside worl wil be limited not only by his 
possession of a physical handicap but oven more so by the nature of his 
tuyotot<0£Lcal equipment. There io thus a stunting of his role playing 
capacity, and this provides us with one of the strands of which social 
immaturity is .oven,

A second strand refers to tho iastiuraental dependence which is also 
ch^ulreu>teIrL3tio of most of the children from child-ccntric families. In
the view of tlmir pfy siothcrapists, these children show a greater helpless
ness in the satisfaction of their bodily needs than thdr trgenit capacities 
currant. In many areas, such as feeding or toileting, the chH&en 
behaved in a wore infantile marner tkon we necessary in view of tWlr 
handicap. Little evidence of any achievement drive was found heroi these
children showed no mrtivation for independence and preferred to be fed, 
dressed, and changed like infants when they dg't wll hove taken at least
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some part in these activities. Thus, handicapped as these children 
were, their handioap was further exaggerated, and though it io difficult to 
obtain definitive evidence from these reports, it appears likely that this 
type of ohild only too often frustrates the efforts cf professional workers 
by hia own lack of motivation to progress developmarxtally.

This may well he further aooontuated hy our third strand, namely the 
amount of co-operation whioh a child lo oapable of giving. In a family 
netting where there is little fructratlon and where all attention is con
centrated on him, the child will hnve had little opportunity for learning 
that reciprocity is an essential eonponsnt of mature inter-personal 
relationships. In thie area we find the clearest evidence for the kind 
of behaviour with whioh Iiewcoob (1952) characterised the earliest stages 
of role develo ment» the autistic nature of the child’s /ante, his insis
tence on immediate drive relief, his lock of conformity to sooial oustom, 
and Me inability to take into account the era root ives of others, 
r acting the demands of others when the e conflict with hie own desires 
appears to be an experience with which most of tbs children from the chi Id
ee ntrio families oould not cope, and the usual reaction to such demands 
took the form either of temper tantrums like thoae usually seen in a 
toddler or of oooplote passivity end withdrawal. Cues again progress in 
physiotherapy, for example, in likely to be hindered to e considerable 
degree by suoh an attitude in the child, for it reveals an egocentriolty 
whioh cannot acce t limitation and channelisation of behaviour imposed by 
others* The ohild-oontric family, we oust conclude, tends to produce the 
egocentric ohild.

That none of these trends is an inherent part of brain damage and 
motor handioap is shown by their relative absence from the intermediate 
group of families. These ohildren may at one time hove passed through 
a phase of intense attachment to the parents, but after tho third and 
fourth years thio tended to decrease somewhat, so that it no longer became 
impossible to leave these children with other people. Their induction 
into the social world outside the hone was therefore very rauoh easier, and 
it was also easier for physiotherapists and teaohers to establish contact 
with Vera* Though chy or even frightened of the stranger at first, it did 
not take them long to establish a relationship of truot and to leave mother
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without hesitation* Thus they gradually increased the range of their 
sooial oontaot89 and their role playing oapaoity tended thereby to be 
correspondingly enriched*

As for thoir instrumental dependence, the ohildren fron the inter
mediate type were, of course, ampered hy their organic disabilities, and 
to that degree had to rely on others in the dally course of their lives*
Tet within the limits imposed by the handicap these ohildren, in the view 
of their physiotherapists, were on the whole thought to function well and 
to make good use of whatever residual oapaoitles they did have* They were 
not content to remain at a low level of dependence, but strove to achieve 
skills which would help them on to.vards Increasing independence* In 
relation to others, therefore, they had to rely on outside help to no 
greater degree than was dictated by the nature of the oerebral palsy*

I ost of the ohildren from this group were also found to adept a 
generally oo-operative attitude in the course of thrir physiotherapy session, 
and evidence from such other areas as their response to nodal ising demands 
Vraa parents, their relationships with other children, and their bchrvlour 
during intelligence testing all tended to confirm that those children c/ere 
learning to fall in with the wishes of otters and were no longer exclusively 
guided hy autistic wishes* Thus their infantile egooentricity was giving 
way to a capacity for reciprocity in human relationships, and on this basis 
eo-op^ration in learning situations tended to be fostered and true member
ship of social roups ends possible*

Though moat of the children from the ohild-fuio group showed con- 
eintent eoores for the throe arene that were investigated, the pattern of 
tie .group as a whole io again confused. One of the ohildren was found to 
be immature in all throe areas, while another was found immature in two of 
the tiree areas* The other throe children, however, showed a consistently 
nature pattern in all functions considered* Th re are olearly too nan? 
divergent forces at work in this croup to permit generalisations about their 
influence on the child*g development* As we have seen, the nature of the 
ohild-fugle organisation and the kind of socialising techniques adopted tend 
to vary so much that it is hnrdly surprising that the personalities of the 
children also differ a great deal* Although in four oases mother and child 
formed the olose unit typioal of the child-centric group, the fact that the
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oJhUdren failed to mnaOfoot th© som oha2*o>torltttos as thooe from ohild- 
oentrio fanilied may well be doe to the frequent and often intense inter
action Wth cthei' relatives (especially maernal gfanda>thcr;, Bo claim
is, of course, made that the child's pereorallty remained unaffected by 
father’s "fuglc” relationship wth him, for only three aspects of person
ality development were here investi/aitod* These three aspects, howmr,
did not show the same profound effects as wao found for the child-centric 

type.

T

A
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CHAPTER 10 
VALUATION OP nroiHOS

In the preoeding chapters the descriptive material elicited in the 
coarse of thie project has been presented. In thio ehapter we shall 
range further afield, and attempt tc evluate and interpret the data in 
order to arrive at some general conclusions about the social eonoomltanta 
that may be found in a sample of cerebral palsied ohildren and their 
families.

TfctWlkHfl iffillWtfrMK*
As we noted in the review of the literature, there are in existence 

very few empirical studies of sooial aspects of oerebral palsy. he know 
little about the ways in which families oope when one of their members 
has a congenital physical handicap, hew they interact with this member, 
and bow the member himself develops in his particular social environment. 
Tet books and articles appear all the time in which advice is given tc 
those looking after handicapped ohildren on how they should perform this 
task - advice which la clearly devoid of the necessary knowledge on whioh 
it should be based. Application of knowledge oannot take place before 
that knowledge has come into existence, and the need for more facts in 
thio field le certainly clear. This project was designed to supply some

these facts, and though the number of oases studied is snail the focus 
of the investigation was a relatively Intense one. We hnve not been 
concerned here with advice, with how mrents ohou1 d behave, but rather 
with facts, with her parents do behave* Sash queetiono as whether 
Iparents should administer physical punishment to handicapped ohildren or 
whether these children require more emotional support than io normally 
encountered have not arisen, for our only aim has been to determine the 
numb r of parents who do use physical punishment in this sample or who do 
foster emotional dependence, and then to relato thio information to the 
other data obtained.

It is thie latter aspect, namely the inter-relating of the various 
items of information, t' at forms tht cere of thio project. Thus 
apparently quite unrelated data were found to be associated together in
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Ootain patterns, oo that the use of physical pum.shmrn, for Insta-ioe, 
la no longer an isolated item of information, but is found to be one con
stituent of a series of inter-HLiikajd behaviour patterns which contain suoh 
anpmtrtly quite distinct items as th© mount of time a father spends in 
child-oare activities, the child’s co-operation in physiotherapy, the extent 
of a faMly’s contaot with relatives, and the readiness of the moher to 
let her child out of eight* The lift-puttom of these faMLLlee tended 
thus to hr of one piece and to be expressed in a variety of areas in a 
m^lniingiUly related mtramr, cutting screes the lines of detmakation 
between such comvntionally separate fields of enquiry as the development 
of the individual persorwlity, the nature of group activities, and the 
chara^teristics of intGrp>ereotsl relationships. Dvea physical progress
my be regarded to some extent as forming nart of the over-all patten.
The interdeTeurienDe of these various types of phenomem is probably of an 
extremely compLex form, and the lides -rovided here are but an initial 
attempt to point to its existence. The exceptions to general trends
which occur at all points of the enquiry clearly suggest the mlti- 
deterLSLted nature of the phenomena under oc-ttiderotlon• lhvertheleaa,
some of tho tnnds are strong enouh to be indicated even with the tools 
and methods used hen/

For the oaks of cttvetiotce and ease of discussion we have grouped 
the patterns of phenomena into three family type a. The diaadvantare of
such a typology lies in the impression that it any give of being more 
absolute than in fact it io, that the gaps between the three types are 
considerable, and that our descriptions refer to comletoly discrete 
groupings. This, of course, in not so, os reference back to Table 12
on page 8- will show. The family dimensions form a cttt1tunm, and the 
breaks made in thxm for the oaks of co instructing the typology here 
arbitrarily ohowen. This ra^ma that there is bound to be come overlap
in charatezdistics and that a family classified as belonging to a given 
type may easily show some features which have been found to be alsotlated 
m>re commony with ono or the other typc In highlighting differences,
we mist not overlook simiairLtlGs and overlap. It ia, moreover, no port
of our argument that the fore of a family’ a oolal organisation trce888llly 
remaim static. Die to the longitudinal approach uoed in this projeot
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we were ablo to observe certain change a taking place in thia respect a 
in one family, for instance, the mother went to the cinema for the first 
time for years a few days after her ohild had at last taken her first step) 
in another family there waa a gradual inomase in social isolation at the 
same time as the parents became increasingly aware of the severity of the 
ohild*s handicap in relation to the fast development of a younger sibling) 
in two further fanil io the beginning of the child’s attendance at sohool 
resulted in a considerable freeing of the parents’ soolal life, while in 
yet another family the sane event produced, if anything, a greater total 
amount of child-centered behaviour. Xn constructing the tynology these 
fluctuations within tbe period of observation were avorayed out, but it 
is apparent that, when attempting to understand any one family, much oan 
be learned by observing its reactions to various life events and tracing 
the consequent changes In its organisation*

The relative numbers in the types are, it must be stressed, of little 
significance* This small am le oan by no means be regarded as repressn ■ 
tatlvei it was not selected as frxsh and Indeed our criteria of selection 
specif io ally excluded, inter alia, families that had completely disrupted* 
It is nevertheless interesting to note that, within these limits, suoh a 
large p ^portion of our oases should fall into the child-oentrio ty^e of 
family organisation* The description of this type draws attention, we 
believe, to a kind of family group that tends to be overlooked by social 
scientists, for it io always the disrupted group, thfl family completely 
lacking in cohesiveness, whioh more obviously oallo for help and action 
and which is thus best known to the social worker* The vast literature 
on the “broken boo “ amply testifies to this statement, yet in many re- 
epeots tbe family st the other extreme of the continuum, i.e* the family 
manifesting an inordinately high degree of ooheslvonaos, is Just as much 
in need of help and oystematio study* Thia kind of family is perhaps 
often regarded with approval, in that its members appear to have drawn 
together in the face of stress and are keeping their troubles to them
selves. Tho family aa such io still in existence, and it is therefore 
not likely to inour the criticism of sooiety in the way that a disrupted 
family would irxjur. Yet closer study suggests that inherent in such a
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group there are many pathological features, and because the ohlld- 
oentric fanily ia the least known arong the three tjp» sa we have 
deaerlbed, the Alaounalon that follows will be ’'articularly oonoerw>d 
with It.

Bf aviotuol pathology may be fomd at various levels* at the 
individual level (where it may emerge in suoh foams ae anxiety symptom# 
phobias, obsessions, eto.), at the interpersonal level (as indicated tqr 
hostility, rejection, ov r-dependence, eto.), and at the group level. 
About the latter least io known* how for one oan define an optimum 
level of group functioning, what form group "symptoms" take, or in what 
way a group le able to call upon defsnoe mehanlsos are all still largely 
unsolved problems. In our theoretical discussion we suggested two
aspects of a family group's functioning wWLch it io useful to evaluate 
from this point of view, namly Its oohesiveness and Ito commnity par
ticipation, and from the subsequent emlrics! descriptions it emerged 
that the extremes of these two Aim^7nnLoi© may ineed furnish evidence of 
group natWlogy. In the ohLld-oentrlo type of family this rninnfests
itself in an "all-e£gs-Xr-om?-basket" policy* the intense preoccupation 
of family oemhe's with the cerebral palsied child crowded out all ol e, 
so that they were no longer able to play any appreciable part in the out- 
aide commonity and instead ovrr-o^ml^i.isRd their parental role. 
CohecaLveiess can thus be too high as wll as too low and yet on? of the 
coneltusion© which one must reach about the child-centric famiies is 
that their high cohr ssivensas is in fact an artificial and illusory one. 
Cl<mer aymm^tion shows that their "togetherness" is largly the product 
of only one single factor, na^ly the preoccupation with the handicapped 
child. Famiy meataira are not ftoily-centixed but child-centered t all
liars of com!R^niection go through the handicapped ohild and exist only 
to a minimal degr s between other menbees. This was particularly in
evidence in relation to other children in the family, who weere rarely 
regarded as individuals in their own right but more often as adjuncts 
to the needs of the handicapped chid. It is also suggested by the fact
that father's high participation in ohild-care activities was gor»jraLly 
not paMmellcd by a hi£$t participation in household activities. The
role adopted by these fathers was dictated not so meh by the needs of
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the family io a whole or of the mother in partioular, hut hy their own 
ocnooim with the hla&lclllad o^ld. Thie poeudo Hochs alvoneaa olearly
oroatoe a don^erm situation for the famiy, for if the ohild ia ever 
removed fbom it the remaining momhere will suddenly be brought faoe to 
f^aoe with one another, and, having worked out no adoptive mathatieta 
for such a situation, may at that time be in danger of compete disruption. 
This situation was vividly illuatnrtod by one such family, where the 
cerebral palsied ohild wsnt for a few weeks to a cttva.eecent home end 
thus gave the loroate their first break away from him eitoe he was bom 
As the mother put it aftemardet "is wont away for cur first holiday in 
five years, but after two days we had to come back. riy husbind and I 
were like s turgors together, we did not know what to do mth ourselves 
and seemed almost to have los touch with f8uh ot^r*” It may wil be
that the reluctance of these parents to let the child go to residential 
school is to som! extent caused by their partial awEl^n<e8e of this 
situation. This study alio aho?ve, hcwevr, that the concept of coheaive-
nees io an extremely complex one. W aoxukt to defln, it by using the 
"togettoemioee” oritcrion, twt having done to it may well be argued that 
this gives in somr respect a misleading imprecaton. The high "together-
tee•” r cores o^ the child-centric familas axe prcduoed not by the membra* 
attraction to thr 5noxp as a whole but to onr feature of thr group (the 
handicapped ohild/. In soma ways thia does produce a very coheaivo
group, for the mnrtb>ens are all jointly engaged in one particular kind of 
activity (child-care), all share the saro absorbing intersst, and Hl 
arr disinclined to participate in other groups. Kany tfpermlantll 
studios of group oeh<eBlvetftes wouLd bo satisfied with these criteria, 
yet thr mire clinitllly oriented might wall feel that certain subtle but 
vital aspects are thus n^mlc^tGd and that a groat deal more needs to br 
don on the euc<OBfi8fhl definition for releaIsLL purposes of this corncrt.

flow far a particular kind, of family group is to be regarded as 
pathological mmt bo judged to acme extent in relation to ita euoooae 
in rearing menaHy healthy children. In the last chapter we stated
certain assoc lotim between the thrco family types and some character
istics of tho individual children roared in them, and hare we may carry
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the diaoussion further hgr asking in what maarr the various patterns 
of social forces shape the personality of the oerebral palsied child.
Thia oan he dona m>st dearly by oom-oar.ng the ohild-eentrlo wLth ths 
intermediate families, for in the oUld-fugio type too great a diversity 
ia found in the oornttdlation of soolal forces to make generalisations 
possible. Moroo^ret as the concept of role has been found so useful in 
viewing individuals in their social conteert, we shall centre our enquiry 
on the different role-Inking skills which the children acquire in these 
two kinds of environm-rrt.

In the intermediate type of family the oerebral palsied ohild is 
treated from the beginning as a m^rater of tbs family group Who not only 
has certain needs as an individual in his own right, but Who must also 
learn to resneot tbs indlvi&ai&lty of other raoabers. Be la given ths
ad&Ltlonal help and support wM.ch his organic coik&tion neoe^ltats, 
but beyond that be Is eappeted to strive for independejice and not to 
regard other people a# being continually at his book and call to perform 
services for him* Derma^s to conform to aduLt exudations are made on 
him, and thftgh these are rarely excessive the parents have no hesitation 
in backing thorn up with disciplinary measures. As a result the child’s
ability to take age-appro pedate roles develops and grows, and, though 
his hand cap may prevent him from fumtGtiordng at hia chronological level, 
he is likely to make good use of whatever residual capacities he dc s 
have*

The ohild brought up in a child-centric type of family will be ex
posed to very different expert atio no. Regarded as & pathetic creators
fcr Whom everything possible must be done, be encounters no demands to 
achieve things independently. He learn© that other memb- re of the
famLly are always -available and always. prepared to act as his tools, 
lkei^l reciprocity is thus not stressed, and as a result the child's 
infantile egoentticity remins unaoedfied. The parental socialising
practices are in many respects similar to those described by Lovy (1943) 
for his cases of mrtemal owjrpxrrtection, and the descriptions of his 
children aloe overlaps to a very appreciable extent with those mmtioned 
bore* In this report, howwer, we have added cas further level of
stuty, namly that anpertainirg to the family group as a whole and the
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importance of this from the child’a point of view hecomoc apparent when 
nm consider the effects of the ohild-ceirtrie family’s social isolation 
on rcle-tikdng skills* The situation has been described so aptly by
Parsona and BIIss (1956) that we shall quote in full the relevant part 
of their theoretical exposition*

"A primary function and churetertctic of the tally ie that 
it should be a social group in which in the earliest stages the 
child can "invert” all of hia emotional resources, to which he 
oan besom overwhelmin'’!? "condtted” or on whoh he oan become 
fully "depended”. Bit, at the ^«me ttae9 in the nature of ths
sooin.T.intioi process, thin dependency mot be temporary rather 
than pslmaneiB* Th«ref<or>, it is very imprMt^ that the
sociaLlslng agents should not themselves be too com letel.y 
immersed in their family ties* It io a cottMLtion equally ta-
portant with fadlitatirg dependency that a family shotuld, in 
due oouree, help in «ttm5ipatl^g the child from his dependence 
on the fwily. Rwo the family bus* fr;_ ° di...fewntiatcA buA-
mrti of a «m»«tTbt. not in a mm. aoaloty" «> mw*h*n»
too oloofu Mtar^iMh^KK: it. row tpoifictlly thie ewane that
the adult monOhsri must hove roles other than their famila! roles 
vhioh occupy strategically im*p>rtant places in their own

. polraonililiea.”

This ia a meet pertinent statement, for it describes ucerurstely the 
situation confronting the individual from th? child-cetftric famiy, and 
it helps us to understand why such a family must be regarded as a patho
genic inflUettos cn the dhHd. It has often V sen said that the family
ie an agent of society and that it io thrctu? the famiy that culture 
io t3anlim.tts'd to the child* Having learned those modea of behavimur 
which are culturally approved, he is ready to leave home and participate 
in the activities of other aooLal groups. Thie means, howver, that
the family met bo, to use arsons and DaLeo1 phrase, a "differentiated 
subsystem of society”, that ths oenOers should behave in a r^ner 
acceptable not only in that particular family but also in society in
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General, and that tho role assigned to a child through tho parental 
socialising practices should not deviate markedly from the role which 
society expects hia tc adopt* In general parents do not primarily 
aacribe roles tc the child in order to fit Ida out for lifo in the 
outside community* They do so rather in order to fit him into their
own family fwxp, and the fact that these roles aro usually found 
appropriate later on is only due to the mirroring of cultural conven
tions within tho family. Dot when the family system differs in certain 
fundemantal ways from culturally accepted nor to, when, for instance, 
its child rearing methods stress different values, it will fail to 
provide a bridge to the cosnunity. tiithin tho family the child’s 
role may be perfectly well adjusted, but onco hr Joins other groups hr 
will ceno up against a completely different sot of expect at ions and 
sooial maladjustment may then occur.

It is for this reason that the chile-centric typo of facdl must 
be Judged as pathological. within tho family itself no social malad
justment is apparent, for the members are all perfectly adapted to one 
another. The parents are always ready to perform services for the 
ohild, and the ohild is always ready to accept them.. It is only when 
such a child leaves the family md participates in other groups that 
his behaviour will bo foun inappropriate, for thr expectations Im 
meets there will clash with the only redes cf role playing available 
to him. This is seen repeatedly in the oaee illustrations, for when
ever a child from a child-oentric faaily leaves the familiar homo 
environment and interacts with cth^r children in ploy, with physio
therapists during treatment or with a peyohclogist during testing, bo 
io unable tc adjust to their expectations. lie has not been trained in 
the give and-take cf oooial relationships, and when he attempts to 
carry forward Ids usual domineering, egocentric mode a of behaviour he 
lo suddenly forced to realise that a very different secial situation 
from that to which ho is aocuotonrd confrente him. Thus the ohild- 
centrio family equips the ohild with socially w acceptable modes of 
behaviour, and in leaving him at an infantile level stunts hia role- 
playing skills* Through the lack of coomunity participation of this 
kind cf family the ohild fails to Oome into regular contact with out-
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elds Influences wsioh mLght saKlify and inoreaso hio ropertoijo of roles, 
and haring no opp^x^xn^^x to identify wLth others except his parents, 
the influe ^0 of the latter (already Intones beoauoe of the hiiS "together- 
neoa”) will be all the more powertH. Both the nature and the rustor 

of roles adopted by the ohild will thus be affected, resu ting in ths 
marked degree of coda! immtuuity previously described. Thie m>sns
that the narrow range of stimiHatlon entailed by the presence of a 
phaysioal handicap is further reinftraed by the particular ty;^ of family 
orgarn.Bstion, and in this way the pemliia’i^lties of the famLly set-up idsy 
right into the spsolal oh£alreBeJrLttits of the physically handicapped 
child, just as the Inability of these parents to set limits and impose 
discipline plays right into the GTOtional lability and i^ipdf^jivepeos so 
often found in the brain injured.

aw. a«ttal.gtaal
in the main body of this report nothl% was said about the cause 

and effect relationships that cmy exist between the various sets of 
phenomena described. Attention was drawn to their aessQiatIop, but it
was not felt justified there to expound the type of ass«^^Lati^on wlhoh 
may exist between them. in this chapter we can atlt^Jldcr ourselves free 
to offer interpretatiota, and in the foregoing dlealssltt of the develop- 
mnP of the cerebral palsied child Ip relation to a particular kind of 
family orgsnleatlot we did in fact make the assumption that a casual 
link is found here, and that the degree of social maturity of the child 
is due to the nature of the forces impinging upon hln from hie family 
epvl^tnb»rt. Tet mapy of the parents in ths child-centric group clearly
believed that the omseeeffeot sequence functioned in the opTpoite 
direction, tamely that their general style of lift and their purticu^ar 
tin ament of the child was a teceasary consequence of the child's handi
capped atlPiititt. They ointed, for instance, to the child's intense
clinging atd asserted that this made it imTposible for them to leave him 
and te etgags in aetivltico tutsids the family. This, howver, is oidy
a partial truth, ter it neglects tho fttt that maty parents with 
similarly handicapped children did tot meet thio problem and that it is 
^here^ore unlikely that thiss eharajt®xr.stio tf the child is at inevitable
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consequence of ths organic oortLitloi. The m>ne lJksly interpretation
woUd gsso to be that, for reasons of their own, the parents related 
to tho ohild in such a way that Intense emtlon&l dspSiAsnce was called 
forth and stmtuLated by tholr behaviour towards him, but that, once 
this pattern of responses was established in the child, the relatcon 
bream a circular one and that the ycrenta Indeed had to respond to 
his need. A similar argument can be emptoye'd with regard to other
intorUnriEed phemnens, e.g. the parents' infant il isi% and the children's 
physical dependence, or the reluctance of the parents to dimSpHra and 
the egoroeStTiolty of the children. In each case it may V aosuoad that,
in these particular ^ar^:nte, ths factor of cerebral ploy gives rise to 
a certain oet of reactions, which is then further activated by the 
particular chazmcariGtic thus called into being In the child.

Are we then justified in assuming that the particular patterns of 
famiy behaviour described hare are directly due to the stress of having 
a cerebral pal si d child _ r Or would they have assumed that form anyway?
Co the basis of the present maorim we cannot conclusively answer this 
quietim. The project was set up In order to investigate the kinds of 
sodal reactions which ocour when oersbml palsy Is a given factor In 
the situation, and wae oonoomsd with the considerable intra-scrapie 
variability rather than with external comorlBon8. To detsmine whit
woQd hove happened to a particular family If their child had not been 
afflicted with a co ng en tai htndTcnp tlpelars an impossible question tc 
answer, and neither a befono-ioftfr type of research design nor the use 
of a control group can provide the solution. Vs can bat describe ths 
situation as It oxlsts at prsaoirt, and in thio way confine ouroslvsa tc 
tho here-and-iow. Certain suggestive clues do, howeer, emerge from
these dJS!a5riptionn, giving com indication of the extent to which 
pars mal patterns of behaviour are exclusive to the cerebral palsied 
ohild. These are seen moat clearly in the child-oontrlo group( It Is
the htidionpl©d child v^ provides the focus for the famiy, it Is 
around him that mOors tend to cluster, and It Is for his sake that

t

other activities tend to bs sacrificed. This lo not soon in the
intermedate tyro, thus suggesting that tho course of these families 
has not boon deflected by tbc htndiotpled child. For the child-fugic
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families the evidence Is more equivocal t in at least two of these 
families a rift appears to hove existed between the parents even before 
the arrival of the cerebral palsied child, but as in these oases father’s 
lack of involvement with the ohild wo more marked than his lack of in 
volva^xent in other family activities, it may wil be that the child’s 
arrival brought about a further loosening of the family ties. It
appears therefore lJkcely that the re--ctJons of the two extreme type# 
are directly influenced by the factor of cerebral palsy, though no con
clusive evidenco on thio point can be offered.

Although the project wis set up to investigate ths variability 
found within the sanqJLe rather than the reasons for such differences,
It is nevertheless extremely temping to seek an anaimr to ths latter 
problem as dl and at least to caqlore some of the more obvious 
possibilities. In many respects the sample is a vexy homogemou ones
all the fanmiles studied have as one of their mohers a child with con- 
gexntal physical handicaps all these children are otill In the early 
years of ohllltaools in all instances regular help from ex*nurts in the 
form of physiotherapy and/or education was received, the families are 
all apparently intact, they all belong to the sane end of the socio
economic range, they are all drawn from one geographical area, and all 
form port of a largely industrial ocmmulty. IBevertMleas, three widely
different patterns of behaviour w&re found under these circumstances, 
and certain further factors mist therefore be operative and be able to 
account for these differences. For the purpooe of such an enquiry it 
is worth recalling that Rill (1949) distnguii&ed three classee of 
variables xhich determinc a famj.y*s behaviour under stressi the hard
ship of the event itself, the resources of the faaily, and the definition 
ths family makes of the event. Ws shall follcw this schema and review
reasible aetiological factors under these thiee headings.

hs for the hardship of the event itself, w must take Into account 
wlhrt is perhaps the laost obvious dif'fejernoe between ths various famies 
of ths research sample, namly the severity of the chlld’c handicap.
To oxpress this qualitatively the Severity Index wis developed, and 
this enables us to ascertain wheeher any differences existed among the 
three family types in this respeot. Table 42 shorn the relevant figures#
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42.
The SwerttT Xwd>» In r.hft Vhww ?—Tr«.

ean
*anaagd
deviation Range

Child-centric type • 9*l»6 J. 62 4-16
Intermediate type * 7*16 4»<7 2-17
Child—fugle type •• 8*00 4.24 4-14

Tho intermediate group shows a mean figure lower than either of the 
extreme groups. Thio difference is, however, oraall, and use of tho £ 
teat reveals that none of the differences between the three groups roaches 
an acceptable level of statistical significance (probability of *05). 
laoh group, noreover, covers a wide range of scoreo and thus Includes 
both very nildly and very severely affected cases* Por instance, the 
chllv'-centrlc family which received the most extreme soore a on both the 
dime net one of cohesiveness and of community participation, and In which 
also more ocvere socialising pressure was fotand than in any other family 
In the cample, had the moat mildly handicapped child in the child centric 
Troup* In tho intermediate <roop, on the other hand, we find the 
family with the moot severely handicapped child in the whole .sample, and 
in thia croup there is also the ono family which had two handicapped 
children*

It appears therefore that the over-all severity of the child* a 
handicap, objectively defined, cannot account for the moro extreme 
reactions shown hy some families as eonpared with others* Is problem 
may, however, be investigated further, and one may enquire as to differ
ences between tho three family types in the nature of the handicap* As 
there were only four ithetoids In the sample (two In the child-centric 
group and one in each of tho other two "Teups), nothing oan be conoluded 
as to the differential Influence of tho two main types of oerebral palsy, 
spasticity and athetosis (tho argument that the two conditions give rise 
to different personality constellations receives no support from our 
material). It may be argued, however, that the degree to which 
particular functions aro affected ia more imrertant, that, for instance, 
interference with loco motion io the most visible aspect of oerebral palsy
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and that a child* a Inability to walk is thus likely to bs experienced 
an the greatest ba^dsh■l• Ths samHc warn therefore divided ae<oo^ding
to ability to wa.k (i.e. take a nunler of steps without support from 
others) at the end of the rerlod of ob8erentloi• Ths results arc
presented In Table 43 according to family type; in the sams table a 
division is also mads between those ails to spcak at the end of the 
T cried of ob:asrectlon and those who had still not acquired any words at 
all.

Table 43.
Ability to &Qk and to Speak 

in the Three aaily Types

Abls Umble Abbe Um^'ble
tc to igOafrk tc ipc-oi

dlid-c&inric 
type .............. 5 8 9 4

Intsim-diatc 
type ....... 3 9 8 4

Child Pugic 
typo . ............ 2 3 , 4 1

Thess figures indicats no mark _d differences in the throc types of 
famiies. Ll<Gdiig next at tho nuraler of children with associated hand!
capp, Table 44 does rovsal ons interesting difSrsinco, for all ths five 
cases with epilepsy arc found ii the two 0x110^ grouns, and none ii the 
intermediate group.

Ta.?>l^ ,44-.
NanOer of Associated Htid^<ctli 

in the Three PaaHy Typea

yjsag.
Defects

Cilld-sentric
tyoo ....... 2

Interne sdiate 
ty~o 1

Chld-fugic
type ............  j

Bfects iEHomx MAL

1 4 7

1 0 2

0 1 2
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The other associated defect a shew no noteworthy differences. It 

may well he that the frig te nine features of epileptic fits did induce 
the parents to keep a closer eye on the ohild and were thus influential 
in producing high "togetherness"* On the other hand this occurred in 
only a few oases and cannot therefore bo regarded as playing a major part 
in the sample*

One aspect of oerebral palsy of whioh many parents expressed fear 
concerns tho possibility of mental handicap* Thia, some felt, was worse 
than physical handicap and Its diagnosis often elicited muoh sharper re
actions than the diagnosis of tho physical condition* In Table 45 we 
investigate whether there are any differences between the throe groups 
in this respeot* Tho figure are based on the I* * *8 obtained from the 
ohildren, and where on rxaot figure oould not be stated and the ohild 
allocated only to a cortain range, the middle point of this range was 
selected for the present purpose*

I. Q..S obtained in the 
Three > a>nlly Types

<-;ean
Standard
Deviation ^ange

Child-oentrio type 61.08 10.13 40-75
Intermediate type 72*00 1P.09 44-96
Child-fuyio type 67.40 15.19 45-89

The means for the throe family types show that a difference in 
favour of the intern di&te type exists, that children from this group of 
families are on the avert^/o lees intellectually handicapped than the 
children fron tho other two ~roups. The difference between the means 
of the ohild-oentrlc type and tho intermediate type is statistically 
significant (beyond the *01 level), but neither of the other two differ
ences reaches a significant level* One aunt again, however, draw atten
tion to th© considerable range covered by all throe types, particularly 
that covered by the intermediate type, whioh contained not only the moot
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Intelligent ohlldren In the sample but also soon of the least intelligent.
«e conclude that a few dlfferenoeo do exist In the severity of the 

handloap which tho three family types have to face* Epilepsy and mental 
retardation In particular appear to be core aaoooiated with the two 
oxtreme reactions Yet our analysis bears out the contention of other 
writers on the behaviour of families under at re so, that the degree of 
hardship alone cannot account for the total picture. Most of the above 
tables fail to reveal marked differences, and the overlap between the 
throe groups Is striking. Other determining forces are therefore present, 
and to these we shall now turn.

The resources cf the family (Kill’s seoond rroup of influences) may 
hero be thought of in term© of Hbla^-aofteneroH. However severe the 
stress, It may be that there are certain factors present In the family or 
Its environment that will make It easier to adjust to the crisis. One 
suoh osslblllty refer© to the presence of other, non-handicapped ohlldren. 
It may be argued that they at least give the parents the opportunity to 
show that they ore capable of producing sound offsprings and that their 
parental role Is therefore less damaged than that of parents who have 
produced only a handicapped child. Xn thia sample only four families had 
no other ohlldren besides the handicapped one. Of these, two belong to 
the ohil d-eent rlc type, while one comes from each of the other two types. 
The great majority of families in all three types therefore did have 
other, non-handicapped ohlldren, and one oust oonolude that their presence 
cannot serve here ae a differentiating criterion.

Another potential "blow-softener" fofers to the attitude of the 
ccmuniiy m whioh each family lives. Thin, as Farber (^959) points out, 
nay be supportive or non-supportlve. If the latter, the family nay be 
subjeoted to pressures which emahaoiee its difference from other families, 
and it will suffer a certain ancunt of ostracism. Such an argument Is 
clearly highly relevant to our finding that the am unt of comunity par
ticipation varied a great deal In tho sample, rnd leads us to enquire 
whether the ohild-centric families, among whom social Isolation was most 
marked, were nore exposed to nen-supportive com nifcy pressures than 
families in the other /roups. The most natlsfaotory way of answering 
this question would bo through a direct assessment of tho particular oom-
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munity with whioh eaoh family interacts. This wae not done here* 
however, and the only pertinent material ws have are the reports of the 
parents themselves on the attitudes met within their community. A bias 
is thereby introduced, in that tho community is viewed through the 
parents* eyes, so that, if feelings of rejection are voiced, it will he 
fiffioult to disentangle reality from suoh subjective elements as 
projected hostility* However, surprisingly few parents reported such 
feelings, although at every interview questions were put to then about 
the attitudes they met in the community, with particular reference to 
friends, neighbours, and relatives. The few families who felt them 
selves at all exposed to unfavourable oomounity pressures are drawn from 
all three types, with no undue preponderance of ohlld-oentric families.
Of the thirteen families in thin group, only three ever reported negative 
attitudes relating to the handioapped ohild, while of the twelve inter
mediate families two and of the five ohild-fugio families one family also 
produced suoh reports. Child-oentrio families did show a tendency to 
express rather more aggression towards official agencies, feeling that 
not enough was being done for them, but thio, ae we hnve seen, did not 
prevent them from continuing to make oontact with them* It seems un
likely, therefore, that tho kind of organisation found in eaoh of three 
family typos, with particular reference to the amount of oomunity 
participation, can be explained on the basis of external pressures. This 
does not moan that tho parents did not feel self oonooious in nubile when 
seen with their handioapped child, for curiosity on the part of strangers 
was frequently reported. Tet this occurred in all three family types, 
and it must be emphasised that none of the parents in this sample mads 
any effort to hide the ohildren from public view* All took them regularly 
to shops, to parts, eto*, and feelings of social ostracism were rarely 
voiced* hhers antipathy existed V tween child-oentrio families and 
relatives it was usually secondary to the Isolation of the family rather 
than responsible for it* Relatives criticised the parents for their 
inward turned style of life, and the parents in their turn resented what 
they regarded as unjustified interference* It was therefore the extreme 
preoccupation with the ohild which crowded out other sooial contaots, and 
not the community whioh rejected the parents and forced them to remain
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within their own family oirole. Aotive role conflict does not therefore 
exist for the parents of the ohild-oentric group, for their total emot
ional investment in the parental role was just not compatible with the 
carrying out of other roles* Sooial isolation, we must conclude, 
appears to he self-imposed rather than forced on the family from outside.

If community attitudes do not differ appreciably from group to 
group, there may nevertheless be certain practical reasons why some 
families find it more difficult to keep up sooial contacts. The sheer 
physical effort involved in moving a handicapped child from place to 
plaoe may aot as a brake to social intercourse, and this mobility factor 
will vary according to the handioap of the child, the proximity of other 
members of the family’s community, and the available transport facilities.

As for the handicap of the ohild, we have already seen that its 
severity does not differ signifloantly from group to group. Inability 
to walk in particular is not found more frequently among those families 
whose community participation is lowest. Some families, it is true, 
lived a considerable distance away from their kinfolk and would therefore 
in any case have found it more difficult to keep up frequent oontaot with 
them. This applied mainly to those families who had moved to one of the 
new housing estates and whose relatives were often left behind in the old 
neighbourhood. Tet when the sample is arbitrarily divided according to 
whether the family lived within 30 minutes walking distance from the 
nearest member of either parent’s family of origin, no striking differ
ences emerge from Table 46.

Table 46.
Proximity of Family to Kinfolk

Not
Within 30 Minute a Within 30 L-inutes
,alking Distance .alklng distance

Child-centrio type ... 7 6
Intermediate type ...» 8 4
Child-fugio type ••••• 2 3

The varying amount of oontaot with relatives cannot, therefore, be
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explained on the basis of proximity, for many of the most isolated 
families lived in the same district as their kinfolk* Furthermore, we
mist remember that the laok of oornmnlty participation applied also to 
connects with neighbours, who by definition are available on the doorstep, 
and also to leisure activities, wM.ch the parents mifd^^ rail have carried 
out without the child*

Althooug a numbr of parents oompllined of the difficulties involved 
in the use of public transport with a handicapped ohild, this applied to 
all the three groups* The mrthers cf the intearae&ate group appeared,
horaver, far mre ready to tackle these difficulties, and if this ras not 
possible they had none of the hesitation shown by child-centric mobrs 
to leave the o&Lld with others and pay visits alone. It £a, moreover, 
significant that four of the thild-tentrio families had oars of their 
own and yet failed to mike use of them in order to increase their 
comnunty participation.

It appears that the lre8ente of "blow-softeners" (i*e* having non
handicapped children in the family, living in a nonoritioal communty, 
and having ready aocess to this comwnity) does not have any appreciable 
influence on family type. Taken in ctln)nnetioi mth the findings re
garding the severity ff the condition, these result a turn our attention 
to the third class of influences, namely those defining the maning waioh 
a famLly att Echos to such an event. Here, however, we are dealing with
a very different kind of variable, for whereas previously we examined 
forces which rare directly accessible to observation, we are now concerned 
with material which, in the context of this project, must be inferential 
in nature. This involves leaving the empirical level and proposing
certain theoretical formuLatlons which may be m>re ooinrQY^rsial but 
whioh are nevertheless considered necessary as providing an essential link 
in any attempt at explanation. Most studies of behaviour under stress
show that the objective properties of the external situation alone cannot 
account for an individufs jeaotions, that the tharrM:>Oeristics of the 
individual himself murt also be taken into consideration (of. Lasams et 

al. , 1952, and Sohaffer, 1954)* Though under certain tirenrartanoes
these individual charraceristics may be directly accessible to study, 
mosiy they are inferred from the observable responses to the situation
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and oust thus be regarded as intervening variables. It la in this
light that we shOLl consider the following interpretation.

Shat does it mean, we must ask# to bo given a olild with a con
genital handicap? Parents alwayo expect their child to bo perfect,
and when for one reason or another these expectations are not me and 
the child ia mei-nally or p^yoloally crippled, a severe blow is dealt to 
them. The ocin’gen.tal nature of the handicap gives rise to feelings of
respomibility in the parents, for they themeelvea have produced the 
lo^Krf'eot ohild, and when the imperfection is of a severe, permanent, 
and unsightly natuze^, their narclssilm, with particular reference to 
their capacity as parents in its initial and wocdt important aspect, is 
seriously challenged. The three family patterns of behaviour described
in this report represent, we suggest, thxee ways in which such a 
challenge is met.

Taking the intermediate group first, it is not part of our argument 
that in famiies of this type the parents do not feel themeplves 
challenged at all, that they take the handicapped ohild in their stiil.de 
es though this were a perfectly normal, expected event who! arcuses no 
concern or anxiety. Such an attitude would signify a detachment and
lack of investment in the parental role that in itself wouLd be of a 
highly pathological nature. This certainly does not apply to these
parents. They wore oonoemed and anxious about the ohild, they did
identify themselves with him and they did feel Involved in his oonlUtiot. 
Yet their behaviour patterns show that they wore able to keep their 
feelings within bounds and not involve the ohild in then. On the one
hand they did not feel the nccessity to reject their parental role or 
to try and force the ohild out of hie h ndioapped condition, and on the 
other hand they ware sufficiently free to help the child towards indepen
dence and not keep a permanent and total stranglehold on him. Tley had,
in other words, successfully met the challenge to their parental role.
The ohild thua no longer represented to then a continual reminder of 
their failure?, and, having resolved thflr feelings of inlvolvenett, they 
were able to treat him as an individual in his own right without macing 
him a victim of their own needs.

in the child-oet 4rio and the child ■ fugio types, on the other hand,
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we see two different re; otions to failure to meet the challenge to the 
parental role- The ohild-fugio type provides evidence of tho simplest 
and moat direct way of dealing with auoh a situation, namely hy avoiding 
the ohild and rejecting the parental role* The picture io ocnfused by 
the fact that in cao3t families cf thio type a child-fugio pattern of 
behaviour is adopted by only one of the parents and not by both* But 
where it doee appear one can see the disinclination to play the parental 
role to such a ohild in the attempts made to out down interaction with 
him to a minimum* These parents did not icoopt tho situation as it was, 
for they oould not bear to be confronted by their failure, tnd they found 
it thoi*efore simplest to avoid it as much as was possible without 
actually withdrawing from the situation altogether* Their hostility to 
the ohild who was responsible for thoir shame and failure thus found 
open expression in feelings of rejection, and is also seen in the severity 
of their oooialiaing techniques and disciplinary methods*

The Ghild-oentrio pattern of behaviour reveals, we believe, basically 
the seme sense of failure and feelings of hostility, but with tho pheno
menon of over-oompensatlon superimposed on it* These parents cannot 
allow themselves to give open rein to their negative feelings towards 
the ohild, for thia would arouse too muoh guilt in them* They thus go 
to the opposite extreme, and their whole life-pattern is the external 
realisation of their intense need to be recognised as good parents*
Lx come respects their behaviour ia almost a caricature of what a parent 
should dot the ordinary necessity to keep an eye on a ohild means to 
them that the ohild should never be let out of sight, and the task of 
providing support for his dependent condition entails for them an over- 
protection and infantIlieirv that often assumos extrone forms* Jut 
only the indulgent aspect of the parental role is ever acted out, for 
these parenta have to keep suoh a tight ohsek on their hostile impulses 
that they cannot allow themselves to impose even minimal control over 
the ohild and to bring even mild socialising pressures to be^r on him* .
It is no wonder that the idea of physical punishment is abhorrent to 

cat of these parents*
This situation has all the elements of a neurotic conflicts an
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undesirable tendenoy vhioh the individual dare not acknowledge, an 
attempted solution hy repressing this tendency, and a subsequent evert 
over-oompennation. Ab in all neurotic oonfliots, however, a price must
be paid, end thio may take various forms. The onr that io found in all 
families of thie group concerns the considerable constriction of activities* 
Tho individual is no longer free to participate In a variety of fields and 
to assume a number of different rolee in the oommunityt all hia energy 
la absorbed by the parental role, vhioh thus becomes grossly inflated and 
tends to crowd out all other interests* In some res eots this ia highly 
reminiscent of the psychiatric condition in children described aa "school 
phobia", where tho core of the problem involves, not a fear of ?©ing to 
sohool, but a fear of leaving the mother for whom considerable repressed 
hostility la felt and for whose safety the ohild io thus extremely oon~ 
o» med. In the sane way the parents described here are forced into 
their ohild-oontric node of life not by external pressures, but rather by 
the Internal pressures resulting from the repressed hostility feelings* 
These oafcp it necessary for them to bo constantly with thr ohild, and 
Indeed unreal 1st io fears about his safety verc frequently expressed ("he 
might fall out of bod", "he night ohoke", "he night get hurt br»onuse 
other people don’t know how to handle hia", eto»)« The high "together
ness" and the low oonmunity nartioipation of these families may thus be 
regarded as the social conoequenoes of the intra-payohlo meaning whioh 
the handicapped ohild has for the parents*

Another price which somo of the parents have to pay for tho oucccso- 
ful repression of the conflict io to be found in their Individual 
petyohi trie symptomatology* Of the 30 research families there were nine 
in whieh a parent developed a psychiatric oonditlon severe enough to 
require nodical rt tert ion In all nine families it was the mother who
was affected, but in cne the father too was forced to seek help for him
self* In every Instance the condition developed sons time after the 
child’s birth, never having appeared before that time. It generally took 
the fora of "» rves" (as the parer.to describ’ d it) - a diffuse anxiety 
condition with psychosomatic or depressive symptoms* In one oase a 
abort period of hospitalisation was required, during which the mother re
ceived F.C.T., while the otl^ers were treated mainly with sedatives and
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and tra quilioern. Cur interest, however, lieo mainly in the distribu
tion of these cases among the three family types. Only one of the cases 
oame from the intermediate group, two from the ohild—fugle group, and the 
remaining six all came from the ohild-oentrio group Thuo narly half 
thr families of the latter type furnished evidence of sone overt psychiatric 
disturbance severe enough to impel th individual to seek professional help. 
This appears to support our interpretations In the intermediate group the 
objective situation confronting the parents was similar to that to whioh 
the ohild-orntrio group wa3 sxpooed, yot It was exporlenoed as a far 
greater strain by the latter and had thus dearly assumed a different 
meaning* It la also signifioant that among tbe child-fugic group the 
two cases that developed a psychiatric oondition concerned mothers who 
both adopted a ohild-oentrio pattern of behaviour towards their children, 
and that no disturbance waa found in any parent who /rave direct outlet to 
his negative feelings* Further support for our interpretation oan be 
found in the fact that In two of the ehild-oentrio cases tho mothers, 
after their breakdown, quite suddenly adopted for a time just the opposite 
attitude to that previously held, insisting, for example, that the child 
must bo sent away and, in th ir socialising techniques, oh nging from 
Indulgent to severe and punitive methods. This illustrates well the 
usually hidden feelings of aggression and hostility, and makes it less 
pussling that cn of the ohild-centric families was found regularly to 
adopt very severe socialising methods*

Basically, therefore, parents in both the child-oentric and tho 
ohil* -fugio groups are forced to deal with the sacse problen. In both 
oases producing a ohild with a cor^enital handicap means to the individual 
that hio parental role has b on oalld in question, and in both oases they 
aro unable to meet the challenge* But while in ono case avoi- anoe 
techniques are employed to deal with this situation, in the oiler oase 
the parents do not feel themselves able te adopt this solution, and,using 
an ov xvoooponsation mechanism, go to the opposite extreme and manifest a 
gross exaggeration of the parental rolo. Thus the overt reaction 
patterns differ from group to group, and it is these whioh determine the 
emotional atmosphere in whioh the ohild is reared and to which attention 
has therefore beon nrinarily givon in thic report*
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Praotioal implications*
Having presented the empirical data and some conclusions about their 

theoretical import, we may finally turn to the practical implications of 
this study and consider what sooial action they suggest. It may perhaps 
seem presumptious to say anything at all about this aspect when suoh a 
small and unrepresentative sample forms the basis of the investigation, 
and it is Indeed dear that further researoh is needed to confirm and 
amplify these results. Thus the ascertainment of the statistical frequency 
of the various types amongst families with handicapped children would form 
one useful line of enquiry, whioh could furthermore be combined with an 
investigation of the effects on sub-samples differing frcm the present 
in term8 of socio-economic class, cultural (geographical) factors, and 
non-availability or very limited availability of regular professional help. 
The ooourrence of the family types in conjunction with other forms of 
handioap, congenital and acquired, should provide further information as 
to the usefulness of the schema here proposed But over and above these 
questions specifically concerned with the problem of handicap and its 
social concomitants it is Important to follow up some of the suggestions 
raised about the development of particular personality const ell at ions in 
particular family settings. Young and Willmott (1957) point to our 
ignorance regarding the association of these two areas when they remark 
that ’’personality, far from being an independent variable, is probably 
related to family structure. But we can at present hardly even guess 
which kind of family produces whioh kind of person ••• This is the 
kind of question whioh psychologists should in time be able to illuminate, 
and thus add another, and vital, dimension to our understanding of kinship." 
Because of the widely divergent kinds of family setting the present sample 
has provided a useful starting point for suoh an enquiry. Conaiderahle 
refinement of methods of assessment is, however, required before a more 
precise dovetailing of sooial structure and Individual personality becomes 
possible, and here unfortunately oerebral palsied children, with their 
multiple handicaps Involving means of expression, are hardly the easiest 
of subjects to investigate. Nevertheless (possibly by using older and 
less handioapped subjects) such refinement is essential for a better 
understanding of the sooial foroes which impinge on and shape the growing
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child's persoxnatty.
Tet even before improvement in methodology and the widening of th© 

field of enquiry have produoed rare faots, the need for help of many of 
these families 13 so obvious that, bearing in mind all the limitation of 
else and unreprosexrtativeness of the present cample, seme tentative 
suggestion? ore herewith inoluded as to the kinds of social action whioh 
appear to be called for.

Two general eonolusicns arising from this study oan be stated! 
that families do not by any means all behave similarly in the face of 
oon^Mtal handicap, and that the proportion of pathological reactions 
i© inordinately hij£u As for tho first poiint, this has formed the
control theme of this report and needs no further commit. The seoond
point • le subntarrtiated by the waitings of other waiters in this field 
and was referred to in the revVw of tho literature, and is further borne 
out by the writer’s clinical experience Wdch has also oonfirmed the 
usefulness of viewing families in the lJght of the typology here s%g?»rtted. 
The oornoluaion that follcws is that psy<ri^i,n1^^o services for the h.-^m^- 
capped and their families should be wade far m^re readily available than 
they are at prose art, so that those Wio do nned this form of help can be 
spotted and the nature cf the necessary therapeutic intervention be 
decided on in tme The as8ura>tion, that any behaviour disorder in the 
cerebrU palsied individual is bound to be an unalterable part of the 
brain injury, is far too cotsam still and in too frequently used to neglect 
the minted health aspect of suoh a child’s personality develpom<• nt. Th't
this is, howvvr, of no more eeademlo interest but that psychotherapy With 
brain-injured and with mntal defective subjeotc is feasible has been shown 
by ntona (i960) and by Handy (1957)•

It io esserrtial, howver, that suoh a service be based on the family 
as a whole and not rn rely on the Individual ohild. This has b^oome
apparent in the course of our descriptiono, vhloh have justified our 
initial promise that conguntal handicap is the problem not merely of the 
individual so afflicted but of the family as a w^le. Many faMlles do
have the strength to adjust to this situation, but, as we have seen, there
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are otharo la which the menal health and social standing of every m«^jf
* V i » • • a

may suffer. This Widening of focus fnm the study of the handicapped
child to romom With the Whole family mus, in fact, form the starting 
point for any plan to further the metal health of such children (aee 
Adams i960, for the exposition of the sane point of vies made on behcOLf 
of the m nt ally handicapped;.

Cnee this has been realised, the practical measures to be taken WU 
be inThendd by the aasAesoent of the family as a Wide, and not only by 
the diagnostic picture presented by the child. To give but one rxanplat
from the childvs point of view placement in a residential school may be 
moat desirable in helping his physical and odiuifl^tlcnal progress. Yet,
should he com "rom a oMld-oeirtrlo fanily vWiere he has for years formed 
the focal point of all sooial activities, this sudden removal io likely 
to have serious disruptive effects on the balanoo of tho family group. 
TlhLs may Well be follcmed eveirtually by a gradual blossoming and re
emergence of true family life; on the other hond it may also be foil wed 
by ecmppete disintegration (Cohen, 1961, has reported a case whore the 
parents both comsitted suicide after the death of their spaWtic son, , 
leaving a note to the effect that they now had nothing more to livo for). 
In either caae, this 1b clearly a situation Which must be Mutngli With 
lautiln, requiring prelJm nary oainWork Wth the pareWa, continuing ccn- 
tacta and support after the seipantion, and, W^eer^^^^jr possible, raking the 
break a gradual rather than a sudden me.

The kind of help that a family requires W1 vary fnm ease to case, 
but lnle again ge)nora.leatlone may be usefully mad in terns of the three 
typos. Ao for the intermediate type, poychhatric intervention does not
apposor to be called for, and though advice and guidance on practical 
problems of ra3na(glilnt may often be m>at useful, the very fact that such 
faWHes oan usually benefit from such ’common aenal" methods gives an 
indication of tWir menal health. This is not the case amoongJt the
other teo types, Where parents’ resistrnwe to advice fnm rhy Wo therapists 
and other professiond Wooers wmb frequently reported. C^cprmtion in
tjrefttmmt plans Was often im’pl■ioihlo to obtain because it decoded from 
the parents a relationship With tbs oWld Which, for subjective and
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and unooneoi^c^^ rename, they were incapable of mirnaining. Wat ia
therefore required io sow naans of dealing with those unooma^ilouo foroea, 
i.e. the provision of rsyhiatric casework for the parents. The word
"parents" is uoad advisedly, for the traidit^^nal ohild guidance approach 
of working only With the motor and rarely, if at all, owing father, ia
clearly i«vpjrop?iato here. * The part father plays in these famiies, 
whether it assumes a "fuglc" or a "ernrtrie" form, is so cruoial that it is 
essential that he too meet be involved In all efforts at modfioation.

Tho munrnr of providing suoh a service is an adzmniatrat ive problso 
beyond the sco]» of this report. Cur oowoizm here is to point to a need
rather than to work out a dirtailed sohene of catering for this m&d. One
of the essertlal requirorcernts, ’^wernr, Wiioh be stated is that "family
diagnosis" should take place as early as possible onoe the handicap has 
been detected. In this way pgsveBtive measures may be taken by, for ,
instance, providing or mirrtaining bridges to the commuity for those 
fanUioa where social isolation is taking place. Ihur^ry units for tho
handicapped are particularly valuablo as fmf the ohlldren are ooarojmed, 
and Parents1 Aesmiations (more t'vough their recreational than
their edtu^c^liiona;l activities) may aervo the same purpose for the parents.
But m>rt imro2,tant of all I3 the attempt to arrest as soon as possible the 
development of a pathological relationship between parents and ohild, so 
that the implications of giving birth to a handicapped child my be followed 
up with those parents where adjustment appears not to be taking plane. To
achieve early raccess to the family olose Hawn wth other agenGli8 dealing 
vith the asse&&aQnt of the handicapped is called for. Screening services
for the various forms of handloap are now fairly ’prevalent, tot arc still 
al^raot^'t solely uncejmed with miking provisions for the child from the 
organic and the ld'mtitionol points of view. The more me can include
peylaat^ioally oriented porslinel in tho screening prodedura the greater 
will be the oaanco to prevent som of the social and individual pathology 
described in this report. In this wy also the metal health aspect of 
each case my be borne in mnd when making plans as to neSd.cal and 
educational provisions.
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By undertaking payeM.atrio oaaework with the parents of handioapnad 
children, an opjcrltiinLty is, furthewmiore, offered to investigate the 
hyjrothesis stated in the last section as to the psychopathology found in 
parents of the three family types. Our search for possible netlologioal 
factors led us there from a consideration of external "reality" factors 
to a consideration of subjective forces, and while the project had not 
been planned to work directly at this levs:]., it has nevertheless been 
meertioned as providing an essential "mssing link" to any attempt at 
explanation. Suoh an approach can at present only feasibly take place in
a olinioal context, and the therapeutic aspect of the above suggestions 
for psycHatric casework may therefore be most usefully combined with the 
research aspeot. V still do not know why some parents are able to m»et
the challenge of congental handicap and wiy others are bowled over by 
it, or what factors determine that one individual uses avoidance tech
niques and another uses over-comipiraation techniques. By adding this
further level of study it should become possible to answer suoh vital 
queetions.
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The child is classified in the appropriate category under each of 
the following sir. ladings, and tho sun total of the soores thus obtained 
represents tho reverity Index.

a. ; Loqgaatlcn*
Immobile - oannot walk, crawl, roll, or got about 
independently by any other moans (4)

Cannot walk, but is mobile through crawling or rolling (5)
Can walk, but only by holding on to supports or by suoh 
artificial means as callipers or cratches (2)

Can walk independently, but in a clumsy, "unsightly” 
manner (1)

Locomotion unaffeoted (0)

b. Ifrsfraflatleii
Unable to grasp objects with either hand
Can grasp with at least one hand, but unable to oarry 

out other co-ordineted movements 
Cnly finer co-ordinated move '.ants adversely effected
Use of only one hand impaired, the other unaffected 
r.ianimlation unaffected

o. -reoch.
Unable to say words at all
Can say only ons or two single words
Can put words together in phrases and oentonoes, but 
vocabulary limited for age 
ffeotive speech, though unclear 

Speech unaffected

*• InteUVrnPP.
I.Q. below 50
I.Q. between 50 and 59 
X»Q* between 60 and 69 
I.Q. between 70 and 79 
I.Q. above 80

(4)

(3)
(2)
0)
(0)

(4)
(3)

(2)
(D
(0)

(4)
(3)
(2)
0)
(0)

i
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ICrcquont and severe 
Infrequent, hut severe 
frequent. hut raild 
Infrequent and minor 
Bern

(4)
(3)
(2)
(1)
(0)

f. ^SSL
Total disability with regard to sight and/or hearing 
Sight and/or hearing impaired sufficiently to
interfere seriously with effective functioning
iight and hearing officio nt, but artificial aids 
(glasses, hearing aid, otc.) required

Handicap mild enough not to require artificial aids 
(e«g« squint, slight degree of deafness)

Sensory functions unaffected

(4)

(3)

(2J

0)
(0)
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A'PSBPIX 2,

VIET GUIQE

The topics indicated below form the orientation points around whioh eaoh 
intenriew was structured. No attempt was made to cover the topics in any 
particular order nor to standardise the wording of questions. The only 
exception to the latter point refers to those specific questions (indicated 
by Q) where an attempt was made to obtain a qualitative maearnre of oertalr 
family activities*

A* Family Aocivities.
1. Chlld-oaIC

a) Performance of routine activities (feeding, weighing,
toilettag, dressing, putting to bed, giving exercises):
- sharing of respoiwlblllty amoong»t family members

for such tasks;
- amount of time spent eaoh day on these activities.

b) Porformanoe of norn-routine activities (playing, taking
for walks and outings, general supervision):
- shearing of respoxrnibility amornot family mcbbers

for suoh tasks;
• amount of the spent each day on these activities.

Q: "On how many days in the last week did you (the la>ther)
leave the child in someone else's care for a period of 
more than about half an hour?"

Q: "On how many days in the last week did father spend all
the ^ime that he was not at work together with the child?"

Q: "If a place were available for your child at a residential
school for spastica, would you be wiling to send him 
there?"
(This question was asked onoe only, usually during the 

first or second interview).
2. Household tasks.

Performance of routine household activities:
- extent to which father and siblings participated and nature

of tasks for which they were responsible;
- help received frcm individuals outside tho family (from

whom and how mich); ■
• amount of tme spent on housework (daily t^me^ab:ie)|
- extent to whioh mooher felt housework was interfered with

by the care given to the cerebral palsied child.
Q: iHow often did you (the m^her) receive help Wth household 

tasks in the preceding week? Every day, just icoaaSloaa.ly,
or not at all?"
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?• Enployra>nt
- members of family in employment, and nature of employmed;
- amount of tbe per day spent away from heme on this aocooun,

and interruptions of working ttoe on aooount of cerebral 
palsied child)

- other effects of oerebral palsied child on nature of employment •
4« Corrtact with kin

Visits paid to or received from relatives)
- frequency of contacts (Qs "On how many days in the last

week did any member of the family see a relative?” )|
- wlhit relatives were seen)
- the mernmers of the family involved in these contacts)
- whoxo the contacts took place (own home, relative’s horn),

elsewhere);
- reason for such contacts (help, duty, comppniomhip, emtional

support))
- difficulties in the way of such contacts;
- attitudes of relatives to handicap.

5* Connact w±*th neighbours
(other than mere groetings or passing j^mu^^ib)i •
- frequency of contacts (Qi "On how many days in the last week

did aioy member of the family talk to a neighbour?");
- numbxer of neighbours with whom contact was made;
• the mernbors of the family involved in these oon:taot^;
- where the contacts took plmca (own home, neighbour* s home,

elsewbore);
- reason for ouoh contacts;
- attitude of neighbours to handicap.

6* Connect with official agErcles
All bodies and individuals giving professional servios (m?e&ciU, 

educational, so^l^iai, welfare, religious):
- frequency of contacts (Qi "How max/ suoh coirtaots were there

in the last wMek?");
- kinds of agencies and individuals seen;
- msmmbrs of family participating in suoh contacts;
- Iaaeoi for contact;
- attitude of agencies to handicap.

7* Leisure activities
- nature of lesiure activities engaged in by farndly mnabees;
- frequency (Qi "On how many days in the last week did any

menbor of the family engage in some sort of leisure 
activity?");

- of family participating in e^h activity.
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B. x-areHtal spolallslvg Techniques.
1. functions

Attempt* made by parents to correct the child's present man^r 
of functioning:

- do they take place ;
- how fnqueiUy?
- the form that suoh attempts take;
- sanctions employed to enforce parental demands.

The sane topics also to he covered in respect of:

2. Speech
5. Intellectual- ^-unctlona 

4* Feeding
5# Toileting
6. Signing

C. The Child
1 • Nfrur* of .handioap

- its mu&feirtatione (in locomcoor Aills, speech, intellectual
functions, sensory abilities, seizures);

*• improvement since last contact.

2. BMfitipns to .Jianftloap
- signs of self-consciousness, frustration, dermal, anxiety,

depression;
- dependence on others for the performance of skUle;
- attempts at self-help and circumvent ion;
- ‘holding own" with other children.

5* burthM ta
- compliance to parental requests in eaoh of six socialising

areas (locomotor functions, speech, intellectual functions, 
feeding, toileting, sleeping);

- behaviour in physio- and speech therapy and in classooOTi
(where appropriate).
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SOSIAMSBilS 3EVEKH7 SCORES

Irntell-

Total
300rsName*

ectual
Toilet-

las
Locco- 
mo tion Speech

Func
tioning

Feed-
lS£

Sleep-
*S£

Armerflon, a* 1 0 1 0 0 1 3
BEusu, a. 0 0 0 0 1 1 2
Burgess, h. 1 0 1 1 1 1 5
Cairns, b. 1 1 0 0 1 1 k
Cunning am, b. 1 1 1 1 1 2 7
Donddson, o. 2 0 0 2 0 2 6
Fisher, b« 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Fletcher, b. 0 0 1 1 1 1 W
Hooiper, a. 1 1 1 1 1 1 6

Jackson, o$ 1 0 0 1 1 1 4
Johnson, a. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Kelley, b* 1 1 0 1 1 2 6
Larne, a. 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
MdBin, a. 0 1 0 0 0 0 1
KoGuine, b. 1 0 1 1 0 1 4
McNnII, b. 2 1 1 1 1 1 7
Murphy, o. 2 0 0 1 1 1 5
Napier, b. 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Neiwand, a. 2 0 0 0 1 0 3
Parkinson, b. 1 2 1 1 1 2 8

Phillips, b. 1 1 0 1 1 1 5
Purdon, b. 1 1 1 1 1 2 7
Richardson, c. 2 2 0 2 1 2 9
R>1tertson 0 C 0 0 1 1 2
Sawrer, a. 0 1 0 0 0 1 2

SinoldLr, a. 0 0 1 1 1 1 4
Stewat, 3. 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

Strang, a. 1 0 1 0 0 1 3
Vallanoe, a. 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

tfalson, a* 2 2 2 2 1 2 11

♦ «; BMfteaWfTillS'
•• Child-fugio femiiee

9



 APPSKDX U.
CHILD MAMRETY SCORED

e
EmPiG]rol

^1x^6101
Instnmexntal

Dupmdonce Co-^>Tpxr.tion
Total
Score

Anderson, a. 1 1 1 5
Biker, a. 0 0 0 0
Burgess, b. 0 1 1 2
Cairns, b. 0 0 0 0
C^^ngh^, b. 1 1 1 5
Drnldson, o. 0 0 0 0
Fisher, b. 0 1 1 2
Fletcher, b. 1 1 1 5
Hooppr, a. 0 1 0 1
Jackson, c. 1 1 1 5
Johnson, a. 0 0 0 0
Xl^y, b. 1 1 1 5
Lara, o. 0 0 0 0
McPBOn, a. 0 0 0 0

cCOure, b# 1 1 1 5
McNeii, b. 1 1 1 5
Miurpl^, 0# 1 1 1 5
Napier, b. 0 1 1 2

O. 1 0 0 1
Parkinson, b. 1 1 1 5
Philips, b. 1 1 0 2
Purdon, b. 0 1 1 2

Richardson, o. 1 0 0 1

HoPbi^eon, c# 1 1 1 5
Sawyer, a. 0 1 0 1
Sinclair, o. 0 0 0 0

Stewut, a. 0 p' 0 0

Strong, o. 0 1 1 2

Vallanpe, o. 0 0 0 0

WaOson, a. 0 0 1 1

* O.

c.

Child-centric fsraily 
Intermediate famiiy 
Child-fugic family
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